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CRAPTER 

PRICING MANACEMTý, NT 

1. Introduction. 

This ýhapter is concerned with pricing practices in the eighteen 

companies visited during the course of the study. As such the 

emphasis is to report upon the various aspects of pricing, both 
4 internal and external to the companies, what are the determining 

factors underlying prevailing practices, and the justification of 
these practices. This is related to the framework of the 

marketing concept. Indeed the set of questions, relating to 

pricing (see appendix) were decided upon after an intensive study 

of the literature on pricing and research undertaken with similar 

objectives to the present study. 

The method of analysis is two fold. First, as indicated, a 
direct reporting on the status of pricing practices. Secondly, 

these practices are related to both attitudinal and situational 

factors in search of an explanation and/or association. Thus, 

utilising the findings of the chapter on senior management 

attitudes towards the marketing concept, the Chief Executives and 

C. M. E. attitudinal placement towards t. ie concept are related to 

the various aspects of pricing. Furthermore, the size of the 

company in terms of numbers of employees is related to companies' 

pricing practices. 

. 
The rationale of the second,. ztage of the analysis is, first, 

because the Chief-Executive in responsible for integrating and 

co-ordinating the various activities in the company, his attitudinal 

placement towards the marketing concept reflects the company's 

attitude towards the concept. Secondly, the C. M. B. in responsible 

for marketing activities. To the extent that pricing is part of 

marketing, attitudestowards the concept are likely to affect pricing 
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practices. Finally, the assumption that the larger the company is, 

the more marIketing orientated it is likely to be, is examined by 

relating company size to the various aspects of pricing. Whether 

or not any of the above factors influence pricing practices remains 
to be seen as a result of the intended analysis. 

However, before presenting the analysis and conclusions of 
the collected data a background to pricing policies and practices 

is bi-iefly outlined, the emphasis being on modern marketing thought. 

This includes the importance of pricing, objectives of pricing 

and price setting. 

a. Importance of pricing. 

Historically, pricing received prime consideration in a 

business irrespective of its market offering. Ultimately, 

the price of a product or service determines profits 

ensuing from its provision. While cost factors were 

considered important, the price determines the demand for 

the product. Within this framework pricing provided an 

obvious competitive tool. 

The present conception of pricing does not deviate 

considerably because both cost and demand consideration are 

vital. However, other variables are integral parts of 

pricing decision. Specifically, non-price consideration 

such as manufacturer's deliberate product differentiation 

through advertising, promotion, w4allability of service, 

credit, reputation etc., have exerted new dimensions to 

pricing decisions. Given this broader view of pricing, 

manufacturers are always confronied-with pricing 

considerations. 

Under the marketinG concept, prining is an integral part 

of the marketing mix. As such, pricing in its enlarged 

concept cannot be considered in isolation because of the 

impact it exerts on other elements in the marketing mix 
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and the latterle influence on the price offering, for example, 

sales promotion activities may'. -ýe used as disguised price 

competition. Because competitors are faced with similar 
issues, pricinC receives considerable attention by all 

manufacturers in a particular sector of an industry. It is 

not uncommon to critically evaluate pricing decisions of 

other sectors in the same industry, and possibly the overall 
ýý, '. ---price level in the economy, and how it affects the manufacturers 

in question. Clearly, inadequate consideration of pricing 
is detrimental to the profitability of a business. 

b. 
- 

Pricing objectives. 

Generally speaking one, or a combination, of the following 

objectives are cited. 

(1) Long term profit maximisation in the traditional 

pricing objectives. 
(2) to promote a particular rarige or line of products. 
(3) Early cash recovery that is to decide on a price, 

where possible, that yields the quickest return 

on investment. 
(4) Satisficing objectives whereby the price setter 

is not committed to profit maximisation, but 

to. a satisfactory level of profits decided upon,. 

due to limiting factors. 

(5) Pricing decisions to meet or follow competition. 
(6) To increase or maintain the company's share of 

the market. This might involve deliberate price 

variation, for example, over and above price 

variations instigated by changeo in the prices 

of raw material. 
(7) Deliberate policy to stabalise prices and profit 

margins. 
(8) Rate of return objective whereby prices aredecided 

with a view to achieve a pre-determined rate of 

return on investment. 
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c. Price Setting -a countants' and economists' viewpoints. 

In setting price a number of approaches are utilised. After 

considering the accountants' and economists' points of view, 

the aarketing viewpoint is considered. 

The accountant's view of pricing is basically related to cost. 

Break even analysis is often used to determine the price of 

Chart 'A' briefly outlines the notion. 

I k, / 

f3 
/ 

0 

"r. C- 

QORNTIT, '4 

Chart 'A' Bre, 3k even analysis. 
FC is fixed cost, TC total cost, Oy is price, Ox production 

capacity. To break even, that is, where costs are 

equal to revenue, the company should operate at 7e, of its 

capacity. At this po-Int no profit rpsults. However, 

to achieve profits capacity is increased from 7QZ to Wlof 

and this increases the price from K to L. The line 0n 

indicates a linear relationship between price and sales 

volume. 

70X 
)ý, x 

0'% 

The wjor shortcoming of the above analysis is the absolute 

reliance on cost factors. kinally, the volume of sales, 

that is, 80% of potential capacity, determines the price. 

Implicitly, demand is totally discounted in their analyses. 
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Economists have formulated a body of theoretical analyses. 
Although the analysis is valid within a theoretical framework, 

in practice it indicates tendencies rather than what is 

actually taking place. Briefly, we consider two charts used 
in micro-economics to explain price setting. 

Chart IBI deals ulth conditions of perfect competition. 

PRIC5 

PO R. i?. ic P 

0' 

QURNTITY 
Chart 'B' Price setting undpr perfect competition. 

A number of assumptions are essential for the validity 

of the analysis, foi, example', complete mobility in and 

out of the industry, perfect knowledge on both the 

producer's and consumer's part and so on. The 

major problem is that-these and other assumptions 

relating to perfect competition do not hold in 

practice. 

In Chart IBI, the price O. Po for each firm in the industry is 

one and the same where marginal revenue, average revenue and 

price are the same. Under equilibrium conditions such as 

depicted in the chart, marginal cost is equal to the other 
three parameters. Observing price setting in pra ctice, it 

is clear that these asswnptions are unlikely to occur. 
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Chart ICI summarises price setting under conditions of Amperfnct 

competition. Essentially, this type of market recognises 

product differentiation and a smaller number of producers. 
However, profit maximisation still holds. 

PIN CE- 

P, 

PO 

0 Q! j P PJ TIT, J 

Chart ICI Price setting under imperfect competition. 

Under imperfect market conditions PIC, Marginal cost equalls 

AR, average revenue, where profit is maximised. Under 

perfect competition the pride would have been Oýo, vibere 

PM, marginal revenue equals MC. Hoi-., ever, because undr-! r 

imperfect market conditions M and MC are not., the same, 

the ruling. -)price is OP1, and quantity produced is OQ1. 

The major shortcoming of this modul is the-vital assumption, 

profit maximisation. In practice this may not be possible. 

However, a mathematical relationship is implicit. Again 

in practice, experience and judgement are vital, irroopective 

pf sophisticated mathematical formulations. 

d. MaTIKeting's viewpoint. 

Prom a marketing viewpoint pricing is looked upon as an art 

and not a science. The above analycis provided a framewoex 

of operating tendencies. However, several facts nepd 

understanding prior to making a pricing decision. An such, 

a marketer would bear in mind the following important aspects 

when involved in pricing decisions. 

1. J. Bluckman in "Science in marketing" : G. Schwartz. 
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W-Cost orientated pricin 

This is'the traditional view of setting price, and 

as we have seen earlier, substantially influenced' 

price setting under the accountants' md 

economists' framework. Undoubtedly cost items 

of a product or service are vital. It should, 

however, be recognised as "only one" ingredient. 

in determining price. The rationale is the 

difficulty of determining costs, for example, 

what type of cost is considered? Is it long 

of short term cost?,. How the company reacts 

to competitors' price change? How is the 

break"even point determined? Does the accounting 

and cost records provide a valid use for utilising 

them in pricing decision? How are total fixed 

costs apportioned on a specific product? 

However, under a cost orientated method of price 
I 

setting, mark-ups are usually used. This takes 

various forms, for example, setting a fixed 

percentage to unit costs, or mark-ups should vary 

usually with turnover. 

(2) Demand orientated pricin . 
Demand intensity is likely to affect total demand. 

Thus a marketer would like to know the responsiveness 

of demand to changes in price level. Technically 

speaking, he is interested in establishing 

elasticities of demand. Demand considerations are 

vital in deciding on the price of a product, for 

example, if demand is elastic, a lowering of the 

price is likely to increase the amount demanded, 

and vice versa in the case of inelastic demand. 
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Recognining the importance of demand consideration, 

a price setter may practice price descrimination 

which could take the following forms. In the 

first place, by customer basis - final consumer 

versus retailer and wholesalers, secondly on 

product version basis where the product is 

differentiated in the form of different packaging 

or size. Thirdly, on'place basis where one part 

of the country pays a different price for the sqme 

product, compared to other parts of the country. 

Finally, time basis, which is related to the 

business cycle, that is in booming business 

conditions, a reldtively higher price is quoted. 

Competition orientat2A_LricipE. 

The price setter is faced with competition both 

domestically and from abroad. It is not usual 

for a company to compfetely disregard competitoils' 

activities in the area of pricing. If it does, 

it is for a short time. The importance of price 

competition would depand on product characteristics, 

for example, branded goods, and on the structure of 

the industry. 

Generally speaking, a company keeps its price on 

ge charged by the inchistry a level with the averal- 

However, th3re are occasions when companies 

initiate price change, this being assumed by 

lcaders in a particular industry which is immediately, 

or in due course, followed by other firms in the 
, 

industry. 

I 
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Psychological Pricinr. 

Although this concerns retail pricing, it is 

essential for the price setter in a manufacturing 

concern to be familiar with this aspect of pricing 

with a view to influencing prices quoted by 

retailers. Several variants may be used. In 

the first place odd pricing such as 49 pence and 

99 pence. Secondly price lining whereby the price 

of ar. item is held constant as long as possible: 

Variations are made with respect to content. 

'111irdly, mark doun pricina where it is used 

intensively, for example, in obsolete models. 

Foutthly, loss leaders, the intention b3ing to 

attract customers to the store. Essentially it 

is a form of advertising. Another form, of 

advertising is bait pricing, that is the advertising 

of a product at a very low PlIce to attract customers 

to the store.. However, the intention is to 

convince the customer to purchase a more expensive 

item. Finally, prestige pricing rests on the 

notion that consumers, for one reason or another, 

-ionship between price and assume a direct relat 

quality. 

New prodtict pricin . 

The above relates to existing products where 

comparinon with previous perform. ance and that of 

competitors, as well as substitute products, can 

be made. However, pricina of new products presents 

different problems beca-use of lack of comparability 

and, indeed, whether the product is acceptable. 

Thus, two different approaches are used. The first 

one in referred to as skimming policy, whereby the 
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product is offered at a relatively high price for 

those who can afford such a price. Subsequently, 

it is reduced. This policy is opted when product 

acceptability and costs are difficult to predict. 
It is usually used with products having inelastic 

demand. It has the advantage of recouping 

development costs quickly. 
The second, policy is known as penetration policy. 

As such the product is offered at a low price t6 

develop mass markets. High volume is therefore 

necessary to make profits. because it reduces cdat 

per unit. The major advantage of this policy is 

that it discourages entry of competitors. 

The role of judgerrient.. 

What has been mentioned above may indicate that 

pricing could be reduged to mathematical relationship. 

However. sophisticated the analysis may be, in the 

final analysis the judgement of the price setter is 

imperative. As such pricing is not a science 

but an art, despite rigorous mathematical analyses. 

Buckman, cited earlier, states "it is the judgement 

of the price maker which is the catalytic agent 

that fuses these various factors into a final . 
decision concerning pricing". 

2. Objectives of the company. 

Pricing is an integral part of the marketing mix. To understand 

the role and importance of pricing, it is necessary to laiow the 

objectives of the company, because this should influence how tha 

ft 

company views its pricing. This in turn shapen the objectives of 

pricing in the company. However, the latter is investigated in the 
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following section. 
Establishing the obicctives of the company ic not only relevant 

to an understanding of pricing policies and practices. It is 

equally relevant to an understanding of elements in tho promotion 
mix ýhich is analysed in the follovring chapters. Without a 
knowledge of company objectives, it is difficult to evaluate 

companies' policies and practices. 
AtIthis stage it should be noted. that companies' philosophies 

and objectives are not synonimous as has been revealed, 2in the 

present study. Thus a philosophy seems to be the ideal to which 
a company endeavours to achieve. 1, Thether it does achieve it or 
not is a different matter. However, with respect to objectives 
the companies are faced with realities. By definition an 

object is something against which performance can be evaluated 

at the end of a period in time. Clearly, establishing company 

objectives is not duplication of what has been established with 

regard to company philosophies in Chapter 3. 

The present study revealed, with no exception, that the 

company's. prime, and, in some cases, sole objective, is to make 

profits. To this extent one can immediately establish the 

importance of pricing in the company's list of priorities, 

because in the final analysis pricing policies effect profits 

achieved. However, a number of other objectives have been given 

equal status. 'rhis is detailed in Table 2.1 and is related to 

size of company. Table 2.2 and 2.3 relates the objectives. 
1 

However, prior to a detailed consideration of the response 

pattern, a number of comments. are in order concerning the stat -ed 

objectives. In the first place, growth rate implies that the 

company is concerned with growth in the long, run, and as such 

growth targets are formulated. Secondly, to be a leader in 

colour-and design indicates the importance of colour and design 

as competitive tools an well as ingredients of success in the 

industry. The same'reasoning applies to the provision of good 
Bervice. 

1. C. E. and C. M. E. attitudes. 
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TAETY. 2.1 

_Colpanies' uaj ectives related to size of companies. 

Objectives/size of 
Size of Company 

------- Total Company 
Small Medium Large 

Growth rate 1 3 4 

High quality 1 2 - 3ý 

Good sýrvice 1 2 

Customer satisfaction 1 - 1 2 

Leader in colour and 
design 1 1 2 

Total 4 5 5 14 

It is clear from Table 2.1 that-achievement of specified growth 

rate is. important to large companies, small companies are not 

concerned with growth. While growth is important to large companiqS, 

high quality and good service is not mentioned. The 6eco'-ndlahd third 

objectives are mostly mentioned by medium sized companies. 

Customer satisfaction, a central pillar under marketing concept 

implementation is mentioned by small and large companies. The 

same groups of companies are mostly concerned with colour and 

design to accredit it equal status with profits. The conclusion 

from the Table is the difficulty of pinpointing an obvious pattern 

of company objectives, that is, apart from profits. . 
This is 

explained by the fact that each company is unique and thus the 

non congriguity of objectives. 
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- TABLE 2.2 

Company ob ectives and attitudinal placement of the Chief Executives. 

Companies' objectives/ 
Favourable Unfavourable 

Total 

attitudinal classification.. A B C D 

Growth rate 2 1 1 4 

. 
High quality 1 1 3 

Good service 2 1 3 

Customer satisfaction 2 - 2 

Leader in colour and design - 1 2 

Total 
L 

5 

L 
.5 4 14 

TABLE 2.3 

Company objectives and attitudinal placement of the C. M. E. 

Company's objectives/ 
Favourable Unfavourable 

Total 
attitudinal plassification A B C. D 

Growth rate 1 3 4 

High quality 1 2 3 

Good service 3 

Customer satisfaction 2 

Leader in colour and desien 2 

Total 
ý2 

14 
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Table 2.2 related company objectives to the attitudinal placement. 
% 

of the Chief Executives. The first point-to observe is that 

customer satisfaction, an essential aspect of the marketing concept, 
is rightly mentioned by executives exhibiting a strongly iavourable 

attitude. Secondly, out of the four companies, --ineationing growth 
rate, two companies have Chief Executives maintaining a strongly 
favourable attitude. It is significant that none of the Chief 
Executives exhibiting the latter attitude mention good service a, -id 
to be a leader in colour and design. Finally, none of the Chief 
Executives mentioning the five objectives maintain an unfavourable 

attitude towards the marketing concept. 

Table 2.3 relates company objectives to attitudinal placement 

of the C. N. N. It is clear from the Table that the companies 

adopting growth as an objective have C. M. E. 's with favourable 

attitudes towards the marketing concept. Secondly, the objective 

of ensuring customer satisfactlion is mentioned by C. 1-1E. 's 'With 

similar attitudinal classification. Thin confirms the view that 

a favourable attitude is necessary for marketing concept 

orientation. Finally, it is noticeable that the C. M. E. of 

companies maintaining the objective good servicet exUbit an 

unfavourable attitude. 

3. Pricintr objectives. 
This section reveals pricing objectives of the companies 

visited. Without knowing the objectives of Pricing it is 

difficult to assess pric4ng practices. It is within these 

objectives that practices can be understood. As noted in the 

introduciion of thin chapter pricing objectives may take several 

forms. The findings of the study did not reveal unexpected 

objectives. Broadly speaking the stated" objectives fall under 

two headings - competition orientated and cost orientated pricing. 
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How? ver,, within this framework several objectives were mentioned. 
Before commenting on these objectives, pricing in the carpet 

manufacturing industry has two main features. In the first 

place the two sectors of the industry have different costs 
structures. The woven sector is labour intensive, while the 
tufted sector is capital intensive. To this extent each sector 
faces different cost pressures. Similarly with raw materials, 

where wool is used mainly in woven manufacturing, it is subject 
to wider world-wide price fluctuations than synthetic fibres 

utilised in larCer proportion, as a percentage of fibre blend 

by tufted manufacturers. However, woven manufacturers are 

endeavouring to overcome this cost differential by increasing 

the proportion of man-made fibre in their fibre blend. 

Secondly,. woven manufacturers have a tradition of pricing 

where qualities assume several grades with their corresponding 

price differential. Thus quality Al has a specific price. 

observed by woven manufacturers. This price is not a result of 

concerted action. Tufted manufacturers do not have such 

tradition and, theoretically, are free,: to decide on price with 

respect to quality. However, there is a tendency for the 

tufters to compose a particular tufted quality with woven quality, 

only to exploit favourable price differential. 

a. Hiphent possible price. 

This is mentioned by a small company which produces a 

different product from the rest of the industry. To this 

extent it does not face price competition directly. The 

Chief Executive states that "the-Arue reason for success 

is'being different and therefore not competing in patterns 

of similarities ...... therefore price could be used 

liberally". 
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b. Valun for money. 

Essentially this involves a cost element. However, ihe 

price is looked upon from the consumer's point of view. 

Generally speaking the company mentioning this objective 
follows the market in product offering. As such beat 

selling items are identified, and the company produces 

the product if it can produce it at a price equal to 

that of competitors, and preferably less. In this way 

the Chief Executive believes that they are offering 

value for money products. 

C. Geared towards competition. 

The two companies mentionind this objective are primarily 

concerned with what competitors are offering in terms of 

price. In other 'words they follow competition. If the 

product cannot be offered at the ruling market price, it 

is discontinued. Taking the price as Ulven, the 

emphasis is on colcur and design. 

d. Anhieves identical profit marping. 

This objective is related to a predetermined profit margin. 

Implied in this is the ineffectiveness of demandt when 

related to the final price. ihis is probably explainedý 

by the company's concentration on the top quality bracket 

when price is assumed to be insensitive to marginal 

variations. 

e, Adeguate return oLicapital. 

The company mentioning this objective reckons to be a 

leader in colour and desirn. As such it incurrs development 

expenses which are spread over the selling products. Thus 

it ensures that all expenditures are paid for. Again cost 

considerations are given prime importance. 
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f. Achipv(-- tarppted profj, ts. 

The objective mentioned by eight companies implies that the 

companies state specific profit tarf; ets for the coming year, 
which are distributed among its sellin. - lines. The major 
shortcoming of this is that price is looked upon primarily 
from the company's point of view, rather than establishing 

what the customer is prepared to pay in the first place. 
Cost considerations are vital. 

P,. To stav in business. 

This objective is mentioned by a family owned, medium 

sized company, not concerned with profit maximization. 
If the company can pay its way, manaGement is content. 
There seems to be, 

-no pressure on achieving high profit. 
Raiher, the company is interested in the provision of 

continuous employment for its employees. 

Equal contribution.. 

This and the following objective are cost orientated. 
The objective is to ensure that contribution mareins aro 
the same for all products. A&iin, thin objective J 
considers price from the company's vieupoint, rather 
than the consumer's viewpoint. 

J. Plaximum contribution. 

Although this objective seems to bu cost orientated, in 

practice the objective is "to achieve maximum contribution 

in relation to what the market will stand. We balance 

the' margins achieved against the price". Clearly the 

customer-is explicitly recognised in tho framework. 

However, price is not considered as a competition tool, 

but it cannot be ignored. 

k 
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With no exception the companies have not changed their pricing 
objectives recently. However, profit targets are set annually 
and reviewed semi-annually to ensure that Prevailing prices will 
achieve the targeted profits. Alternatively, profit targets may 
be changed. 

TABLE, 3.1 

-Pricing objectives related to size of coaplni 's !.,, o ý. 

Objective/Size of Company Size pf Company 

Small Medium Large 
Total 

Highest possible price 

Value for money 

Geared towards competition 

Achieve identical profit 
margins 

2 

Adequate return on 
capital 1 3 

Achieve targeted profits 1 8 

To stay in business - 1 

Equalise contribution 1 

1,1nximum, contribution. 
- ' 

22 

Tota l 6' 6 is 

Table 3.1 relates the pricing objectives of the companies to the 

size of the companies. The first point to note is that eight 

companies maintain the objective of tichieving targeted profits, of 
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of which 5V1- are medium sized. It is noticeable that only one 

company, small in size, states its objective in profit targets. 

Secondly, the objective 'maximum contribution' whereby prices 

are fixed as a result of the joint connideration, is held by 

large companies. This supports the notion that large companie. 5 
because of their financial resources and extent of operations, 

are able to be sophisticated in their pricing approach. 
. 

Indcýd, 

of the nine pricing objectives mentioned, tfiis isthe 'most 

sophisticated and categorically takes into account what the 

customer can and cannot pay. 

TABLE 3. 
ýricinr, obje tives and attitudinal placement of the Chief Executive. 

i 
Favo, drable Unfavourable i T t l nal Objectives/Attitud -1 o a 

Classification AB D i 

Highest possible price 1 

Value for money - 

Geared towards competition 11 
2 2 

Achieve identical profit 
margino 

Adequate return on capital 

Achieve targeted profits 2 2 8 

To stay in business - 

Equalise contribution 1 

Maximum contribution - 

Total 6 18 
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Table 3.2 relates company pricing objectives and attitudinal 

classification of the Chief Executive. The first point emcrging 
from the Table is that 50/1ýo of the companies maintaining 

achievement of profit targets as their pricing objective, have 

Chief Executives exhibiting strongly favourable attitudes. 

Secondly, although the objective maximum contribution is the 

most sophisticated one, the Chief Executives of the two companies 

exhibit a favourable and an unfavourable attitude. To this 

extent one may say that a strongly favourable attitude is not 

vital for marketing concept orientation. Finally, the 

objective "highest possible price" is maintained by a small 

company whose Chief Executive exhibited a strongly favourable 

attitude, capitalising on the company's strengths. 

TABLE 
- 
3.3 

Pricing objectives and attitudinal placoment of the C. I. VE. 

ObioctivesAttitudinal 
i Favourable Unfavourable 

-- Iý Total 
T 

Placements AB 

Highest possible price 1 

Value for money 

Geared towards competition 11 2 

Achieve identical profit 
margins 

Adequate return on 
capital -I I - 

Achieve targeted profits 3 3 1 8 
To stay in business 

Eqtvilise contribution 1 

Maximm contribution 1 - 2 

Total 8 6 1 18 
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Table 3.3 relates-, company's pricing objectives to attitudinal 
placement of the U. M. B. The major point emer&ring from the Table 
is that 75% of the companies mentioning the objective "achieve 
targeted profits" have U. M. E. 's with strongly favourable and 
favourable attitudes. However, one of the two U. M. E. In whose 

companies maintain the objective "maximum contribution" exhibit 

a stmnf; ly favourable attitude. 

A. 
- 

Responsibility of develoT)inp, - price_poli_cy. 
The objective of this section is to establish the person(r) 

responsible for developing the price policy of the company. The 

sie, nificance of this is two fold. In the first place, it reveals 
the importxice attached to pricing assuming that the higher the 

hierarchical position of the person(s) responsible - the more 
important is the issue of pricing. Thus placing pricing policy 
development when the Chief Executive assumes the highest position 
in the companies studied. However, from the marketing concept 

view, i'deally, pricing its well as other marketing activities, and, 

indeed, the various operations of the business, should be under 

the C. I. I. E. As such he would be in full knowledge of the various 

activities of the business. Neverthelesq, from the findings of 
the present study, placement of pricina rolicies and decisions 

=der the C. 14I. E. does not imply marketini; concept orientation in 

practice. 

Secondly, knowledge of pricing policy helps understanding 

the purpose and role of pricing in the marketing mix. In the 

present context, this is indirectly established by the reasons 

ntated regarding the placement of pricing, for example, the stated 

reason "knowledge of market requirement assumes a certain price 

range which is acceptable to the market". To thirý extent the 

price of a product is an essential characteristic in product 

acceptability. 
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The findings of the study presented in Table 4.1 revealed 
five groups of person(s) responsible for developing price policy. 

TABLE 4.1 

Responsibility for developing companies' price policies. 

Person(s) responsible No. of Companies 

Chief Executive 7 

C. M. E. 5 

Board 4 

C. M. E. and C. E. 

C. E. and accountant 

FToýl-- 
18 

Each of these five groups indicated a number of reasons for 

placing the responsibility of developing price policy. This is 

indicated in Table 4.2. 
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TABLE 4.2 

Reasons for placing development of price policy under varioug_, p. R, - 

Person(s) responsible 
Reasons Total 

C. M. E. i C. E. & 
iIC. E. 

ýC. 
M. E. . 'Board & '!; Accountant 

C. E. 

Knows market 
-requirement 2 

Responsible for 
business performance 2 2 

Impact of decision 

Importance of costing 

Market requirements & 
impact of decision i 

Impact of decisions 
& importance of 
costing 

Total 18 

. Cho method of analysis in this seýtion, first, is a detailed 

combination of the reasons mentioned for placing development of 

price policy as indicated in Table 4. -2. Secondly, ralating the 

person(s) responsible to size of company and attitudinal placement 

of the Chief Executive and C. M. E. 

w 
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(a) ResRonsibility of Chief Executive 

1. Knows market requirement: 'A small company states this 

reason, partly because of its small size, whereby the 

C. E. is personally in charge of the various activities 
in the business, and following-., from. this he is also 
the C. M. E., although details are left to the Sales 

Administration Manager, 

2. Responsible for business performance: Two companies 

state this reason, because ultimately it is the C. E. 

yho is responsible for the performance, and therefore 

profitability, of the company. 

Impact decision: Pricing is viewed as an essential 

activity because it affects the various operations in 

the business - from product conception to itCultimate 

sale. Because the Chief is informed about every 

aspect of running the business, he is in tho bost 

position to unde-ttake the development of price policy. 

(b) Under the C. M. E. 

4. Importance of costing: In these companies-the C. M. E. 

is responsibleofor costing. Implied in this reason 

is the importance of cost consideration in price setting. 

The Managing Director of a medium sized company states 

that "if you pay lip service to costing, you will end 

up with an unacceptable price". 

The C. M. E. knows market requirements because of his 

close touch with the market place: In this instance, 

the C. M. E. is the 6ales Director. This reason conforms 

to the ideal requirement of the marketing cohcept. 
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(c) Under thp Board of Directors. 

This reason is similar to the one for placing the function 

under the C. E. in that a number of areas are affected by 

price policies. As such at Board leveiv production, 

sales, finance and personnel are involved. Each of the 

persons involved has vital contributions to make to the 

formillation of pricing policies. 

(d) Under the C. M. E. and C. E. 

Tais company recognises the vital contribution of the 

C. M. E. because of his close touch withharket requirements 

relating to pricing as well as other aspects. However, 

this is inadequate because of the decisions impact on 

thevvarious aspects of running-the business. As such the 

C. E. is equally involved because of his knowledge of the 

company's strengths and weaknesses. 

(e) The C. E. and Accountant. 

On the one hand, the C. E. is involved because of the 

impact of the decision. On the other hand the accountant 

makes an equal contribution in developing price policies 

because of his intimate knowledge of cost factor, sales 

and profit objectives. To this extýnt, cost considerations 

are regarded essential. 
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TA BLE ý-3 

. 
R. e. sponsibility for developing pricing policy and size of company. 

Responsibility/Size of 
Size of Company 

Company 
Small t Medium Large 

Total 

Chief Executive 4 3 

, ýC. N. E. 22 

Board 
.2 

Chief Executive and C. M. E. 

C. E. and Accotuitant 

Total 6 18 

Table 4.3 relates the person(s) responsible for deve. "Lopment of 
the company's pricing policy to the size of company. The, first 

---point to note is the importance attached to pricing in that sevon 

. 
companies lodge this responsibility with the Chief 1ýxecative, none 

of which are medium sized companies. *. " Voweveri assigning the 

responsibity to the C. M. B. does not indicate that pricing ier of 

secondary importance. Indeed, this corresponds to the requirement 

of the marketing concept. The distinguishing feature is that, 

with. the exception of one C. M. B., the five C. M. B. 's are not Chief 

Executives. Where the C. M. E. is also the Chief Executive is with 

respect to a small sized ccmpany. The issue is then, whether the 

C. M. E. should also be the Chief Executive. Secondly, of the two 

med-Jum sized companies, one lodges the responsibility with the 

Chief Executive and C. M. E., the other with the C. E. and accountant. 
Finally, it is clear from the Table that pricing received =aeementls 
hiGhest consideration, and in this the C. M. E. plays a substantial role. 
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TABLE 
-4.4 

Responsibility for doveloping pricing policy and the C. E. 's attitudinal 

placement. 

Responsibility/Attitudinal 
Favourable Unfavourable 

To ta 1 
placement A B C D 

Chief Executive 2 

U. N. E. 

Board 2 

C*E. land C. M. S - 

C. E. and Accountant 

Total 

TABLE' 
-4.5 

Responsibility for developing Ericing, policy and C. M. E. Is attitudinal 

- placement. 

RespOnsibility/Attitudinal 
Fwiourable Unfavourable 

-al Tot 

placement A B C J) 

Chief Executive 2 3 1 1 7 

2 2 1 5 

Board 2 1 1 

V. E. and C. M. B. 1 - - 

C. E. and Accourntant 1 

Total 6 3 is 
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Table 4.4 relaten the person(s) responsible for developinc the 

company's price policies to their Chief Executive's attitudinal 
placen-aent towards the marketinG concept. The first point to note 

in the Table is that placement of the respqnsibiluty under the 

Chief Executive does not clearly indicate that the Chief F, '7ccutive 

predominantly exhibits a particular degree of favourability. What 

could be said is that 43%, of the Chief Executives exhibit strongly 
favourable attitudes towards the marketing concept. Secondly, in 

the case of placing the responsibility under the C. M. E., none of 
the companies Chief Executives hold a strongly unfavourable 

attitude towards the marketing concept. Significantly, fW5 of 

the C. M. E. 's hold favourable attitudes. To this extent one may 

say that favourability of attitude is conducive to planing 

developtept of pricing policy under the C. M.. E. Finally, where 

the responsibility is shared by two persons, the Chief Mýecutives 

exhibit favourable attitudes. 

Table 4.5 relates the person(s) responsible for developing 

a pricc palicy to the C. M. E. 's attitudinal pocition towards the 

marketing concept. it number of points emerge from the Table. 

In the first place, when the responsibility is placed under the 

Chief Executive, the companies C. M. E. 's exhibit favourablo 

attitudes. Secondly, where the responsibility is under the 

C. M. E., four of the C. M. E. Is of the company concerned exhibit 

faýourable attitudes. To the extent that favourable attitude 

by the C. M. E. is necessary for marketinj; concept orientationt it 

is clear that pricing in one company does not receive the 

necessary fi-ame. work to be practiced within the framework. of the 

marketing concept. Finally, none of the companics vhcre pricing 

policy is under the Board have the C. M. E. exhibiting a strongly 

-ude. rinally, where the responsibility in unfavourable attit 

shared by two persona the C. M. E. exhibits a strongly favourable 

attitude. 
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Responsibility of sotting a specific 
_12rice. 

While the previous section sought to establish the person(s) 

responsible for developing the company's price devc-lopment, the 

present section intends to establish the person(a) responsible 
for setting a specific price. Generally speaking, there 13 

no inconsistency between pricing policies and specific price 

setting, as revealed by the companies studied. Whether the 

same person responsible for developing pricing policy is the 

s&m& for setting a specific price is not indicative one way or 

another regarding marketing concept orientation. The lodging 

of botlY responsibilities in one person may be an organisational 

convenience. e. 
However, given the objectives of the study in the present 

context it was necessary to establish the person(s) responsible 
for setting a specific price to, report upon the status of 

marketing practices in the area of pricing. The findings of the 

study revealed four groups of persons responsible for setting a 

specific price. This is detailed in Table 5.1. 

TABLE, 5.1 
Responsibility for setting a specific price, 

Person(s) responsible 
Number of 

Companies. 

Chief Executive 6 

C. M. E. 6 

C.. E. and C. M. E. 

Board and Chief Executive 1 

Total is 
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The method of analysis in this section is in two parts. Tho 

first reports upon the reason for placement of specific price 

setting for each Group of persons, as indicated in Table 5.1. 

'The second part is concerned with a presentation of the Croup of 
persons as indicated in Table 5.1., and in tuni related to each of 

size of campany, and attitudinal placement of the Chief Executive 

and the C. M. B. 

The reasons for placement of responsibility for setting 

specific prices is sujimarised in Table 5.2.4 

TABLE 5. P 

Reasons for placing responsibility of set inrý_g; ftqLýjc nkce. ý, sa'- 

Reasons/persons 
responsible 

Know market requirements 

Respbnsible for 
profitability 

Knowledge of company 
limitations and market 
requirements 

ýpsponsibility of profit 
and knowledge of market 
requirements 

Impact of decisions and 
knowledge of market 
requirements 

Total 

Person(s) responsible 

c& rj 
CEr C. M. E. 

ic: 
M. E. C. E. 

Total 

L5 J 

-, 
I- I-31-1 

I '- 1 

-1 - 

J. 

-11 

5 T-1 
1 

18 
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a. Under the Cbipf Executive. 

Two reasons were given for placina the settina of specific 

prices under the Chief Executive. 

Know market requirement. One company expresses 

the view that the C. N. E. knows maeacet requirements. 
4 

The reason for this is the small size of the company. 

The company has two Pirectors - one responsible for 

accounts - the other, the Chief Executive, for the 

remaining aspects of business operations. 

(ii) Five companies maintain the view that because the 

C. E. is responsible for the company's profitability 

he should be responsible for setting SDecific priceso 

reasoning that because he has developed the company's 

pricing policy he is fully acquainted with company 

limitations in We area of pricing. 

b. Under-the C. M. R. 

Thb--six-. companies lodging the responsibility of price-getting 

under the C. M. E. ' is because of the latter's knowledge of 

market requirements. This is in complete harmony with the 

requirements of the marketing concept in that the C. M. E. is 

in the best position to decide what is and what is not 

acceptable by the market. Inadvertantly, all the companies 

state that price setting is an "obvious part of his (the C. M. E. 's) 

Job". 

c. Under C. N. and C. M. E. 

This group of companies, numbering fivev view price setting 

as a Joint responsibility. In the first place, three of the 

companies maintain the view that whereas the C. E. is in full 

knowledge of company limitations because of his control of the 

various activities within the corapanyt he is not intimately 

inforned on a daily basis-concermine marketing requirements, 

an is the C. M. E. Thus, the latter's contribution is vital 

and is given "substantial" weight. 
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The second group Of companies, nunbering two, express the view 

that because the C. E. is ultimately responsible for the 

company's profitability he should be intimately involved with 

decisions regarding price setting. However, the infol-mation 

provided by the U. M. E. about the market's price levels is 

essential because of the C. M. B. 's daily involvement with 

market requirements. Both groups of companies indicate that. 

if only one person is involved an element of 'bias' is 

unavoidable. 

d. Under the Board and Chief Executive. 

This company takes the view that a specific price has 

repercussions on the various activities in the business - 
from product development to its ultimate sale. Thus heads 

of the various sections in the company have valuable 

contributions to make. Mqreover, the final decisions will 

subsequently 4ffect them. The fact that they have 

contributed to the making of the price, means it will be 

relatively easy to observe its implementation. Complaints 

in the form of lack of knowledge of companies' intentions 

in this area are hereby eliminated. However, the C.. E. 

has a special role to play because he is responsible for 

the integration and co ordination of the various company 

activities. 
I 
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TABLE 5.3 

Epsponsibility of settinp a specific price and size of company. 

Responsibility/Size of 
Com an 

Size of Company 

T t p y 
Small Medium Larae 

o al 

Chief Executive 2 2 6 

C. M. E. 1 3 2 6 

C. E. and C. M. E. 2 1 2 

Board and C. E. 1 - - 

-Total 6 6 6 18 

Table 5.3 reveals the person(s) res-Donsible for settins a specific 

price to the size of the company. A number of points emerge from the 

Table. In the first place, companies in equal numbers from the 

three size groups indicate placement of the responsibility under the 

hief Executive. Clearly, size of company does not exert any 

difference. Secondly, 5CV-' of the companies who place the 

responsibility under the C. M. E. are medium sized companies, and only 

one company is rzaall in size. To this extent it may be concluded 

, that medium sized companies are more likely to place the responsibility 

under the C. M. E. Thirdly, placement of the responsibility under two 

persons is similar in pattern-of distribution when compared to 

placing the responsibility under the Chief Executive. Finally, one 

sma)l company placed the setting of specific prices under the Board 

and Chief Executive. It is noted that in the latter case, the 

Board comprises the C. M. E., the Chief Executive and the Chairman. 
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TABLE 5.4 

Responsibility for setting a specific price and Chief Executiven, 
attitudinal Elacement. 

Responsibility/Attitudinal 
Favourable Unfavourable 

Total 
placement A B 

Chief Executive 3 2 1 6 

C. M. E. 2 2 2 6 

C. E. and C. M. E. 1 1 21 5 

Board and C. E. - 1 -- 

Total 18 

4 

46 

TABLE 5.5 

ResRonsibility for setting a s2ecific price and C. M. E. Is attitudinal 
placement. 

Responsibility/Attitudinal 
Favourable Urfavourable 

Total 
placement ABCDL 

Chief Executive 2 3 1. - 6 

C. M. E. 1 3 1 16 

C. E. and C. M. E. 4 5 

Board and C. E. 1 1 

Total 8 18 

N 
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Table 5.4 relates the responsibility of setting a specific price 
to the Chief Executives' attitudinal position touarde the marketing 

concept. The first point to note is that five out of. the six 

executives placing the responsibility under the Chief Executive have 

Chief Executives exhibitint; strongly favourable and favourable 

attitudes towards the marketing concept. Seconaly, a similar 

pattern of favourability is repeated where the responsibility is 

under the C. M. E. To this extent it may be concluded that Chief 

Executives with favourable attitudes towards the marketing concept 

place the responsibility of setting specific prices under the C. M. E. 

'Thirdly, where the responsibility is shared between two persons, 

the Chief Executives are about equally divided among the four classes 

of attitude favourability. Finally, whereaa 50% of the Chief 

Executives exhibiting a strongly favourable attitude place the 

responsibility under themselves, the Chief Executive with a strongly 

unfavourable attitude places the responsibility under himself and 

the C. M. E. 

Table 5.5 relates the person(s) responsible for setting a 

specific price and the C. M. E. Is attitudinal position of the companies. 

A number of points emerge -Trom the Table. In the first place, five out 

of the six companies placing the responsibility under-the Cl-def, 

Executive have C. M. E. 's exhibiting favourablecattitudes towards the 

- marketing concept. Secondlyt where the responsibility is under the 

C. M. E., two thirds of the C. M. E. 's of the companies in question 

*md ntain favourable attitudes. Finally, where the responsibility 

is under the Board and the Chief Executive, the C. M. E. exhibits a 

strongly favourable attitude towards the marketing concept. 

Intra-firm co-operation in price policy development. 

The objective of this section is to establish the extent to which 

companies in the carpet manufacturing industry co-operate in 

developing price policies. Generally spe, -Icing, such co-operation 

implies that all companies persue similar pricing policies, for 

example, to agree on a certain profit marginks) with respect to the 
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various ranges. The immediate effect of this is to lessen the 

competitive strength of pricing in that the emphasis will be on other 
marketing tooýs. Theoretically, the margin may be placed low so that 

small companies may cease to operate, or alternativelyg it inay conceal 
inefficiency if the margin is too high. The general concern, from 

the consumers' point of view, is the latter tend6ncy. It is because 

of this that intra-firm. co-operation in the area of pricing is a 

public concern. 

From the preliminary phases of the study two things were clear. 
On the one hand prices of carpets in similar quality brackets tended 

to be similar, and therefore price co-operation was suspected. On 

the other hand from the two companies studied in this phase, it 

was learned that price co-operation had been declared illegal by 

the Monopolies Commission. Given this situationt it was decided 

to include the present and the following section to reveal pricing 

practices in this area. 

The finding of the study quite clearly revealed that co-operation 

in pricing policies does not take place because it is illegal. The 

emphasis is then shifted as to whether in prin6iple price policies' 

co-operation would exert any difference to the price structure. of the 

industry. Eight different reasons were given to the superfluity 

of price policy co-operation. Before considering each of these 

reasons in detail, two important features of pricing in the carpet 

industry should be made clear. 
, In the first place, the two sectors of the Industry, woven and 

tufted, have different price structures. The woven sector has a 

historibal tradition in pricing, in that there are a number of 

recognised qualitiesq hence price brackets. The tufted sector 

does not have such recognised quality-price ranges. Theoreticallyl 

tufted manufacturers have a free hand in pricing. In practice, 

howeverv they observe the activities of woven manufacturers. 

Indeed, the majority of large woven manufacturers have tufted 

operations, and are therefore intimately informed about woven 

manufacturing. 
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Secondly, woven manufacturing is labour intensive, and the price 

of the basic raw material, wool, is subject to wider price 
fluctuations compared to synthetic fibres. Tufted carpet 

manufacturing is capital intensive, and faces a more stable price of 

raw material, because man-made fibres are the basic raw material. 

Following from the different degrees of labour and capital intensity, 

the volume of production.. per man hour is considerably higher in the 

case of tufted carpets. 

As indicated earlierl eight reasons were mentioned for 

non-co-operation in price policy development. This is summarised 

in Table 6.1. After examining each of these reasons, they are 

related to company size and attitudinal placement of the Chief 

Executives and C. M. E. 's to observe patterns of distribution. 

TABLE 6.1 

Reasons for non-co-operation in the development of price policies. 

A 

Reasons for non-co-operation liumber of companies 

Knowledge of competitors activities 
essential 5 

Absence of tradition 4 

Market oversupplied 3 

Secrecy over pricing 2 

Laree companies set the price 2 

Indifferent towards competition 1 

Colour and design important 1 

Total 18 
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a. Knowlodgeof comnetitors' nctivities essential. 
The five companies maintain the view that co-operation in the 

area of pricing policies does not make any difference to 

pricing practices. To the extent that co-operation implies 
knowledge of competitors' activities in this area, the 

companies establish this through marketing research. Indeed, 

it is not practical to decide on "your price policy if you 

overlook competition". Thus the company feel no need to 

co-operate. This implies the importance of pricing in the 

product mix in that "selling is extremely hard if your price, 

as a result of policy, happens to be different from what 

competitors' are charging". 

1% 

b. Absence of tradition. 

Che of. the. four companies stating this reason is predomenently 

woven . in operationp the re; aining three are tufted. The 

reason is that since the Nonopolies Commission ruling, there 

has been no co-operation amongst woven manufacturers. In the 

case. of tufted manufacturers, the view is conplete absence of 

historical pricing. To this extent co-operation has not 

occurred amongst tufted manufacturers. This reflects a 

major distinction between the two sectors of the industry in 

the area of pricing. 

c. Market oversupplied. 

The three companies out of which one is a tufted medium sized 

company, hold the view,. that price policy co-operation is not 

practical because the market is oversupplied. The roasoning 
is that co-operation would stabalise profits per unit sold. 
However, because of large productive capacities and stocks, 

manufacturers, particularly tuftedt because of their laree 

productive capacities, are anxious to lower prices, therefore 

profit, to increase their sales. To this extent, even if 
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co-operation was legal, these companies are not prepared to co-operate. 
In principle, however, they would participate in such agreements if 
the productive capabity of the industry as a whole reflects the total 

demand for carpets. Thin view explains the aegresive discounting 

policies practiced by tufted manufacturers. 

d. 
- 

Secrecy over Pricinr. 

This view is held by two companies. This reflects the competitive 

strength attached to pricing. Of necessity co-operation implies 

the revelation of companies activities to competition. This in 

viewed an a considerable loss of competitive edge in that competition 

in likely to overcome unfavourable pricedifferential. The 

reasoning-is particularly relevant to new products, because of the 

ease of producing similar products by competition in a short period 

of time. Thus one company states "As things stand, within nine 

months of intruducing a new range, it is produced by competitors 

you simply cannot afford to let them know what your plans are". 

e. 
__ 

Larne companiEs set the price. 

The two companies mai ntaining this view are large companies. Presence, 

or otherwise, of co-operation is irrelevantg because of the tendency 

of large companies to set the price for the industry. Technically 

speakine, there are price leaders in the industry wbose price, in a 

, matter of time, is followed by the rest of the industry. The 

emphasis, however, is on external factorn, such as variation in the 

price of raw materials and increases in labour costs. Because of 

similarily of prices, there companies maintain the view that price 

difference, resulting from tactical movesq are minimal. 

f. Indifferent towards competition. 

Only one company maintains the view that it is indifferent towards 

price policy co-operation, because it has a completely different 

product compared to the rest of the industryl and thus has a 
"free hand" with pricine. This is a small company with "low 

ovexteads" and in "more profitable compared to competitors per 
unit sold". 
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P. Colour and desif_n important. 

The large co4pany maintaining thin view is indifferent to 

prices because-colour and design in absolutely vital. 

"We can afford to ignore price co-operation because people 

know that our colour, design and quality is. superior to that 

of competitors ...... we like this way because the majority 

of manufacturers are very sensitive about prices". 

Finally, only two companies would like to see co-operation in 

the area of pricing for two reasons. In ýhe first place, pricing 

would no longer be considered an a major competitive tool and thus 

companies can concentrate on other marketing tactics. The 

Managing Director of a large company remarks this would "take the 

heat out of prices". Secondly, co-operation in pricing policy 

ýrenders the use of discounting more effectively, rather than an 

emergency device to unload stocks on the market. Presence-of 

co-operation ensures psychologibal use of discounting which in 

turn regulate. 9 the stock and production planning. Specifically, 

in periods of boom, discounts are lowered because of the existence 

of demand. In recession, discounts are increased to stihulate 

sales. Thin is to replace the present uniformity of discounting. 

TABLE 6.2 

ja Reasons for notundertaking intra-firm co-operation in d2v-lop 

price., Eolicies and size of company. 

a 
Reasons/Size of Company 

Size of Company Total 
Small Medium Large 

Knowledge of competitors 
activities essential 2 3 5 

Absence of tradition 3 1 - 4 

Market oversupplied 1 2 3 

Secrecy over pricing 1 1 - 2 

Large companies set the 
price - - 2 2 

indifferent towards 
competition 

Colour and design vital 
Total 6 6 6 18 

v 
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Table 6.2 relates the reasons for not undertaking intra-firm, 

co-operation in developing price policies to size of companies mentioning 
these reasons. A number of points emerge from the Table. In the 

first place, none oi the small companies believe that k nowledge 

of competitors' activities are essential. lj: his is probably 

explained by their small size in that even if thdy maintain this view 

they cannot do much facing the competitive strength of large companies. 

Secondly, three of the companies maintaining the view absence of 

trýdition are predomineAtly tufted in operationt and thus lack of 

historical development in prices when compared with woven manufacturers. 

Thirdly, none of the large companies believe that pricing is a secret 
issue. This is explained by their tendency to lead the industry 

in pricing. Indeed, this is categorically stated by two of the large 

companies. Finally, the only company being indifferent to competitors' 

pricing policies is a small one, iihose product offering is different from 

that of competitors. 

Reasons for not undertak 
jolicies and ýidtCdinai 

Reanons/attitudinal 
Favourable Unfavourable Total 

position ABCD 

Knowledge of competitors' 
activities essential 3 - 2 5 

Absence of tradition 1 2 1 4 

Market oversupplied - 3 

Secrecy over pricine; 1 1 2 

Large companies set the 
price - - 2 

Indifferent towards 
competition 

Colour and design vital 

Total 6 18 

TABLE 6.3 

intra-fim co-operation in developirZ price 
ition of the Chief Executives. 
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TABLE 6.4 

Reasons for not undertakinK intra-firm co-operation in devplopin 
price -policies and attitudinal po-ition of the C. M. B. 

ReasonsAttitudinal 
J Favourable Unfavourable Total 

- 

position I A B C D 

I 

Knowledge of competitors' 
activities essential 4 5 

, radition Absence of 3 
:::: 

4 

Market over supplied 
-1 

2 3 

Secrecy over pricing 2 

Large companies set the 
price 

Indifferent towards 
competition 

Colour and design vital 

Total 18 

Table 6.3 relates the reasons for not undertaking intra-firm 

co-operation in developing price policies to the dttitudinal positions 

of the Chief Executives. In the first place it is not clear whether 
favourability or otherwise by the Chief Execiztive express the reason 

"knowledge of competitors activities is essential" in that three 

companies mentioning the reason have strongly favourable attitudesp 

and another two exhibit unfavourable attitudes. Secondly, none of 

the Chief Executives exhibiting a strongly unfavourable attitude 

mention the reason "absence of tradition". Thirdly, all the companies 

mentioning the reason "the market iR oversupplied" havo Chief Executives 

maintaining favourable attitudes. 

I 

Secrecy over pricing is mentioned by two Chief Executives with 

extr'eme attitudinal placement. To this extent the importance of pricing 
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is not confined to a particular attitudinal placement by the Chief 
Executives. Finally, the company mentioning an indifferent view 
towards competition in the area of developing price policies has 

a Chief Executive with a strongly favourable attitude towards the 

marketing concept. This is explained by the fact that the company 
has different product offering compared to competitors. 

Table 6.4 relates the reasons for not undertaking intr-a-firm 

co-operation in developing price policies to the companies' C. M. E. 's 

attitudinal positions towards the marketing concept. ' In the first 

place, W% of the C. M. E. 's of companies mentioning the reason 
"Knowledge of competitors' activities essential" exhibit favourable 

attitudes. Secondly, 75P%o of the companies mentioning"absence of 
tradition "have C. M. E. Is exhibiting a strongly favourable attitude. 
Thirdly, where pricing is considered top secret, the C. M. E. 's exhibit 

a strongly favourable attitude. It is not clear whether a favourable 

or unfavourable attitude by the C. M. E. 's instigates the view "largo 

companies set the price" because it is mentioned by C. M. E. 's with 
different attitudinal placement towards the marketing concept. 

l'inally, the reason Iýrelatine to the importance of colour and de. ̂. i&m 

over pricing is held by a company whose U. M. E. oxhibits arn unfavourable 

attitude towards the marketing concept. 

Intra-fim co-operation in setting specific prices. 

While the previous sections: exevealed the reasons for non-co-operation 

, 
in developing price policies, the present section is concerned with 

setting specific prices. Generally speaking, the setting of 

specific prices is largely determined by price policies. However, it 

is conceivable to have co-operation amongst companies with respect to 

specific price, desýite absence of such co-operation in developing 

price policies. 

The present section is included for similar reasons to the 

previous section. Specifically, while co-operation in the area of 

pricing is declared illegal by the Mcýnopolies Commission, the tendency 

was to find similarity of prices. Again differences between the woven 
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and tufted sectors. of the. industry have to be taken into consideration 

with this aspect as with other pricing aspects in the industry. 

The findings of the studyrevealed absence of co-operation because 

0f its illegality as ruled by the Monopolies Court. HoweVer, the 

emphasis was to establish the reasons as to whether or not co-operation 

in setting specific prices is advocated in principle. One would 

expect that the same reasons mentioned with respect to pricine policy 

development would hold In setting specific prices. This is largely 

the case, as indicated in Table 7.1. H owever, -the emphasis, in 

terms of frequency of mention, in different from that relating to 

the previous section. 

TABLE 7.1 

Reasons for intra-fim non-co-operation in setting, specific prices. 

a 

Reasons for non-co-operation Number of Companies 

Marketing research establishes 
prices 10 

Secrecy over prices 2 

Traditional price brackets 2 

Market oversupplied 1 

Discounting policies 1 

Not useful 1 

Colour and design vital 1 

Total is 
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Before relating these reasons to the size of the companies and the 

attitudinal positions of the Chief Executives and the Chief MarIketine 

Executives, the focus is to examine the oeven reasons. 

a. Marketing research establishes prices. 
The majority of companies maintain the view that co-operation, 

when setting specific prices, does not serve any purpose 

because this could be established through marketing research. 
This way, companies believe that they get a clear and 

accurate picture, because companies-are under no obligation 

to fully co-operate. Thus an element of doubt as to 

reliability and accuracy is eliminated. 

b. Secrecy over prices. 

The two companies mentioning this reason believe that because 

of the importance attached to pricingj'it is kept top secret 

Thereforet companies are unvilling to co-operate when prizing 

isxthe issue. Again, the distinction between current and 

now products is made. In the case of new products, companies 

veil their products, not so much as to pricing's competitive 

edge as to the ease by which a new product is copied. This 

being particularly sigaificant in tufted carpets. With 

respect to current products, price is accredited the highest 

competitive tool. As such, companies-abstain from 

co-operation because of possible loss of their competitive 

edge. Clearly, the two companies concerned view pricing as 

a strong competitive tool. 

c. Traditional price brackets. 

Basically, the distinction is betwocn tufted and woven carpets. 

In the fomer case prices are not related to quality brackets. 

flowevert because of keen competition, prices are kept to a 

minimum. In the latter caseq co-operation in setting specific 
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prices does not mean a great deal because carpet prices are 

related to quality brackets which have been developed over 
time. Thus it is the exception rather than the rule to 

find differences in price by manufacturers urith re spect to 

a particular quality. 

4 
d. Market is oversupplied. 

This reason is mentioned by a small company wholly engaged 

in tufted operations. To this company, because of the 

productive capacity of the tufted sector of the industry, 

companies shy away from co-operation in view of their 

desire to dispose of their produce. Implicitly, price 

is an important selling tool. Indeed, this is reflected 

in the tufted sector of the industry by the intensive use 

of discounting as well as price changes-per se. % 

t 

e. Impact of discounting ýolicies. 

The small company, expressing the view that co-operation in 

setting specific prices is meaningless because of disco=ting. 

policies practised in the industry, particularly the tufted 

sector. Mus, even if it is possible., to agree on a specific 

pricet industry-wide, due to the use of discounting this may 

be irrelevant and indeed "a waste of time". The question 

then arises as to whether co-operation relating to discounting 

should take place. Apart from its illegality, the company 

believes that this is a substantial infringement on companies' 

internal activities. Furthermore, the trade is accustomed 

to receiving discounts. The Managing Director of the 

company in question remarks that "the first question the 

customer asks our salesman in - what is my discount? ". 

f. 
-Not ureful. 

This company, a small one, is not much concerned with prices 

because of its completely different product. Even if 

co-operation was lenl, it is not possible to practice it, 

and is therefore a "waste of time". To this extent the company 
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has a free hand with prices "within limits". The limit being 

what the customer is prepared-to payg rather than what 

competitors are charging. 

P. Colour and desityrn vital. 

This company, a large onep is not concernedowith price 

because the emphasis is on colour and design. The company 

is committed to 'superior' colour and design, compared to 

competitors' offerings. As such it is notvdisturbed if 

its prices, due to large developmental costs and so on, are 

'marginally' higher than that of competitors. Because of 

this operating philosophy the company is not prepared to 

participate in price agreements. 

TABLE 7.2 

Reasons for not undertaking intra-firm co-operation in price setting 
and size of company. 

Reasons/Size of Company- Size of Company Total 
Small Medium Large 

Marketing research 
establishes prices 1 4 5 10 

Secrecy over prices 1 1 2 

Traditional price brackets 1 1 2 

Market oversupplied 1 1 

Discounting policies 

Not-, useful 

Colour and design vital 

Total is 
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Table 7.2 relates the reasons for not undertaking intr-a-film 

co-operation in setting specific prices to the companyvs size. 
The first point emerging frim the Table is that companies, irrespective 

of size, maintain the view that through marketing researchp compotitors' 
prices can be established. Secondly, largo companies did not view 
pricing as important because none of the large companies mention 
secrecy over prices. Again, none of the large companies mention the 

reason 'traditional price brackets'. Fourthlyt only one small company 

maintains the view that the market is oversupplied. Upon further 

questioning, this reflected justification for not achieving company 

stated objectives. Finally, the only company expressing the view 
'co-operation in setting specific prices' is not useful is a small 

company. This is explained by the fact that this company has 

different product offerine, and, as such, co-operation is rendered 

meaningless. 

TABLE 7.3 

Reasons for not undertakin, -, intra-firm co-operation in price setting 
and attitudinal position of the Chief Executives. 

Reasons/attitudinal 
. 'avourable- I Unfavour-able 

Total 
position A B C D 

Marketing research 
establishes prices 3 4 3 10 

Secrecy over prices 2 

Traditional price 
brackets 

Market oversupplied 

Discounting policies 

Not useful 

Colour and design vital 

6J 6 
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TABLE 7.4 

Reasons for not undortaking intra-firm co-operation in price Lattinu, 
and attitudinal position of the C. M. E. 

I 

Reasons/attitudinal ravourable Unfavourable 
Total 

position A B C D 

Marketing research 
establishes prices 3 5 2 10 

Secrecy over prices 2 

, 
Traditional price brackets 1 1 2 

Market oversupplied 1 

Discounting policies 1 

Not useful 1 

Colour and design vital 

- 
- 

FT 

ota 8 1 

Table 7.3 relates the reasons for not undertaking intra-firm 

co-operation in setting specific prices to the attitudinal placement 
of the Chief Executives. The first point to note is that seven out 
of the ten companies maintaining the vie'W that marketing research 

establishes prices, have Chief Eýecutives exhibiting strongly 

favourable and favourable attitudes; only thre-e Chief Executives 1 

maintain an unfavourable attitude. Secondly, companies mentioning 

the importance of pricing have Chief Executives exhibiting strongly 

favourable and favourable attitudes. To this extent, one may 

say thatl, a favourable attitude towards the marketing concept 

influences the Chief Executive in viewing prices as a major 

competitive tool. Finally, the company maintaining the view that 

intra-fixm co-operation is not useful has a Chief Executive 

exhibiting a strongly favourable attitude. This company in different 

from competitors because its product is different, ando therefore, therd 

is no common basis for co-operation. 
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Table 7.4 relates the reasons for not undertaking intra-firm 
co-operation in setting specific prices to the C. M. E. 's attitudinal 
placement towards the marketing concept. A number of points emerge 
from the Table. In the first place, eight out of the ýen companies 
establishing prices through marketing research have C. M. E. 's exhibiting 
strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

ýo 
this extent, the 

C. M. E. 's favourable attitude influences the utilising of marketing 

research to establish prevailing prices. Secondly, the reason 

piesence of traditional price brackets, is maintained by two companies 

vhose C. M. E. 'a exhibit the two extremes of attitudinal placements. 
Finally, companies mentioning the reasons market oversupplied, the 

impact of discounting policiesl and, that co-operation is not useful, 

have C. M. E. 's exhibiting strongly favourable, attitudes towards the 

mcirketine concept. 

8. Role of Dricin, -. % 
Pricing, an indicated earlier, ia part of the marketing mix. 

The relative significance attached to the various ingredients of the 

mix is a function of the companies' weaknesses and strengths, both 

internal and external. Histurically speakingo pricing has been 

regarded as a major determinant of demand and profitability. As 

such it has been used as a major competitive tool. While this 

is presently-true, pricing as a competitive tool acquired new 

dimensions in the, ýform of now price competition, for example, 

availability of credit. Furthermore, other elements in the 

marketing mix are receiving considerable attention by management. 

Specifically, promotional acýtivities, new-product development and so on. 

The object of the present issue is two, fold, first to establish 

whether or not pricing is an important factor in achievine the 

company's marketing objectives. Tbis sheds light on price vis-a-vis 

other marketing weapons in achievina marketing objectivest whatever 

they may be. Secondly, to establish the reasons rerardine the 

prevailing conception of the role of pricing. 

-1 
I 
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From the preliminary two case studies and the findines of 
Chapter Three, pricing seemed to score high in terms of importance. 

It was thus necessary to establish the reasons for such status. The 

findings of the present section confirmed earlier premise. Two groups 

of companies were identified, one expressing the view that it is 

$very important' in achieving marketing objectiv; s;. the other considers 

pricing as of secondary importance. The first group indicated eight 

reasons to justify their conception. ý The second group, consisting 

of three companies, mentioning two reasons. Table 8.1 summarises 

the findings. 

TABLE 8.1. 

Reasons for and against importance of pricing An achieving companies 
m. -Arkptinp., oblectives. 

Reasons Importance? Number of Companies 

Company is not a price leader Yes 3 

Determines value for money 3 

Upper v. lower quality 3 

Generate desired profits 2 

Full v. cut len. -th 1 

only competitive tool 1 

Cover costs 1 

Provide an incentive 1 

Historical prices No 1 

Importance of promotion No 2 
FTo 

tal. 
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The method of analysis is in two parts. The first part considers 
each of the ten reasons indicated in Table P. 1 irl detail. The second 
part relates the reasons indicating the importance of pricing in the 

marketing mix to the size of the companies, and the attitudinal ponitions 

of the Chief Executives and the C. M. E. 's towards the marketing concept. 

a. Company is not a Rrkee-leader. 

The three companies mentioning this reason express the view 
that being small companies, they cannot exert any pressure on 
the market in the area of pricing in the same way possible by 

large companies. They follow the market in pricing, and thus 

the importance of pricingo because they cannot influence it. 

Furthermore, being small they are financially incapable to 

cdevelop and launch new Products. Typically, they screen the 

market as to the best selling product. If the ruling market 

price, taken as given, and., the companies' costs permit 

'reasonable returns', the product in produced. 

b. Determines value for money. 

The three large companies mentioning this reason seem to be 

concerned with the customer's conception of price, because 

the customer will buy the carpet only if it is value for 

money, and such price differences that may exist are justified 

by this criteria. The reasoning is that price ultimately 

determines effective demand. Implied also is the assumption 

that customers are technically sophisticated to objectively 

evaluate a product offering. This may be true of this trait, 

i. e. intermediaries. Whether it is true of the final 

consumer is highly debatable as the Managing Director of a 

small company indicated: "the housewife is ignorant when 

comparing technical characteristics". 
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6, 
- 

Upper V. 
- 

lower quality. 
These three companies express a delineating line in terms of 
quality, regarding the importance of pricing. In the case 
of upper quality, the customer is not much influenced by the 

price. Typically the concern is on colourg qualityO design 

and delivery. To this extent pricing is not important. 

In the case of lower quality bracket, the customers concern 
is primar-ily, focused on pricing: other factors are secondary. 
Since the three companies making this distinction specialine 
in the lower quality end, pricing is 'very important' in 

achieving this marketing objective. 

d. Generate drsired pyofitcl. 

The two companies mentioning this reasong view pricing as an 
important factor in achieving targeted profits. The underlying 

notion is the difference between full cost and selling prices. 
This implies that carpets are sold mainly on price. This in 

clear from the remaik "price is a regulator of the volume of 
business" which in turn determines profits. The regulation 

aspect'signifies the possible loss issulting from maintaining 

volume as an objective. 

e, Full v. cut lpngth. 

The company mentioning this reason maintains a dual view of 

pricing depending on whether the sales in question are full or 

cut length. In the former, the customer's major concern is 

price, delivery and service are secondary. Týrpically this 

class of customers undertake their oum promotional activities, 

and in some cases assume transportation. In the latter cane 

the company assumes stocking, transportation, promotional 

activities and promotional aid. Typically the customer is 

concerned with such issues as prompt delivery, servicing, 

promotional aids. The company in question, as a matter of 

policyl emphasises full length trading primarily because of 

stocking expenses. To this extent pricing is considered 
Overi important'. 
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f'. 
--Only 

comT)etitive tool. 

This company conceives price as the only competitive tool at 
its disposal. 

' 
This is explained by the small nature of the 

company, As such, its financial resources are inadequate 

to undertake new product development, promotion and so on. 

The Chief Director of the company states "We can only compete 

on price partly because our product is identical to competitors', 

and partly because of our low overheads". This company's 

basic approach to business is to produce the best selling lines. 

As such "the big boys promote for us". 

Cover Cost, 3. 

This companyt a medium sized one, is primarily concerned with 

cost recovery. As long as the price covers these costs, plus 

an extra, the company is 'happy'. Clearly, the company 

conceives price as a negative tool. However, the company 

ensures that its price offering, if not less, is equal to 

competitors' price offerind3. 

h. Provide an incentive. 

This company, mentioning this reason regards pricing as a very 

important tool because it provides an incentive. Indeed, when 

necessary, the company mahipulates its prices, by varying 

discounts, to achieve certain profit objectives. Clearly, 

pricingtis not assumed as given, rather the company initiates 

'hidden price changes'. 

i. Historical prices. 
This, and the following-two companies do not relgard pricing as 

an important issue in achieving company marliceting objectives. 

One company, medium in sizep and predominently woven in 

operations, expresses the view that carpet prices are related 

to historical quality brackets, which are adhered to by 

manufacturers. To this extent the company cannot do much 
but follow the ruling price for a particular quality. Given 

this, the company competes on colour, desien and quality. 
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This viewpoint is-largely determined by the company's 

concentration in woven carpets. As stated earlier, tufted 

manufacturers are not expected to maintain this view because 

of lack of agreement upon quality brackets. 

J. 
- 

Importance of pro otion. 4 

These two companies, large in size, regard pricing as of 
secondary importance because of the significance attached to 

promotional activities in the industry. Part of the 

justification is similar to the previous company in that 

carpet qualities and prices are fairly similar, and thus 

the company cannot do much. Howeverp the companies in 

question, because of this similarity, emphasise promotion on 

achieving its marketing objectives. However, this assumes 

that the company's prices are in line with competitors' 

price offering. 

TABLE 8.2 

Role of pricing in the company's marketing mix and size of company. 

Role/Size of Company 
Size of Company 

Total 
Small Medium Large 

Company is not a price 
leader 3 - 3 
Determines value for money - - 3 3 
Upper v. lower quality 2 1 - 3 
Generate desired profits. 1 1 2 

Vull v. cut length - 1 

Only competitive tool 1 

Cover Costs 1 

Provide an incentive 1 

Total 15 

4 
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Table 8.2 relates the reasons for the role of pricing in achieving 

marketing objeciive; to the size of the companies. A number of points' 

emerge from the Table. In the first place companies who do not 

assume price leadership are small in size. As indicated in the 

previous section, this is due to their limited financial capabilities. 

Secondlyt value for money as the role of pricing is mentioned by 

large companies. Thirdly, none of the large companies mention any 

of the pricing roles indicated in the Table, except for the capacity 

of pricing to provide an incentive. Finally, with respect to medium 

sized companies there is no concentration in any of the roles. This 

is different in the other size groups of companies. Thus, three od 

of four large companies mention value for money criteria, and three 

out of the six ,, small companies mention abstinence from price 

leader-ship. 

TABLE, 8.3 

Role of pricing in companies' marketing mix and attitudinal position 
' the Chief Executives. 

RoleAttitudinal position 
Fam urable Unfavourable To tal 
A B C D 

Company is not a price 
leader - 1 3 
Determines value for money 2 - 3 

Upper v. lower quality 1 2 

Generate desired profits 1 1 

Full V. cut length - 1 

Only competitive tool 1 

Cover costs - 
Provide an incentive 

Total 6 15 
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'fable 8.3 relates pricing's role in achieving company marketing 
objectives and Chief Executives' attitudinal position towrards the 
marketing concept. Where the companies do not assume price leadership, 
the Chief Executiveb are from all four attitudinal placementst except 
for the strongly favourable attitudinal placement. Secondly, with 
companies making the distinction between upper and lower qualities, 
their Chief Executives exhibit favourable attitudes. The same is 
true of the roles "generate desired profits"; "full v. cut lengths"; 

and "pricing the only competitive tool". To this extent it may be 

concluded that the Chief Executives' favourable attitude towards the 

marketing concept instigates the last four pricing roles in achievinG 

marketing objectives. Finally, the two companies regarding the 

recovery of costs and incentivising role of pricing have Chief 

Executives with unfavourable attitudes towards the marketing concept. 

TABLE. B. 4 

Role of pricing in the companylý marketin mix and the attitudinal 

_position of the C. M. E. 's. 

RoleAttitudinal position 
Favourable Unfavourable Total 
A B C D 

Company is not a price 
leader 2 1 3 

Determines value for money - 3 3 

Upper v. lower quality 1 1 3 

Generate desired profits 2 - 

Full v. cut length 1 - 

Only competitive tool 1 

Cover costs - 

Provide an incentive 

Total 7 2 15 

2r 
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Table 8.4 relates pricing's roles in achieving companies' 

marketing objective's to the company's C. M. E. 's attitudinal placement 
towards the marketing concept. A numberýlof points emerge from the 
Table. In the first placet 12 out of the 15 companies have C. M. E. 's 

exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. Secondly, 

the companies expressing abstinance from price leadership have 

C. M. E. 's exhibiting, strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 
The same pattern is repated for the distinction between upper and 
lower quality. Thirdlyt companies viewina pricing as a determinent 

of value for money have C. M. E. 's maintaining favourable attitudes, 

suggesting a close relationship between this class of attitudinal 

placement and the role in question. Finally, where pricing role 
is recovery of cost, it is held by a company where the C. M. E. 

exhibits an unfavourable attitude towards the marketing concept. 

This is not surprising becau: 3e of the categorical recognition 

of cost consideration in pricing rather than prime consideration 

from the customers' viewpoint. 

9. Views on price compptition. 
The object of this section is to establish the extent to which 

pricing in used in an aggressive tool. Specifically, whether 
the companies studied vary their prices, as against their 

discounting schedule, in achleving their marketing objectives. 
If used aggressively this implies, first, price-demand relationship, 

. 
that is effective demand varies in proportion to price variations. 

Secondly, pricing becomes an unequalled competitive tool. 

? Prico competition, in theory, has the dual advantage of 

eliminating inefficient producers, and consumers are assured of the 

lowest possible prices. However, because markets are imperfect 

in the economist's technical sense, there miGht be implicit agreements, 

and thus price competition, theorised under conditions of perfect 

competition does not occur. 
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Againt earlier phases of the present study revealed similarity 

of prices. It wan thus decided to include the present line of 
investigation to establish whether these similarities rpsulted from 

competitive action, or perhaps there arc other explanations. The 

findings of the study indicated that out of the eiChteen companies, 

seventeen do not use price aggressively. Invariably, they mentioned 

that they take price as given from the market. However, six different 

reasons were mentioned to justify this action. These are summarised 

in Table 9.1. Only one company, small in size, uses prices 

aggressively, that is to change its price list with a view to affect 

sales performance. 

TABLE 2.1 

Reasona for n6t using priceaggmssively. 

Reasons Number of Companies 

Qualityq colour and design 5 

Adverse to profitability 5 

Small company size 3 

Service 2 

Full v. cut length 1 

Bad imag-e I 

Total 17 

Before relatine the reasons mentioned in Table 9.1 to size of 
companies and attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives, and Chief 
11arketine Executives towards the marketing concept, the reasons in 

question are considered in detail. 
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a. Quality. colour and desipn. 

The five companies mentioning this reason believe that pricing 

tannot be used. aggressively, because first it cannot be 

lowered as this will affect profitability, and likewise 

if it is increased. Secondly, the company, when considerine 

competitive moves, would rather use variations in quality, 

colour and design. Although the customer cannot immediately 

see the effect, these factors are considered important enough 
in the buying decision to effect a sale. 

b. Adverse to profitability. 

The companies holding this view conceive price variations as 

a dangerous competitive tool because it affects long term 

profitability. It is expressed that lowering prices is 

likely to increase sales. This tactical move is justified 

to achieve short term objectives. However, the Cains are 

not high enough to compensate for the possible long term 

loss, because once prices are lowered 
( 
it is difficult to raise 

them again unilaterally. The company is then faced with a 

dilemma. If the prices are kept low, losses are incurred, 

if the prices are increased sales drop with subsequent fall 

in profits. 

Furthermore, price variations introduce a speculative element 

as part of the trade. Thus the trade miGht refrain from 

buying from the company in the hope of price reduction, 

resulting in loss of sales. 

c. Small company size. 

The three companies mentioning this reason express the view 

that the companies are too small to initiate price chanCes. 

Even if they do, it is ineffective because of their small 

share of the market. Howevert invariably these companies 

follow competition in other aspects of their operations. 
Thus, they decide which are the best selling lines. Given 

the market price and the company's cost structure, to 

determine profit outcome, a decision is made as to whether or 

not the companies produce the product in question. 
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d. 
-Service. 

The two companies mentioning service are not concerned with 

prices because they are similar to all manufacturers. 

Moreover, to these customers, the trade is interested in 

availability of stocks and prompt delivery. It is on these 

product offerings that the companies compete. Indeed, they 

view this as a weakness in a number of companies and hence 

their capitalisation on service. 

e. nill v. cut length. 

The company making this distinction states that in full length 

tradingt customers must be interested in prices because they 

undertake their own promotion and in some cases transportation. 

Prompt delivery and promotional aids are secondary. However, 

where cut length trade is involved, customers are interested. 

in deliveries, availability of the stock and the type of 

promotion undertaken by the manufacturer. Pricing in those 

instances is not given, top priority. To the extent that t1p. 

company's major business is in cut lengthsp pricing is not 

used aggressively. 

f. Bad imare. 

The large company which mentions the view that a badAmage 

is formed by the trade if the company assumes the initiative 

of varying prices, particularly in the case of an increase. 

Thus, the company would follow price variations. Furthermore, 

a speculative element is developed, that is, customers . 
withold their orders in expectation of the company lowering 

its prices. This adversely affects profitability in the 

long run. 
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Agrressive use of pricin 
This is mentioncd by a small company because it considers the 

price of the product is its only competitive tool. This is 

explained by the company's specialisation in the lower 

quality bracket, when price is considered as an important 

determinent of sales. 

TABLE 9.2 

Reasons for not using price aggressively and size of company. 

Reasons/size of company 
Size of Company 

Total 
Small Medium Large 

Quality, colour and design 1 3 1 5 

Adverse to profitability 1 - 5 

Small company size 2 1 3 

Service 1 2 

Full V. cut length - 1 

Bad image 1 

Total 17 

Table 9.2 relates the reasons for not using prices aegressively 

and the. size of the companies. The first-. point emerging from the 

Table is that the importance of quality, colour and design is expressed 

by companies irrespective of their size. Secondly, large companies 

seem to be most concerned about the impact of price variations and 

long term profitability. This is explained by their sheer volume 

of business. Thirdly, service, reckoned to be an important 

competitive tool, is not mentioned by largo companies. Finally, the 
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creation of bad company image resulting from price variations is mentiorfbd 

by a large company. This is contrary to expectation in that often price 

variations are initiated by large companies in an industry. 

TABLE 9.3 

Reasona for not using price aggressively and attitudinal placement of 
the Chief Executives. 

Reasons/attitudinal 
Favourable Unfavourable 

Total 
placement A B C D 

Quality, colour and design 2 2 1 5 

Adverse to profitability 2 1 2 5 

Small company size 2 1 3 

Service 1 1 2 

Full v. cut-length - - 1 

Bad image 1 

Total 6 5 17 

I 
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TABLE 9.4 

Reasons for not using 
-, price ag-Cressively and attitudinal placement 

of the C. M. E. 's. 

Reasons/attitudinal Favou 
- 
rable Unfavourable 

Total 
placement A B D 

Quality, colour and design 1 3 5 

Adverse to profitability 2 2 5 

Small company size 3 

Service 2 

loull V. cut length 1 

Bad image 1 

Total 17 

Table 19.3 relates the reasons for not using prices aggressively 
to the attitudinal positions of the Chief Executives. A number of 
points emerge from the Table. In the first placef the companies 

maintaining the view quality, colour and design, have W16 of their 

Chief Executives with strongly favourable and favour-able attitudes 

-towards the marketing concept. Secondly, none of the companies 

mentioning the reason 'adverse to profitability' have Chief Executives 

exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitudes. Thirdly, it is not clear 

whether favourability of attitude, or otherwise, by the Chief Executive 

influences the company in emphasisinff the importance of service. 

Finally, companies mentioning the reasons 'full v. cut lengthl and 

'bad image formation' have Chief Executives exhibiting strongly 

favourable attitudes. 

Q 
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Table 9.4 relates the reasons for not using prices aggressively 
and the companies, C. M. E. 's attitudinal position towards the 
marketing concept. ' The first point emerging from the Table is that 
thirteen of the seventeen companies have C. M. E. 's exhibiting strongly 
favourable and favourable attitudes. Secondly, 'the highest 

concentration of companies is with respect to the reason 'small company 

size' where three C. M. E. 'a exhibit atrongly favourable attitudes. 
Another three C. M. E. 's whose companies mention the importance of 

quality, colour and design maintain favourable attitudes. Finally, 

the two companies mentioning the importance of service have C. M. E. 's 

maintaining unfavourable and strongly unfavourable attitudes. This 

is unexpected because recoenition of the importance of service 
implies marketing oricntation in the carpet manufacturing industry. 

To be marketing orientated one expects the C. M. E. to, at least, 

exhibit the second degree of attitude favourability towards the 

marketing concept. 

10. Profits assessment. 

Company profits may be assessed in a number of ways, for example, 

relating total profit to total cost, comparing achieved profits to 

budgeted profits, comparing profit accruing from one range to another, 

comparing profits from individual products and so on. All these 

approaches have one common factor and that is assessment of company 

, total profits. - However, the underlying motive may be different. 

Under conditions of marketing concept orientation, each product 

is assessed individually to establish whether it is achieving what it 

is intended to achieve. Generally speakingt each product carries 

a profit figure, although there are exceptions, for example, loss leaders. 

Even then a profit tag is attached to such products. The approach 

is to establish vhether actual profits Cenerated by the product in 

question are consistent with desired profits. If inconsistency 

prevailso it is the task of marketine to explain such inconsistencyg 
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and correct action, if and where possible, is called for, for example, 
inadequacy of promotion, relatively high price, inadequate service and 
so on. However, if it is revealed that none of these tactical moves 
in likely to salvage the product, that is to make it profitable, the 

product is discontinued. In other wordsp assessment of products on 

an individual basin has the ultimate objective of discontinuing 

unprofitable products, and the introduction of new products, the 

development of which should be on a continuous basis. 

The object of the present aspect of investigation is first to 

reveal if the companies studied assess products on individual bases. 

Secondly, the reason for such practices. The findings of the study, 

summarised in Table 10.1 indicate that fourteen companies assess 

profits generated by each product individually. Invariably, this 

group of companies mentions the ultimate objective of such practice 

is discontinuation of unprofitable products. The four companies 

not assessing profits by each pmoduct mention three different reasons. 

TABLE 10.1 

Reasons for or against assessing profits E2nerated bX each product. 

Reasons for assessing profits by 
each product 

For or 
against 

Number of 
Companies 

To discontinue products For 14 

Decide on necessity of promotion For 2': 

Lack of control Against 1 

Individual assessment irrelevant 1 

In process of adopting 
individual assessment 2 

Total 24 

Before relating the reasons mentioned in Table 10.1 to size of 
company and attitudinal placement of the Chief Executive and C. M. E., 

each of these reasons in examined in detail together with stated 
exceptions. 
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a- ------ 
To discontinue products. 

This reason is mentioned by fourteen companion. The justification 

for this1='ctjc; t is similar to that required under the marketing 

concept, discussed earlier. Briefly,. each product in each 

range carries a profit figure which covers operating an-well as 

developmental costs plus a profit margin related to the company's 

budgeted-profits. This exercise is carried out annually and 

reviewed semi-annually. In seven companies reviewing takes 

place quarterly. Thus the profit achieved by each product in 

compared to its budgeted profit. If inconsistency arises, 

where possible correctivecaction is made. . If, however, the 

pr9duct is unlikely to be profitables it is discontinued 

from the range. 

b. Decide on necesgity of promotion. 

The two companies mentioning ýhis reason also mentioned the 

first one. However, both companies seem to attach substantial 
I 

Impol ance to promotion assumine that if a product is not doing 

well, more promotion will boose sales. The importance of 

this is the significance attached to promotion as a corrective 

acti6n an against other actions, I. 

c. Lnck of control. 

This and the following companies do not assess profits 

generated by each product. The present company is a subsidiary. 

The parent company assumes finance, transportation and development 

of new'products. To this extent, the Managing Director of the 

subsidiary company expresses lack of control over profit 

asses , sment, he is responsible for total profits. However, 

in principle, he would adopt individual product assessment. 

I 
J 

1% 
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d. Individual assensment irrolevant. 

This company, small in size, produces one type of carpet, and 
thus anseasmerlt of total company profits is synonimous with 

assessment of profits on individual product basis. To this 

extent the "question is irrelevant". 
0 

e. In process of adopting individual assessment 
The two companies mentioning this reason are passing through 

a transitional period of evaluating all activities in the 

business. Presently, profits are assessed by the business 

as a whole. However, this proved a weakness to discontinue 

unprofitable products. As a resultj both companies are 

planning to introduce profit assessment on individual product 
basis, first, to discontinue unprofitable products, and, 

secondly, to slope the development of new productsl for 

example, if a particular elass of products proved totally 

unprofitablej development of such products ceases, particularly 

in'the area of quality. 

9 

r 

TABLE 10.2 

Rpasons for or arminst assessing profits 1- ., 
cnerated by each proftct 

and size of-company. - 

Reasons for assessing 
For Size of Company 

Total 

profits by each product 
or 

Against 
Small Medium Largo 

To discontinue products For 4 5 5 14 

Decide on necessity of 
promotion For - - 2 2 

Lack of control Against 1 

Individual assessment 
irrelevant Agd nst 1 1 

In process of adopting 
individual assessment Against 1 2 

I 
Total 

Iý L6 - 18 
1Wj 
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Table 10.2 relates the reasons for or against necessity for 

assessing profits generated by each product and size of company, The 

first point emerging from the Table is that companies, irrespective of 

nize '' mention the ; 
easons for assessing products individually is to 

ultimately discontinue unprofitable products. Furthermore, there in 

no concentration within any size group of companies. Secondly, 

aloneside the first reason, two large companies assess products 

individually to establish the necessity or otherwise of promotion. 

This indicates the importance of promotion in the marketing mix. 

anally, four of the three companies who do not assess products 

individually, and have no intention of such practice, are small 

companies. Although the other two companies against such practice 

are in transitional periods, they intend in the future to assess 
C 

profits generated by each product. Strictly speaking, only two 

companies are against individual assessment of products as a matter 

of policy. 
#6 

TABLE 10.3 

Rpasons for or -agginsl assessing prof its- -Pnerated by each Rroduct 
and Chief Executives' attitudinal placements. 

i 
For or Favourable Unfavourable Total 

ng Reasons for assess 
profits by each product 

Against A B C D 

To discontinue products For 4 5 4 1 14 

Decide on necessity of 
promotion For 

] 

- 2? 

Lack of control Againq t 1 1 

Individual assessment 
irrelevant Against 

In process of adopting 
individual assessment Against 1 1 

Total 6 6 
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TABLM 10.4 

Rpasons for or against assessinp profits generated by each produn. 
and C. M. E. 's attitudinal placement. 

Reasons for assessing For or 
Favourable 'Unfavoi 

. 
ar-able Total 

- , 
profits by each product Against A B C D 

To discontinue products For 7 3 3 1 14 

Decide on necessity of 
promotion For 1 2. 

Lack of control Against 1 1 

Individual assessment 
irrelevant Against - I 

In process of adopting 
individual assessment Against - 1 1 - 2 

To tal 9- 5 57 
-1 

20 

Table 10.3 relates the reasons for or aCainst assess3ing profits 

generated by each product to the Chief Nxecutives' attitudinal placement 

towards the marketing concept. The first point emerging from the Table 

is that nine of the companies mentioning the objective of discontinuation 

of unprofitable products have Chief Executives exhibiting strongly 

favourable and favoumble attituden. only one Chief Executive 
Ný 

maintains a strongly unfavourable attitude. Secondly, it is not clear 

whether favourable or unfavourable attitudes of the, Chief Executives 

I affect the company to evaluatb products individually in order to 

establish the need for promotional activities. The same is true 

when analysing the company which is in the process of assessing 

profits Generated by each product. Finally, none of the companies 

mentioning lack of control and individual assessment irrelevant have 

Chief Executives maintaining unfavourable and strongly unfavourable 

attitudes towards the marketine concept. 
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Table 10.4 relates the indicated reason for assessments or ' 1% 
otherwise of profits by individual products and C. M. B. 's attitudinal 
placements towards the-marketing concept. A number of points 
emerf.; e, Trom the Table. In the first place, 50% of the companies 
mentioning discontinuation of unprofitable products have C. M. E. 's 

exhibiting strongly favourable attitudes, another 2.97o exhibit 
favourable attitudes. To this extent one may say that favourability 

of attitude of the C. M. N. influences their companies to maintain the 

reason in question. Finally, the only C. M. E. exhibitin&, strongly 

unfavourable attitude in the distribution, saya his company assesses 

products individually to discontinue unprofitable products. 

11. Assessmpnt of the nature of demand. 

Elasticity of demand Is the responsive change in quantity 

demanded due to variations in price. Knowledge of demand elasticity 

is essential in assessing the nature of demand in that the latter 

establishes the various product attributes that infringe upon 

effective demand. As such it is possible to establish the amount 

demanded due to any variations in the demand function. This required 

computed values for the various components of the relationship, for 

example, what the customer perceives in the product, value placed on 

prompt deliveries and so on. Clearly, if the variables in the 

function are to be comprehensive, the analysis is extremely 

sophisticated. 

The objective of this section is to establish whether or not 

assessment of the nature of demand in undertaken in the companies 

studied. Throughout, the empýasis is on measurement of the elasticity 

of demand. Following from this, the reason for, lack of measurement 

and, where it exists, the technique used. The findings of the study, 

summarised in Table 11.1, indicate that fifteen companies do not 

m easure the elasticity of demando mentioning five reasons for not 

undertaking such analysis. The remaining three companies use two 

different techniques - demand equation and equi-marginal contribution. 
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TABLE 11 .1 
Reasons for not measuring elasticity of demand. 

Reasons NUmber of 
Companies 

Too many variables 12 

Reliance on feel of market 5 

Importance of fashion 2 

Prevailing prices are competitive 2 

Demand insensitive to price changes 1 

Total 22 

The analysis is in two parts. The first is.. concerned with a 
detailed examination of the reasons given in Table 11.1, together with 
the two techniques used in measuring demand elasticity used by three 

companies. Secondly, to relate the reasons indicated in Table 11.1 

to size of company and Chief Executives' and C. M. E. Is attitudinal 

positions towards the marketing concept. 

r 

a, Too many variables. 

Twelve, companies mention this reason. The general view is 

that many variables affect demand. It is not meaningful to 

measure elasticity because of the subjective nature of the 

assessment. For example, who is to decide customer's 

evaluation of prompt deliveries. It is possible to assume 

such factors as constant, but this would not reflect what 

is happening in the real world. 

b. Rpliance on feel of market. 

Five caapanies maintain the view that the only way to assess 
the nature of demand is by a 'feel of the market'. However, 

sophistidated the technique may be, at best they are estimates. 
The Chief Executive of one of the companies states that 
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'whenever we decide on a specific price, we rely heavily on 

experience and our competitors' activities ...... However 

other techniqýes may be sophisticated, it is not possible 

to arrive at a clear cut answer'. 

e. Importance of fashion. 

Two companies maintain the view that the main problem in 

assessing the nature of demand is the prevalence of fashion 

in carpets. This is difficult to predict and as such an 

attempt to measure demand elasticity is not useful for 

practical purposes. Only an 'intelligent guess' can be 

made. 

d. Prevailing prices are competitive. 
The two companies expressing thin view believe that prices 
in cail)ets are, first, competitive and thus the difficulty 

of price variations. If the company's price is set higher 

than competitors1p this will adversely affect sales, 
Customers will not buy. Secondly, particularly in the 

woven sector, prices are related to quality brackets. As 

such not much can be done to assess the impact of price 

variations. Speculation as to price elasticity is not 

of practical value. 

e, Demand insensitive to price chanmes. 

The small company mentioning this reason believes that 

demand upon carpets is unlikely to be affected by price 

variations. However, a distinction is made between upper 

versus lower qualities. In the former case, the company is 

convinced that the customer is unaffected by price. The 

influencing factors are colour, desien and quality. 

However, where lower quality is involved the customer is 

price conscious. Given the fact that carpet manufacturers 

maintain this view, price for low quality is at the absolute 

minimum. As such mpasurement of elasticity of demand is of 

little practical value. 
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f. Measurement of de, .% -nand. 
Three companies cateCorically measure demand. One company 
uses a demand. equation. Another two companies use 
'equi-marginall contribution'. 
Where a demand equation is used, the (lief Executive of 
the company is particularly interested in measurpment of 
demand. Thus, one side of the equation is demand, the 

other side includes every conceivable factor that is likely 

to affect demand. Thus variables would include price, 
taste, prompt deliveryg competitors' activities, competition 
from other floor coverings, purchase tax and so on. This 

is expressed in a functional relationship: - 

D equals f (P, to do c ...... 

Each of the variables receives a computed value. Hypothetical 

variations are made to observe changes in demand. The 
41 

computed values are r; -, veiwed and changed where necessary. 

The fact that the company has computer facilities renders 

the calculation manageable. 
Another two companies are aware of the aboveequation. It in 

not used, however, because of the 'subjective' element 
involved. Rather they utilise what they call 'equi-marginal' 

contribution'. Essentially, this in the basin for devising 

a demand curve for the product in question. The process 

starts by establishing the various price levels from the 

company's point of view, that in, what is profitable to the 

company and the volume of anticipated sales at these various 

price levels. Thus, a price-volume relationship is established. 
The marketing function of the companies, through marketing 

research, establishes the validity of these relationships. 

Adjustments are made by varying cost items, profits, price 

and volume to make it 'realistic'. The end result is a 
demand curve, which the companies ntate, are very valuable in 

assessing demand variations due to changes in price. The two 

companies are price lckaders in the industry. 
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TABJ'. )P,, 11.2 1% 

Reasons for not measuring elasticity of "demand and nize of company. 

Reasons/size of company 
Size of Company Total 

Small Medium Laree 

Too many variables 3 5 4 12 

Reliance on feel of market 1 2 2 5 

Importance of fashion 2 - - 2 

Prevailine prices are 
competitive 2 2 

Demand insensitive to 
price chanUes 1 1 

Total 9 22 

Table 11.2 relates the reasons for not measurine the elasticity 

6f demand to size of company. A number of points emeree from the 

'fable. In the first place, the reasons 'too many variables' and 

'feel of the market' are maintained by companies irrespective of 

size. Secondly, the companies mcntioning the other reasons are 

small in size. To this extent smaller companies scem to be 

affected by only one factor in assessing demand. It should be 

noted that the three companies mentioning the reasons 'prevailing 

prices are competitive' and 'demand insensitive to price change' 

produce what is already selling best. To this extent they take 

the price and quality as given. 

'N 

-N 
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TABLE 11.3 

Rpasons for not measuring elasticity of demand and Chief Excoutivoal 
attitudinal placement. 

Reasons/attitudinal Pavourable Unfavourable 
Total 

placement A B C D 

Too many variables 5 3 3 1 12 

Reliance on feel of market 3 2 - - 5 

Importance of fashion 1 1 2 

Prevailing prices are 
competitive - 

f 
2 2 

Demand insensitive to 
price changes 

Total 9 8 1 22 

TABLE 11.4 

Reasons for not measurina elasticity f demand and C. M. E. 's attitudinal 
position. 

Reasons/attitudinal Favourable Unfavourable 
Total 

placement B C D 

Too many variables 5 5 2 12 

Reliance on feel of market 2 3 -- 5 

Importance of fashion 2 - 2 

Prevailing p#ces are 
competitive - 1 1 2 

Demand insensitive to 
price changes 

Total 10 2 1 22 
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Table 11.3 relates the reasons for not measuring elasticity of 
demand to the Chief Executives' attitudinal placements towards the 

marketine concept. A number of points emerge from the Table. In the 
I first place the Chief Executives of eight of the twelve companies 

believing demand cannot be measured because of the number of 
variables involved, exhibit strongly favourableýand favourable attitudes. 
"Jecondly, the feel of the marketq prevelance of fashion and price 

competitiveness are expressed by companies whose Chief Executives 

maintain a similar pattern of favourability. To thin extent it 

may be concluded that presence of favourable attitudes by the Chief 

Executives is not conducive to assess the elasticity of demand. 'I'hin 

in further supported by the finding that of the twenty-two frequencies 

of mentioning the five reasonst only one Chief Executive exhibits 

a strongly favourable attitude and three Chief Executives indicate 

unfavour-able attitudes. 

Table 11.4 relates the reasons for not measuring the elasticity 

of demand to the attitudinal placements of the C. M. E. 's. The 

obvious observation in the Table is that nineteen out of the twenty-two 

frequencies m&ntiohbd. n relating to the five reasons are maintained by 

companies whose C. M. E. 's exhibit. strongly favourable and favourable 

attitudes. To this extent, it may be concluded that favournble 

attituden towards the marketing concept by C. M. E. does not imply 

that elasticity of demand is measured by the companies concerned. 

This is further supported by the finding that with respect to three 

frequencies, relating to the first and last rdasons, these are 

mentioned by two and one C. M. E. 's exhibiting unfavourable aýd strongly 

unfavourable attitudes, respectively, towards the marketing concept. 

12. Wature of competition and pricing. 

The extent to which nature of competition affects pricing 

decisions is dependant upon a number of factorsq both internal and 

external to the company. Internallyt it depends on the strengths 

and weaknesses of the company, for example, at one extreme, the 

company may disregard competition, for a brief time, if it has a 

new product to fill an obvious gap in the market; at the other 
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extreme the company cannot overlook compatiti6n. if it follows the 
latter in every respect. Externally, the structure of the industry 
influences the impact of competition on individual firms, for example, 
where the industr7- consists of a few laree firms having dimilar 

technical potential, cost structure and so on, individual firms 

are likely to suffer if competitors' activities. are overlooked. 
The object of the present area of investigation is two-fold. 

First, whether or not the companies visitdd regard that nature of 

competition affects their pricing decisions, and reasons for such 

practices. Secondly, the extent to which competitors reactions 

are considered and justifications for prevailing practices. 7he 

second object may seem to imply that only companies instigating 

price changes are likely to consider reactions. This is true. 

Howeverp companies following market price are equally interested 

in competitors' reactions in as much as the ruling market price, 

a result of competitors' activities, is the price facing the 

companies in question. *I 

The findings of the study revealed two groups of companies 

in each area of investigation. Regarding the effect that nature 

of competition has on pricing, these reasons were mentioned for 

considering the impact of competition. Another three reasons 

were cited for not regarding nature of competition as an influencing 

factor in pricing decisions. Similarly, one groups of companies, 

mention one reason for considering competitors' price reactions; 

another group, mentioning four reasons, does not consider 

competitors' price reaction. This is summarised in Tables 
(. 

12.1 and 12.2. 
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TABLE 12.1 

Whether or not nature of competition affects pricing. 

Reasons Affect? Wumber of companies 

Cannot sell otherwise Yes 13 

Upper v. lower quality 

Fall v. cut length 

Carpets traditionally 

priced No 

Concern with colour and 
design 

Low overheads 

Total is 

TABLE 12.2 

Reasons for or against considering competitors' price reactions. 

For or Number of Companies 4easons 
Against 

iYot to affect sales 
adversely For 11 

Colour and design 
important Against 3 

All competitors have 

similar costs 2 

-Irrelevant-small company 
size I 

Company's price differences 
small 

Total 18 
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Before relating Tables 12.1 and 12.2 to the size of companies and... 
attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives aiýd the C. M. E., each of 
the reasons indicated in the Table is commented upon. 

Reasons for nature of competition affecting price. 

Cannot sell othprwise. 
The majority of companies express the view that competitors' 

activities in pricing cannot be overlooked because otherwise 

selling is difficult. The reasoning is that price offdring 
by carpet manufacturers is nearly similar. If a company 

quotes a price higher than that of competitors', customers 

will si4itch their business to competitors. Implied in this 

justification is the importance attached to pricing in 

effecting a sale. Although this is true, few companies 

consider other product attributes of equal, if not of 

more importance than pricing. 

b. 
- 

UP]2er v. lower quality. 
This company, medium sized, makes quality distinction as the 
basis for the nature of competitors' impact on pricing. As 

such in upper quality carpets the customer is not price 
conscious, he is influenced by such factors as colour, 
design, quality, delivery and so on. However, where low 

quality carpet is concerned, the major selling tool is price. 
Thus companies producing low quality carpets cannot afford 
to overlook competition in price settine. The company in 

question concentrates on low quality brackets and is 

therefore affected by the nature of competition. 

c. -Full v. cut len, -th. 

Another medium sized company distinguishes between full and 

cut length trade as the basis for the impact of nature of 

competition. In the cut length trade the customer is 

concerned with such aspects as promotion, delivery and so on. 
However, in full length trade, the customer is price conscious 

and often a transaction is based on price attribute. 

f- 
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As such, companies involved in full length business cannot 

afford to overlook competitors' activities. The company 
in question, tufted in operation, concentrates on full length 

business. 

, 
Rpasons for nature of competition not affecting joricina. 

a. Carpets traditionally priced. 

One medium sized company maintains the view that carpet 

manufacturers cannot influence prices because the latter 

are traditionally priced, because of the historical 

designation of quality. As Euch an individual manufacturer 

takes the price as given. It should be noted that this'is 

true in the woven sector. In the tufted sector, there is 

no such tradition. 

, 
b. Concern with colour and desipp. 

A large sized company regards price as of secondary importance 

in the buying decision. The customer is primarily influenced 

by colour and design. This should be viewed in proportion, 

that is, the company in question in not concerned with 

marginal price differences. However, if the latter is large, 

corrective action is taken. 

c. Low overheads. 

This company, small in size, regards competition as unimportant 

in the area of pricing, because of the co. mPany's low overheads. 

An such the company cannot afford to quote prices lower than 

-those of competitors. Because of this, competitors' pricing 

activities are ignored. Furthermore, this company has a 

different product from the rest of the industry, and thus no 

meaningful price competition can occur. however, the 

limiting factor regarding the price charged is the maximum 

the customer is prepared to pay. 
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Reasons for con-Adpri. ng, competitors' price reactions. 
r- 

a. Not to affect sales adversely. 
The majority ;f companies do not overlook competi tors. 1 price 

reactions. The fundamental reason for this is the importance 

attached to pricing as a selling tool. Stated simply, if a 

company's price is hiGher than competitors', customers 

switch their orders to the latter. Although a distinction 

should be made between those companies which indicate price 

changeR and thus follouring market pricet the end result is 

the same. 

b. Colour and design important. 

Three companies do not take into account competitcr. 91 reactions 

because their main selline tool is colour and design. 

Competitors' price change is important in as much as it is 

a change imposed on the industry, for example, prices of raw 

materials. Even then, the companies in question would follow 

the)market in price changes while emphasising colour and design. 

c. All competitors have similar cost structure. 

The two companies expressing this view regard pricing as a 

factor that 'takes care of itself' because all carpet 

manufacturers face similar costs. Given the fact that 
'prices are competitive anyway' a company cannot do much to 

affect price level in the industry. To this extent 

considerinf; competitors' price reaction is of little 

practical value. 

d. Irrelevant - small company size. 

One company re*gards competitors' price reaction as important 

because it will have little effect, if any, on the company 

in view of the latter'n small scale of operations. Even if 

the company in question offers a lower price than competitors, 
it will Go unnoticed. If noticed, competitors regard the 

company's volume of production as a trickle. 
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e. Company's Price differences small.. 

One medium sized company, as a matt -er of policy, always 

quotes a price lower than, that of competitors, because price 

is the company's only competitive tool. However, the price 

difference is too sm4ll- to affect competitors' activities. 

Thus the latter do not react and indeed thý company, from 

experience, does not expect competitors' reaction. It Ehould 

be notdd that the company specialises in lower quality carpets 

and is not pressured for high profits. The company. is 

"happy as long as it pays its way". 

TABLE 12.3 

Reasons for or against nature of competition affectin& pricing and 
size of company 

Reasons/size of company 

Competition SiZe of Company 
affects 
11 'Small Medium. ILa 
pricing9 

rge 
-Total 

Cannot sell otherwise Yes 5 5 13 

Upper versus lower quality Tes 1 

Pull versus cut length Yes 1 

Carpets traditionally 
priced No 1 

Concern with colour and 
design No 1 

Low overheads No 1 

Total 18 
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Table 12.3 relates the reasons for or against the nature of 

competition affecting price and size of company. The first point 
to note from the TýLble is that the reasons for competitors' effect 

on pricing because the company cannot sell otherwise, is maintained 

by the majority of companies irrespective of size. To this extent 

companies are affected by competition in price setting. Secondly, 

only medium sized companies are affected by competition when 

setting price because of quality differences and full versusý. cut 

lengths. Finally, the. reasons refuting the impact of competition 

in pricing are mentioned by the minoritY. of companies irres-nerti. ve of 

size. 

TABLE 3.2.4 

Rpasons for or against nature of - com etition affecting pricing d 

attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives. 

! Competition 4 Favourable i Uýfavourable 
To a Reasons/attitudinal laffects ..... 7-- 

placement of Chief (pricing? 11 CD 
Executive 

Cannot sell otherwise Yes 13 

Upper v. lower quality Yes 1 

Full v. cut length Yes 1 1 

Carpets traditionally 
priced No 1 1 

Concern with colour and 
design No - 1 

Low overheads No 1 1 

Total 6 6 18 

I 
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TABLE 12.5 

Reasons for or against nature ofcompetition affecting pricing and 
attitudinal placements of the C. M. E. 's. 

Reasons/attitudinal 
lCompetition 

. 
Favourable Uafavourable 

Total 
placements of C. M. E. 's. laffects 

1pricing? 
I 

A4 B C D 
J 

Cannot sell otherwise Yes 13 

Upper v. lower quality Yes 1 

Full v. cut length Yes 

Carpets traditionally 
priced No 

Concern with colour and 
design No 

Low .' overheads No 

Total 3 18 

Table 12.4 relate. q the reasons for or against the view that competition 

affects pricing and attitudinal placoments of the GlAef Executives. 

The first point to note is that eight of the thirteen companies expressing 

, the view that competition affects pricing, because overlooking the former 

makes selling difficult, have Chief Executives with strongly favoura, - ble 

and favourable attitudes. It is noticeable that none of the Chief 

Executives in this respect exhibit a stronaly unfavourable attitude. 

Secondly, the impact of quality differences is mentioned by a company 

whose Chief Executive exhibits a strongly unfavourable attitude. 

Finally, the Chief Executives of the company not considering competition 

important in pricing exhibit strongly favourable and favourable 

attitudes. Other factors are considered more important than 

competitors' activities in pricine, for example, colour and desien. 

'The fact that carpet prices are traditional, as mentioned by a medium 

sized company, renders prices as given and externally determined to 

the company, 
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Table 12.5 relates the reasons for or against the view that 

competition affects pricing, to the companies' C. M. N. 's attitudinal 

placements towards the marketing concept. In the first place the 

companies mentioni; g the difficulty of selling if comp etition is 

overlooked, have C. M. E. 's exhibitinf; the four degrees of attitudinal 

placements, although the concentration is in the strongly favourable 

and favourable categories. Secondly, a similar pattern to that 

in Table 12.4 regarding the reasons for not considering competition 

important, is repeated whereby the three C. M. E. 's exhibit strongly 

favourable and favourable attitudes. 

TABLE 12.6 

Reasons for or against considerina competitors' price reactions and 
size ýLS2rrTay. 

a 

Reasons/size of company 
For Size of Company Total 

I 

or Small *Medium ILarge ý Against 

Not to affect sales 
adversely For 2 

Colour and design 
important Against 1 3 

All competitors have 
similar costa 1 2 

Irrelevant - small 
company size 

Company's price 
differance small. 

Total 6 6 
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Table 12.6 relates the reasons for or against considerina 
competitors' price reactions to size of rompany. In the first place, 
companies irrespective of size take into a6count competitors' price 
reactions because dtherwise sales are adversely affected. A similar 

pattern of distribution prevails regarding the group of companies who 

consider competitors' price reaction as unimportant because of the 

importance of colour and design. Thirdly, except for the last 

reason, none of the large companies believe that competitors' price 

reaction can be overlooked. This is explained by the. fact that 

large companies, because of their large scale of operations stand 
large losses if their prices are hieher than competitors' in terms 

of lost sales. Furthermore, it is the large companies who initiate 

price changes. As such they cannot afford to ignore the impact on 

competitors and how the latter will rdact, if they do. Finally, 

it is. noted that medium sized companies are not concerned with 

competitors' price reaction becapse of small company size, and the 

small difference in price. -IýIs, it was, as expected, to be the 

justification of small sized companies. 

TABLE 12.7 

Reasons for or against considerinC[ competitors' price reactions and 
Chief Eyecutives' attitudinal-placements. 

Reasons/attitudinal 
For or Favourable Unfavoura 

Total 
placements 

Against ABC 
'Vot 

to affect sales jadversely 
For 3 2 11 

Colour and design important Against 1 2 3 

All competitors have 
similar costs 2 2 

Irrdlevant - small company 
size 

Company's price differences 
small 

Total 6 18 
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Table 12.7 relates the reasons for or against considering competitpral 
price reactions and the companies, Chief Executives' attitudinal 
Placements. A number of points emerge from the Table. ln the first 

place, six of the Leven companies considering competitors' reactions 

as important because of the possible adverse affect on sales, have 

Chief Executives exhibiting unfavourable and stronely unfavourable 

attitudes. To this extent favourable attitudes towards the marketing 

concept does not invariably indicate that the Chief Executives in 

quastion consider competitors' reactions as important. Other factors 

provide the explanation, for example, size of company. Secondly, all 
the companies against considering competitors' price reaction have 

Chief Executives exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable 

attitudes. This further supports the notion that favourable 

attitudes by the Chief Executives do not, indicate that companies will 

consider price reaction as important. 

TABLE 12. B 

Reasons for or aoinst considering com etitors' price reactions and 
the C. M. E. 's attitudinal placements. 

ReasonsAttitudinal 
I 
For or 

Favourable Unfavourable 
Total 4 j 

placements Against I AIB 77- ý( 

Not to affect sales 
adversely For* 2 11 

Colour and design important ; Against 

All-competitors have 
similar costs 

Irrelevant- small company 
size 

Company's price differences 
small 1 

Total 8 1 18 
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Finally, Table 12.8 relates the reasons for or against considering, 
comDetitors' price reaction and attitudinal placements of the C. M. E. 's. 
Two points emerge from the Table. In the first place, nine of the 

eleven companies týking into account competitors' price reactions 
because otherwise it affects sales adversely, have C. M. E. 's exhibiting 

strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. However , all the 

companies not taking into account competitors' reactions have C. M. E. 's 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. To this extent it is not 

possible to conclude that favourabilities of attitudes by the C. M. E. 's 

solely influence whether or not the company takes into consideration 

competitors' price reactions. Again, the explanation is elsewhere, 

for example, size of company, or the relative importance of colour 

and design. 
5 

1ý. Costing mpthod used for price oetting, 

The method used for price setting bears a significant impact on 
0. 

the price offered to the customer. As noted earlier, cost items of 

a product or service have been and always will be a major part in a 

product's or service's price. However, two factors should be noted, 

first, there are a number of ways to assess the cost of a product 

which affects the eventual price. Secondly, there are other factors 

that affect the price, for example, what the customer conceives in 

a price. 
Traditionally, costing is mainly based on the firm's total cost 

. plus a percentage of profit, that is, the price of an item is based 

on factors internal to the firm. Customer acceptance is conceived 

as the last stage of price settine. Under the marketing concept this 

process is reversed. Thus, the supplier first establishes, through 

marketine research, prices that are acceptable to the customer, then 

considers whether or not the provision of an item at-that price 

in acceptable to the companyp taking into account the. latter's profit 

and other objectives. In other words the emphasis is on screening 
I 

the market to establish gaps in it. 

/ 
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I 
The objective of the present aspect of investigation is to establrsh 

the extent to which price setting, from the costing viewpoint, is 

undertaken within the framework of the marketing concept. Secondly, 

to establish whether or not companies are prepared to sell below full 

cost, thAis--revealing the significance of costing in pricing and reasons 
for prevailing practices. Finally, whether or not companies have 

changed their basis of costing; reporting upon changes wherd they 

have occurred. 

The findings of the study revealed that fifteen companies essentially, 

use the traditional method of costing. Only three companies deviate 

from this. Charts 13.1 and 13.2 surmriarise the systems used. 
_ 

This 

is followed by relating the systems used to size of company and 

attitudinal positions of the Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's. 7he 

second point of the section is concerned vith the issue of selling 

below full costs and the reasons for such practices. These reasons 

are related to company size anj attitudinal placements of the Chief 

Executives and C. M. E. 's. Vinally, reportung upon changes in costing 

methods where they exist. 

a. Full costing plus Profit. 

From the responses given by the companies it was possible 

to construct Chart 13.1 indicating the process by which 

costing considerations are viewed, to arrive at the final 

price. Essentially, the system is based on full cost plus 

a percentage of profits. Thus, in establishing the price of 

a product all costs are assessed. Each product carries a 

profit figure related to the company's profit objective. 

This is expressed as a percentage of the product's total cost 

to arrive at the final price. 1f the product is acceptable 

to the market, that is, at least equal to competitors' 

offerings, it is offered. However, if the price is 

unacceptable to the market in the sense that it is higher 

than competitors' prices, costs and profits are appraised, 

whereby costs and profit margins are reduced. If the 

eventual price is unacceptable, the product is discarded. 
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Within this model a number of facets need stressing. In the 
first place only three companies lodge the task of establishing 
the final price to the C. M. E. Secondly, the cost item 
'percentage to cover overheads' is based on labour cohts, 

ranging from 120% to 30CPlfo. Overheads include machinery, 

marketing and administrative costs. Thirdly the profit 

percentage mentioned, ranges from 5 to 20% of total costs. 
As indicated the profit generated by a product is related to 
the company's profit objective, and hence its place in the 

product mix, and hence these variations. 
The import of the above model is that the customer is 

considered as the last chain in costing. Only when the 

arrived price is unacceptable does the company take customers' 

views into account. 

b. Standard-costinp method. 

From the conLments made by three executives in three companies, 
it was possible to construct the model decipted in Chart 13.2. 

Essentially this standard costing method is used for price 

setting. Again costing is regarded of pivotal importance. 

Ilowev6r, this system of costing is more rigorous. 

The model starts by arriving at theoretical cost figures 

relating to the production of a particular product. The percentage 

. 
for desired profits is related to the compank's total profit objectives. 
Consequently, a theoretical price is arrived at. The second major 

stage of costing is to assess eventual cost in producing the product 

in question. The desired profit percentage is related to company 

profit objectives. Consequently, the would-be ruling price is 

arrived at. If, first,, the latter price is equal to the theoretical 

price, arrived at in the first age, and, secondly, does not deviate 

from competitors' offerings, the product is produced. If not, each 

cost item is related to the standard costs accounting for variances. 

Desired profits are reviewed. If the eventual price is not equal 
to the theoretical price, or at least equal to competitors' offerings, 
the product is discontinued. 
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CHART 13.1 

Full costing method'to set PricPs. 

Direct Cost: Indirect costs: 

labour, raw % of labour to cover overheads, 

material carriage, despatch, commissions 

discounts, pattern books, 

administrative expenses, 

ad. expenses etc . ...... 

*I 

Cost and profit 

appraisal 

Percentage 
of profit 

-I- 

Not 

Product cce able, -<- P ce 
acceptable 

0p eý to market 

Ftoc 

atrk t offered9 mt 



CHART 13.2 

Standard costing-mPthod to set T)ricps 

Direct costa: 
labour, raw 
material 

IndirPct costs: 
ýb of labour for 

overheads, 
carriage, despatch 

commission, 
discounts, pattern 
books, ad., 
administrative 
expenses etc. 

Desired profit 

Theorteical price 
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y 

Direct costs: Indirect costs: 
labour, raw % of labour for 
material overheads, 

carriage, despatch, 
commission, 
discounts, pattdxT, 
books, ad., y 
administrative 
expenses etc. 

+ 

Desired profit Cost, profit I 

appraisal 

I 

Practical price 

,I 

rroduct 
offered 
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The point emerging from the chart is that price setting is 

substantially influenced by cost factors. To this extent, this and 
the previous model are similar. The major difference is the rigoroud 

analysis involved. 

Tables 13.1 through to Table 13.3 relate the system used to size 

of company, attitudinal placements of Chief Executives and C. 11M. E. 's. 

In Table 13.1, the first point to note is that the full costing 

method is used by companies, irrespective of size. However, all 
small companies utilise it. This supports the notion that smaller 

companies are less sophisticated in their practices compared to larger 

companies. Secondly, whereas none of the small companies use standard 

costing, a more rigorous form of costing, two of the three companies 

using the system are large companies. Again this supports the view 

that large companies are sophisticated in their costing methods. 

Table 13.2 relates costing methods to the Chief Executives' 

placement towards-the marketirVý concept. It is significant to note 

that companies adopting a standard costing system have Chief Executives 

exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. However, 

nine of the fifteen-companies using full costing plus profit methods 

, 
have Chief Executives exhibiting-a similar attitudinal placement. 

A similar pattern of attitudinal placement prevails when relating 

the costing method used to the company's attitudinal placement of 

the C. M. E. 1c. As indicated in Table 13.3 none of the companies 

using standard costing have C. M. E. 's exhibiting unfavourable and 

strongly unfavourable attitudes towards the marketing concept. 

The conclusions of the last two tables are that favourability of 

attitude by the Chief Executive and/or the C. M. E. of a company 

does not induce pricing practices as required by the marketing concept. 

I 
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TAKE 13.1 
Cpp#np,, method Y. _Rsed -for 

price setting and size of company. 

Costing method uýed/size of Size of Uompany 1 

company 
- 

Total 
Small Medium Large 

Pull costing plus profit 654 15 

Standard costing - 1 2 3 

otal 6" 6 6 is 

TABLE 13.2 

Costing method used and attitudinal 21acement of the compani6a "Chief Executives*. 

Favourable, 1, Unfavourable 
Costing method used/attitudinal Total 
placement ABCD 

Full costing and profit 4 5 5 1 15 

Standard costing 2 1 - - 3 

Total 6 6 5 1 is 

TABLE 13.3 
Costing method used and attitudinal placement of the cOM aniell' C. M. E,.! A. 

Costing method'used/ 
Favourable Unfavourable 

attitudinal placement A B C 

rull costing and profit 7 4 3 1 15 

tandard costing 1 2 - 

Total 8 1 is 
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c. - 
Sellinp below full cost. r, 

The findings of the study revealed that sixteen companies are 

prepared to cell below full cost, indicating three different 

reasons. only two companies are not prepared to undertake 

such practices. Before relating these reasons to size of 
4 

company, and attitudinal placement of the thief Executives 

and C. M. E., the stated reasons are briefly co=ented upon. 

(i) viscontinup. improfitable products. 

The eight companies mentioning this reason are 

prepared to sell below full cost only when a product 

is unprofitable, and the objective is to discontinue. 

As such this takes the form of higher discounts on 

stocks and possibly reductions on the price list. 

Ibe latter, however, is not favoured by the majority I 

of companies. 

(ii)- Makinr, contributions to overheads. 

Although a product is unprofitable in the sunse that it 

does not achieve the desired level of profits, six 

companies are prepared to sell the product below its 

full cost as long, as the product contributes to overheads. 

Ihis way it is possible to reduce cost per unit more than 

they would be otherwise. Parthermore, the original 

conception of the product is to generate volume in which 

case adherence to the full costing concept is rotracted 

rom. 

(iii) Other commitments. 

The two companies, large in size, mentioning this reason 

are. concerned with other objectives than profit 

maximisation. ior example, a product is sold below 

full cost in order to fill a production gap. Pne-of the 

companies is a subsidiary, and is expected to produce a 

certain line of carpets, which in selline below full cost 

only to meet this commitment. The other company is 
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I 

concerned to offer product ranges similar to that of major 

competition. AS such, come products are sold below full 

cost. The company maintains this practice because it is 

better in terms of profitability, than discontinuing the 

product, as the latter would create--unfaývourable image by 

the trade towards the company, and possibly switch their 

total purchases to competitors. 

d. Changns in the costing methods. 

The findings of the studyrevealed that fifteen companies have 

not recently changed their costing method. Ae reasoning is 

that the system practiced is effective within company 

objectives and there seems to be no justification for 

undertaking changes. however, three companies, large in size, 

have changed, or are in the process of changing their costing 

method. *I 

One company uses essentially the same system, but recently 

decided to chance the basin of cost allocation. Consequently, 

high quality carpets carry proportionally more fixed costs. 

The reasoning is that customers for this class of product can 

afford to pay marginally more. Parthermore, customers for 

low quality carpets are price sensitive. 

The remaining two companies are in the process of changing 

their corAing method whereby absorption costing is substituted 

for marginal costing. 
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TABLE 13.4 

6elling or otherwise below full cost and size of comp: jny. 

f Selling or otherwise/size Selline Size of Company 
T t lý 

of company 
. -- Small Lar e 

o a 
g 

Discontinue unprofitable 
products Yes 4 3 1 

Making contribution t'o 
overheads Yes 1 2 3 6 

Other commitments Yes - 2 2 

Implies losses No 1 1 - 2 

LTotal 
6 6 6 is 

ABLE 13.5 
§Pllinp-or otherwise below full cost and attitudinalplacement of the 
Chief Executives. 

Selling or otherwiso/ Selling 
Favourable Unfavourable 

Total 
attitudinal placement D 

Discontinue unprofitable 
products Yes 2 2 

Making contribution to 
overheads Yes 4 1 6 

Other commitments Yes - 1 2 

Implies losses No 1 2 

Total 6 5 187 
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TA13LE V5.6 

Selling or otherwise below full cost and attitudinal placement of the C. M. B. 's 

Selling or otherwisý/ 
Favourable Unfavourable Selling Total 

attitudinal placement ABCD 

Discontinue unprofitable 
products Yes 3 

Makire contribution to 
overh3ads Yes 3 

Other commitments Yes 1 2 

Implies losses No 1 1 - 2 

Total 6 3 1 is 

e, Selling bolow full cost implies 1osse. q. 
Two companies are not prepared to sell below full cost because 

this implies losses. If a product is unprofitable, it is 

discontinued, the stocks being sold at the original prices. 
AlthouGh this does not entail losses, it has to be considered 
from the point of view of stocking expenses. 
Table 13.4 relates the reasons for selling, or otherwise, below full 

cost and size of company. The first point to note is that selling below 

'full cost in order to discontinue unprofitable products and contribution 
to overheads is practiced irrespective of company size. Secondly, all 

large companies are prepared to sell below full cost, because of their 

large scale of operations and hence contribution, and their commitments 

to objectives other than profit maximisation. 

Table 13.5 relates the reasons for selling or otherwise below full 

cost and attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives. A number of 

points emerge from the Table. In the first place, six of the eight 

companies who sell below full cost in order to discontinue unprofitable 

products have Chief Executives exhibiting strongly favourable and 

favourable attitudes; none of the Chief Executives maintain strongly 

unfavourable attitudes. Secondly, where contribution to overheads is the 
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reason 9 four out of the six companies exhibit strongly favourable 

attitudes: thus supporting the view that strong favourability of 
attitude is conducýve to a sophisticated view of costing; 

Table 13.6 relates the reasons in question to the attitudinal 
placements of the C. M. E. 's. The first point emerging from the Table 
is that companies selling below full cost to discontinue products 
have C. M. E. 's from the four degrees of favourability of attitudes. 
However, 75P/lo of these C. M. E. 's exhibit strongly favourable and 
favourable attitudes. Secondly, none of the companies selling 
below full cost in order to contribute to overheads, have C. M. E. 's 

exhibiting the two degrees of unfavourability of attitudes. 
Yinally, it is not possible to conclude that natselling below full 

cost is confined to companies having C. M. E. 's with one particular 
degree of attitudinal placement because of the two companies 

maintaining this practice, one exhibits a strongly favourable 

attitude; the other an unfavoqrable attitude towards the mark-etinC 

concept. 

14. Intermediaries margin in prieing. 

The pattern of distribution in the carpet manufacturing industry 

in mainly through wholesalers and retailers, and partly through mail 

order. Direct selling exists in the contract fields. Those 

companies utilising direct mail and engaged in contract selling 

committed no more thEn 151% of their output. to these outlets. The 

majority of companies disposed of their total output through 

wholesalers and retailers. Because of the small scale of operations 

in dir-dct mail and contract business, the concentration in on the 

relationship between manufacturers and inteimediaries, that is, 

wholesalers and retailers. 

The general pattern of business with intermediaries is buying 

at manufacturers' list price. Intermediaries' margin is added to 

arrive at the selling price to the ultimate customer. The margins 
ridded by retailers is up to 45% when dealing direct with manufacturers. 
Where the wholesaler is involved up to M/o is added to the manufacfurer's 
list price. How the difference between the selling price and the 
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manufacturer's prico is split between wholesalers and retailers is not 
the concern. Rather the object is manufacturer's conception of this 
difference and how ýit affects tht-ir pricing decision, in as much as 
it affects the ultimate selling price. 

The object of the present area of'investiCation is two-fold. In 

the first place whether or not manufacturers consider intermediaries' 

margin in pricing. This indicates the importance attached to 

pricing, not only to that quoted by manufacturers, but by the price 

paid by the ultimate consumer. As such it further reveals the 

importance, or otherwise, of pricing in its totality. The second 

object is to establish the reasons for such practices. 

The findings of the study rdvealed that seventeen companies 

considered intermediaries' margins in pricing, mentioning four reasons 

for such practices. This is summarised in Table 14.1. Only one 

company did not consider intermediaries' margins. 

TABLE 14.1 

Reasons for considering intemediaries' margin in-2ficl! i 

Reasons 
Number of 
Companies 

Determine intermediaries' profits 11 

Used as promotional tool 3 

Full v. cut length 2 

Cost item 1 

Total 17 

Before relating the reasons mentioned in Table 14.1'to size of company 

and attitudinal placements of Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's, each of 
these reasons is commented upon together with the justification for not 

f 

considering intermediaries' margins in pricing. 
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a. Detprmines intermMiarie-90 profits. 
The majority of companies consider intermediaries' margins 
important because it determines the latters profit. The reasoning 
is that an outlet is unlikely to buy from a particular 

manufacturer whose list price is higher than other manufacturers' 

if an identical profit percentage is imposed on price lists. 

Clearly, the differences in price lists are reflected in the 

ultimate price. On the assumption that the final consumer 
is price conscious, he will not buy the higher price. Therefore, 

the intermediary offering the higher priced carpet will face 

difficulty in selling. The 'natural' tendency is to stop 

offering the higher priced carpet. 

Thus, manufacturers take into consideration the likely 

intermediaries' margins when fixing their price list if outlets 

are to realise at least equal profit to that achieved from selling 

competitors' products. 41 

From the remarks made, it is noticeable that the companyAa concern 

is not with the ultimate buyer, but rather, whether or not 

outlets will buy from them, The assumption is made that 

wholesalers and retailers are price conscious. The typical 

remark is that 'you are selling margins'. 

b. Used as a promotional tool. 

Three companies are aware of the extent to which intermediaries 

are influenced by margins. Moreover, not only do they assume 

that outlets achieve profits at least equal to tYose ensuing 

from selling competitors' products, but they use the 

intermediaries' margin as a promotional tool, that is profits 

are increased by offering price concessions on certain 

products with a view to increasing sales. Clearly, this 

deviates from the conventional recognition of intermediaries' 

margins when the concern is to achieve profit parity with other 

manufacturers from the outlets' point of view. 
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C. -F1111. V. 
-cut 

lenp th. 

A distinction is made between full and cut length business when 
considering intermediaries' profit margin. 1n the former case, 
the outlet is most concerned with profits because it tuidertakes 

promotion, stocking and so on. To this extent manufacturers 

carefully consider outlets' profits. In t6 latter case, 
however, an outlet, although concerned with profits, will 

evaluate such factors as manufacturer's promotion, delivery, 

service and so on. To thin extent manufacturers emphasise 

such activities in these areas in their selling message. 

d. Cost item. 

One company regards intermediaries' margin as a cost item. 

The reasoning is that it influences the price offeix-d by the 

retailer, which should. be at least equal to that of competitors. 
Again, this reflects the sensitivity of pricing. 

e. Intprmediaries' mar ns not considered. 

One company, small in size, does not consider intermediaries' 

margins in price setting because of the lack of uniformity of 

margins in the country. It is not possible to assume that in 

a certain part of the country, intermediaries are likely to 

use a particular mark up. Thus, while there are differences 

in mark-ups in various-parts of the country, intermediaries 

in a particular area do not adhere to a particular margin. 

As nuch, it is impractical to meaningfully assess the 

impact of intermediaries' margins on the ultimate selling 

price. 
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TABLE 14.2 
Reasons for considering intermediaries' margins in pricine ard size 
of company. 

Reasons/size of Company Size of Com-o any Total t-- -- Medium Large Small 

Determine intermediaries' 
profit 5 3 

Used as promotional tool - 

Full v. cut length 2 2 

Cost item 

Total 11 17 

TABLE 14.3 

Reasons for considering, intermediaries' margins in pricing and attitudinal 
placement of the Chief Executives. 

Reasons/attitudinal Favourable Unfavourable 
Total 

placement A B C D 

Determines intermediaries' 
profit 3 3 4 1 11 

Used as promotional tool 1 1 1 - 3 

Full v. cut length 1 1 - 2 

Cost item 

Total 1 '17 
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TABL'I", 14.4 I. 

Reasons for considering intemediaries' margins in pricing and attitudinal 
placements of the UJI. E. 's. 

Reasons/attitudinal 
Favourable Unfavourable Total 

placement A B D 

Determine intermediaries' 
profit 6 2 2 

Used as promotional tool 1 1 

Fk'ull 
v. cut length 2 

Cost item 1 

Total 8 5 1 17 

Table 14.2 relates the reasons for considering intermediaries' margins 

and size of company. A number of points emerge from the Table. 1n the 

first place, companies irrespective of their size indicate that 

intermediaries' margins are considered because they determine the profit 

potential of outlets. Secondly, only large companies use intermediaries' 

margins as promotional tools. To this extent large companies do not 

, consider intermediaries margins as a 'necessary evil'; they 

capitalise on it. Only medium companies make a distinction on the 

usnage of intermediaries. - As such, margins are not considered as 

cons tant, but utilised to achieve marketing objectives. 

Table 14.3 relates the reasons for considering intemediaries' 

margins to attitudinal placements of the ýhief Executives. The first 

point to note is that companies mentioning the determining aspect of 

intermediaries profit, have Chief Executives from the four attitudinal 

placements and are about equally divided between the two major groups - 
favourable and unfavourable attitudes. iecondly, une of the companies 
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using margins as a promotional tool has a Chief Executive exhibiting 

an unfavourable attitude. 

Yable 14.4 reveals a similar pattern to that of Table 14.3 in 
that companies viewing intermediaries margins as placing an upper 
limit on intermediaries' profits, have U. M. E. 's from the four 

attitudinal placements. however, it is noticeable that six of the 

eight C. M. n. ls indicating strongly favourable attitudes mention this 

mason. Finally, companies using different intermediaries' margin 
in accordance with the type of business, that is, whether full or 

cut 16ngth, have U. M. n. 's exhibiting strongly favourable and 
favourable attitudes. lio this extent it seems that companies having 

U. M. B. 's exhibiting strongly favourable and-favourable attitudes, 

forming a third of the companies, are. likely to manipulate 

intermediaries' margins over and above its conventional role, 

i. e. determine intermediaries' profit. 

15. vistribution cost analysir, and prici 
Distribution policies and decisions are an integTal part of the 

marketing mix. it entails decisions on depth and width of channels, 

the physical distribution of output, ' 
for example, to distribute 

dire6tly to outlets, have own distribution points, utilise agents, 

operate transportation fleet, rent or own depots and so on. 

týpnerally speaking, the final decision involves a compromise 

between conflicting objectives and interests. The major point 

to note is that distribution plans operate within the framework of 

the marketing plan, it affects and is affected by such a plan. 

uonventionally, distribution cost mialysis takes the form of 

calculating the costs involved in undertakine distribution, that is, 

warehouse expenses, physical transportation and other activities 

pertaining to the distribution function. Under the marketing 

concept, the analysis assumes wider and deeper dimensions. The 

starting point is the marketing objective. All possible distribution 

alternatives should be examined with a view to achieving these 

objectives. As such the company assesses, for example, whether 
to distribute directly to outlets or to operate warehouses 
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strategically located, from which certain segments of the market are 

served and so on. 
Recognising that distribution involves expenses, the object of 

the, present area of investigation is to establish, first, whether or 

not companies undertake distribution cost analysis and the reasons 
for such practices: secondly, the importance of distribution costs 
in pricing. 

Ihe findings of the study are summarised in Tables 15.1 and 
15.2. Ihe first point to observe is that all companies undertake 
distribution cost analysis. However, there is a distinction. 

Those companies undertaking distribution cost analysis within the 

framework of the marketing concept, score a positive response to 

the question. The remaining companies undertaking the function 

in the conventional manner score a negative response. This is 

evaluated later. t; econdly, fifteen companies consider distribution 

costs important in pricing, the'remaininf; three otherwise. 

TABLE 15.1 

Whether or not companies undertake distribution cont analysis 
within the framework of the marketing concept. 

Distribution cost analysis 
Eumber of 
companies 

Yes 

140 10 

Total is 

0 

TABLE 15.2 

Whether or not distribution costs are important. 

vistribution cost important ji Number of 
j companies 

Yes 15 

No 1 

Total it 18 
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Lhe remaining part of this section is devoted to an examimation 

of the above four groups of companies. Thus the method used by the 

group of companies. undertak-ing distribution analysis wi-It-hin tho 

framework of the marketing concept, are reported upon. utmilarly, 

reporting upon the technique used by companies not marketing concept 

orientated in this area. becondly, reasons for and against the 

importance of distribution in pricing are considered in detail. 

Finally, each of the four patterns of response is related to size 

of company and attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives 

and C. M. E. 's. 

a. Uistribution analysis within the framework of the marketing concept. 

Fight companies undertake distribution cost anzalysis within 

the framework of the marketing concept. The starting- point 

is the company's marketing objective. All possible methods 

of distribution are considered. The final decision is based 

on economy. however, four of the companies state that there 

is always a conflict between economy and speed of delivery, 

necessitating a compromise. One company, large in size, 

finds that the difference between economy and speed of 

delivery is 31'fo. Regarding the difference small, it opts for a 

quick delivery. 

b. Conventional method of distribution analysis. 

The remaining ten companies distribute directly to the wholesaler 

and/or retailer. The fundamental reason for such practice is 

the small scale of operationxnwarrantine a sophisticated 

distribution network. In analysing their distribution function 

these companies forecast all distribution costs and sales to 

arrive at distributioncost per square yard. To the extent 

that distribution costs are similar to all manufacturers, the 

companies consider such analysis adequate. 
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c. Importance of distribution costs. 

Except for three companies, all the companies regard distribution 

costs important because it will ultimately affect the selling'. 

price. The tendency for assuming price as given implies that 

companies have to scrutinise costs in order to achieve their 

desired level of profit or quote. higher prices at the risk of 

of reduced sales. 

Only three companies regard distribution costs as unimportant 

because of its small percentage of total costs. These companies 

hold the view that even if distribution costs are higher 

compared to competitors, it is unlikely to adversely affect 

their competitive position because of their emphasis on colour, 

design and quality. 

TABLE 15.3 

Whether or not comPanies underllke distribution cost analysis within the 
ftunework of the marketing concept and size of com 

Disi r-lbution 
oize of Comp any 

Total b 
Cost analysis? Small MecUum Large 

Yes 3 5 

No 6. 3 1 10 

Total 6 6 6 
8 

TABLE 15.4 
Whether or not companies midertake di-stribution cost analysis within the 

the marketing concept and attitudinal placement of the_ 
Chief Executives. 0 

Distribution cost 
Favourable, Unfavourable Total 

analysis A 
7 B C D 

Yes 4 2 2 - 

No 2 4 3 1 10 

Total 6 6 5 18 

/ 
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TA13L'--' 15.5 
Whether or not companies undertake distribution cost anal sis within the 
fra-mpworlc of the mmiceting concept and attitudinal Elacement of the C. M. E. Is. 

Distribution cost 
Favourable Unfavourable 

Total 
arialysis? AB D 6 

11 . 

-- 

I 

Yes 2 4 2 

VO 6 2 1 1 10 

Total 8 6 3 1 18 
L 

Table 15.3 indicates whether or not companies undertake distribution 

cost analysis and size of companies. The first point to note Xrom the 

'Table is that companies irrespective of size do not undertake distribution 

cost analysis. Secondly, none of the small bompanies undertake this 

activity. Ihis is due to the small scale of operations. ? inally, 

while half of the medium sized companies undertake distribution cost 

Rnalysis, five of the large sized companies undertake the same activity. 

To this eýttent it is possible to conclude that the larger the size of the 

company, the more likely distribution cost analysis is to be undertaken. 

Table, -15.4 relates whether or not companies undertake distribution 

, 
cost analysin to attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives. The 

major observation from the Table is that companies undertalking 

distribution cost analysis have Chief Executives exhibiting the first 

three attitudinal placements. However, the same attitudinal 

distribution is. -truo of those companies which do not undertake 

distribution cost analysis. A similar pattern of observation bolds 

for Table 15.5. In both Tables, however, the concentration of 
attitudinal placement is in the strongly favourable and favourable 

degree of attitudinal favourability towards the marketing concept. 

To this extent it is not obvious to conclude that undertakin-, or U 
othemise, of distribution cost analysis is confined to a particular 

attitudinal placement of the Chief Executive or the C. M. E. 
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TABLE 15.6 
Whether or not distribution costs are important and size of company. 

Distribution costs 
Size of Compmy 1 

importantY --- Total 
bball Medium Large 

Yes 5 64 15 

No 1 -2 3 

Total 6 66 18 

TABLE 15.7 

Whether or not distribution costs are important and attitudinal placements 

. of the Uhief Executives. 

ravourable Unfavourable 
Distribution costs Total 
important? A. D 

Yes 3 6 5 1 15 

No 3 - 3 

Total 6 6 5 is 

TABLE 15.8 

Whether or not distribution costs are important and attitudinal placement 
of the C. M. h;. 's. 

Distribution costs 
Favou ble Unfavourable 

Total 
import, mtY C ID 

Yes 7 4 3 1 15 

Wo 1 2 - - 3 

Total 8 6 3 1 is 
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Table 15.6 relates the importance, or otherwise, of dintr-ibution 

cost analysis to size of company. The major observation in the Table 

is that companies, irrespective of size, regard distribution cost 

analysis important. * Secondly, of the three companies considering 
distribution cost analysis as unimportant, one company is small in 

size and the other two are large in size. The reason being the 

small percentage of distribution costs as part of total costs. it 

is significant that all the medium sized companies regard 

distribution cost analysis as important. 

Table 15.7 relates importance, or otherwise, of distribution 

costs to the attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives. The 

major point emerging from the Table is that companies not regarding 

distribution costs as important have Chief h; xecutives exhibiting 

strongly favourable attitudes towards the marketing concept. This 

supports the view that favourable attitudes by the Chief Executives 

are not necessary for the company to regard distribution costs 

important. This is further supported by the finding that six 

of the fifteen companies regarding distribution costs important 

have Chief Executives exhibiting unfavourable and strongly 

unfavourable attitudes. 

Anally, Table 15.8 relates whether or not distribution costs 

of the C. n. E. Is. A are important to the attitudinal. placements 

similar pattern of observation to that of Table 15.7 prevails. 

'. 15pecific4lly, companies not regarding distribution costs important 

, 
have %;. N. E. 's exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

Again*, '-four of the fifteen companies considering distribution costs 

important have C. n. N. -n exhibiting unfavourable and strongly 

unfavourable attitudes towards the maiicetine concept. 

16. Fsycholopical aspects of pricing. 

""he presence of psychological factors in pricing departs from I 

the conventional understanding and practices of pricing. as has 

been discussed earlier, prices are primarily cost orientated, and what 

the market bears, that is, a company s price offering, should not be 

higher than the ruling market price. 
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Modern marketing thinking and practices added a new dimension 
to pricinC, and that is the presence of psychological factors in 

pricin, g. 6pecifically, this is confined to how the final consumer 
conceives the price, and hence the product offering. The-consumer 
is no longer strictly influenced by the functional aspect of a product 
or service. 

within this framework a number of psychological pricing is 

not uncommon in business. Among the ones commonly used are, first, 

odd-pricing, for example, 49 pencs as against 50 pence, whereby the 

object is to reduce the price magnitude from the consumer's point of 

view. ' 8econdly, mark down pricing used extensively'in the case of 

obsolete models. Thirdly, loss leader, to attract customers into 

the store, and, finallyp prestige pricing, whereby a customer 

assumes a direct relationship between price and quality. 
It is noted that the above and other aspects of pricing are 

predominently confined to outlets dealing with the final consumer. 
As such'-it may be said that manufacturers are not concerned with 

psychological pricing. While this is true, it is important for 

manufacturers to, at least, consider how they could influence prices 

at. -the outlet level. 

The object oý, -the present area of investigzation is two-fold, 

first, whether or not the companies visited consider the psychological 

aspect of pricing when setting their prices, and the reasons for such 

practices. Secondlyi. from the two case studies undertaken in the 

early stages of the research, it was suspected that even if 

manufacturers consider the psychological aspects of price, it is 

doubtful whether it was implemented. Thus, the object is to establish 

the effectiveness of psychological pricing where it is considered by 

manufacturers. The overiding objective is the premise that the 

manufacturer is eventually influenced by the price offering to the 

ultimate customer. As such he cannot afford to ignore thin aspect of 

pricing. Indeed, within the framework of the maeketing concept, 

pricing must be considered from the final consumer's point of view. 
I 
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I 
The findings of the study revealed two groups of companies. One 

group considering psychological aspects of pricing, mentioning two 

reasons for such practices. Another group does not concern itself 

with this aspect of pricing, mentioning three justifications. 'Ihis 

in summarised in Table 16.1. Purthermore, it is revealed that the 

companies considering this aspect of pricing do not find it effective 

for three different reasons. 

Before relating the reasons in Table 16.1 to size of company and 

attitudinal placements of the Mief Executives and C. M. E. 's, each of 

the reasons mentioned by the two groups of executives is examined in 

detail together with a detailed consideration of the reasons contributing 

to the ineffectiveness of psychological pricing when considered by 

manufacturers. 

12ARLE 16.1 

Whether or not psycholoý, ricaj aspects of pricing are considered. 

Reasons YeSINO 
Number of 
Companies 

Aids selling Yes 9 

Full v. cut length 

Responsibility of outlets No 6 

Onsumers are not affected 

Lack of control over outlets 1 

Total is 
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a. kids spllinp-. 
Of the ten companies indicating their concern with the 

psychological aspects of pricing, nine companies undertake 

such practices because it aids selling. This is thefundamental 

objective of psychological pricing. It is noticed that any 

consideration is confined to odd pricing. 'This may be 

limited conception of psychological pricing. However, 

recognition of the potential of psychological pricing is the 

issue. 

b. Rill v. cut length. 

One company states a distinction on type of business regarding 

the use and importance of psychological pricing. In the full 

length trade, the customer is not influenced by this aspect of 

pricing - price consciousness prevails. This type of 

customer undertakes his own promotion, holds stocks and 

generally, is in a strong position to insist on certain prices. 

In the cut length trade, psychological pricing is used % 

extensively because the customer is influenced by such factors 

as manufacturers' promotional efforts, service, prompt delivery. 

The possibility of quoting manufacturers' recommended price 

is high - usually 75% of the outlets quote their prices. 

This company in question makes use of psychological pricing. 

Although thiscompany uses odd pricing intensively, it is 

aware and indeed it makes use of prestige pricing. 

c. Responsibility of ontlets. 

Six companies do not consider psychological aspects of pricing 

because it is the responsibility of the outlet rather than the 

manufacturer, to set the final price. invariably, these 

companies maintain the view that their business ends upon 

selling to the outlet. This is contrary to the requirements 

of the marketing concept in that the manufacturers should 

view their customers as the final consumer and not an 

intermediary. Hooýever, the main reason for prevailing 

practices, is the retailers' closeness to the final consumer 
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and knowledge of local conditions. These are acceptable 
justifications, but manufacturers shou. 1d regard both ardas 

as their concern because eventually it affects sales. 

d. Cansumprs are not affected. 

One company states that consumers are not dffected by 

psychological pricing, because the company deals in the 

upper quality bracket, and such marginal price variations 

are of little importance. It should be noted that the 

company is referring solely to odd pricing. Conceptionally 

there is a case for utilining prestige pricing. 

e. -back of control over outlets. 

This company does not consider psychological pricing because 

it is a waste of time. The reasoning is that ever. if 

considered, the company has no control over outlets to 

offer a specific price. AS such the company is concerned 

with its price list, which should be comparable to that of 

competitors. 

As indicated earlier companies considering psychological pricing 

discovered that it is ineffective for three reasons. 

a. Vo control over outlets. 

basically, psychological pricingr takes the form of odd 

priciýU. As such companies establish, through marketing 

research, the price likely to be quoted by outlets, for 

example 79 pence per square yard, together with the likely 

trade mark-up. The price offered to outlets in such 

that after imposing the mark-up, the final price is 79 pence 

per square yard. Furthermore, manufacturers recommend 

retail prices. From experience manufacturers found that 

outlets vary their mark-up in response to local conditions. 

More important is lack of control over outlets' pricing 

because of its illegality. 
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b. Diffetent usapp of recommended prices. 

Two companies state that outlets do use their reco. rLmended 

price, but underlying a different obje'ctive. Basically, 

an outlet informs the ultimate customer as to the 

manufacturers' recommended retail price, only to highlight 

the difference between the latter and the outlet's price 

offering. As such the company in question regards 

psychological pricing 4s ineffective. 

c. - 
Consumers are influenced by 2ther factors. 

One company holds the view that consizaers are not much 

influenced by psychological pricing because other important 

factors determine the buying decisions. Primarily, the 

final customer is influenced by the total price of a 

carpet, acceptability or otherwise of this price is 

determined by the customer's budget. Secondly, and of 

equal importance, are the 0. 'free thines' provided by the 

outlets, for example, free fitting, free underfelt, 

delivery and so on. 

TABLE 16.2 

Hpasons for or aLsinst considering psychological aspects of pricipL 
and size of_com any. 

Reasons/size of Company YesAlo 
Size of Company Total 

Small Medium Large 

Aids selling Yes 2 2 5 9 

Yall v. cut length 

Responsibility of outlets No 2 

Consumers are not affected 1 

I 
Lack of control over outlets , 

1 

Total 1B 

0 
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TABLE 16.3 

Reasons for or ýIýnst consideri: C psycholopical aspects of pricina 
and attitudinal placement of the Chief Executives.. 

Reasons/attitudinal Favourable Unfavourable Yes/No t -* - B 
Total 

placements A CD 

Aids selline Yes t22 

Full v. cut length 

Responsibility of outlets No 23 

Consumers are not affected 

Lack. of control over outlets, 

Total 18 
a-- .- 

TABLE 16.4 

Reasons for or again. § c nsiýt. ring s chological aspects of pricing 
_! 

ý_ L 9ýo 
_ _2_ Wiýý 

attitudinal placements of the C. M. E. 's. 

9 --1 
10avourable Unfavourable 

Total Reasons/attitudinal Yes/No 
ABC placements i 

Aids selling Yes 2 2 

Full V. cut length 

Responsibility of outlets 1 1 

Consumers are not affected 1 

Lack of control over outlets: 

6 18 
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Table 16.2 relates reasons for and against considering the 

psychological aspect of pricing to size of company. The first point 
emerging from this and the followina two Tables is that 7eP of the 

companies consider the psychological aspect of pricing. When 

related to size of company, it is clear that companies considering 

psychological aspects are from all the three size groups of companies. 
6imilarly, companies, irrespective of size, do not consider 

psychological aspects of pricing, because it is the responsibility 

of the outlets. Finally, only small companies do not consider the 

aspects in question because consumers are unaffected by such pricine 

and that lack of control over outlets makes it difficult to meaningfully 

consider psycholoGical aspects of pricing. 

Table 16.3 relates reasons for and against considering psychological 

aspects of pricing to the attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives. 

The major observation from the Table is that companies maintaining 

the view that psychological pricing aids selling have Chief Executives 

exhibiting the four attitudinal placements, where five out of nine 

executives exhibit unfavourable and strongly unfavourable attitudes. 

Secondly, five of the six companies not considering psychological 

pricing, because it is the responsibility of the outlet, have Chief 

Executives exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes 

towards the marketing concept. 

Table 16.4 relates whether or not psycholoCical pricing is 

considered to attitudinal placements of the C. M. E. 's. Two points 

emerge from the Table. In the first place, companies considering 

psychological pricing to aid selling have C. M. E. 's exhibiting the 

four attitudinal pldcempnts, except for the strongly unfavourable 

attitude. Secondly, the same pattern of observation relates to 

those companies not utilisine psychological pricing because it is 

the rdsponsibility of the outlet to set the final price. 
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TABLE - 16.5 - 
Reasons for ineffectiveness of psychological pricing and siEp olfcom-pany. 

S ze 
FI 

of vompany 
Reasons/size of Company Ii eotal 

Small Medium Large 

No control over outlets 1 24 

, vifferent usage of 
recommended price 11 2 

Consumers influenced by 
other factors 1 

Total 2 35 10 

TABLE 16.6 

Reasons for ineffectiveness of psychological pricinC, and attitudinal 
lacements of the Chief rxecutives. 

/-4-4-4 +- A. --I Favourable , Unfavourable M- 4. -, 1 

placements ABC D 

140 control over outlets 123 1 

Different usage of 
recommended price 2 2 

Consumers influenced by 
other factors 

- F 
Total 3 10 
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TABLE. 16.7 

Reasons for ineffectiveness of psychological pricing tsmd attitudinal 
21acements of the U. M. E. 1s. 

Favourable Unfavourable- 
Reasons/attitudinal T6tal 

placements ABCD 

lqo control over outlets 1 2 

idff crent usage of 
reco=ended price 2 

Consimners influenced by 
other factors 

Total 22 10 

Table-16.5 relates the red-sons for ineffectiveness of psychological 

pricing and size of company. The first point to note is that companies, 

irrespective of size, maintain lack of control over outlets as the 

reason contributing to the ineffectiveness of psychological priciný,,. 

It is significant that four out of the seven companies mentioning the 

reason in question are large in size. Secondly, only small companies 

maintain the view that donsumers are influenced by other factors than 

pricing. 

ln Table 16.6 reasons for ineffectiveness of psychological pricing 

are related to attitudinal'placementB of Uhief Executives. The major 

observation is that companies considering that ineffectiveness of 

psychological pricing in due to lack of control over outlets have 

Chief Executives from the four attitudinal placements. Thin supports 

the view that no obvious relationshdp exists between Chief r; xecutives' 

attitudinal placements and whether or not lack of control over outlets 

iýduces ineffectiveness of psychological pricing. Secondly, the tuo 

companies considering the different usage of recommended price as the 

reason for ineffectiveness of psychological pricing, have Chief Executives 

exhibiting strongly favourable attitudes towards the marketing concept. 
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Finally, Table 16.7 relates reasons for ineffectiveness of 
psychological pricing to attitudinal Placements of the UJI. k:. -s. The 

major point to note is that whereas six of the companies have C. M. B. 's 

exhibiting strongly favourable attitudes, none of the U. M. E. Is 

exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitudes. Only two of the companies 
have C. M. E. 's indicating unfavourable attitudes. These findings support 
the view that companies regarding psychological pricing as ineffective, 
for one reason, or another, predominantly have C. M. N. 's exhibiting 

strongly favourable and favourable attitudes towards the marketing 

concept. 

17. M, -chanisms of price setting. 

The object of the present section is to establish the mechanisms 
by which prices are set in the companies visited. Each company, through 

the txecutive concerned most with pricing, is asked to provide a 
detailed account of the procesqof price setting, the sequence of 
decision making, persons involved in the process, efforts at co-ordination, 

orientation, factUal basis and assessment of effectiveness. 

it should be noted that there is a degree of overlapping between 

the present question and the finding relating to 6ection 13 in the 

present chapter. The latter section is concerned with, costing 

methods used. The present section ansumes a total view of the 

mechanism of price setting. Ultimately, the objective is to provide 

flow charts indicating the manner by which prices are set. 
Upon examining the practices of the eighteýn companies, four 

charts have been identified, based on nimilarities of practice. 

Although minor details have been added or discarded by the research 

worker, they do not alter the essence of prevailing practices. Thusq 

small companies indicate two different processes of decision making, 

one of which is shared by two medium companies. Whereas the 

remaining medium companies indicate similar patterns of decision making, 

all the large companies exhibited. similar pricing processes. 

The method of analysis to present the four prevailing processes. 
Each chart is followed by a commentary highlighting essential features 
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CHART 17.1 

Process of pricing decision of a small company. 

Tentative C. E. decide§ on 

Price a maximum 
price tho 
customor 
likely to pay 

0, 

0 

Final price 
increased 
if proved 
to be low 

C/ 

if ultimate price 
meets company 
profit 
requirements, 
product is 
offered, to the 
market 

Companies 
panel 
influences 
final price 

If ultimate price 
is unacceptable 
product 
discarded 
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and conformity, or otherwiset with the requirements of the marketinC 
concept. 

Chart 17.1 exhibits the process of price setting of a small company. 
Although there are similarities compared to the other five companies, 
there are important differences. The company in question is differpnt 
from the other seventeen companies in that it has a low cost structure 
vis-a-vis competition, dictated by scale of operations. Rýthermore, 

17 
it is the only company categorically addressing itself to the final 

consumer. 

The Chief Executive is the person responsible for the entire 
process of debision making. As such he computes all the costs 
involved in production, transportation and marketing of a particular 

product-, and imposes a profit percentage figure to arrive at a 
tentative price. 'rhe final price is d6cided not by what competition 
is charging for a similar product, but by the maximum price the final 

consumer is likely to pay. 'ihis is an essential difference 

instigated by company cost structure and'operating philosophy. The 

maximum price is revised downwards, if in the opinion of the company's 

panel, con. '. ýisting of journalists, members of the trade and housewives, 

the price is high. However, the product is discarded if the 

acceptable price falls short of planned profits. If the approved 

price proves to be low, in terms of demand for the product, the 

company increases its price. 

lhis system, although approximating to the requirements of the 

marketing concept, falls short of its ideal. opecifically, the 

emphasis in on what the final consumer is likely to pay, rather than 

sole reliance on competitors' activities. That is, no attempt is 

made to research into the market to establish a required price bracket 

and operate in reverse to produce a product to meet such needs, rather 

production capabilities and technical developments initially decide 

on product offering. - However, while the final customer is 

categorically considered in the process of price setting, cost 

orientation receives considerable weight. Finally, factual information 

is both internally and externally generated. 
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CHART 1.7.2 

"Process of pricing decision of five small and two medium companies. 

U. M. E., arrive at 
U. E. or full cost 
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Direc- 
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discounts 
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Product 
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Price 
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Llability 

4.1 
11 -->I YES 
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Chart 17.2 exhibits the process of price setting for five small 

, md two large companies. As is clear from the Chart the persons 
involved are the Chief Executive, the C. M. E. or-the Sales Director. 
The main feature of the process of decision making is cost, profit 

and comDetition. The starting point of pricing decisions is to 

establish products that are already acceptable fo the market. 

Such information is secured by company salesmen/agents and by visits 

to outlets. Acceptance is in terms of constancy of demand for the 

product. As such the companies are substantially influenced by 

competitors' activities and their market offering. This is 

mainly attributed to companies' lack of resources to develop new 

products and withstand losses, if any. 

The person responsible for decision making computes all the 

costs involved in producing the product in question. This would 

include direct, indirect costs, transportation costs and other 

cost items involved in marketing the product: At this stage, 

a profit percentage figure is imposed on all costs to arrive at a 

tentative selling price. The profit figure is regarded as a 

--satiefactony" profit level. 

'rhe tentative price in compared with what competitors are 

charging. if the companies' price is high vis-a-vis competitors, 

then modifications are made with respect to product attributes and 

profit. If the eventual price does not, equal that of competitors, 

- the product is discarded and the process starts afresh with 

different products. in the event of equality the product is 

offered to the market. 

The factual basts are -iýtem--ally- " generated. 6xternal 

factors with reference to the ruling market price, and the issue of 

price testing is implicitly ruled out, in that the product in not 

produced unless it is equal to that of competitors. 

N' 

5 
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CHART 17.3 
4procebs 

of pricing decisions of four medium companies. 

C. M. 1ý. V C. E. or Full cost If price iB 
Company rlus 'tentative acceptable to the 

, becretari required price trade and meets 
through profit company profit 
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and product 
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If the product is If not, modific- 
unprofitable, ations of 
product is p oduct and/or 
discarded profit plans 
and a fresh 
search starts 

II 
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At first sight the above process mhy seem to be market oriented 
on the assumption that a price not in line with competitors is 
unacceptable to the market. However, on closer examination, the 
companieR are most concerned uith competitors price offering and the 
cost/profit relationship.. Hence competition and cost orientation in 
px-Leing- customers' acceptability of the price, although implied, 
is not categorically stated and is thus incidental to the pricing 
decision. 

One of the t-ix medium companies, although using the same method 
of pricing decision making, indicates an essential difference. 

ij, pecifically, the company attempt to produce best selling lines. 

howevert the company decided on 4 minimum price below which the 

product is discarded. 

Chart 17.3 exhibits the process of price setting of four medium 

companies. The persons-Tinvolved are the C. M. E., the Chief Exccutive 

or Company Secretar7, because of. their knowledge of market requirements S. 
and/or responsibility for overall business performance. Co-ordination 

is assumed by the U. M. E. 's and Chief Executives. Invariably the 

the Accountine Department is closely involved in the process. 
These companies exhibit close approximation to the requirements 

of the marketing concept in that the person responsible through research 

establishes a price that is acceptable to the customer and the required 

product attributes. The Production Department assess all the costs 

involved, discounts, transportation codts etc., to arrive at a tentative 

'price. The product is lodged with the trade to ascertain their 

reactions and their customers'. If the product is acceptable from the 

customers' viewpoint and meets company profit requirements, it is 

produced and distributed nationally. In the event of lack of 

acceptance, product and/or profit modifications are undertaken until 

acceptance in secured. iiowever, if such acceptance implies company 
iosses, the product is discarded and a fresh search is made for another 

product. 
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CMARI! 17.4 

rrocess of pricing decisions of large companies. 
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It is significant to note that wheras cost orientation and 

profitability is an important consideration, of equal importance is a 
search into customers' r6quirements and acceptance. As such the 
factual bases upon which decisions are made are both internally and 
externally generated. rretesting is undertaken in a limited sense 

when the product is lodged with outlets to asce; tain their reaction. 
The major observation in the above set-up is company's recognition 

of the importance of customers' acceptability and company's profit 

er. hancement. Indeed, the 'whole process centres around what is 

required by the market. This is complete departure from the small - 
companies and two medium companies indicated in Uharts. 17.1 and 17.2. 

Chart 17.4 exhibits the process of price setting of large. companies. 

Essentially, 'the exhibited mechanism is similar to that indicated in 

Chart 17-3. However, it is more elaborate and comprehensive. 

The persons involved are the Chief Executives, Marketing, Sales, 

Accounting and Production head,,, g'of Departments and their staff. 

mch, 'because of his responsibility, makes a vital contribution towards 

the final pricing decision. 

The starting point is to establish,; competitors' product and price 

offerings, the marketing research personnel establish price and or 

product gaps in the market. The Production vepartment, while it is 

continuously in search of now products, operates specifically within 

the framework of the marketing research findings. Indeed, the 

product developments are evaluated by the marketing personnel to 

establish if there is a need for the product. It is clear that three 

essential aspects are involved - customers' price and product 

acceptability, need for new products and competitors' activities. 

The Accounting Department in close co-operation with the 

Marketinf; Department establishes the costs involved, production or 

otherwise, plus a profit percentage necessary within companins' 

framework of profit plans. If the final price is acceptable to both 

customers and the company, the product is produced. In the event 
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of lack of acceptance, price and/or product modifications are made. 
if this implies losses, the product is discarded. '1he abscnce of price 
testing is noticeable from the final consumers, viewpoint. However, 
the companies indicate that the views of the latter are represented 
by those of the trade. 

It is clear from the above set-up that the companies are equally 
concerned with customers' price and product acceptance, profitability 
and competitors- activities. AS such, the companies categorically 

recognise the contribution of marketing research externally, and relies 
on such information, together with internal information, to base their 
decisions. Thus, customer orientation and profit orientation 

prevails, and hence conformith with the requirements of the marketing 

concept. Perhaps the major explanation for such practice is companies' 
large size and their ability both financial and technical to undertake 

such rigorous analysis. 

0. 

18. Price spttini- of npw T)roducts. 

The objective of this section is to reveal if new product pricing 
is undertaken within the framework of the marketing concept, that is 

whether or not ski=ing and penetration pricing are utiliced in new 

product pricing. If different approaches are 'used, the objective 
is to report upon such practices. 

The importance of new products*-in a company's product mix 

is the company's lack of experience with the product. Product newness 
is relative. if the product is new not only to the company, but to 

the industry at large, pricinig of such products is immensely important 

under the marketing concept because mishandling of the pricing 

decision may convert a potentially profitable product into a loss. 

The actual system of price setting need not change in the case 

of new products. what in important is how the company conceives the 

product and the approach adopted to arrive at the price. Under 

the marketing concept, two different approaches are identified when 

pricing new products. In the first place, skimming approach, where 
the price is set high initially, to capture the cream of the market. 
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'Die second approach is penetration pricing whereby the product is 
priced at a low price, the prime objective is to make it unattractive 
for competitors to produce similar products. Which approach is 

relevant is lar, -elY determined by a product's characteristics as well 
as the competitive environment. 

i As indicated, it is not necessary to change the mechanism of price 
setting if these two pricing approaches are recognised and used in new 
product pricing. Indeed it has been revealed from the study that 

companies maintain the same system and approach irrespective of 

product category, that is, whether an existing or a new product. 
However only three companies utilize skimming and penetration pricing 

when pricing new products. 

Thus fifteen companies implement the same system of price setting 

aB indicated in Section 17 irrespective of product category. The 

remaining three companies, while using identical mechanism in new 

product pricing to that relating'to existing products, are aware of 
a 

skimming and penetration pricing policies, 

In so far as the previous section considered the mechanisms of 

pricing in the eighteen companies, this section reports upon the 

approaches used by three companies. Following this, whether or not a 

different approach in new product pricing is implemented, is related to 

size of company and attitudinal placements bf the chief executivL-s and 

C. M. E. 's. 

a Sklmminp and Penptration Pricing. 

The three companies in question essentially use the same system 

of price setting i. e. procedure, persons involved and so on. 

However two different approaches, both essential requirements 

of marketing concept orientation, of setting the final price are 

considered. 

Skimming pricing: that is, price the product relatively hich: 

implemented when it is feared that competition will hastily 

produce a similar product. Thus, the final price is intended 

to cover the high development cost before competitors offer 

similar products, when price is lowered to maintain an adequate 
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level of sales. Competitive reaction is a serious consideration". ' 

in new product development because of the short period required 
to produce siýiilar products, usually 12-18 months. As such 
the company using skimming pricine captures the expenditure of 
the 'well-to-do' segment of the population. When competitors 

offer similar products, the company in question lowers its price, 
first, to compete against competitors, and, secondly, to appeal 
to other segments of the population. 
Penetration pricing is whereby the product is priced lower 

than it would have been otherwise, that is, lower than full 

cost, puls the full percentage of profit. Tlie objective 
is primarily to make it difficult for competitors to produce 

at the low price because of the low profit margins. The 

companies in question use such policies when the object is 

to produce for volume. bsually, the initial outlays are high. 

This is cem effective way Qf keeping competitors out. 

TABLE 18.1 1 

Whet]jer gr. Aqt different approaches are used in new product pricing and 
size gf coT)ny L _t- 

i Size of Company 
Different approach used? ýotal 

ý: knall Medium Large 

li o564 15 

Yes 1111 

Total is 
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TABLE 18.2 

Whether or not different approaches used in new product pricing and 
attitudinal placement of Chief Executives. 

Favourable Unfavourable Different approach used? Total 
AB Cý D 

No 55 15 

Yes 

Total 6 6 18 

TABLE 18.3 

Whether or not diLfýIrgnL_URroach used in new product pricing an 
attituqýnaýl plýLqement of C. m. E. 

0. . 

Favourable Unfavourable Different approach usedY Total 
ABC 

o2 15 

Yes 

'. rotal 181613i11 is 

'fable 18.1 relaten companies usage of a different approach in 

new product pricing to size of company. It is clear from the Irable 

that companies, irrespective of size, do not consider new product pricing 

an different from existing products. The only differnce is in the 

case of large companies and one small company. 1n the former case, 
the eiplanation is due to the size of company, whereby the larger the 

company, the more likely it is to be marketing concept orientated in 

new product pricing. in the latter case, the company offers a 
different product to that of competitors, and thus has a 'free hand' 

in the area of pricing. 

I 
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Table 18.2 relates usage of a different approach in new product 

pricing to the attitudinal placement of the Chief Executives. - It is 

clear from thd` table tb-it two of the three companies using the 

-nkimming/penetration alp=ch have Chief Executives with stronely 

favourable and favourable-attitudes. *ihis supports the view that a 

favourable attitude towards the marketing concept is conducive to 

harketing concebt orientation in new product pricing. However, this 

is not obvious in view of. the finding that ten of the fifteen 

companies using the same approach of price setting, irrespective of 

product newness, have Chief 6xecutives exhibiting strongly favourable 

and favourable attitudes. 

Pinally, Table 
. 
18-3., whether or not companies use a different 

approach of price setting in the., case of new products is related 

to the attitudinal placements of the C. M. E. 's. The observations 

made are similar to those relating to the previous Table. Specifically, 

whether or not a company uses the skimming/penetration apprach in new 

product pricing, is not obviously related to a strongly favourable 

or favourable attitude by the company's U. M. E. 

19. Price discrimination. 

Price discrimination prevails where the same pr6duct in offered 

at different prices. The ultimate objective is the creation of 

a. -Jarger market for the product or service. in question'. Price 

discrimination takes a number of foxms. In the first place, the 

customers, for one reason or another, are incapable of buying the 

product offered at a lower price, for example, it may be two different 

markets separated by legal or artificial barriers, and the expenses 

involved in buying the product at the low price outweigh the price 

advantage achie. led. Alternately, the customers may not be aware 

of such discrimination. Clearly, price discrimination may create 

two or more market segments. 

S 
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Secondly, where discimination in the same market segment takes 
place, it depends on how the price is conceived from the customer' 
viewpoint, fo0example, a high. quality ptore acquiring a favourable 

quality image by customers may successfully charge a higher price. 
Thirdly, manufacturers and/or retailers may di-Lferentiate their 

product or service offering to create artificial product differentiation, 
Again, the succless of such practice depends on how the customer 
conceives such differences. Fourthly, price discrimination may 
be based on customer basis and/or size of business, for example, 
wholesalers pay a different price compared to retailers, or both pay 
different prices according to the volume of business. Finally, ' 

price discrimination may be based on packaging, for example, larger 

packs imply a lower price per unit. 
It is clear from the above that two essential conditions must 

exist for successful price discrimination. In the ffist--Place 

market conditions, in the econ6mist's technical sense, prevail. 
That iaq markets are imperfect. Secondlyt it depends on product 

characteristics, that is, product differentiation. 

. 
The object of the present section is two-fold, first, to 

establish whether or not the companies studied undertake price 
discrimination and reasons for such practices. Secondly, the form 

in which discriminationt if any, prevails. 
The findings of the study revealed fifteen companies practice 

price discrimination, mentioning three reasons for such practices. 
The remaining companies abstain from undertaking price discrimination 

mentioning one reason. Table 19.1 summarizes the findings. 

TABLE 19.1 

Reasons for or-against 2rice discrimination. 

Reasons For/Against 
j Number of 
Companies 

Volume basis For _ 8 

Outlet basis 6 

Full v. cut length 

No basis for 
discrimination Against 3 

Total 
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Before relating the reasons in Table 19.1 to size of company and 
attitudinal placements'of the Chief Executives and C. M. E. Ist each 

reason ie'repOted upon in detail. 

The major finding in this area is that where price discrimination 

exists, it is based solely on'volume and/or type of outlet. Furthermore, 

price-differences are not due to different price lists but culminate 
from discoufttiný policy relat6dto volume and/or type of outlet. 
Implicitlyt none of the other forms of discrimination discussed 

above, are practiced. The major reason for this, according to the 

companies, is difficulty of creating artificial product differences 

and that the U. K. market is small to practice discrimination based 

on distance. 

The form in which price discrimination prevailsg that is, 

the different discounting structure is the concern of a later section. 

In this section, the emphasis is on the justification of using, or 

otherwise-9 price discrimination. 

a. Volume basis. 

Eight of the fifteen companies practicing price discrimination 

undertake such practice to achieve larger volume than otherwise. 

As indicated earlier, the larger the order, the higher the 

discount. This form of discrimination, it may be noted, is 

the most conventional type of discrimination. Indeed, it 

may be. referred to as promotional policy. The significance 

of this, howeverp is the way pricing, in essence, is used 

to achieve specific marketing objectives. 

b. Outlet basis. 

Theinix companies practicing discrimination on outlet basis 

J'Ustlify this on an historical basis. That is, the trade is 

accýstomed to receive discounton type of outlet basis - 

wholesalers expect and demand higher discounts than those 

offered. to retailers. To this extent discounting, 

precipitAting into price discriminationg is considered as 
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a 'necessary evil' among this group of companies. Furthermore, 

in the case of contract and mail order business, prices are 

negutiate4, 

c. Full v. cut length. 
- 

For one company price discrimination is based on type of 

business, that is whether full or cutýlength. In the full 

length trade, customers expect a lower price than for cat 
length, because these customers undertake their own stocking 

facilities, promotion and so on - they are price conscious. 

In the cut length trade, the customer is concerned with 

manufacturer's promotion, promotional aidsl good service 

and delivery and so on. Here againt discrimination is 

related to differential discounting policy. The company in 

question emphasises full length business because it eases 

stopking facilities and promotional expenses. 

Finally, four of the above fifteen companies indicate that 

discounting if; more importantg as a selling tool, in tuftdd 

compared-to woven, because of the fomer's over production 

and manufacturers' anxiety to offer higher discounts to 

achieve sales - 'Price is very keen in tufted' as statea by 

the Managing Director of a medium sized company. In woven 

carpets, although discounting is alnecessary evillp colour 

ýLnd design are important factors in selling. 

d. No basis for discrimination. 

Three companies indicate that they find no justification 

-for undertaking any form of price discrimination because 

increase it 
I serves no purpose, that is, if the object is to .I 

sal6s, marginal variations in. price. vould not instigate such 
i 

inc 
I 
reases. 'You have to look elsewhere'. Specifically, 

colour and design are more important in incroa3ing sales 

than price variations. 
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Reasons For/Againit Size of Company 
Total- 

Small Medium Large 

Volume basis For 2 2 4 8 

Outlet basis of 2 2 2 6 

Adl v. cut length 

No basis for discrimination Against 2 3 

- - 
Total 6 

1 
18 

TABLE 19. 

Rearion-s-ro r-o r-apinat-P e _disqA 
ination- and- attitg_4iný, j rLz lip La t 

Chief Executive 

" L-7 

. Reasons For/Against Favourable 

AB 

Unfavourable 

CD 
Total 

Volume basis For 3 2 2 1 a 

Outlet basis -1 3 3 Li 6 

Fall v. cut length Against 1 
'. 

- - 

Wo basis for discrimination 2 1 3 

Total 6 6 is 

et 
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TABLE 19.4 

gq4s! orjs_fF oWZa e discrimination and attitudinal 
_plagq_qpnts of C. M. E. 113. 

Reasons 
9 

For/Against 
' Favourable 1 0 

-unfavourable Total 
A B C 

Volume basis For 4 3 8 

Outlet basis 2 2- 6 

Full v. cut length Against I - 

No basis for discriminaton 1 2 3 

Total 6 is 

Table 19.2 relates the reasons for and agzainst price discrimination 

and size of company. The major observation from the Table is that 

companieýj irrespective of size, undertake price discrimination to achieve 

volume. It is significant that all the large companies practice price 
discrimination. This supports the view that large companies are 

sensitive to sales volume - price discrimination is viewed as a means to 

an end, in that four of the large companies practice discrimination on the 

basis of volume. 
ýable 19.3 relates the reasons for and against price discrimination 

to attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives. The first point to 

observe is that companies undertaking price discrimination on volume 

basis. have Chief Executives from the four attitudinal placements. 

However, five of the eight companies in question have Chief Executives 

ýxhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. Secondly, 

the threel companies not practicine*price discrimination have Chief 

Executives exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

01 
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Finally, Table 19.4 relates reasons for and against price 
discrimination to attitudinal placement of the C. M. E. Three points 

emerge from the Table. In the first place, the companies practicing 

price discrimination on outlet basis have C. M. E. 's from the four 

attitudinal placements and are equally divided between the two 

major attitudinal groupings. Secondly, seven of the eight companies 

practicing dis(:; rimination on volume basis, have C. M. E. "s exhibiting 

strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. This supports the 

view that favourabilities of attitude by the C. M. E. may induce 

the company to discriminate on volume basis. Finally, the three 

companies not undertaking price discrimination have C. M. E. 's 

exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

20. Recommendation of resale prices. 
The producer of a product or service should not only be concerned 

with his price offering to intermediaries. Of equal importance is 

the price offered by intermediaries to the ultimate consumer. 

Assuming that price is a vital consideration in the buying decision 

in as much as it affects how the final consumer conceives the product 

dr service compared to that of competitors, it influences sales. 
Thd manufacturer would therefore attempt to influence the 

final price. Thus, he may recommend re-gale-price. If implemented 

the manufacturer can claim direct access to the final consumer. 

Before resale price maintenance had been outlawed in Britain, in 

theoryl the manufacturer could sever relations with an outlet not 

quoting the recomaended price. However, presently this cannot be 

done. To this extent the manufacturer lost control over the retailer. 

The manufacturer can only recommend resale-price. Implicitly, retailer's 

co-operation is vital. 

The present area of investigation seeks to, first, establish 

whether or not retail prices are recommended, and reasons for such 

practice. Secondly, where recommendat16n. of retail prices prevails, 

the extent to which it is effective, that is, their implementation, or 

otherwise. 
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The findings of the studyq summarised in Table 20.19 indicate 

that four. companies recommend retail prices, the remaining ýompanies 
A 

do not undertake such practicest mentioning three reasons. The 

companies recommending resale prices do not regard it as an effective 

method to influence the final pricet mentioning several reasons to 

be elaborated upon later. 

TABLE 20.1 

Reasons-for or aeninst companies recommending resale prices. 

Reasons For/Against Number of 
companies 

Guide to retailers 

Illegal 

For 

Against 

4 

8 

Lack of control 

Not done in trade 2 

Total 

Before relating the reasons in Table 20.1 to size of company, and 

attitiidinal placements of the Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's each of 

these reasons is examined in detail. 

a. Guide to retailers. 
Four companies recommend prices to retailers only as a &, uide. 
From the remarks made by the companies, 

recommended. prices are ineffective in tQrms of lack of 
implementation, or, if not implemented, inability to enforce 

such prices, for several reasons. In the first place, there 

is no control over retailers in terms of withholding supplies. 
SecQndlyj retailers use recommended prices only to demonstrate 

to the ultimate consumer how much their price is lower than the 
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recommended price. Thirdly, in high quality woven, the 

ultimate consumer is not affected by marginal price differences. 

Fourthly, carpets are slow moving products. To this extent the 

consumer is not much influenced by price variations at the 

margin. Finally, tufted carpets are an exception in that 

recommended prices are adhered to because retailers know how 

competitive the prices are. 

b. Illegal. 

Eight companies do not undertake recommendation of resale price 

because it is illegal. The implied reasoning is that the 

company has no power to enforce it. - The second best 

alternative is an infomal guide by companies' salesmen. 

c. Lack of control. 

This group of companies, numbering four, regard recommendation 

of resale prices as a wastý of time because they have, no 

contrýl over the retailer in terms of witholding supplies 

or perhaps offering a lower discount rate. The reasoning 

is similar to the previous group of companies except that the 

foui companies in question do not recommend prices in any 

form. 

d'. Not done in trade.. 

Two companies do not recommend retail prices because "it is 

not the done thing in the trade" irresp"ectilve of the legal 

Rosition relating to retail price maintenance. Even when 

it was possible for manufacturers to enforce retail price, 

carpet manufacturers, generally speaking, did not insist 

on specific retail prices. It is the tradition in the 

industry for the retailer to decide on his price. 

"1 
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TABLE 20.2 

Reasons for or aoinst'recommendation of resale price and size of company 

! 
Reasons/size of company For/Against 

S'28 or Comp, 
-a--n-y------, 

Total. 
'11' 

Medium ! Large 

Guide to retailers For 12 4 

Illegal Against 3 23 a 

Lack of control 1 21 4 

Not done in trade 2 

Total 6 66 18 

TABLE 20.3 

Reasons for or against recommendation of resaleprice and attitud; L441 
plAceaent of Chief Executives. 

Reasons/' 
I, Favourable For/Against Unfavourable -2 

Total , 
attituAnal 
placements 

AB 
. 

CD 

Guide to retailen For 3 4ý 

Illegal Against 2 3 3 

Lack of control 2 1.4 

Vot done in trade 2 - -2 

Total 6 6 5 1 is 
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TABLE 20.4 

ýq4qonq_: ýQK o)j ag. ajMt reco=endation of resale pric2 and attitud nal_ 
placement'of C. ýM. E. 

Reasons/attitudinal For/Against Favourable Unfavourable 
Total 

placements A B C D 

Guide to retailers Fo r 2 - 4 

Illegal Against 4 2 2 8 

Lack of control 1 2 1 4 

Not done in trade 2 2 

Totai 8 

Table 20.2 relates the reasbns for and against recommending retail 

prices to size' of company. The major observation is that companies, 

irrespeofive of size, mention the four reasons indicated in the Table. 

It is significant that companies not undertaking price discrimination 

because. it is illegal# are about equally divided among the three size 

groups'of companies. As mentioned earlier this group of companies, 

on a very infomal basis, recommend retail prices. 

Table 20.3 relates the reasons for aný against price re . commendation 

and attitudinal placement of Chief Executives. The first Point to 

note is that companies recommending retail prices, have Chief 

Executives exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

To this extent it is clear that Chief Executives' favourable attitudes 

towards the marketing concept, are likely to influence the company 

to recommend retail price. Howevert eight out of fourteen companies 

not recommending retail pricest have Chief Executives exhibiting 

strongly'favour-able and favourable attitt; des. 

a 
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Finally, Table 20.4 relates whether. or not companies recommend 

retail prices 30 their C. M. E. 's atti",. Udinal placements. The major 

observation is that eleven out of fourteen companies not tindertaking 

price recommendation have C. M. E. 's exhibiting strongly favourable 

and favourable attitudes. It is therefore clear that attitude 
favourabilities. of, the C. M. E. 's are likely to influence the company 

not to recommend retail Prices. 

21. Discounting policies. 

Discounting, where it exists, is an important consideration in 

pricing because it affects the net price accrming to the supplier of 

goods or services. Whether discounting prevails is largely determined 

by the companies marketing policies and/or by factors external to the 

company, for example, the traditional granting of discounts by the 

industry. 

Discounting may take many forms. Among the common structure is 

basing discounts, first on volume of business where the rate of 

discounto, is fixed, or varies proportionally to volume. Secondly, 

by type of outlet, that is, wholesaler or retailer. Thirdly, on 

seasonal basis. Fourthly, on quality basis. Finally on cas1h 

basis 0. that is a cash discount is granted on cash purchases, or 

alternatively on time basis, whereby the shorter the period within 

which the transaction is settled, the high; r the discount. 

In Section 19 it is revealed that fifteen companies practice 

price discrimination by utilising discounts. In the present section, 

first, the emphasis is on the discounting structure used by the compani; eg 

visited. Secondly, to establish the reasons for not granting discounts. 

Thirdly, the extent to which discounting structure has been changed 

rqcently,, that is, over the last three years. 

The, findings of the study, summarised in Table 2.1. indicate 

that six differentý, discounting structures prevail among the fifteen 

companies undertaking discounting. Two companies use more than one 

structure. One company, medium in size, uses two structures, 
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another company, large in size, uses throe discounting structures. 
'Mis explains the summAtion of eighteen rather than fifteen in the 
table. The r4mainiLg three companies montion three reasons for not 
granting discounts. Finally only three companies have changed their 
discounting structure recently. 

TABLE 21.1 

Discounting structures used 

Discounting structure 
Number of 
companies 

Standard D. based on vulume a 

Standard D. based on outlet 3 

Fixed v. progressive rate 3 

Based on quality 2 

Fall v. cut length 1 

Cash discount 1 

Total 18 

Before relating structures presented in Table P-1.1 to size of 

company and attitudinal placements of the qhief executives and C. M. E. 's, 

each of these structures is reported upon together with the other findings 

in this area. 

Discounting structures used, 

As expected and in line with the findings of Section 19, the 

companies granting discounts are primarily concerned with volume achievement 

by undertaking such practice. To achieve this objective several discounting 

structures are used. 
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(a)'ý Standard discount based on volumst. 
I Ei0t companies offer a standard discount rate based 

on ýolume of business with the companies. That is, 

a fixed discount is offered to both wholenalers and 

retailers on all purchases starting from the first 

pound of business transacted. It is noted that where mail 

order or contract transactions are involved, manufacturer's- 

price is based on negotiation. This applie6 to the other 

seven companies offering discounts. 

(b) Standard discount based on outlet. 

Three companies offer a fixed discount rate on both wholesalers 

and retailers. However, there is a difference. In the former 

case, the discount rate is higher than in the casoi-of-retailers. 

The reasoning is that wholesalers buy in bulk, and this 

relieves the compmny of warehousing expenses. Furthennore, 

vholesalers and groups of i! etailers undertake their own 

proAtion. The overall objective is to encourage bulk buying. 

(c) Fixed v. Progressive te. 

Three companies grant discounts essentially based on outletsl 

but utilising a different structure of discowiting than. the 

previous group of companies. Thus, wholesalersp because of 

their bulk buyingp receive a constant high discount rate on 

all business transacted. Retailers, howeverg receive a 

lower rate of discount but, the rate increase3 in proportion 

to business transacted. The objective is to encourage bulk 

buying among retailers while the constant high wholesaler's 

discount encourages business with the companies in question. 

Achievement of stated objectives relieves the company of 

warehousing and related expenses. 
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(d) Pised on quality. 
Two companies offer their discount on quality basis. The 

dincount4aryip. from 5- 121%. The objective is to push 

certain products in accordance with stated targets. The 

merit of this system is that discounting is manipulated 

to achieve-marketing objectives, rather than being dogmatic. 

Thus, whire different products carry different discounts 

it is possible to vary discounts of a particular qualityý 

This way discounting becomes "excitine". 

(e) Full v. cut length. 

One company uses different discounting with reference'to the 

type of business. Thus, in the full length business, hif; her 

fixed discounts are offered as against a lower discount in the 

case of cut length business. The objective ist againt to 

create volume. Furtherm oret full length business relieves 
the company from carrying stocks and related expenses. 
Generally speaking, wholesalers more than retailers make use 

04 

of full length business. Howevert retailers have the 

opportunity to buy full length. 

M Cash discount. 

Only one company offers cash discount. alongside standard 

discount based on volume, and discount based on quality. 

The system of cash discount is fairly simple. A cash discount 

of 516 is offered to wholesalers and retailers, if the 

transaction is settled within two months. The discount 

rate decreased progressively to nil after six months. The 

objective is liquidity to the company. 

I 
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RP, 19onr, for not undertaking discounts. 

As indicated earlier, three companies, small in siza, do not 
offer discou. -its. Each company justifies ito decision differently: - 

I 

a. -Concerned with the housewife. 

This company is the only company in the industry categorically 

recognising that its prime concern is the housewife, that is, 

I 
the ultimate customer. To this extent it attempts to develop 

and maintain a national brand image. The reasoning is that 
if the ultimate consumer is aware of the product and needs it, 

4- the retailer, to make business, finds no alternative bu,. to 

stock it. The 11=-aging Director of the compiany states 
"we cannot ran a national brand and give discounts at the 

same time". 

b. Loso small retailers.. 

From experience in discounting where wholesalers received 

higher discounts, the company in question discovered that 

discounting is harmful because small retailers cease to buy 

from the company. In booming business conditions this is 

not a serious problem despite the loss of small retailers. 
However, in slack periods this adversely affects the company. 

As a result the company decided to lower its price list 

compared to competitors, and cease discounting. 

a 

c. Discounting is meaningless. 

One company does not offer discounts because they are 

meaningless. The reasoning is-that a company may offer a 
discount and simultaneously increase its price. At best 

discounting has a psychological connotation. The 

company's in question price list is lower than that of 

competitors. However, discounts are offered when large 

volume is involved. 
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-Chanring of discounting structure. 

Except for. three companies, all the companies have not changed 

their discounting structure per se. However, the rate of discounting 

is changed in respýnse to competitors' activities in this area. 

Clearly, discounting is not manipulated. 

One of the three companies which changed its discounting structure 

recently has opted to offer a higher discount rate to wholesalers 

compared to retailers. The object is to achieve higher volume. 

This has been realised. '- 

The other two companies extended their discount to retailers. ' 

Previously only wholesalers were given discounts. Retailers' 

discount, however, is lower than that of wholesalerst but increasing 

in proportion to business transacted. Again, the objective is to 

achieve volume. This has been realised. 

TABLE Pl. 2 

fte-qqency of discountinrmethoýs used and size of company. 

A 

Size of Company I 

Reasons/size of company -1 
Total 

Small Medium Large 1(frequency) 

Standard discount based 
on.? volume. 3 2 3 8 

Standard discount based 
on outlet. - 2 1 3 

Fixed v. progressive rate 1 2 3 

Bas ed on quality 1 2 

Full v. out length 1 

Cash discount 1 1 

Total 8 is 
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TABLE 21.3 
- 

jifL Lt2ds used End attitudinal Placement of cqLi, 2jLnr rjet 
Chief Executive. 

Frequencýý Unfavourable 
I'letbod/attitudinal. Total 

D (frequency) 
placement A 

Standard discount based 
on volume 21 

I Standard discount based 11 
on outlet 21 

.3 

Fixed v. progressive rate -23 

2 Based on quality 

Full v. cut length 

Cash discount 

18 Total 51 

TABLE , 21,4ý 

R. sq, ý, t iaý tka nal cgujgn: Lq 9S C 4., gE, 
__ _AýtýtL 

ýjj_LpIAc 'L 

Favourable Unfavourable 
Methods/attitudinal , 

Total 

placement ABC D 1'(frequoncy) 

Standard discount based 
on volume 3 

Standard discount based 
on outlet 2 

Fixed v. progressive rate 1 

Based on qual ity 2 2 

Full v. cut leng-th 

Cash discount 

lotal 

4 
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Table 21.2 relates frequency of discounting methods used to size 

of company. The first point to note is that companies, irrespective 

of size, use standard discount based on volume. Secondly, the three 

companies that offer discounts use the simplest foxm of dincounting, 

that in a stendard discount based on volume. Finally, it seems 
that liquidity aspects are the concern of large companies, because 

'the only company that offers cash discount is a large company. 
Tables2l. 3 and 2-1.4 relate the frequency of discowntin methods 

used to attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives and of the 

C. M. E. 's respectively. In Table 2.13 companies using standard 

discount based on volune have Chief Executives from the four 

attitudinal placements. Secondly, it is significant that companies 
using standard discount based on outlet have Chief Executives 

exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

Table 21.4 reveals a similar pattern of distribution to that 

of Table 21-3. However, it is clear that companies using standard 
discount based on outlet, and a fixed v. progressive rate of 
discounting, have C. M. E. 's exhibiting strongly favoura-ble and 
favourable attitudes. The conclusion is that, companies whose 
C. M. E. 's exhibitý, unfavourabilities of attitude are unlikely to use 
the discounting methods in question. 

22. Price variations. 

Prices may be varied for a number of reasons depending on policy 

and factors internal to the company arid/or in response to a company's 

external environment. For the same reasons prices may be held consta4t. 
Among the varied reasons for price changes are, first, the ones 

due to changes in costs, mainly labour and raw materials. Secondly, 

to competitive actiont for example, if prices are very. Iceen and leading 

companies in the industry lower their prices, it is likely that other 

companies will follow suit. Thirdly, prices may be changed due to 

pricing policies, for exampleo in the casb of a skimming approach in 

new product pricing. Fourthlyq a price may be varied to achieve a 

specific marketing goal, perhaps on seasonal basis. Finally, a 

product's price is lowered to phase out a product. 
I 
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The objective of the present area of investiCation was primarily 
to reveal whether or not companies change the price of a product 
because the product I-Ro. ) been on the market for some time. This in 
turn reveals, first, pricing policies, and, secondly, whether or not 
pricing is used to phase out-products. However, from the preliminary 

stages of the research, it was clear that prices are not likely to 

. 
be used for phasing out products. Instead, if prices are changed 

at allq it is due to other factors. 

The findings of the study, summarised in Table 22.1 supported 
this prophecy. Only two companies change their prices for 

purposes of phasing out a product. Two approaches are used to achieve 
this. Another two companies change prices because of new product 

pricin& policies. Finally, fourteen companies would not change 

their prices for the purposes of either product discontinuation or 

new product pricing policies. It is clear from the Table-that a 

company may change its price for more than one reason. 

TABLE 22.1 

vgLKtati2ns z number of com anies. K1. gad 

Conditions 
Number of 
Companies 

Cost changes 18 

Competitors' activities 2 

Product modification 1 

Phasing out products 2 

New product priping policy 2 

rn 
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Before relatinU the reasons in Table 22.1 to size of company and 

attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's, each of 
these conditions will be reported upon individually. 

The first point to note is that five companies, one small and 
four large companies, change prices for two different. - reasons. 
Only one company, medium in size, would change-its price for three 

different reasons. The remaining company change their price under 

only one condition. 

aý Cost cjjýeij. 
All the companies visited vary their prices due to changes 
in costs, particularly labour and"raw materials. The 

reasoning is that carpet manufacturers are faced with the 

same labour and raw materials cost. If there are increa. ges 
in these two, it is a matter of time to increase prices. 
Generally speaking, the leading companies in the industry 

first increase their prices, followed by the rest of the 

industry. This clearly demonstrates the importance of 

cost in pricing and the latter's competitiveness. As 

indicated earlier, twelve companies regard cost chanees 

as the only circiLmstances under which their prices vary. 

b. Competitors' activities. 

Only two companies would change their prices in response to 

competitors' activities other than cost variations. The 

reasoning is that prices are very keen. Because the 

companies in question rely heavily on price as a nelling 

toolt they endeavour to keep their price at the lowest 

possible level. 

c. Product modification. 

One company, large in size, changes its prices due to 

product modification. As such it views the product as 

new and indeed justifies the increase to the trade along 

these lines. It is interesting to note that the company 
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views product modification, where possible, as one way of 
increasing its price, without creatinE; a 'bad image' by the 

trade towards the company. 

d. 
- 

Phasingout products. 

Only two companies are prepared to change týe price of a 

product solely to phase out products. One company lowers 

the price list, the other increases the discount ra-te 

relating to the product in question. The remaining companies 

would do otherwise - rather, production is phased out because, 

first, this creates a bad imaige in the trade. Secondly, 

there is no assurance that the product is saleable at the 

newly reduced price. Finally, because prices are keen 

anyway, reduction in prices may actually involve losses. 

It should be noted that reducing the price to phase out a 

product is not similar to that of selling a product below 

full cost. The first implies that a product is not selling 

at the ruling price; the second implies that while the 

product is selling at the ruling price, it does not cover 

full costa. 

e. - New product pricing policy. 

Finally, only two companion would vary the price of a 

product as part of its pricing policy. This relates to new 

product pricing where a skimming approach is utilised. 

Thus, when competitors offer similar products, the company 

lowers its price. 
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TABLE 22.2 

Conditions/nize of Company 
Size of Company Total 

Small Medium Large -(conditions), 

Cost changes 6 6 it 6 18 

Competitors' activities 1 1 i 2 

Product modification 

2 2 Phasing out-, products 

New product pricing 2 2 

Total (conditions) 10 25 

TABLE 22.3 

_,. _price 
variations and attitudinal jg, ýýqemcnts of Chief Executiyes'. QgAdýtj,; ýrn of 

Conditions/attitudinal 
I Favourable i Unfavourabio ! 

Tot al 
placements ABCD 

Cost changes 6 51 is 

Competitors' activities - 12 

Product modifications 

Phasing out products 1J 2 

Vew product pricing 1 2 

., Total (conditions) 13 8 2 25 
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TABLE 2P. 4 

Conditions of price variations and attitudinal placementn of C. M. E. 's. 

I 
C nditi /attit di l 

-,? Favourable Unfavourable 
o ons u na Total 

placements ABCD 

Cost changes 8 18 

Competitors' activities 1 2 

Product modifications 1 

Phasing out products 2 

New product pricing 2 

Total (conditions) 25 85 

Tables 22.2 through to Table 22.4 relate coftditions of price 

variations to size of company, sattitudinal placements of the Chief 

Executives and those of the C. M. E. 's respectively. The major 

observation in Table 22.2 is that all companies vary tI, eir prices due 

to variations in costs. Significantly, none of the large companies 
vary their prices in response to competitors' activities. This is 

perhaps due to the fact that large companies initiate price variationz. 

Furthermorej only large companies charge different prices when phasihg 

out products. Finally, again only large companies change prices 

because of new product pricing. Clearly, only large companies use 

the skimming approach in pricing new products. 

The findings in Table 22.3 indicate first the obvious distribution 

of Chief Executives among the four att. 11 tudinal placements relating 

to variations in prices due to cost changes; secondly, there are no 

obvious attitudinal placements of Chief Executives for companies 
II 
varying their prices for other than cost changes. What could be 

said is that three of the seven Chief Executives in question exhibit 

ntrongly favourable and favoumble attitudes towards the maeketing 

concept. 
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Again, in the Table 22.4, there is the obvious distribution of 
C. I. I. E. 's among the four attitudinal placements. The other major 

observation is that five of the seven C. M. E. 's whose companies var7 
their prices for other than cost variations, exhibit strongly 
favourable and f, -rrourablo attitudes, with no C. M. E. exhiftting a 

strongly unfavourable attitude. i 

23. Price rpviewing. 

The instalation of a price review system is essential because 

prices, may need to be changed in response to maelcot conditions, in* 

as much as price is an important factor influencing sales. 

Iýirthermorc, because prices, together with costs, decide profits, it 

is equally essential to review prices to ensure that profit tarCpts 

are being achieved. 

Givon the importance of prices, it is thus necessary to review 

prices at regular intervals. It is not possible to be do&natic 

about frequency of review because the cost structure of the industry 

and the firm, and the general marketing environment has important 

bearing on frequency of review. However, it is not unreasonable 

to expect price reviewing to occur annually. 
The objective of the present area of investigition is, first, 

to establish whether or not companies review prices and reasons 

for such practice: cecondly, where reviewing takes place, the 

frequency of such reviews. 

The findings of the study, summarised in Tables 23.1 and 23.2, 

reveal that all companies review their prices for two reasons. 

Although both are interrelated the emphasis seems to be on one or 

the other. Secondly, frequency of reviewing assumes four 

different time dimensions. 
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TABLE 23.1 

Reasqqp_fp_: r_price reviewing-and number of in pgq ---ppinp, 

Reasons 
Number of. 
Companies 

Profit assessment 

Cost assessment 

Total 

TABLE 23.2 

-Fre 
uenc of price reviewin! ý and number of com2anip. s. 

Frequency 
Number of 

S i ll 

Companies 

7 em -annua y 

When necessary 5 

Monthly 4 

Quarterly 2 

Total 18 

Before relating the above., two Tables to size of company and 

attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives and C. 11I. E. 's, each of 

the reasons in Table 23.1 is reported uponp and one aspect of Table 23.2 

is commented upon, as the remaining three time dimensions are self- 

explanatory. 

4 
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a. - 
Profit assessment. 

Eleven companies review their prices to ensure that profit 

targets are being achieved. As such, costs are reviewed 

but only to ensure that targeted profit margins are rýalised. 

In-the event of unsatisfactory results the companies assess 

the possibility of increasing prices to realise targeted 

profits, or reduce profit margins, or squeeze costs, or a 

combination of the last three alternatives. 

b. Cost assessment. 

The remaining seven companies are primarily concerned with 

cost assessment when reviewing prices. The view held is 

that they cannot do much with pricing, firstt prices are 

competitive anyway, and thus they could not raise prices 

unilaterally and not expect a drop in sales. Secondly, 

prices in the carpet induttry, especially woven, are 

traditionally set. Thus, when reviewing prices, the sole 

emphasis is to check whether costs are kept within 

desienated limits. Mhere cost increases influence all 

carpet manufacturers, it is felt that it is only a matter 

of time, and prices will be increased. However, if cost 

increases are due to factors internal to the company, the 

latter endeavours to eradicate such increases. 

0 
c. Price reviewihg when necessaa. 

As indicAted earlier) four time dimensions are utilised 

vhen reviewing prices. Except for one, they are self- 

explanatory. Thirteen companies have a fomalised 

timing of price reviewine. The remaining five companies 

review prices only when there are increases in the costs 

of labour and/or raw materials. 
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TABLE 2ý. 3 

]1(. -qspns for_pr: Lqqý_. rqyipwi &-gLaý--yipp,, of _PoýapýýY- 

['Reasons/size 
of 6om an 

Size of Company Total p y 
Small Iledium i Large 

Profit assessment 4 

Cost assessment 2 

Total 66 18 

TABLE 23.4 

Reanons for price reviewin_0 a! A ! ýttitjj ýinaLplacement of Chief Executiveg. 

Favourabl-eý favourable 
Reasons/attitudinal -, Total 

placements AB CD 

Profit assessment 4 

Cost assessment 212 

Total 1 18 

TABLE 23.5 
f g, 

_jLp. 
4 attitudinal p; pjeýjents Reasons for price reviewing 

s 
Reasons/attitudinal 

Unfavourable Favourable Total 

placements AB CD 

Profit assessment 54 

Cost assessment 3 2 2 7 

Total 8 6 3 1 is 
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Table 22.3 through to Table 23.5 relates the reasons for price 

reviewinC to size of company, attitudinal placements of the Chief 

Executives and C. M. E. 's respectively. The major observation in 

Table 23.3 is that'none of the medium sized companies review their 

prices for cost purpose. To this extent medium companies are 

concerned primarily with cost rather than profits. The opposite 

in true in the case of large companies. Secondly, companies, 

irrespective of size, review their prices to assess profits. 

17 In Tables 23.4 and 23.5, two points emerge. In the first 

place,, companies who review prices to assess profits have Chief 

Executives and C. M. E. 's from the four attitudinal placements. 

Secondly, companies reviewing prices to assess costs have no Chief 

Executives or C. M. E. 's exhibiting-strongly unfavourable attitudes. 

Finally, in both cases, Chief Executives exhibiting favourabilities 

of attitude are. equally divided between attitude A and B. 

ýABLN 

Frequency/size of company 
Size of Company Total 

Small Medium , 
Large 

i Semi-annually 1 3 7 

When necessary 

Monthly 2 

Quarterly 2 

Total 
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TABLE 2ý. 7 

L'r! Zq! ýeppy_pý 
_pri-ce, reviewing ýio., -ýýtitudin, -tl,. Place. ments of Chief Executives. 

-ý4. 

4 

2 

18 

TABLE 23.8 
Krýq14xkqy-q. L1? #ce revieud. np, and at udinal Placements of C. M. E. s. 

Frequency/attitude Favou 

A 

rable Unfavourable 

BCD 
Total 

Semi-annually 2 22 7 

When necessary 2 21 5 

Klonthly 4 

Quarterly 

Total 

2 

f 

Tables 23.6 through to Table 23.8 relates frequency of price 

reviewing to size of company, attitudin, --a placements of the Chief 

Executives and C. I. I. E. 's. The major point emerging from Table 23.6 is 

that irrespective of company size, all companies review their prices on 

one of the four time dimensions, except on the three monthly basis 

when none of the medium sized companies indicate such practice. 
Secondly, medium and large sized companies review prices semi-annually. 
Finally, half of the small companies have no formal timing for price 

reviewing. 
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The findings in Table 23.7 indicate, first, that companies 

reviewing prices when necessarý, - have C'hief Executives from the four 

attitudinal placements. Secondly, it is significant that three of 
the four companies reviewing prices monthly have Chief Executives 

exhibiting strongly favour-able attitudes. It seems that a strongly 
favourable attitude by the Chief Executives is likely to influence 

the company to review prices monthly. This is further supported 
by tha findings that these three Chief Executives represent half 

of the total number of Chief Executives exhibiting a strongly 

favourable attitude towards the marketing concept. 

The findings in Table 23.8 reveal that, fir-st, companies 

reviewing prices semi-annually have C. M. E. 's exhibiting the four 

attitudinal placements. Secondly, the majority of companies 

reviewing prices on monthly and quarterly bases have C. M. E. 's 

exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. FinalIg 

the case where the C. M. E. exhibited a strongly unfavourable attitij e, 

the company reviews prices seml-annually. 

24. Tost marketing. 

The technique of test marketing is utilised when introducing a 

new product to the market. Basically, before the company finally 

commits itself to the product, it endeavours to find out the extent 

to which the product in acceptable to the customer - from the point 

of view of product's attributes, pricing and so on. As a result 

, of a test market, the company can be in a better position to 

predict the likelihood of success with the product. 

Briefly, the product is launched in a market segment, or part 

of it, which represents the market as a whole, taking due consideration 

of all possible variables likely to affect the eventual launching. 

Resultine from the test, where necessary, the product may be varied, 

price is no exception. The chief advantage of test marketing is 

to maximise profits. In. the case of a would-be unsucces-ful product, 

it is withdrawn and therefore losscs are minimised. The necessity 

of test marketing is dictated by the expenses involved in national 

launching, and therefore the losses involvedt if the product is 

unsuccessful in terms of desired objectives. 
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The objective of the present aspect of the study is first to 

establish whether or not the companies visited urder-take test marketine 
'with specific reference to establishing price acceptability. Secondly, 
the reasons for prevailing practices. The early stages of the 

research indicated theimrýacticability of test marketing. This was 
confirmed by the findings of the study summarised in Table 24.1. 

None of the companies undertakce test maeketing, mentioning six 

reasons for such pi-actice. 

Each of the reasons in Table 24.1 is examined in detail. 

1: Following this, the six reasons are related to size of company and 

attitudinal place-mentn of the Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's. 

TABLE 24.1 

)leasons for test maeketin imp. rq!: ftiý. q-2? j4 nd a ly, !! rL 111 n7l: -0 Lapanies. 

Reasons Nuinber of companies 

Bad image formation 

Differences in areas 

Price competitiveness 

Prices traditionally set 2 

petitors' reactions 2 Com, 

Seementation impractical 1 

Total 18 

a. Bad imape formation. 

Five companies do not undertake test marketing because, resultind 

from the activity, the company may find it-necessary to reduce 

the price. The trade might then expect the company to have 

second thoughts on prices, and refrain from buying in expectation 

of price reduction. The companies view that price variations 

on this basis contribute to a bad image by the trade. It is 

significant to note that the companies studied, view the trade 

as their final customer, and, thereforet do not test marketing 

with a view to establishing the final consumer's reaction. 
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As indicated 
., eleewhere, this is a serious impeachment of the 

marketing concept. 

b, Differ nces in are-as. 
Four companies indicate that test marketing is impractical 

because of the sheer differences among the various parts of the 

country. As a result the conclusion of a test market is not 

I 
valid for the rem4ining part of the country. Furthermore, 

if several areas areto be covered in the test, the expenses 

arc hiCh and the product might equally be launched nationally. 

o. Price competitiveness. 

The four companies mentioning this reason indicate that prices 

are very competitive and it is not possible to vary thcm at 

will. Furthermore, the four companies in question produce 

what is beBt selling in the market. As such they totally 

follow the market, price inclusive. 

d. Prices traditionally set 

The two companies, both wholly engaged in woven, indicate 

that an individual manufacturer cannot affect price, because 

prices are traditionally set in relation to traditional 

quality brackets. Thus, test marketing is a 'waste of 

time and money-if the objective is to establish price 

acceptability. 

e. Competitors' reaction. 
The reasoning of the two companies mentioning this reason 
is that competitors will Imow of the now product the company 

I is intending to introduce. Because of the short time 

required for competitors to introduce similar products - 

anything from six to nine months - the companies in question 

will have lopt any competitive advantage they hoped to reap. 
To this extent, it is profitable to launch the product 

nationally, in the first place. 

f. 
- 

SeM, entation imýractlcal. 

Only one company indicates that the U. K. market is too small 
to Justify meaningful segmentation. 
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TABLE 24.2 

Reasons for riot yndý. 2Ltfrýtjg test marketilllg- and size,. of compýv. 

pany Reasons/size of coru 
Size of company Total 

Small Medium 'i Large 

Bad image formation 3 

Differences in areas 

Price competitiveness 

Prica3 traditionally set' 2 

Competitors' reaction 1 1 2 

Segmentation impractical i i 

Total 6 6 6 

TABLE 24.3 

. 
jljqqo4g_ýoiZ not undertakin test marketing and attitudinal placements 

Reasons/attitudinal 
Favourable Unfavourable Total 

placements ABCD 

Bad image formation 

Differences in areas 2 4 

Price competitiveness 21 
_4 

Prices traditionally set 

Competitors' reaction 

-, Segmentation impractical 

T t l o a 
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TABLE 24.4 

Reasons,, for_. not undertaking test markatin titudinal placeMentS 

Favourable Unfavourable Reasons/attitudinal 
P Total 

C placements ABD 

Bad image formation 22 

Differences in areas 2 2 

Price competitiveness 

Prides traditionally set 12 

Competitors' reaction 

Segmentation impractical 

Total 8 

4 

Table 24.2 through to Table 24.4 relates reasons for not undertakino 

test marketing to size of company and attitudinal placements of the 

Chief Executives and the C. M. B. 's. In Table 24.2 the first point 

to note is that none of the small companies mention 'competitors' reaction, 

and 'segmentation impractical' as the reasons for not undertaking test 

marketing. This is due to the fact that none of the companies in 

question launch new products and the amall scale of operations. 

Secondly, half of the small companies do not teat market because they 

follow the market in all respects. Pinally, reasons of bad image 

fo. ination and differences in areas are mentioned by companien, irrespective 

of size. 
The findings in Table 24.3 indicate, first, that companies 

mentioning bad image formation, have Chief Executives exhibiting strongly 

favourable and favourable attitudes. Clearly, companies having Chief 

Executives exhibiting this degree of attitude are. concemed with the 

companies favourable image in the trade. Secondly, where the Chief 

Executive exhibited a strongly unfavourable attitude, his company do not 

test market because it follows the market. Finally, it is noticeable 

that the only company maintaining the view that the U. K. in too small 

-2-2 
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to segment, is large in size, and han a Chief Executive exhibiting 
stron, gly favourable attitude tourards the marketing concept. 

Finally, the major observation emerging from Table 24-4. is 
that the companies-following the market have C. M. E. 's eYhibitinC 
strongly favourable attitudes. 

For the companies in question, folloiodng the market is the 
best course of action, when takine into account their strenGths 

and weaknesses. 

25. Trýmsportation costs and icinr, 
_pri 

Transportation costs entail the expenses involved in transferring 

the finished goods to the customer. The significanco of transportation 

is twofold, first, it is a cost item and therefore affects the price 

quoted and/or profit margins. Secondly, it is a potential competitive 
tool in terms of speed of delivery. 

Transportation costs may be charGed in different ways. Among 

the varied wayn are, firstly, t1he simplest method$ by including it 

in the price list, not spelling out the cost fiGure. Secondly, the 

customer may be responsible for providing his oim transport facilities. 

Thirdly, different prices may be quoted for different parts of the 

country depending on the distance dimension from the manufacturer. 
Fourthly, the manufacturer may provide partial transportation, for 

example, transport the goods to a particular locality from which 

local customers provide their own transportation. Finally, 

manufacturers may charge different transportation. costs in relation 

to clans of customers. 

The objective of the present area of investigation is, first, 

to establish how transportation costs are assessed. Secondly, the 

importance of transportation costs in pricing-dnd ag-a competitive 

tool. 
The major finding of the study is that the majority of companies 

use a uniform price list and therefore transportation costs are the 

same throughout the country irrespective of outlet. Thin group of 

companies use three different methods of arriving at transportation costs. 
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However, two companies differentiate the price depending on the locality 

where the product in purchased. This is summarised in Table 25.1. 

Secondly, where mail order business is involved, the companies quote a 
price ex -factor7 because the customer provides his own transportation. 

Thirdly, transportation is regarded as a competitive tool because it 

affects delivery which is a major consideration -in the carpet trade. 

However, where hiCh quality product is concernedl trdnsportation is 

not very important. Finally, transportation is not regarded as, 
1: important from the pricing point of view because it is a very small 

percerltage of total cost. 
Howeverg transportation costs are reviewed annuallyt to ensurp 

that costs are under controlt assuming cost increases are industry 

wide and cannot be accomodated by lowering profit marginsl or 

otherwise, it is a matter of time until prices are increased. If 

a company enjoys lower transportation costs compared to competitors, 

for example, due to a favourable carrier's contract, it is reflected 

in increased profits, rather than passed to the consumer in the form 

of price reduction. 

Metbods of measurini; -ýLr - pqrtati on costs and number of c2; gp, ý 

Uumber of Method used Companies 

Forecasted transportation costs 14 

By product basis 2 

Based on weight 3. 

On hictorical basis i 

Total 18 

Before relating the methods used for measuring transportation costs 

to si? e of company and attitudinal placenents of the Chief Executiven and 
C. M. E. 's, each of the methods in Table 25.1 is reported upon in detail. 
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a. forecasted transportation costs. 
Fourteen comianies arrive at' their transportation cost on the 

basis of forecast. As such, forecasts relate to sale and the 

necessary expenses to transport the forecasted sales to arrive 

at. transport cost per square yard, which is related to the total 

cost of the product. Three. of the companies in question find 

the exercise simple because they have contracts with carriers 

irrespective of volume, therefore transport costs are fixed; 

what is involved in sales forecast. This form of assessing 

transportation cost involves an element of subsidy in that 

customers nearer the manufacturer subsidise those further-afield, 

because the former pay transportation costs higher than the 

actual costs involved. To this point, the companies 

favoured the system because of its simplicity. 

b. Bv product basis. 

Only two companies charge different transportation cents for 

their products. Thus the companics produce. certain producti3 

directed and purchased by certain areas in the country. As 

such, transportation cost per square yard, on the basis of 

forecasted sales and transportation Pxpenses, is arrived at 

for the product in question. This exercise is carried out 

for each product or Croup of products by the companies in 

question. Although an element of subsidy is involved, the 

companies recognise the existence of two or more market 

segments. The reasoning for such practice is to minimise 

overloading prcducts directed to areas nearest to the 

rumufacturers. 

c. Base-d on weirht 

Only one company arrives at its transportation cost on the 

basis of weight, whereby one penny per pound is charged on 

the raw material. The main advantage, according to the cDmpany, 

in its simplicity. 
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d. 
_ 

Historical basis. 

A mediira sized company relies on historical costs to arrive at 
its current transportation costs. The justification of such 

practice is simplicity because, first, the company's volume 

of business does not vary from one year to another, secondly, 

the same system of transport is used. The'major shortcoming 

of this method is that initially, historical costs might 

have been wrongly derived. 

From the above examination it is clear that none of the 

cbmpanies consider transportation as required by the marketing 

concept, whereby the company decides on the type of transportation 

required to achieve its marketing objectives, then arrives at 

the costs involved, rather than assuming transportation costs 

as given and unchangeable. 

TABLE 25.2 

Measurements of trans 
-rtation 

costs and sizc of cpMiSv. 

- 
Measuroments/size of 

ze 
i comp;; ýY Si 0 

com pany Small Medium Large 

Forecasted transportation 0 
costs 4 14 

By-product basis 2 2 

B d i ht ase on we g 

On historical basis 

Total 
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TABLS 25.3 
YlPanurnments Of tranSPOrtition costs and attitudinal placomonts of 
Chief. Executiveg, 

Favourable Unfavourable ReasurementsAttitude Total 
ABD 

-a---. 

Forecasted transportation 
costs 4 1 14 

By-product basis 1 2 

P-ased on weiCht 

On historical basis 

Total 18 

TABLE 25.4 
Measurements of transportation costs and attitudinal placements of C. M. E. 's. 

; Fwrourable Uafavourabl 
MeasurementsAttitudes ; e,, 

--l 
Total 

ABCD 

Forecasted transportation 
costs 1 14 

By-product basis 2 

Based on ýweight J 

On historical basis 1 

Total 18 

Tables 25.2 through to Table 25.4 relato the methods used to measure 

transportation costs to size of company and attitudinal placements of the 

Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's. The major observation from Table 25.2 

is that companies irrespective of size, arrive at their transportation 

costs by computing them from forecasted sales and consequent transportation 

costs. Secondly, only large companies differentiate transportation 
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costs on product basis. This indicates that only two of the large 

companies seouent the market by recognising that certain products 

are consumedby a particular area(s). 

The findings in Table 25.3 indicate, first, that companies 

using the forecasted transportation costs method, have Chief 

Executives from tho four attitudinal placements. Secondly, all 
the companies having Chief Hxecutives exhibiting strongly favourable 

attitudes, used the stated method. Finally, companies using other 
than the forecasted method have their Chief Executives equally 
divided between favourable and unfavourable attitudinal placements. 

In Table 25.4 it is noted, first, that tUrteen of the fourteen 

companies using the forecasted costs method hive their C. M. B. 's 

exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. To this 

extent it is clear that if companies have C. M. E. 's exhibiting 

favourabilities of attitude, it does not necessarily imply that the 

companies will be marketing concept orientated in their analysis, 

of transportation costs. V Secondly, of the companies using the 

other mentioned methods, only one has a C. M. E. exhibiting a strongly 
favoux-able attitude towards the marketing concept. 

26. Spnmaly of findinps. 

This chapter was concerned with an examination of pricing 

ntrategies and management of the companies visited. The areas of 

investigation included aspects impinging on pricing decisions such 

as objectives of pricing, importance of pricing in the marketing mix, 

bases of price setting, orientation of pricing etc. Prevailing 

practices were related-to the requirements of the marketing concept. 

lAi-rthermore, each of the areas investigated were related to the 

attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's towards 

the marketing concept and size of company, to reveal pattern of 

distribution of the latter three towards each aspect. The chi 

square test is not used because of the relatively small size of the 

sample, where expected frequencies were found too small. 
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Addition of cells is a remedy, but might have distort6d the essence 

of the analysis. For the mme reason, the chi square test is not 

used in the following four chapters. 
This section is concerned with a presentation of the findines 

of the study, followed by a comparison vrith previous studies. 

r 

A, Findings of the study. 

Generally, the majority of com-Panies consider pricing an an 
important element in-Ahe marketing mix where cost orientation in 

price fixing predominates in all the companies. Profit as a pricing 

objective is more important than volume as an objective. Important 

an pricing is, the majority of companies neglect or ignore market 

fact6rs, that is, cost considerations are vital. Price experimentation 

in the form of test marketing is completely ignored. Although price 

is an important competitive tool, it is not used aggressively. 

Factors like intermediaries margins and price discrimination is 

practiced by the majority of c; mpanics. Resale pricing and 

psychological pricing is minimal. Reviewing of pricing is 

universally practiced to form the bases of chýnges in prices due to 

cost orientation and/or attainment of profit. 

Several aspects are identified with various patterns of pricing 

behaviour and practice. 

1. Company and T)ric--Lnz-nbJzP-tivC. 

Company objectives affect pricing objectives. All the companies 

studied indicate that their prime objective, and in some canes 

sole objective, is to make profit, : stating specific objectives 

to achieve this end. 

Several pricing objectives have been mentioned. However, most 

companies are cost conscious with a view to profit targrto. 

To this extent, profit orientation is a vital pricinC objective, 

that is, the concern is with profit primarily and not volume. 

Small companies tend to emphasise pricing because of their 

limited -resources to undertake promotion or introduce now colours 
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and designs. The majority of companies are primarily concerned 

with pricing from their point of view rather than the customers' 

viewpoint. 

Companies having Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's exhibitinC 

favourabilities of attitude tend to specify the achievement 

of targeted profits. I 

2. Responsibility of developing price policy. 

The companies studied indicated five groups of persons 

responsible for developing price policy. With no exception, 

all persons are members of top management. About 2EV of the 

companies place the responsibility under the C. M. E. primarily, 

because of the importance of costinf;. 'Thirdly, nine per 

cent of the companier, place the responsibility under the 

Chief Executives. 

Four of the companies placing the activity under the C. M. E. 

are medium and laree, having their Chief Executives and 

C. M. E. 's exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 

3. Responsibilit of setting specific Prices. 

Generally, the person(s) responsible for setting a specific 

price is the same as those responsible for developing price 

policy. However, a third of the companies place the 

responsibility of setting specific prices under the C. M. E. 

because he Imows market requirements. 

Placement of the responsibility under the C. M. E. is irrespective 

of size, the majority of which have Chief Executives and 

C. M. E. 's exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 
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_4. ___ 
Intrafirm co-operation in price polic, and. 

_price 
sPttIn(',. 

None of the companies undertake such cc-operation because it 

is illegal. Although prices tend. to be similar, it is 

primarily due to market factors. over Wý, of the companies 

use mar. keting research to establiEh price. This, however, 

is done from competition's viewpo-ant rather than that of 
the customer. '11'he majority of companies using marketing 

research in this respect have Chief Executives and C. H. E. 's 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. 

In the uroven sector, prices are-Ax-aditionally set with 

reference to traditional quality brackets. Tufted manufacturers 

ha7e no such tradition. 

5. Role of pricinj, - in the marketing mix. 

Compared to promotion and other elements of the maeketing mix, 

pricing is regarded as an important factor in achievinG company 

objectives. In fact 8911fo of the companios indicate this. The 

most important reasons mentioned by over two thirds of the 

companies is to offset w3aknesses in the marketing mix of 

particularly small companies; that price detpx7ýiner. value 

for moneyo and that in lower quality carpets, price in extremely 

sensitive. Only two laree companies indicate the significance 

of promotion. 

While the importance of pricing is mentioned by companiel 

irrespective of size, the majority of the companies' Chief 

Executives and C. M. B. 's exhibit favourabilities of attitudes. 

Price competition. 

The overwhelming majority of companies do not use price 

afZressively, that is, by changing the price list. The 

crucial issue is that company-Is price should not differ 

from that of competition, reflecting the importance of 

pricing. Traditional price brackets in woven, and over 

production in tufted caz-, )ets, goes a long way to explain 
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the status of price competition, whereby price in taken as 
given from the mar]xcet. Only one company uses price as an 
aegressive competitive tool, becauoe it is its only competitive 

weapon. 

About one third of the companies, irrespective of size, 

eml)hasiE; e quality, colour and design as their major competitive 

tool, having Chief Executives and C. N. E. 's exhibiting 

favourabilities of attitudes. A similar pattern. is 

repeated by another third of the companies indicating that 

price aggressiveness adversely affects profitability in the 

long run. 

7. Profit a. -sessmfn-It. 
About 7; ýfo of the companien assess profits generated by each 
product with a view to discontinue unprofitable products. 
Another reason for individual assessment is to decidc on 
developments of new products. 

Companies undertaking such assessment are from the three 

size groups of companies, whereby the majority of Chief 

Executives and C. M. E. 's exhibit favourabilities of attitudes. 

Fifty per cent of small companies do not assess profits 

generated by each product. 

8. Asses-smpnt of demand. 

About 8, " of the companies do not measure the nature of 

demand, that is, elasticity of demand, primarily because 

too many variables are involved. Reliance on feel of the 

market is expressed by a third of the companies. The 

majority of companies indicate that they cannot vary prices. 

The general conclusion is that marketing orientation in 

minimal in the area of pricing. 

The remaining companies use a demand function and 'equi- 

marginal contribution' forming the bases of a demand curve. 

The majority of the companies' Chief Executives and C. R. M. 's 

not measuring elasticity of demand oxhibit favourabilities of 

attitudes. 
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9,11aturn of competition and 2ricinc!. 

The majority of companies indicate the keeness of competition in 

the industry which cannot be overlooked in pricing. Indeed, 

lip cervice to competitors' prices renders selling difficult 

reflecting pricb similarities in the industry. 

Although the majority of companies do not use price aggressively, 

two thirds of the companies take into account competitors' price 

reaction in that it determines the market price. The general 

conclusion is that pricing in the industry is competition 

orientated. 

Natu. ro of competition affects companies, irrespective of size. 

The majority of Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's exhibit favourabilities 

of attitudes. Again, competitors price reaction is considered 

by compzmies irrespective of size. Wheras, over 50% of the 

Chief Executiver. exhibit unfavourabilities of attitudes, the 

majority of C. M. E. 's exhibi-V favoumbilities of attitudes. 

1.0. 
-- 

Costing, methods. 

All the companies are cost oriented. in price setting. Two 

types of costing methods are used, full costing and standard 

costing. The permeation of full cost pricing is greater than 

than of standard costing. 

Whereas full costing is used by companies, irrespective of 

size, none of the small companies use standard costing. All 

the companies using the latter method have Chief Executives 

and C. M. E. Is exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 

Presence of favourabilities of attitude does not lead to 

costing methods within the framewoec of the markoting concept. 

Although all the companies adhere to notion that price should 

reflect full costs, the overwhelming majority of companies 

are prepared to sell below full cost dictated by market or 

company factors. 
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11. Interm-f-diaries marganq 

The overwhelming majority of companics take into consider-ation 

intermediaries' margin in price setting, mainly because it 

detorminea intermediaries profits, which should be equivalent 
to that accrtring from buying competitors products, reflecting 
the importance of competition in pricing. 

bnly 
one small 

company does not consider intermediaries margin becaiise of 

uniformity of margins in the country. 

12'. Distribution cost_Mýallrsis. 

About 70% of the companies uzidertake distribution cost analysis 

within the framework of the marketing concept. Prevailing 

practice is to arrive at distribution cost per square yard 

based on total distribution costs and forecasted sales. 

Distribution cost is regarded important by over W% of the 

companies because it affects relling price. 

Only medium and large companies are maeketing concept 

orientated in distribution cost analysis, where over two-thirds 

of the Chief Executives and C. I. I. E. 's exhibit favouinbilities 

of attitude. 

13, 
- 

Psychological Pricing. 

The general conclusion is that psychological pricing is minimal 

in the. carpet manufacturing industry. However, about 70% of the 

companies consider psychological aspects of pricinC from the 

final consumer viewpoint mainly because it aids selling. 

The remaining companies view outlets as ultimately responsible 

for deciding on the final price. Seventy per cent of the 

former group of corapinies consider psychological price 

ineffective mainly because of lack of control ever outlets. 

Fifty per cent of the companies considering psychological 

aspects of pricing are large in sizeJ. About 5W% have Chief 

Executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes and 7wo 

have C. M. B. 's exhdbiting similar attitudes. 
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! A--Lý, ft -tý. 
I -rP n. - 

The findings indicate four ffiech-, ýtnisms for price setting ranging 
from a simple cost-competition orientation to a more 

sophisticated customr-competition-profit orientation. 

Simplicity and degree of sophistication is related to size 

of company. Generally, larger companies more than medium 

and small companies, respectively, are more rigorous and 

comprehensive in the process of pricing decisions. Thun, 

while cost orientation is maintained by all companies, customer 

orientation is recognised by all lar6v. companies and four of- 

the six medium companies. 

15. 
-Price setting of new products. 

Only three companies, one small and two large, utilise the 

concepts of skinning and penetration when setting pricer, 

of new products. Thus, a slight deviation from total 

commitment to cost oriented pricing. 

16. Price discrimination. 

About 8Yý of the companies practice price discrimination 

mainly on volume and outlet basis by manipulating discounts. 

The former to create sales volume, the latter on historical 

bases. Difficulty of product differentiation and smallness 

of the U. K. maeket renders those types of discrimination 

I impractical. 

None of the large companies abstain from price discrimination. 

The Chief Executives and C. M. B. 's of the three companies 

abstaininC from price discrimination exhibit favourabilitie,, 3 

of attitudes. 
I 
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. 
17. Resale prices. 
Over two thirda of the companies do not recommend and 

enforce re--ale. prices mainly because it is illegal, and lack 

of control ov-6r reVilers. This is despite the siEniricance 

attached to pricing in the marketing mix. Even when prices 

are suggested, they are not regarded as an effective way to 

influence the final price. 

Companies not recommending resale price are from the three 

size groups of companies. The majority of Chief Executives 

of this group of companies and e7l'Abit favourabilitics 

of attitudes. 

18. Polici Ps of discounting. 

The general conclusion is that companJes are do&matic about 

the use of discounting, that is, discounting is not viewred as 

a manipulative tool varying with desired marketing objectives. 

Historical factors are a major explanation for such practice. 

The fifteen companies practicing-price dise-nimination use 

seven methods of di--counts. over two tUrds of the companies 

use standard fixed discount based on volume. Hence the 

importance of volume as an objective of price discrimination. 

Discounting structures have not been changed'recently. 

Companies, irrespective of size, utilise standard fixed 

discount based on volume. The majority of the latter group 

of companies have Chief Executives and CJ1--',,. 's exhibiting 

favourabilitien of attitudes. 

19. Price variations. 

All the companies visited indicated that price variations 

ta%e place in response to changes in labour and/or raw 

material costs. This reflects cost orientation in pricing. 

A small number of companies consider price variations when 

phasing out products or as part of new product pricing 

policies. 
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20. Price revievin-. 
All the compznies review t)--eir prices. Over 60, 'ý of the companies 

review prices to ensure profit attainment; the remaining 

companies undertake revie-6-in, - for cost factors. Although, 

the two objectives are interrelated, the emphasis is on one or 

the other. 

Four time dimensions are mentioned for price reviekring. The 

majority of companien, foxninf; 39%, of the sxnple, review prices 

semi-annually. Only four companies review prices monthly, and 

a substantial minority of five companies review prices when 

necess, ary, 

2-1. Test markptirZ. 

None of the companies undertake test marketinC with a view 

to establishing price acceptability, mainly because of the 

bad image, it is likely to create, the differences in market 

areas renders testing mearLgless, and the historical price 

structure of the industry. 

Ahe majority of companies mentioning the above reasons have T 

Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's exhibiting favourabilities of 

attitude. 

22. Trannportation costs and pricin7. 

The majority of companies reeard their transportation costs 

as given. Only two companies, large in size, attampt to 

differentiate transportation costs on the bases of customer 

location. Hence the manipulation of transportation costs 
to achiove specific objectives - transportation costs are 

important in that it is a cost itemp reflecting cost 

orientation of the companies studied. The overwhelming 

majority of companies arrive at transportation cost per square 

yard on the basis of forecasted sales and total transportation 

costs. Speed of delivery is an important aspect of 

transportation as a competitive tool. 

Companies basing transportation cost on customer location are large 
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size, their Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's exhibit favourabilition 

and unfavoumbilities of attitudes. 

B. Comparicon with_ýreviou-3 studips.. 

1. Hayhurst and Wills 
1 

in their study of British raficeting 

organication found th: -, t full cost plus a profit margin 

approach in a "somewhat redundant method for most firms" 

participating in their study. Although cost is an 

important factor "no many of the firms studied consider 

their pricing to depend solely on market conditions". 

These findings are somewhat different from our findingm 

in that cost orientation and a system of full costing 

prevails. Market conditions are brought Into 

consideration only to onsure that the Offcx'P-d Price is 

not higher than that of competitors. The majority of 

carpet manufacturers take the price as dictated by the 

market. Maeket oriented price is minimal. 

2. Saddik2 in his study referred to ezýrlier, found that 

"pricinf; is accorded a major role in the strategies of 

most companies in the ntudy", that profit generation is 

a pricing objective of most of the companies, that some 

companies regard price as a tool to offset weallmes-ses 

in other aspects of marketing, that the majority of 

companie3 do not concern themselves with the prices at 

which their products are sold, that cost orientation in 

price settine is prevalent and that price experimentation 

is regarded as dangerous or useless. All these findings 

are paralleled in our study. 

1. Hayhurst, R. and Will, G. lbid p. p. 108-109. 

2. Saddik, S. M. A. op. cit. 
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Lanzillotte 1 
in bis study of laro: -i compalnies folind that 

the most typical pricing objectiver. were: - 

(a) Pricing to -, cl-dc-ve a tareet return on invpstment. 

(b) -3tabilisation of price and raar&n. 

Realisation of a tarcat maylket Share. 

r-Teeting or preventing competition. 

Our stuey revealed that profit as a pricing objective is 

emphasised by all the companies. Profit Spnerated by each product is 

emphassised by the majority of companies. 

2 Udell'-s , Atudy of tLe key elements of success in the 

maeketing strategies of 200 fairly well-known and successful 

manufacti-iring firms in the United States, found that all 
types of manufacturers stressed the non-price facets of 4 

competition. "Ll-Lis contrasts with our findings in that 

Price is r6f, -arded as a major ccmpetitive tool. 7he 

differences in findings is probably due to the nelection 

of companies studied. The sample of companics studied 

in our study is not confined to 'successful' and 'well-known' 

manufacturing companies. 

Lanzillotti , R. F. "Pricing objectives in Large Companies" 
"American Economic Review" 48 (5) Dec. 1953. p. p. 921-940. 

2. % Udellg J. G. "Flow Import,, nt is Pricing in Competitive Strategy"t 
"Journal of Marketing" January 1964 (28.1) p. p. 44-48. 
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Hague I in his study of pricing beheaviour in 20 British 
companics found that all of the comp. Rnies admitted that 

price is based on 'costs'. Our stuky confirms that all 
the companies studied are cost oriented in their pricing 

decisions, the emphasis bping on full costing. 
I 

Hall and Hitch 2 
in their study of ', ýS British companies 

fomnd that cost orientation is practiced by all the 

companies. This permeation of cost orientation is 

- paralleled by the findings- of our study. 

Erickson 3 in his study of "Experimental Approach in 

Harketing T,, ith particular reference to its role in 
C, 

Pricing" concludes that sellers are 'likely to devote 

more attention to cost factors in pricing thm they 

do to denand factors'. Our ntudy confirms this 

conclusion. 

4 B. Firestone in his study of "Excellent Ilanaeed Companies" 

concluded that the bulk of compeiiies use both market 

and accounting analysis to arrive at pricing and 

marketing, decisions. This conclusion is different from 

the findingn, of our study where market oriented prices 

are minimal. The difference is probably attributed to 

the -criterion employed in selecting the companies for 

the study. 

HaVie, D. C. "Economic Theory in Business Behaviour", "Review of 
Economic situdics" XV1 (1949/50) No-3- P. P. 144,157. 

2. Hall, R. L. and Hitch, C. J. "Price Theory and Business Behaviour", 
"Oxford Economic Papers" No. 2. 

3. Erickson, L. G. "Some Aspects of Experimental Approach in Marketing 

with particular reference to its Role in Pricing", Unpublished 
Ph. D Thesis, State University of Iowa, 1957. 

4. Firestone, P. N. "Some Aspects of Marginalism. 'in The Management 
Practices of Excellently Managed' Companies", Unpublished Ph. D 
Thesis, University of Wisconsint 1953. 
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'Fi t zp at ri c], c1 in his study of pricing methods in industry 

found that cost's were not the most important factor that 

influenced pricing. "The market and competition are the 

strongest faCtors in establishing price, and the maekell, 

dictates the coot of production". The finding of our 

study partially parallels this in that the majority of 

companies take the market price as dictated by competition. 

However, vithin this framework, cost con-siderations are 

very important. 

Furthermore, Fitzpatrick found that some companies in 

their pricing "work backwards from a market price that is 

known to adjust their costs of production to a level which 

enables them to compete". This finding is not paralleled 

in our study. 

Finally, Fitzpatrick indicated that 9, % of the companies 

in his sample believe that costs as a price determining 

factor are increasing A importance, and only 5'1"fo believe 

that they are decreasine in importance. 

10. Liander 2 
in his study o1l practices in the European Economic 

Community found that " ...... there was generally a tendency 

to disregard pricing as an important element in marketing 

strategy". This is not confirmed in our study. Indeed 

the opppsite is true. 

1. 
; 

Fitzpatrick, A. A. "Pricing Ylethods of Industry", Pruett 

Press Inc., 1964. 

2. Liander, Ibid P. 49. 
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11. Rairuni 
1 

in his --tudy of British Woollen and Worsted 

Industry concludes that pricing is used as an aggresnive 

competitive tool. This finding is not paralleled by 

the findines of out study. 

12. Haynes 2 
in his study of pricing in small companies 

concludes that his findings do not support those 

previous surveys of pricing w1hich sugCost that a mechanical 

cost oriented approach to pricing prevails in business. 

This is different from the findines in our study in 

that market oriented price is non-existent: the mechanical 

cost oriented approach in the rule. Howpverp maeket 

oriented pric-, is practiced in a very limited sense in 

that the companies endeavour to offer a price not higher 

than that of competiti 
k 
on. However, information regarding 

price behaviour of competition is minimal. The eventual 

price may conceivably be different from that demanded 

by the market. 

l. '- Rainni, G. F. "The Woollen and Worsted Industry" Clarendon Press, 1955. 

2. Haynes, W. Warren, "Pricing Decisions in Small Business", 
University of Kentucky Press, 1962. 
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The prosent chýipter ip, in two parts. The first part considers 

promotion practicei on a Cencral level. The second is devoted to a 
detailed examination of adveAi--dng practices in the companies visited. 

Subsequent chapterz; eyamine othor aspects of promotion in detail. 

SECTION A 

This part is a brief introduction to promotional practices. As 

indicated in Chapter 1, the major objective of studying promotional 

px-actice. 9 is, first, the steady increase in promotional expenditiLre by 

the carpet manufacturing industry nece-sr. itating a closer examination of 
how decisions are arrived at. Secon(4y to establish the extent to 

which promotional decisions and practices are undertaken within the 

requirements of the maeketing concept. Briefly, each and every 

promotional activity is integrated with a view to achieving promotional 

objectives. This in turn is integratcd with other elements in the 

marketing mix, that is, pricing, distribution eaid product planning to 

achieve the companys' marketing objectives. Indeed, the latter spells 

out the contribution of promotion in achieving. the company's marIketing 

objectives, detennined by the company's weakncýtsses and strengths and 

the company's external environment. 

Irrespective of policies decided, in any management function, there 

shoul. d. be four sequential steps. Firstly, settinc of objectives, that 

in, what the company intends to achieve. Secondly, strategies to 

obtain these objectives. Thirdly, evaluative process to establish 

whether or not the set objectives have been accomplished. Finally, 

corrective action where, if necessary, action takes place to achieve 

objectives. 
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(a) Promotion mix 
Conventionally, promotional activities fall into four 

activities forming the promotion mix. Firstly, 

personal sUling , that ins, face-to-facp relation- 

ship between a campany's representative and existing 

as well as potential customers. Secondly, advertising 

or above the line advertising takes the form of press, 

magazines, journals and T. V. advertising. Thirdly, 

public relations, that is, the relationship between, on 

the one hand, the company; on the other hard, the 

c-a3tomer, company's employees, the public at large and 

the company's shareholders. Finally, sales promotion 

embraces all other promotional activities. This 

activity is sometimes referred to ai "below the line" 

advertising. 

The importw-, ce and emphasis of a particular element of 

the promotion mix is determined by the company's 

marIketing objectives. Each of these elements should 

be integrated and co-ordinated and guided by promotional 

objectives which in turn are integrated and co-ordinated 

with other elements in the maficeting mix. 

(b) Promotional Mals. 

We briefly consider common promotional GOals- In the 

first placa, action goals, that is, whether the 

company expects direct or indirect action. In the 

former case an immediate response by the customer is 

striven for as a result of promotion. In the latter 

case, the company hopes to keep-a brand name differentiated 

and loaded with positive valances so that when a customer 

is in the purchasing process, the brand is easily recalled. 

Secondlymessage goals, whereby efforts are directed to 

inform, to persuade - or simply to remind customers. The 

information function is usual in the introductory stages 

of a product where demand stimulation is necessary. The 
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persu, asion fur)ction follows the information fitnction 

when the company feels that potentiAl customers need 

persuasion. The reminding function is sinply to 

remind customers of the offering in question. 
Thirdly, communication Soals, whereby the objective 

iS to create awareness, to impart knouledge, to 

influence attitudes, or to stimulate response. 
17 Each of these objectives is connected with the 

piroduct's life cycle. 
Finally, sales goals. These are appropriate only 

if all other elements in the marketing mix remain 

constant. 
ln deciding upon any one of the above objectives, a 

number of factors need to be taken into account. In 

the first place goals have to be set within the framd- 

work of the marketing envi . ronment, competition and 

nature of product. Secondly, the implications of the 

product's life cycle have to be taken into account - that 

in whether the product is in its introduction, Crowth, 

maturity or decline stage. Each of these staCes 
demands a different promotional approach, for example, in 

the introductory stage, the concern is to inform the 

customer of the existence of the product. 
Thirdly, the nature of domand creation. This factor is 

closely lihIcced with the product's placement in the 

product's life cycle. Thus in the introduction and 

growth stage, promotion is directed mainly to create 

primary demand. This function decreases towards the end 

of the growth stage overlapping with the promotional task 

of creating selective demand. This latter function 

increases towards the end of the growth Btage and 

dominates the maturity stage and decline stage of the 

product's life. 
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C. Promotional strat=. 

Given the above promotional coals, three promotional strateejes 
may be Used depending on the goal(s) in question. 

W Push strategy is ap. oropriate where 'the channel 

of dintribution is fairly direct and the unit of 

sales is large. Alternatively, vh-& the product 
is highly standardised VLth little or no brand 

recognition or differentiation. 

. 
(ii) Pull strategy. This is based on the idea of 

creating enough demand at one level of the 

distribution channel to force the next higher 

level to carry the product. This strategy is 

appropriate for new products sold in complex 

channels of distribution to widely scattered 

target customers. 
(iii) Combination of full and push strategies: 1n 

practice firms opt for a combination of both 

,fr, *, )m hezavy strategies. The variation ranging 

emphasis on one strategy and slight emphasis on 

the other. This depends on a number of factors: 

knowledge of promotional goals, target customers, 

nature of the market, product complexity a: nd. 

competition. 

d. Promotional plans.. 

An indicated earlier, promotional strategies are the broad plans 

to achieve specific promotional activities. Promotional plans 

are concerned with detailed tactics or procedures necessary to 

carry out the strategy and reach the goals. 

A number of requirements are essential to arrive at good plans. 

This equally applies to promotional plans. As such, a plan 

should have the following features: - first, appropriateness, 

that is, in line with what the compaay is planning to achieve. 

Secondly, flexibility, that is, it should allow for changes due 

to changes in the marketing erntironment. Thirdly, a pl. -ai should 
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be comprphensive. Fourthly, it ghould be management specific, 

that is, the person(s) responsible for carryinj; it out are 

specified. Fifthly, time specific, in that the time element 

is of crucial import-mce in acl-deving certain Coals. Sixthly, 

a plan, should be pound epecific, that is, specify the costs 

involved. Finally, the presence of a review mechanism to 

review the last six aspects. 

e. Contents and method of analysis. 

As indicated earlier this section is concerned with general 

aspects of promotion rather than a detailed exandnation of 

various aspects of promotion as practided in the companies 

visited. As such it covers aspects such as tho meaning of 

promotion, strategies used, relevant promotional activities, 

and the extent to which promotion management is an integral 

part of marketing management. The findings- of the study 

ih this context reveal the position of promotion$ on a 

ogeneral level, in the marketing mnix. 

The method of analysis is two-fold, first to reporb upon, 

promotional practices in these areasy the emphasis being on rationale. 

Secondlyt to relate the findings to size of compnuny and attitudinal 

placements of the Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's towards the 

marketing noncept. The object is to find the extent to which any 

-of these three factors influences a particular promotional activity. 

1. Scope of pro otion. 
The scope of promotion is largely determined by the objectives 

of promotional activities, which in turn are determined by marketing 

objectives. The popular understanding of promotion as indicated 

by the companios visited, is company's activities to increase sales 

by manipulating the four elements of the promotion mix. 

The object of the present section is first to establish the 

promotional elements used, which would shzipe promotional stracteCy: 

secondly, whether or not promotion is directed to the final consumer. 
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Promotional ele-ments u-sed. a. 

The finding3 of the study revealed that not all the companies 

used the four elements of the promotion mix. This is 

presented in TýLble 1.1. Even when the four elemonts were 

- used to the s&me degree, which in turn used, they were not 

determines the company's promotional strategy. Justifications 

for such practices are the concern of Sections Two and Three of 

this chapter. 

TABLE 1.1 

ý'romptio-nlal ell. emen, ts 
-, 
uned 

-alnd-numbcr-, 
oi,.: ýompanie.. %. 

(1) 

Number of Promotional elements used Companies 

All four elements 12 

2 Ad., P. R,, S. P. and ar,, cnts 

Ad. and agents (Plus Reps. ) 1 

Ad., ýS. P. and P. R. 1 

F. S. and S. P. 
-1 

'ACents 1 

Total 18 

I 
Promotional elements abbreviated thust' P. S: personal selling, 
S. P: Sales promotion; 11.1111: public relations; ad. advcrtininc. 
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b. Promotion, directed to final conniLmer 

The object is to reveal the extent to which promotion is 

directed to the final consixner. Earlier phases of the study 

revealed that the majority of manufacturers are concerned 

with outlets; the minority with the final consumer. The 

findings of the study confirTied this. only one company, 

small in size, categorically recognises, its customer as the 

final consumer, and not the retailer. As such it directs 

its promotional efforts to the former. Six of the companies, 

however, devote some attention to the final consumer, believing 

that the final consumer has to be pulled towards the product, 

by way of in-ntore advertising and national advertising. 

Eleven companies are not concerned with the, final consumer 

when deciding on their promotional efforts. The justification, 

according to the companies, is that the fýnal consumer im the 

concern of the retailer. , Whether or not promotion is 

directed to the final consumer is presented by size of company 

in Table 1.2. 

TABLE 1.2 

Whether_or not -Promotion is directed to the final consumer and size of 
company, 

I-- ---- Wý ftý .0 
0ý- - "ý - It 

Direction of promotion to Size of Company 
final consumer? /Size. of Total 

company. Small tlcdiqm Large 

Final consumer not 
considered 

Totally to final consumer 1 

P artly to final consumer 

Total 6 18 
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It is clear from Table 1.2 that wheras the majority of larr ,c 
companies are partly concerned with the final consumer, the majority of 

ismall and mediuri companien in no way direct their promotional efforts 

to the final consumer. 
The remaining part of this section relates the promotional elements 

' the Chief used to size of company and attitudinal positions oA 

Executives and C. M. E. 's towards the mfarketing concept. 

TABLE 1.3 
Promotional activities used and size of company. 

Size of Company 
Activities/size of company Total 

Small Medium Large 

All four activities 34 13 

22 Ad., SiP., P. R. and agents 

Ad. Pnd agents (Plus reps. ) 1 

P. S. and S. F. 

Agents 

Total 

TABLE, 1.4 

Promotional activities used and attitudinal positions of the Chief Executives. 

Favourable Unfavourable Activities/attitudes Total 
ABCD 

All four activities 1 

and agents 

Ad. and agents (plus 
representatives) 

P. S. and S. P. it 

ASents 

Total 616 18 
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TA BLE I- 

Promotiomal activities u-eJ and attitudinal Position of the C. ]ý'I. '1,3. ln. 

- F Activities/atittitudes 
Plav, our, c Total 

B A D C 

All four activities 2 13 

Ad., S. P., P. R., and agents 2 2 

Ad. and agents (plus 
reprosentatives) 

P. S. and S. P. 

Agents 

Total 3 is 

Table 1.3 through to Table 1.5 relates promotional activities used 

to sizo of company and attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives and 

C. M. E. 's. The major point emerging from Table 1.3 is that companies 

irrespective of size use the four activities of the promotion mix. 

However, all the large companies use these activities. Secondly, 

of the four companies using agents, three are small in size, luegesting 

. that a small company, partly for financial reasons and partly for the 

small scale of operations, does not have its own sales force. One 

of the companies in qudstion has both sales forco and appointed agents. 

Table 1.4 reveals that the ccmpanies using 1^111 four actiVitics 
have Chief Executives from-the four attitudinal placements. It is 

npticeable that companies having Chief Executives exhibiting strongly 

favourable attitudes invariably use the four activities. Secondly, of 

the five companies using other than the four promotional elements, three 

companies have Chief Executives exhibiting favourable attitudes: the remaining two 
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exhibit unfavourable attitudes. It is not possible to conclude that 

absence of a p3zticular promotional activity at a given moment in 

tine, is indicative of absence of marketing concept orientation, because 

promotional goals dictate the type of promotion porsued. However, 

the total -absence of a particular activity may indicate that the 

company is not exploiting the full potential of promotional activities, 

The findings of Table 1-5 are similar t6 those of Table 1.4. 

However, eleven of the companies usinZ; the four activities have 

U. M. B. 's exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

Again three of the companies using other than the four activities 

have P. M. E. Is exhibiting strongly favourable attitudes tourn%rds the 

marketing concept. 

2, Promotional StEajeý'? iqs& 

Prevailing promotional strategies are determined by a compan'y's 

markating, objectives. This in turn determines the role assigned 

to the various elements in the promotion mixe 
As indicated earlier, a, company nay opt for a push or pull 

pronotional strategy, or a combination of both* Generally speakingt 

the nature of the product and channels of distribution influence 

choice of promotional strategies. Given the circumstances, a 

push promotional strategy, as the name implies, pushes the product 
to the customer. A pull strategy in practice implies the pullim, - 

of the customer towards the pr^, --',. Ict. Where a combination of both 

strategies prevails, both strategies are used* 
The object of the present area of investigation is, first, to 

reveal prevailing , promotional strategies in the companies visited: 

secondly, reasons for such practice. This in sumrmari6cd in 

Table 2.1. 

At first sight, the findings of the study indicate that all 

companies use a combination of push and pull strategiesibecause of 
the usage of more than one promotional tool, particularly personal 
ýOlling and sales promotion. However, on closer examination, it 

is revealed that, for practical purposesq heavy reliance on a 
particular promotional activity prevails. 1--niere other elements 
of the production mix are in use, they are only nominal and companies 
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do not take the activity seriously. 
It is thorefore decided that promotional strateSies Qý 

categorisation is to be based on heawj reliance on certain promotional 

elements. Thust -where personal selling is used intensively, the 

company is assumed to persue a push strategy. Where sales 

promotion and advertising is practiced heavily, a pull strategy 

is assumed to exist. Where equal reliance on both pull and 

push strateggies-, a combined strategy is assumed to prevail. 
For each of the three groups of companies a number of reasons 

were given as to the choice of designated strategies. Those 

companies adoptin5 push strategy mentioned three reasons. Those 

adopting,, combined strategy mentioned two reasons. The company 

practicing a pull strategy mentions one reason. 

TABLE 2.1 

and number of companies. 

6---- 
Number O-fýl PromotiorAl strategy Companies 

Push Strategy 

Pull strategy 

Combined strategy 

Total 18 

Before relating the promotional strategies used to size of coM. I.. ), iny 

and attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives and each 

of tho three groups of companies is examined in detail, reporting 

on the reasons for the adopted strategy, 
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a. Push ntrateý7j. 
The companies visited use personal selling either directly 

through company representatives or through agents, As 

indicated earlier, this does not imply a total commitment 

to push strategy, because other promotiolval elements may 

be in use. However, eleven companies rely heavily on 

personal selling. Three reasons were mentioned for such 

practice. 
In the first place, five companies utilice personal selling 

because of the small company size. As such the small volume 

of the business and number of customers, renders personal 

selling as the most effective way of selling. Although 

other forms of promotion are used, they are of very 

secondary importance. 

Four companies indicate that absence of brand name ma), Ces it 

impractical to use any other form of promotion bi,. t personal 

selling, because of the., personal nature of the function. 

Sales promotion may be used, but again it is ineffective for 

the same reason. While advertising is ruled out by 

implication, the companies regard public relations as a 

luxury. 

For two companies, the only justification for using only 

personal selling is the limited financial resources at the 

company's disposal. According to the companies, if 

advertising is to be effective in terms of sales Ceneration, 
it has to be on a large scale. Given this, personal selling 
is the most effective promotional tool. 

b. Pull stratea. 
Only one company, snall in size, heavily relies on advertising 

and other promotional activitie5 desiGned to pull the final 

consumer to the product. The management of the company in 

question believes that its concern is the ultinate consumer, 
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a view not shared by any of the other companion visiteC. 
As such, the retailer is a means to an end. As will be 

showrn later, this is the most sophisticated comrany in 

advertising practices. 

c. Combined sý: EaLMv. 
Six coi-tipanies adopt a combined strategy of promotion 

whereby push and -pull inCreCients are given equal 

consideration. Five of this group of companies indicate 

that on the one hand, the retailer must be convinced to stock 

the product or at least display it, that is pushing the 

product. On the other hand the promotional task is 

incomplete if the customer is not p. ulled to the product and 

that is by askinm the retailer of the company's products. 
As such the company would utilise national and/or in store 

advertising. 

.. on the One company uses a dual promotional tool depending 

type of business. In tl-, e case of contract busin(-, ss$ the 

company appeals directly to the consumer and therefore 

pulls the latter towards the product. It is relatively 

easy to identify and appeal to this class of customer. 
Where outlets are involved, the only effective promotional 

method is to push the product because retailers are in a 

strong position in selling the product to the final cor=, mer, 

TABLE, 2.2 

Prevailing promotional strateeýes,, and siZe 

Size of Company 
I Promotional strate /size gy Total 
j of company anall Medium Large 

Push strategy 

Pull strategy i 

Balance between Push-pull 

Total 6 is 
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TABLE 2.3 

, 
Prevailing tratemps and attitudinal placements of the promotional r 
chief executives. 

bT U f r -Zý Promotional strate / avoura e n avoux , e Total Gy 
attitudes A B CD 

Push istrategy 2 1 
Pull strategy 

Balance between 2 
push-pi-11 

Total 1 18 

TABLE 2.4 

Prevailing promotional strategies and attitudinal placements of the 
C. 11 E. 

Promotional strate Y/ 
attitudes 

-able Unfavourable Fav 
I 
our 

ACD 
Total 

Push strategy 

Pull strategy 

Ralance between 2 22 
push-pull 

Total 18 

Table 2.2. through to Tc-ble 2.4 relates the prevailing promotional 

str, itegies to size of com. -any and attitudinal pilicemontsfof the Chief 

Executives and C. M. E. 's. The major point ernerGing from Table 2.2 

is 6 that the majorityof small and medium sized companies adopt a push 

promotional strategy, suggesting the heavy reliance on personal 

eelling. Secondly, five of the large companies adopt a combined 

promotional strategy. To this extent financial resources seem to 

influenco a company to fully exploit promotional tactics to achieve 

its markoting objectives. 
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The major point cmerging from Table 2.3 is that companies 
utilisine push promotional stra-IiIeZy have, Chief Executives fmin the 
four attitudinal placements, where over 5W/ý of the executives exhibit 
favourable attitudes. Secondly, the only company relying heavily 

on advertisine has a Chief Executive exhibiting a strongly favourable 

attitude. This company maintains the philosop. ýy of appealing 
directly to the final consumer. Finally, it seems that favourabilities 

of attitudes of Chief Executives may influence the company to adopt 
a combined strategy in that - two thirds of the companies using the. 

strategy in question have Chief Executives exhibiting strongly favourable 

,, ýnd favourable attitudes towards the marketing concept. . 
The findings in Table 2.4 are similar to those of Table 2.1. 

However, nine of the comjýanics utiliSing a push strategy have C. M. E. 's 

exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. Secondly, 

two thirds of the companies opting for a combined strategy have 

C. M. E. 's exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. 
4 

3. Appropriate-Promotional activities. 

The type of promotional activity most relevant to a company 

to achieve its marketing objectives, is determined primarily by the 

objectives in question which, in turn, are consequent upon both the 

company"s internal and external envirorunent. 

As indicated earlier, a company may use one or more of the 

promotional activities. The extent to which a particular activity 

-in important depends on the promotional goal in question, for example, 

if it is a new product and such that the company's brand is a 

household name, national advertising may assume immense importance. 

Allied to this, the company may decide on a salmpromotion campaiga 

and perhaps an organised public relations exercise. The company's 

salesmen may receive. special instructions in the event. The major 

point from thin is that each activity contributes in varying degrees 

and importance. As such, the company may view a particular promotional 

activity as the most important in achieving the company's marketing 

objective, despite. the relevance of other activities. 
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The object of the section is first to est. ablich the appropriate 

promotional activity, given thO notion that one or more activity may 
be utilised. Secqndly, the reasons for such practices. 

The findings of the study, stramarised'in Table 3.1 revealed 

five groups of companies utilising different promotional mixes. 

The main point tc note is that these views are not based on 

prevailing prozotilona. 11 prictices at the time of the study, but are 

based on companies' experience. Each group of companies indicated 

a number of reasons fur such practices, although there are 

overlappint; of reasons among the five Croups of companies. 

TABLE 3.1 

Appjopx: j:! ýýe pr(ýýo ional activity and number of companies. 

Number of Promotional activity COMPEalies 

Personal selling 

P. S. and salc3 promotion 

Sales promotion 

Advertising 

7 

5 

T 4; 

1 

P. S., S. P. -and public relations 
. L- 

Val is j 110- 
-j 

The method of analysis is two-fold. Firstly, each group of 

companies utilising the promotiorvil mixe3 as indicated in Table 3.1 

in 
reported upon in detail. Secondly, five groups of CODLpwAes, -are 

related to size of company, and attitudinal place. ments of the Chief 

l, ', xecutives and C. MI. E. 's. 
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a. Personal 
-sellinr: 

r, 
Seven companies indicate that personal selling is the no: -, t 

appropriate promotional activity, out of which three companieo 

consider the company's small size as the reason. - As such, 

the companies have limited financial resources to undertake 

other promotional activities on a large basis. FUrthermore, 

the small number of Customers renders personal selling the 

most effective. Indeed one of the companies indicates 

that other promotional activities may prove embarrassing 

if they increase demand because the company is operating 

at optimum capacity. 

The rentaining four companies emphasise personal sellinr, 

because of the nature of the operation involving face-to-face 

contact. To those companies, this is the most effective 

way to sell carpets particularly in the absence of branding* 

b. Personal sellinr and sales rromotion. 
Five companies indicate the unelual effectiveness o-f a 

combined promotional activity comprising personal selling 

and sales promotion. On the one handq personal selling- 

ensures$ the already mentioned face-to-face contact. On 

the other hand, sales promotion in the form of in-store 

display, leaflets and co on, influences the firal consumer 

when involved, in purchasing. 

c. Sales promotion. 
Four companies regard sales prcmotion as the most appropri4to 

promotional tool because first it influences the final 

consumer, andq secondly, the latter is not much influenced 
by-any other form of promotion. From the retailer's point 
of view, sales promotion in the form of contents, free window 
display by company's salesmen etc. induces him to offer the 

product to the final consumer. 
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, 
d. AdvertItsing. 

Only one com-mny views consimer advertising as the most 

important prp-ioticnal tool. This commny regar&-, the 

final conmmer rather than the retailer as its cu6tomer. 
The retailer is a mcano to an ond, This-is baced on 

the promise that if the final consumer asks for the 

companyta product at the retail outlet, the retailer will 

offer it* 

, 
o. Persowal sellin7, rales -promotion and rliblic re3-ations. 

Only one company regards the above three elements as of 

equal importance in -chievin, - the comnany's marketing 

., 
because of the personal objectives. Personal sellin, - 

nature of the activity. Sales promotion because it 

influences the final consumer in the store and induces the 

retailer to offer the product& Public relatioix because 

it provides direct touch with the public throu-1h an 0 
independent media, which is better received than advertising, 

by the public. 

TABLE 3.2 

notign and sL: ýj oE cam nr* 

Size of Conpany Promotion/size of company Total 

-1 
Small Medium Iarge 

Personal selling 4 3 7 

P. S. and sales promotion 1 13 5 

Sales promotion 22 4 

AdvertisinC L2 

P. S., S. 11. and public 
relations 

Total 6 6 18 
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TAIBLE, 3-3 
Arp. r rýriate promnotion an(I ettiti-lip-al rlacements of Chief Executives. 

Pronotion/attittdo I Favourable Unfavourable Total 
jA B C D 

Personal selling 1 3 

P. S. and Sales promotion 1 

Sales promotion 

Advertising 

P. S., S. P. and public 
relations 

Total 18 

4 

TABM, 3.4 
Ap)Fopriaýiomotion and attitudinal_y) ents of the C. M. E. 'so 

Favourable Unfavourabie"-I, 
- 

Promotion/attitude Total 
ABCD 

Personal selling 

P. S. and sales promotion 2 21 

Sales promotion 2 12 

Advertising 

P. S. S. P. and public 
relations 

Total (I 18 

P. S: Personal sellinc,. S. P: sales pronotion. 
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Tables 3.2 through to Table 3-4 relate companies appropriate 

promotional activities to size of company and attitudinal placements 
The first point emerging of the Chief Executives and C. I., 

from Table 3.2 is that none of the large companies regard personal 

selling as the oniy appropriate promotion. Four of the large 

companies consider it as such only in combination with other 

promotional activities. This indicates that large companies 

are more elaborate than the other two groups of companies in 

promotional activities, particularly when only two other companies 

regard more than one promotional activity as appropriate in 

achieving their promotional goals. In Table 3-3 four of the six 

companies indicating a combination of personal selling with other 
forms of promotional activities have Chief Executives exhibiting 

strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. Finally, the only 

company concerned with the final consumer, and therefore the 

relevance of consumer advertising, has a Chief Executive 

exhibiting a strongly favourable attitude. 
The findings of Table 3-ý are similar to those of the above 

Table. The difference, however, is a matter of emphasis between 
the two major groups of attitudinal placements. 

4. Promotion and marketing , management. 
Under the marketing concept the various business activities 

are integrated in planning and achieving the company's marketing 

objectives. Promotion is no exception. As such promotional 

goals are an integral part of the marketing plan. 
The objective of the present section is to establish whether 

or not. promotion management should be integrated with marketing 

management and reasons for such practices. The extent to which 
integration, where it exists, indicates marketing concept orientation 
in practice regarding the various elements of the promotion mix, is 

the concern of this and the following three chapters. 
The findings of the study presented in Table 4.1 reveal that the 

companies visited accept the view that promotion management should be 

an integral part of marketing management. The reasons mentioned are 

presented in Table 4.1. 
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TABLE 4.1 

Reasons for inte7ratin! ý promotion with marlcetinT nnnagpmont. 

Number of Reasons for integration Conx0anies 

Pro. -ý, iotion is part of riaeketing. 

Dill im-pact' of promotion 

Inevitable small company size 

Total 18 

a. promotion is Dart of na3: 0, c 

Vine companies indicate that, of necessity, promotion chould be 

an integral part of marketing because it is "meanin, -, less" to 

view promotion in a vacu 
i 
um. Any promotional activity 

eventually affects the company's perform. -ance and hence 

achievemenC., or othervise, of stated objectives. Indeed, 

these three companies indicate that promotion and marlketiný7, 

are synonimous. 

b. Full imract of rromotion. 
Only by integrating promotion with marketi rig can the full 

Q 
imrýact of promotion be realized. In tho absence of such 
integration, those responsible for the various promotional 

formed activities, although aware of their role, are not in.. 

of the reliance of other promotional activities. The 

resulting disjointed effort is expensive, and indeed, may 
be harmful to the company's image, for example, the 

salesmen may come to know about the company's advertisin" 

campaign through the retailersi 

c. Inevitable - srall comrany size* 
Three compinies regard into, -ration as an inevitable 

development because the Chief Executive is responsible for 

all activities. It is noted that conveniency rather than 

a conscious policy towards integration is the order of the 

day. 
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4.2 

Pea. 3ons fcr intpr-ration of nronotion -Jt`i rayý-ýO-`-Pv7 are, of 

Peasons/size of comi-,,, nan-i 
Si7ý- of Compan, 

ý- Total 
S-ýll Eedium Large 

Promotion is part of 
mxý,, etin- 

Full ir-Tact of -p cmiotion yr 
1 2 

Inevitable - small c6m-mny 
size 2 1 

Total 

T, I, P, =, 4.3 

'Reasons for jnterýration of rronnotion i-ith maiýketir! 7 and attitudinal 
Mlj. ý,, Sen -t7 of thn Chinf ý-culjlves. 

Favourable Unfavourabl- 
Reasons/attitudes "otal 

ACD 
L 

Pronotion is part of 
markell-irrr >15 

'all inpact of promotion 2 11 

I Inovitable - small conpany 
size 2 

Total 
__ L LLJ 
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Tp,. -Dum, 4.4 

Reasons for intcqration of promotion with wrIcetin anJ attituaml 
Qqce lent! -, 

urable Unfavourable Total i ReasonsAtti%de 
ABcD 

Promotion is Part of 
mariceting 2 

Pull impaet of promotion 2 

Inevitable - ar. nall com-pa-ny 
2 size 

Total 

Table 4.2 to Table 4.4 ýclates the reasons promotion management 

should be an integral part of marIceting ma-. iagement to size of company 

' the Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's,. The and attitudinal placements o. 

major point em. erf-ing from Table 4.2 is that, in enual numbers, companies r ý> 'Lý - 
irrespective of size, mention promotion as part of maeketing. 

Secondly, and understandably, none of the large comlanies indicate 

small company size as the reason, for integration. Finally, large 

companies are equally divided between the first two reasons. 

Lhe findings of Table 3.4 quite clearly indicate th t companies 
having Chief Executives exhibitirS strongly favoukable-cand favourable 

attitudest mention promotion as Dart of marketing. The conclusion 
is further supported by the findinZ that the three companies 
indicatik-, that integration is inevitable (because of convenience) 
have Chief Executives e)ehibiting unfavourable and strongly unfavourable 
A. ttitudes towards the maVkctin, - concept. 

However, from the findin. n: s of Table 4.4, it is clear that the 
three companie-- mentioning the inevitability of integration have C. ý 
C-M-E-Is exhibitinZ stronCly favourable and favourable, attitudes. 
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Secondly, the six companies indicatin, - that only by integration, the 

full impact of promotion i5 renlirea, have C. 1-11173. Is exhibitirz 

stronCly favourable and favourable attitudeo. It is, thereforc 

clear that C. 1-7. E. ts exhibiting favourabilities of attitvd(ý are 

likely to influence their companies to assume this view. 

SDCTIU. l n. 

This section is concerned with a detailed exanin-Aion of 
advertising I. -, ractices in the companies visited. As an introduction, 

., 
management are presented briefly. mijor aspects of advertisinF 

a. Advertisin7 cbjectives. 
Advertisin7 activities are largely determined by tLe 

maeketing mix which specifies promotional goals indicating 

specific Goals for each constituent element. As such, 

advertising may be undertaken by nanufacturerst retailers, 

sellers or service and advertising agencies on behalf of C., 
their clients. 
Given the company's marketing objective, a number of 

advertising objectives may be decided upon. In the first 

placel advertising is carried out on the aosumption and in 

the hope that it will increase the advertiser's profits by 

increasing his sales volume. Thus advertising endeavours 
to Make a buyer aware of a brandq then to like the brand 

and eventually to buy it. Secondly, advertisinS is 

intensified to promote either primary or selective deriand. 

The former is concerned with the cLiss of products per se., 
for example, the buying of woven carpets. The latter is 

concerned with a rzirticular manufacturer's product. 
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Thirdly, advertising may be undertaken to foster a brand image 

vflr. -, Us a corpo-In'te image. The formnr implies a product 

concept, where a specific or class of products is advertised 
by referrine to the company's brand. The latter implies a 

patronage concept. As such, this type of advertising 

endeavours to create a favourable image of the company on 
the part of existing and potential customers. 
Fourthly, advertising may be pernued with a view to achieving 
direct as a0ainst indirect action. In the forner case, the 

advertisers endeavour to cause immediate response in terms of, 
for example, response to companies, placement of orders and 

co on. In the latter case the advertisers immediate concern 

in with change of attitudes r-ather than action, until eventually 

buying takes, place. This is a long term objective. 

For each of the above goals, the fundamental requirements 

under the rzi-keting concept is the specification of the goal 

in question in objective terms, which is in tune with 

marketing objectives. This aids assessment of aivertising 

effectiveness. 

b. Advertisinp, appropriations,. 

A major issue-in advertising management is the method by 

which a company decided on its advertising expenditure. A 

number of approaches are in use ranging from fairly simple 

to sopUsticated approaches. 

In the first place, the percentage-of-salo approach where 

the amotmt spent is related, in percentage terms to either 

post sales or future sales. The latter method is preferred 

because, advertining is an important factor in stimulating 

demand and obtaining sales; it is not somethino*that follows 

sales. , 
The major shortcoming of both approaches is that 

sales determine advertising and not 3rice-versa. 

Secondly, the affordable approach w1heroby the company decides 

on what to spend in accordance with its financial resources. 

While the latter may be a limiting factor, it may impcde the 

effective use of advertising. The major shortcaaing is 

abscnce of qivintifiable objectives. 
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Thirdly, competitors' pý, rity. The company cndeavourn to 

maintain itF a0vertisinE; gypenditure in line with competitors. 

As such the compýiny arrives at the industry's averaCe 

expenditurc, a? ýd tries to match it. The nairt wealmess of 

thi3 approach is that each company's objectivci ond problems 

may differ from the other compiodes in the indlvt2ý1, r. 

Fhirthermore, the methods used by competitors do not 

necessarily mean they are the right ones. 

Fourthly, unit of sales approach whereby advertising expenditure 
ip decided uj, on the number of units sold or forecasted sales. 

Again, the major sbortcor. ung is that advertising expenditure 

is decided ur-. = as a result of sales. 

Finally, the objective task approach-P which is by far the 

most nophisticated, and conforms to the requirements of the 

mRrketing ccncept. This method directs attention to the 

objectives the company endeavours to achieve as indicated by 

the maxlketinU objectives. 4 Essentially, it is a build up 

an , proach. I'laving, decided on the objectives, ways and meand 

of achieving thece objectives are specified. As such it 

details timing, media, frequency of exposure and so on'. The 

major difficulty of this approach is the difficulty of 

exactly measuring the effectiveness of using one media rather 

than another in terms of desired objectives. The major 

advantage, however, is the recognition that advertising 

plays a vital part in stimulating demand and creating sales, 

and it in not the resitlt of a certain sales volume. 

P. - 
Advertising effectivness. 

Measurement of advertising effectivenens is a crucial issue 

in advertising management. This is a complex problem to 

undertake because of the presence of other marketing f9ctors, 

for exam, )Ie, price-quality, consumer's predisposition towards 

the product in question and go on. However, a nutaber of 

approaches r, -, ay be used. 
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In the first place, correlation of post connizier behaviour with 

his subsequent choice of branda and products 3. n the market. 

Secondly, to observe hnd examine the behavi(; ur of individual 

consumers. Thirdly, by exposing advertising in a particular 

region and observe the impact of adverticing. All other 

factors must be constant, for example, product offerings, 

discounts etc. Finally, assign probabilities to the various 

factors that could affect the purchase of a product. Generally 

speaking, the purchase of any particular brand tends to 

iherease the probability of that brand beinL-, chosen on the 

next buying occasion with a concomitant decrease in the 

purchase probabilities of other brands. 

Implied in the above is the impact advertisinC haz on sales. 

Thin is basically a problem of establishing a casual 

relationship between advertising and salen. This necessitates 

first, an understanding of directions, that is advertising is 

the cause, sales the effect. Secondly, the ma&-Atude of 

change refers to the extent to which advertising causes sales 

increases. Three types of information serve ad the basis 

for establishing a casual relationrhip. First, concoiitant 

variation, that is, higher level of sales will be observed 

with the present of advertising than with its absence. 

Secondly, time order of occurence, that is, if advertii3ing 

brings about ealesl it must precede it. Finally, elimination 

of other possible casual factors, that is, all other factors 

that might simultaneiously affect saless must be accounted 

for. Figure 1.1 presents a hypothetical advertising - sales 

relationship. 
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FIGMC; 1.1 

Hypothetical advertising sales x-elationsUp. -4 

ad. V. f (a) 

Y3 

0J 
XD xi sales units X; ý X3 

4 

In Figure 1.1 from O-Yl, the percentage cl=ge in sales is less 

than the percentage change in advcrtising expenditurp. From 

OY to OY2, the porcentage change in sales exceeds by far 

the percentage change in advertising expenditure. Ideally, 

OY2 brings a less perrentage change, in sales. In facto 

percentage change in sales falls sharply due to a percentagp 

change from CY2 to OY3 vis-a-vis the percentage change from 

OYI to OY2. 

The major problera of the above analysis is the detomination 

of f(a) - the advertising-sales relationship. 

d. 
- 

AdvertisinF! ca-apairn. q. 

Whether a company decides to undertake an advertisina 

campaign'based on internal company resources or by using 

an advertising agency, an advertising campaign in the complete 

co-ordinated advertising plan or progiwame which has been set 

up to accomplish some objective oe purpone. It must be 

cD-ordinated and indeed, should be developed in conjunction 

with the overall marketing p'Lan. 
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In plannine the advertising campai&n a number of steps arp. 

essential. Firstly, decide on the market to be attacked, 
Secondly, indicating the objectives in clear and quantifiable 
terms. Thirdly, decision on the budget, ideally to be 

undertaken within the framework of the objective tank 

method. Fourthly, decide on the appeal or theme of the 

campaign. Fifthly, the type of media to be used, and 

scheduling relatinS to size, frequency and timing of the 

advertising which is affec-'%O -ed by the kind of product and 

cbmpetitive situation. 
Co-ordination of the advertising cz. -, npaign is essential. As 

ouch, the person responsible for the cwwpaign =ast ensure 

co-ordina-tion of the plan, that ist all activities must be 

in conformity with the above decisions. Furthe3more, 

this has to be co-ordinated with other promotional efforts, 

for example, informing the salesman of the campaiCn. 
4 

FInally, an evaluation mechanism, is essential wýereby 

results achieved are compared with stated objcctives. The 

above framework is essential irrespective of the kind of 

advertising campaign opted -for. 
Generally speaking, six bases are used for campaign 

classification. Firstly, audience to be reached, that is, 

the trade, consumer, industrial buyer etc. Secondly, by 

media type. Thirdly, whether the campaign in on product, 

institutional or co-operative basis. Fourthly, whether it 

in a local campaign, usually used by small manufacturers 

or perhaps used by large manufacturers as testing grounds. 

Fifthly, ree; ional campaigm, usually used when the company 

cannot afford to go national. Finally, national campaign 

embracing a number of regions or tho entire country. All 

possible media may be used. 

f. AdvertisinC, media. 

A number of factors are involved in media selection. In 

the first place the nature of the market in tenas of location, 

population density and targeted audience. Oecondly, the 

nature of distribution and product being advertised. 
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Thirdly, the need for speed ahd delivery. Finally, advertising 

approp riati on. 
Given the selected media, three factors affect media sclieduling. 
Firstly, seas; nal demand, for example advertising takes place 

at the beginning of the season and intensifies during the 

season. The nature of the product is an important 

consideration. Secondly, factors, dictating special 

advertising, for ex, -mple, in the ca! ý'e of a slump market, or 
in the case of a new product. Pinally, repetition and 
frequency , believed to be the key to successful persuasion. 
However, there is a limit to its success. 

5. Objectives of Rdv2IIj2j=. 
Deciding on the use of advertising to achieve promotional 

objectives involveR a simultmeious decision regarding 

advertising objectives. Under the requirement of the 

marketing concept, objective specification is esrential 

because it dinýcts the company's rpsources towards achieving 

a common goal, that is, the company's marýketing objective. 

As indicated at the begirmino of thir. vection, advertising may 

bo undertaken for a number of goals depending on maiket objectives. 

Thus, they may range from information to persuadion, from direct to 

indirectý, action, for the promotion of primary versus selective demcmd, 

and to foster a brand versus a corporate image. It is recognised 

that advertisinG objectives may change due to ohangpa in either 

emphasis and/or part of a planned campaign. This results from 

changeg in nLarketing objectives and/or implementation of different 

phases of the marketing plan. 

I The objective of the present section is to reveal advertising 

objectives as indicated by the compmies visited. The major finding 

of the study, which confoms to the general understanding of advertising 

objectives, is ultimately, to increase sales volume. However, of 

equal importance are the "intermediate" objectives. It is revealed 

that four different objectives prevailed among the companien visited. 

This is presented in Table 5.1. It is clear that more than one 

objective may prevail. 
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TABLE 
-5.1 

Frequency of mentioning of advertioing, objectives. 

Advertising objective. s Frequency 

Create product awareness 

Push company's name 

Influenco and persuade 

Increase n=ber of acco=ts 

Total 20 

-4 
a. 

- 
Create product amarenpns. 

One finding is common to this and tho f(Alo,. NInC tlmee objectives, 
that is, none of the companies specify their advertising 

objectives in qu. antifiable terms, which pcniits objective 

evaluation. Invariably, advertising objectives are mentioned 

in general terms. This equally applie!, to advertising's 

ultimate objective - increasing sales Volumcl. 

However, nine of the companies indicate that tha objective is 

product awareners. According to these companies, it in 

essential simply to inform the retailer of the company's 

product offering. This does not involve persuasion. Five 

of these compLnies emphasise this objective when launching 

a new product. As such, this paves the way for the salesman, 

who finished the selling task. The Chief Executive of a large 

company states that "we do not expect the retailer to buy 

our carpets simply because he is aware of their existence". 

b. 
- -- 

Push companyl s nnme. 
Five companies advertise so as to keep the companies' namen 

in front of the customer's mind. As such the retailer is 

expected to offer the company's product to the final consumer. 
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Moreover, thin advertising goal ensures the developmcnt and 

maintenance of a favourable company image by the trade. 

c. Influence and persundp. 

Five companies categorically indicate that their advertising 

objective is first to influcnoe and then persuade the 

customer to buy company's products. This is different from 

the other advertising objectives in that it involves an 

"aggressive" element. Invariably, the message is to 

pinpoint a number of the products' tecImical aspects and 

that the retailer would make Cood business by offering the 

product in question. 

d. Incroase number of accounts. 

Only one company indicates this objective hoping that the 

larger the number of accounts, the more business it will 

achieve. As such, it directs its advertising to potential 

customers. Upon closer examination the company ceeks 

to inform this class of customers of its product offering 

in the form of direct mailing. The major difference 

between this and the first objective is its specficity. 

TABLE 5.2 

Objectivcs of advertining and-size-of company. 

Size of Company 
ObjectivesAize of company Total 

Snall Medium Larce 

Create product awareness 

5 Push company's riame 221 

Influence and persuade 3 

Increase number of accounts 1 

Total (frequencien) 20 
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TABLE 

Objec. tives of advertising and attitudinFtl popition of the Chief E'xecAltives. 

Objectives/attitýides Favourable Unfavourable Total 
A B C D 

Create product awareness 4 3 "2 9 

Push company's name 

Influence and persuade 1 2 

Increase number of accounts 

Total (frequencies) 

41 

T; -, BT, E, 5.4 
t njýiytýý attitudinal position of the C. M. E. 's. 

_2f 
advertising and z 

! Favourable 
Objectives/attitudes 

1AB 

Unfavourable 
Total 

cD 

Create product awareness 4 32 9 

rush companyle n, =-e 3 2 

Influence-and pernuade 2 2 
* 
Increase number of accounts 

T 

Total (frequencies) 9 1 20 

Table 5.2 through to Table 5.4 relate advertising objectives to 
I 
nize of company, attitudinal placements of the Chief I]xecutives and 
C. M. E. 's. The major point emerging from, Table 5.2 is that companies 
irrespective of size mention the first three objectives. However, 

largor companies seem to be most concerned with creating product 
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awareners and per-masion. Two explanationn arc given, first, larep 

companies continuously launch new products, therefore it is e8sential 
to infoim, the trade of their new product offering. Secondly, they 

have the financial renources to appeal directly to the finýra 

consuzier, which is "expensive". 

The findings of Table 5.3 indicate that -, even of the nine 

Comp, ninies mentioning product awareness have chief executives, 

exhibiting strongly favourable wid favourable attitudes. Secondly, 

where "company's h=el' and persuasion are involved, three chief 

executives in each instance exhibitO favourabilities of attitude. 
The major finding of Table 5.4 is that 8715 of the frequencien 

occur in companies whose C. Ii. E. 's exhibit strongly frxioun,, ble and 

favourable attitudes. For each objective, except the last one, the 

C. M. E. In exhibit these attitudinal placements. 'Where increasing the 

number of accounts is the objective, the C. 1,11,3. exhibits a strongly 

imfavoui-able attitude. To thAs extent, it seems that comparies whose 

exhibit favourabilities of attitude adopt the fir-t three 

objoctives. 

6. Chant; ). n;, z-_ of advertising-obipotives. 
Variation of advertising objectives, where they occur, are 

brought about by chmiges in aaxleetinG objectives and/or due to 

implementation of tho maxiceting plan. For exwzple, a company may 

commence its advertising with a view to initiating primary demand, 

to be followed by an objective of creating selective demand. This 

occurred in the tufted sector of the carpet manufacturing industry. 

Another example is shif ting the advertising n, ecuage f rom awareness to 

persuasion. 

The objective of -the preýýent section is to establizh whether or 
I not companies have chanC; ed their advertising objectivea recently, that 

ipi, in the last three years. Secondly, rea8ons for such practice. 
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The findines of tYip stiady, prorented in Table 6.1, indicate that nine 

companion did not change their advertising objectives, mentioninc- 

two reamonm. The remaining companies changed their advertisine 

objectives, mentioning two reasons. The remaining companies chanf; ed 
their advertising objectives for several reasons. Each-of these 

reasons is examined. 

TABLE 6.1, 

Whether or not compAnips changed their adygrtisinr objoe,, tivp, -,. 

F-ýge in 
objective Vumber of 

Compinies 

ITO 

Yes 

Total 16 

a. 
- 

ConstAncy of adverti-ginC, objectives. 

Nine companies indicated that they have not chaneed their 

advertising objectives recently, out of which five companies 

regard small company cize as the limiting factor,,. A3 such, 

the companie, % are financially incapable of enlarging the 

scope of advertising. The remaining companies are complacent 

with the status quo in terms of achieving desired objectives. 

b. Reaions for chanped ndvertising objectives. 

The remaining seven companies indicated five reasons for chancing, 

their advertising objectives recently. In the first place, 

two companies have changed their advertising tare; ots. In one 

case, the company, until recently, directed 7W'I of its 

advertising efforts towa3x! n the wholesalers. Because of a 

chance in policy relating to outlott the compmy directs 65ilof 

of its advertising efforts to the ratAler, * In the other case, 

the company, until recently, advertised heavily to the final 
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conz, LLmer with a view to establishing a favourable quality image. 

Recently, the company 9hifted emi, hasis from corporate advertising 
to individual products and to the outle I's. 
Secondly, two companies ceaned to advertise to the final consumer 

with a view to influence and porsuide because, firBt, the compunyls 

research revealed that the final consumpr is not much affected 
by what in seen "in a peice of papar"; secondly, absence of 
brandina in carpets renders advertising wasteful. Furthermore, 

carpets are bought eveni 4/5 years. Even if branding existed, 
brdnd loyalty is minimal. As a result the company's advertising 

efforts are directed to the retailer because of his strong 

position. 

Thirdly, one company has changed its advertising objective from 

product awareness to persuasion, becaune the former objective 

has been achieved. The ease of achieving product awareness, 

according to the company, in due to the company's developing a 

brand name. Fourthly, one company changed its advertising 

objective in terms of timing and effect. Previously the 

company spread its advertisements throu6hout the year. From 

experience this entailed waste because, according-to the company, 

advertising is unlikely to stimulate demand in periods when 

demand is kno-; hn to be low. Consequently, the company concentrates 

its advertising at peak selling periods. This implied that the 

company's objective is no longer selected demand stimulation, 

rather "to influence demand that is already there". 

Finally, one company no longer maintains its advertising objectives 

to create product awareness. Two factors contributed to the change, 

first, the company had difficult financial experience, secondly, 

installation of faster looms. Consequently, the company concentrates 

its advertising on products with highest return and those that will 

sell in large volume. 
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TAIT, jil' 6.2 

Ch, of obi2ctivps-n-nd sj.?. e of _ýjam)w 

Size of Company Change/zize of codipany Total 
Small Ncdium Large 

1"o 19 

Yes 

Total 16 

TA BTY, 

Chang j. np ti s and at-titudin. al placements of Chief Nvýcutivps. 
,o of advertir , objec, ve, 

Favourablo Unfhvourable 
Ch-inge/attitude Total 

BCD A 

WO 

Yes 

Total 16 

TATIN 

ýýntm of the C. 14. T, '.. Ir,. Change of advertising objectives and attitudinal plLacý. Z., 

Favourable Unfavourabje 
al Cha To t, 

ACD 

140 

Yer, 

Total 

43 11 

1 

16 
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Table 6.2 throu, -, h to Table 6.4 relater. whother or not comp. -mien, 

e, vmged their advertising objectives rocently to size of compmy cmd 

attitudinal placpmqnts of the Chief IlIxecutives and C. 11I. E. 's. It i-I 

clear from Table 6.2 that none of the emall comPanie- chancCd tl-, cir 

advertising objectives. Secondly, five large companies changed 

their advertising objectives. The expLuiation is that snall 

companies are financially limited to chan,,, e their objectives because 

of the outlays involved. 

The findinp of Table 6.3 indicate that com, wiies not changing 

their advertising objectives have Chief Executives from thu fcur 

C Table. 6.4. However, attitudinal placements. The same is true oL 

recardino the seven companies that have chanE; ed their objectives U 
recently, five of the companies have Chief Executives exhibiting 

strongly favourable and fivoux-able attitudeS towards the ma3ýketing 

concept. In Table 6-4, out of the same group of companies, six 

have C. M. E. 's exhibiting, similar attitudinal placements. To this 

nd C. M. E. 's exhibit extent, compillies whose Chief Exec'Llt: iveS a 

favourabilities of attitude, seem to change their advertising 

objectives. However, as indicated at the beCinning of this section, 

advertiming objectives may be changed for other reasons. 

Advertising tar-ets. 

Following the specification of advertising objectives necessary 

towanl-3 attaining the company's promotional objectives, the next 

sequence is a decision concerning the advertising target, that is, 

to whom the advertising campaign or message will be directed. This 

order of sequence is essential for effective advertising. 

It is recoenised that advertising objectives may change and 
therefore a possible change in advertising targets. As indicated 

in the last nection, there have been chaner. s in advertising objectives 
and, in a few cases, implied ch, "ges in advertisine targets. As 

noted, the ch. -ui[; es that took place occured recently. For the purposes 
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of thcý study and in accordance with its findingi, the established targets 

are. unlikely to chpngce. Zlaztily, it must be adaed that companies are 

prepared to chanf-e their advertising objectives if and when necesnary. 

The objective-, of the present section, therefore, seek to 

cstablish advertising targets of the companies visited and the reasons 

for such practice. The findings of the study presented in Table 7.1 

indicate thattho sixteen companies fall into four different groupings 

in accordance with their advertising targets. For each group of 

companies one or more reasons were mentioned for such practice. 

TABLE 7.1 

Advortisin! -: tarp_ets and nimber of companies,. 

r Rumber of Advertising targets 
comp an i es 

Trade 

Trade and finai consumer 

Contract customer 2 

Final consumer 

Total 16 

a. Trade. 

Nine companies indicate the trade as their advertising target. 

Four different reasons were given. In the first place, fmir 

companies indicated that limited financial resources impede the 

company from undertakillg other forma of advertining. 

SPecifically, if advertising i: z to be effective in terms of 

generating sales, it has to be on a l1ree scale, involvina 

substantial outlays. Secondly, three companies indicate 

that the ret, -dler is the customer: any other form of 

advertising is the responsibility of the retailer. One company 

indicates that the final consumer is fInaffected because she is 

not influenced by what "she spes on a poice of papor". Finally, 

to one company, the retailer is in a strong po, 6t-4tion to influence 

tho final consumer. 
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b. Tr, )dp Pnd final consiLner. 
The four companies, mentioning these targets are, unanircou-3 

regarding the justification for appealing to th3 final consumor. 

C. Specifically, as a result of advertining, the final consumer is 

influenced to ask for the company's product. - 'rhis in turn 

influences the retailer to offer the product. Regarding 

advertising to trade, three companies indicate that the 

retailer is the company's customer; the fourth company 

considers the retailer in a strong position to influence sales. 

C. Contract customer. 
Two companies aim their advertising efforts at the contract 

'Ica, course" customer. For one company, this, is the only I',., 

because ita entire production is directed to that class of 

customers, where no intermediaries are involved. The seccnd 

company regard advortising-'to contract customers as most ID 
effective because they can easily be identified and, therefore, 

wastage is minimal. 

d. Final consumer. 

Only one company directs its advertising efforts to the final 

consumer because "she is the one who buys the carpet". it 

should be noted that this is the only company in the sample 

that regards the final cons=cr as itm ciistomer and not the 

intermediaries. 

TABLE 7.2 

AdvPý-tising tarfrot. o; and si7e of comnlany. 

Targets/size of compraiy 
Size of Company i Total' 

Small medium Large 

Trade 4 3 2 

T -ade -and 
final customer 

Contract customer 2 

I Final customer 1 

To tal 16 
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, TAKS 

Advertir, inp, tare, ý,. ts and attitudirial -)Jac, ýMentr, of Chief Fzeclitive. s. 

Favourable ý Unfavourable Targets/attitudes Total 10 
ABCD 

9 Trade 332 

Trade and final cuptormr 112 

Contract customer 12 
............. 

Final customer 

Total 64 16 

TABLE 7.4 

e'U3 and attitudinal PJRCPMcnts of the C. M. F. I. I. Advertising targ, 
A 

Favourable Unfavourable - Targets/attitudes 
I- --- .-_, 

Total 
ti, -BCID 

Trade 3 

Trade and final customer 2 12 

Contract customer 2 

Final customer 

Total 21 16 

Table 7.2 through to Table 7.4 relates advertining tarCets to 

size of company and attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives and 

C M. T' arging from Table 7.2 is that companies The major point emt 

irrespective of size adopt the trade as their advertising target. 

. jecondly, four of the large compmies direct their advertising efforts 

to both the trade and the final customer. To this extent, it seems 

that large companiei are financially capable to undertake advertinine 

on both fronts. This is clear in view of the fact that none of the 

other compardies undertake such practice. 
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The findings of Table 7.3 reveall that companies adop4l; in6 trade , is 
their advertising tarCet have Chief Executivesý from the four attitudir, 11 
placement. s. Secondly, it is not possible to conclude that companies 

advertisinE to both the trade and the final customer necessarily have 

Chief Executives eyMbiting favourabilities of attitude, because in 

the event the Chief Executives are. equally, divided between the two 

major groupings of attitudinal placements. Finally, companies 
directing their advertining efforts towards the contract cu-storaer and 
the final consumer have Chief Executives exhibiting stronCly favourable 

and faVourable attitudes. 

Finally the findings of Table 7.4 are similar to those of 
Table 7.3. However, the difference relates to different fr3quency 

of distribution within the two major attitudinal placements. The 

exception being those companies who adopt the trade as their advertising 

target, whereby eight of the nine companies have C. M. E. 's exh-ibiting 

strongly favourable and favourzble attitudes. The ninth company's 

C. M. E. exhibits a strongly unfavourable attitude towards the marketing 

concept. 

8. Responsibility placemnnt.. 
Under the marketing concept, the C. H. E. is responsible for 

advertising decisions ultimately. This does not rule out the possibility 

of a departmental head (advertising) to report to the C. 1,11. E. "owever, 

placement of the function with the C. 14. E. does not necessarily 

indicate marketing concept orientation. Indeed, the placement of any 

other marketing activity vnder the C. M. B. should be viewed in the same 

light duc to our finding-, in Chapter 3. Specifically, such placement 

is-a result of organisational convenience or some other factor. 

The objective of the present section is to establish the person(, ) 

responsible for advertising; decisions and reasons for nuch practice. 

'rho findino. are presented in Table 8.1. It is clear that the 

majority of companies place the activity under the C. M. E., mentioning 

two reasons. The other groups, of companies also mentions two reasons. 
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TABTX 8.1 

Pei-q-)0776ibility, placprnent of P., dv(-. -tipjn, - ý', ccdsionr, ý ancl nit-iber of 

Lu&jer of Responsibility placement C or-, I pa ni0S 

12 

Chief Eyecutive 4 

Total 16 

n. Res2onsibility 
lacement undpr the C. M. E.. P1 

Twelve companies indicate tYat the C. M. E. iF responsibi-o for 

advertising decisions. Ten of the companies indicate that he 

is the person responsible for maikating operations. As such 

he is fully informed about objectives and the means to achieve 

them. Furthermore, adve; tising is part of marketing and is a 

means towards an end. It is noted that six companies indicate 

that compnnýr size influences the placement of the function 

under the C. M. N., "it is not economic senre to employ a man 

solely responsible for adverticing". 

Secondly, the remaining tv,, o companies indicate that the C. M. E. 

is informed about all business activities, As such, it is 

only "o-conornic sense" to place Advertising under him. Both 

companies are snall in size, where the MM. E. is also the 

Chief Executive. 

b. Responsibility placement under the Chief E_xec_*, itive. 

Four com. 2anies indicate that advertisinc; decisiono ehould be 

placed under the Chief Executive. Three of the companies 

indicate that he is responsible for all activities. Again 

company nize seems to dictate this structure. The fourth 

company, large in size, justifies its practice on the premise 

that the Chief Executive is not only responsible for businems 

performance, but is familiar with market requirement, % 
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8.2 

R, ý!:!, nonsibility rD-, opmpnt off advprtisin, decisions -Old mipfý. of ý-, l any. n, _, san 
- 

Res onsibility/stze o 
f Size of ta-I al 

company Small Xlediiu Lar6a 

C. M. E. 3 45 12 

Chief- Executive 

To tal 16 

TA'Bl, ', -', S. 

.ý 
decijions- aný- at4 

-- 
4n, Resnonsibility nlacement of advertisinp titud- "I 

p3acempnts of the Chief Executives. 

Favourable Unfavourable 
Responp, ibility/attitude To tal 

ABCD 

i1 12 

Chief Executive 2 

Total 651 16 

TABLE S. A 

Responsibility placement of advprtisirg decimioms and attitudinal 

Placements of tho C. M. ý,. Is. 

Responsibility/attitude 

Ill. 

*4 Chief Executive 

Total 

Favourable Unfavoumble 1, 

--S- ý- 
::: =, ý Total 

ABcD 
- -, -1 -j- 

5421 12 

2 2- 

7621 16 
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Table 8.2 through to Table 8.4 relates rer,, -, onsibility placement of 
advertising decisions to nize of coýmpany; attitudinal placements of 
the, Chief Exenutives and C. M. E. 1c. The major observation from 

'Table 8.2 iti that compardes irrefýpective of size, place the activity 

under the C. H. E. However, none of tbe medium sized companies place 
the activity under the Chief Executive and only one large company 

undertakes much practice. To this extent, it seems that large 

company size pemits a company to have advertising headed by its 

C. 11. E. Thi:,, is further supported by the finding where two of the 

three 'compnuiies placing the activity under the C. 14.131., place the 

Chief Executive and CJI. iý. positions in the rm. =e person. 

-hat, first, The findings of Tables 8.3 and 8.4 are similar in 4. 

companies placing the responnibilitv under the C. M. E. have Chief 

Eyecutives and C. M.,. Is from the. four attitudinal placements. 

Secondly, as indicated in Table 8.4, placing the responsibility under 

the (h ief Executive hrve C. M. B. Is exhibiting favourabilities of 

attitude. Finally, companies placing the function under the aiief 

Executive have their Cliief Executives exhibiting strongly favourable 

and favourable attitudes towards the marketing concept. 0 

9. Advertising Department vers1i A ency. 

A company may have its own advertising de,,,, artmcnt, or nake use 

of an advertising agency or a combination of both. 1,, 'hich structure 

it opt-, for is largely determined by factors internal to the company. 

bý)Ccifically, the scope of advertising. 

The object of the present section is, first, to establish 

whether or not companief3 have advertising- depaf-tments and reasons 

for such practice. Secondly, where advertisinC aCencies are utilised, 

reasons for such structure. Finally, the relationship botween the 

bompany and the advertising a,,,, ýency. 

The findings of the study presented in Table 9.1 indicate that 

thirteen companies do not have their ou-, i advertising department. 

Secondly, fifteen companies make use of an advertisinG agency. 
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TABLE 2.1 
llhptY. or or not com-. -nics P. rlv(-rt. i . 8-1. 

. nina dr. m. -irtmon, 

U, se of advertising I; umber of 
department? Companies 

No 13 

Yes 3 

Total 16 

a. Advertising Departments. 

Thirteen companies indicate absence of advertising departments, 

because of the small amount of advertising activities, which 

does not justify such a set up. Indeed the expenses involved, 

to have a fully staffed dcpartmenlk,, are prohibitive. As such, 

it in only I'logical" to M, 
ýke 

use of an advertising agency. 

However, three companies have their o, 4m advertising department because 

the amount of advertising involved justifies the expenditure. 

As will be noted later, these companies do not exclude the 

use of advertising agencies. What follows is the orT=isational 

structure of the advertisir., S department for each of the three 

companies. 

Company (a) 

Thin company is medium in eize, having both the Chief Executive 

and C. M. B. exhibiting strongly favourable attitudes towards the 

marketing concept. 

CHART 
--2.1 

Or. nimational -5tructure of the S. P. Department 

ýE, ana, mng Director 

Cr 
71 

ý1; 

14. E. 

,. 
3aler, promotion 

Executive 

Sales Promotion 
Department staff. 
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The adwrtising department, strictly speaking, is referred to as 

the sales, promoltion department. As ir, clear from the chart, the 

ultimate rezponsibility of advertising is that of the Chief Executive. C. 4 

'The C. M. E. , because of his knowledee of marketing objective3 and 

market requirements, assumes a" vital part. The Sales Promotion 

),, ',. xecutive is responsible for implementing advertising decisions and 

sales promotion activities. 

Company (b 

This company, large in size, having the Chief Executive and 

C. M. E. exIdbiting rstrongly favourable and favourable attitud(, s 

ren, pectively. 

CHART 9.2 

Orl-aninational strictvre of an aclvprtiqiri,, - denar ment. 

Board of Directors 

Advertising ManaCer 

Chart 9.2 indicates the structure of the advertisingdepartment 

in question. Clearly, it is a simple stvicture. Ultimately 

the Board of Directors is responsible for advertising. ror 

practical purposes, however, the C. M. E. ýlay3 a significant 

role in recommending advertising policies and decinions, 

subject to the Boardl-5 api)roval. The Advertising Manager 

implements the C. M. E. 's decision. As such the former is an 

administrator. 
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. 
Comr-any (c) 

Ziis company, large in size, haviiig both the Chief Executive 

and exhibiting wifavournblo attitudes towards the 

maficetin. - concept. 

CHART 9.3 
rýtructure of an aavertising derirtraent. 

Board of Directors 

ChiefýExccutive 

C. M. E. 

Packern 

The above structure is the most elaborate of the three companiem. 

However, the Board of Directors is ultimately responsible for 

advertising as well an any other business activity, wherean 

the Chief Executive is responsible for; broa)d policy lines, 

the C. MI. N. is responsible for detailed recotwondations and 

policies because of his responsiblity for marketing. The 

Advertising Manager is an administrator renponsible Xor 

implementing decisions pasF; ed to him by the C. M. E. 

-- -Adwrtisinp 
Appncier.. 

Fifteen companies make use of advertising agencies. These 

include the three companies having their owm advertising 

department. The company not Mving an advertising department 

nor making u-se of an advertising agpncy, is small in size, where 

the Chief Executive and the C. I. I. E. exUbit favourable and 
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and strongly lunfavour,, -. b. lP ýattitudem towards thp marketing, ce)ncpnt. 

The Chief Executive of the company in question uaderl-ake the I 

advertising function. Hlowever, of an aL; ency is infom, al 

in that the Chief Executive of an adverti3ing agency 18 a nocial 

friend of the company's Chief Executive. 

Where an advertising agency is used, usually one agency in used 

at a time. The main reason for such practice is that agencies 

provide expert knowledge and expericn-le at a cost lower than 

if the company had its own facilities. Even where an 

advertising department exists, it is remarked that the expenses 

are high to -have a fully t3taffed advertising department. As 

such the three companies in question use the age-icy in 

creative tasks and media booking. 

c. Relationihips, betwepn comp;: Lnier and advertisim, aprnts. 

The fifteen companies makinir use of advertising agents seem to 

follow a uniform pattern. Specifically, the conpany inforn. 9 

the agent rogardin,!,; its advertising objective, product 

characterittics, time of launching etc. The agent sugg-ests 

courses of action. The recommendations are studied by the 

company. If necessary, a meeting is hold between the agent 

and company to decide. on a course of action. It is noted 

that the amount of infoxnation given to advertising aCentm 

varies from one compwiy to another. The justification for 

practices where minimal information is released to the agent, 

is fear of competitive reactions, particularly where now 

products are involved. 

10. Wriation of advertisint: expenditiire. 

I Under the marketing concept advertising expenditure is decided 

alongýide other outlays determined by the marketing plan. As part 

of this deliberate planning a company should increase its advertising 

efforts in case of a business recension. The notion is that it is 

in, tucla periods that demand stimulation is needed most. Thin rent. -s 

on the premise that 6a-tes(*Is a function of advertising and not 

vice versa. FýLrthemore, advertising, has a long term effect, that im, 
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the company may achieve a higher sale-ft le-vol in booming periods, as 

a regult of aftcrti! -, inC during recessiOnn 
The object of the prement section is to establish whether the 

companins visited cut or increase their advertising expenditure during 

business recessions, and reasons for such practices. The. finding! 7 of 

the study premsnted in Table 10.1 indicate two groups of companies, 

equal in n-Lraber, each mentioning two reasons for their practice. s. 

The major finding, however, none of the companies increase their 

acIvertising expenditure under such circiustances-, if it is not cut, 

outlays are hold conztant. 

TABLE, 10.1 

nea! ýons for-constincy or curtailment of adyartirinr, wxjýýnditurrl. 

I-Tumbpr of Reasons Cut/Constant 
-mien COMP, 

Limited financial resources Cut 

Demand stimulation unaffected 

Annual ad. corvaitment Constant 

Cutting perpetuates sales fall 

Total 16 

a. Curtaiinent of advertisinr exi)enditiire. 

Eight compruiies indicate curtailment of expenditure during 

recessions for two, reason. g. In the first place four of the 

compmies indicate that their limited firL-mcial. 2--sources 

places an upper limit on expenditure. As such "extras 

have to go in bad times". Clearly, advertising is viewed 

with sceptisicm. Furthermore, the companies operate on 

r is a cost item, low profit mar(, -ins. Since advertisinr 

and given the state of business, total profits will suffer. 
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The major obae. -ration in these jurtificationi in that 

advertising expenditure is vieiýýed as a function of sale, -,. 
The other four compniiier. in the. group are sceptical recarding 
the contention that advertiFii-g stimulates siales. '171us" it 

i: 3 categorically stated that "in bad times, nothing stimulates 
demand ...... advertising is a waste of money". Apart from 

recor, iinirg the potentials of advertising, it seems that the 

long term aspect of advertising is dir-counted. 

b. Constancy of advertisinE.: ey. Denditure. 

The remaining eight companien, in equal number, mention two 

rea3ons for such practices. Tho first sub-group indicate 

that advertising expenditure is decided upon on annual basis. 

Irrespective of business variations, advertising commitment 

is effected. Indeed it is stated that "if you have done 

your sums right" there is. no need for change. This remaek 

may suggest that in difficult periods advertising e-menditure 

may be increased. IiT reality, it seems that this, group of 

companies decide their advertising budget on historical basis. 

As such, outlays are constant. 

The second sub-group of companieýq categorically -state that 

if advertising outlays are curtailed this will perpetuate the 

decline in sales. Clearly, a functional relationship between 

sales and advertising is implied. However, because of 

financial reasons the companies are unlikely to incnase 

outlays due to sudden and unpredicted fall in businenn activity. 

If any increase ta1cces place, it is part, of tho marketing p1m. 

Given the above findings, four companies anticipate different 

developments in the future. Firstly, two companics may 

increase their advertising outlays in re. -, ponse to cudden. and 

unpredicted fall in business activity, if such a decline in of 

a mliCht order. Again this confims the functional relationship 

between sales and advertising. Secondly, another two companien 

are likely to increase their advertising efforts between the, 

two traditional selling peaks in order to r-mooth out business 

activity. 
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TABLE 10.2 

Rpa-ons for noný-tancy or 
-c,, 

ittirf-, ad--ve-tiRinij dirrin; - 
and nize of c, -I, m,, an-;. 

Reasons/size of Con-,, u--, y 
Cut/ 
Constant 

Size of Company 
I * Total 

SITIall Mediiza Large 

Limited financial re*curces Cut 22 4 

Demand stimulation 
unaffected 

Anni-fal ad. commitment Constant, 211 

Cutting perpetuates sales 
fall 2-24 

- --------* ------ 

Total 

TABLE, 10.3 
Rpasons for conntmcy or cuttin, 7 advertisim- P-x-periditure during rpce-; sa4ons 
and attitudinal Placements of nief Execut-4yes. 

Reasons/attitudes 

Limited financial resources 

Demand stimulation 
unaffected 

Ann, wal ad. commitment 

Cutting perpetuates 
sales fall 

To tal 

Cut/ 
Conitant 

16 

Favourable Unfavourable 

ABC 

cut 1211 

2 

Con stant 22 

22 

1 16 
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TA: ", ', ý', 10,4 
R-panong for ron. -tarev., of ciittlnfý ý-(3vnrtisin: Tl oxnondý tnro duri-n, 7, retprni. -onn 

, -j-id attitudinal placemert-q of the ', Ij. 

ReasonE/attitudes cut/ 
I Favourable Unfavourable 

--, --. 
'. Total 

Constant ABC D 

Limited finýmcial re, -, ources ý Cut 21 

Domm-A stimulation 
unaffected 22 

Annual ad. commitment : Constant 22 

Cutting perpetuates 
sales fall 2 

Total 2 1 16 

Tables 10.2 through to Table 104. relate the rea. ponz for constancy 

or curtailment of advertising decisions durinG business recessions to 

-udinal placezents of the Chief Executives and size of company, attit 

C. M. E. 's. The first point emerL-ing from Table 10.2 is that companies 

irrespective of size regard annual advertising commitments dictate 

the constancy of advertising expenditure. Secondly, limited financiRl 

resources an a rea3on for cutting advertising outlays is not confined 

to 3mall companies, because large comj)anics, in equal number, mention 

the same reason. The same is true of the rdason that cutting outlays 

perpetuates sales fall. To this extent it seems that size of company 

in not indicative of an obvious response regarding curtailment or 

otherwise of advertising expenditure. 

The major finding of Table 10.3 is that companies not changing 

their adveitising expenditure during business recessions have Chief 

ftecutives exhibiting strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

To this extent it seems that companies whose Chief Executives exhibit 

favourabilitie. 9 of attitude are likely not to cut advertising 

expenditure. This is further mupported by the finding that five of 
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the eight com4panies c-Ating advertining cx-pcnditure,, have their 

itinj unfavourablo and stranigly i-Jef Executives exchib- unfavotirrble 

attitudes towanis the marketing concept. 

The findings of Table 10.4 are not an clear cut as those of 

Table 10.3.32ecifically, the two major Eroups of companies have 

C. 11I. E. Is exhibilting favourabilitie; of attitude", that is, whether 

or not C. M. B. Is exhibit favourable attitudes, they are unlikely to 

influence the company to cut or maintain constant it3 advertising 

o -lays during bu. sincs-- recessions. Finally, the four companies ut 

cuttin'g their advertising expenditure because of limited financial 

xýesources, have two C. M. E. 's exhibiting strongly favourable 

attitudes, the others exhibiting unfavourable and strongly 

imfavourable attitudes. 

11. Lon,, P,, ranpe advertising projectionn. 

Marketing plans nay be of. short or long term nature. The 

short term is usually one year, while the long term pl, -; n is 3-5 years. 

Kowever, it is not uncommon to . have longer time dimensions. This 

depends on both the industry's and the firm'S characteristics. it 

is fair to say that the loneer the p, -, riod, the more Ceneral the plan 

is likely to be. 

On the premise that marketing plans include all mmýkatina 

activities, it follows that advertisina --hoiild be planned for on a 

long tena basis. Thus the object of the prese-nt section in to establish 

whether or not the companies visited undertake long tem planning for 

advertising and the reagons for nuch practicer. 

The findings of the ntudy, sumiarised in Table 11.1 indicate Wit 

r3ix companion undertzuke lono term advertininG projection, mentioning 

two reasons for such practices. The remaining ten compcinics are not 

'involved in long range advertising- projection. 
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TAPI-ý, ' 11.1 

Rea. sons for anj afainst lon, 7 raný-n zneivnrfl_ýýýýCtjon. 

'N wn ber of Reasons For/Ag-ainst Companies 

Advertising is part of 
marketing For 

Adverti. qir, gexpcnditure 
is constant 2 

Difficulty of forecasting Against 10 

Total 16 

L. a. Advertising is part of marketin 

This group of coml? ýcs, ni=boriiig four, undertake long range 

projection of advertirA ng, because the latter is part of 

marketing. As such, the marketing plan, according to the 

comý, anies in question, is, incomplete if there are no plans 

in the advertising area. The comi; any forecasts what its 

plans are in terms of product offering, objectives and so on. 

Simultaneously, the roles and objectives of advertising are 

stated. The time period is five years, reviewed annually 

to make alterations where necessary, that is, the prevelnnce 

of a five year rolling plan. Clearly, this position is 

ideal from the viewpoint of the requirements of the 

marketing concept. 

b. Advortining expPnditure is constant. 

Two companies undertake long term projection but for an 

entirely different reason. Specificallytadvertining 

outlays are considered as fixed annually and unchangeable 

in the long term. As such advertinins is decided upon 

irre-, pective of marketine plans. The rea--on is the 

small amount of advertising undertaken wlAch is reearded 
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e: -3. sential irrospective of maiiceting objectives. It is noted 

that the advertising objective for the comparie: 3 in que. ý; tion 

is to push the comlany's name in the trade. 

c. Diffinulty of forpcastinp% 

The rem-aining ten companies do not undertake advertising 

long range projection bec-w9e of the difficulty of forecastine 

occurances in the long run. Specifically, the companies 

cannot forecast things in colour and design, and therefore 

requIre changes in advertising. INirthermore, because 

carpets are linked with fashion, the latter renders forecastin7, 

impractical. The major explanation for such practices is 

attributed to the smull scale and limited objectives of 

advertising. This is further enhanced by the subjectivity 

of advertising objectives. 

TATKT, ý, ' 11.2 

Ileasons for and aminst lonp ranre advWrti-SinF projection and size 
of com, -3riny. 

Rean, ons/sizo of Compe-qy 'For/ 
-Size 

of Company 
Total. 

ýAgainst Small Mediura largre i 

Ad. is part of maeketing For 

Ad. expenditure is constant ' For 2 2 

Difficulty of forecasting Aeainst 4 10 
J 

Total 6 16 
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TABU`ý, ll. ý 

1 Rk>. tir, ons for �v-id arain:! ýt Icný7 zadvertisin , proipction and attitudinal. 
of the Chief 

i Reamons/attitudes : Por/ 
AE, -aiw-, 4k-, 

Fwrour- le Unfavourable 
4 -1-11-1-iý- CD A 

Total, ' 

Ad. is part of marketing ý, ror 2 

Ad. expenditure is constant "For 2 2 

Difficulty of forecasting : Against 2 10 
* 

Total 
7 7 

5 1 4 16 

TABLE 11.4 

Rpnsons for and acq-ý-3jnst long, ran e advortisi! ja )rojection and attitullnal 
T)Iacoment of the C. M. E. I s. 

Favourablo- I Unfavoi)rable 
Reasonsýattitudes For/ Total. 

. 
ACainst A 

Advertising is part of 
marketing 

ýFor 
11 

Ad. expenditure is constant 
*For 2 2. 

Difficulty of forecasting ACainst 42 10 

Total 21 16 

Tables 11.2 through to Table 11.4 relate reasons for and aLAinst long 

Inng-ge advertising projcctions to size of company and attitudinal 

placements of the Chief Executives and the C. M. E. 's. The major finding 

of Table 11.2 is that companies irrespective of size do not undertake 

long term advertising projection becauie of the difficulty of forecasting. 

Secondly, three of the four companies regarding advertising as part of 

marketing are large in size and thus integrate it with long term 

marketing planning, sug6esting that lareer companies are elaborate In 
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market=g practice, 3. "Dhis is further sup., orted by the two ý3majj 

companies who s(, c-- to consider advertising'. in a vacuum, whereby 

expenditure is decided upon irrespective of maelcetina pl, -ms , 7L: id objectivon. 
The major finding of Table 11.3 is that whereas comparics who 

regard advertising plawLing as a part of marketing plannine have 

Chief Executives exhibiting favour-abilition of attitude, companics 

considering advertising as constant have Chief Executives exhibiting 

unfavourable attitudes. It is not posoible to conclude, however, 

that, invariably companies whose Chief Executives exhibit favourabilitles 

of atiitude consider advertising planning as part of mark-eting. p1pnning, 

because seven of the companies who do not undert. -acce long rangs 

advertisine planning have Chief Executives exhibiting strongly 

favovrable razid favourable attitudes towards the marketing concept. 

The findingn of Table 11.4 indicate that companies considering 

advertising planning as part of long term marketing planning, hwe 

true C. M. E. Iv exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. The same is 4. 

of companie-ý5 regarding advertising exPenditure as constant. To 

this extent it is not. obvious that a C. M. E. 's favourable attitude 

invarihbly influences the company to be marketing concept orientated. 

This is further supported by the findinG that seven of the ten 

companies not undertaking lon6 term advertising planning have 

exhibitine favou rabili ties of attitude. 

12. Com-petitivP importance of advertj.,! inZ- 

The competitive importance of advertising is determined by 

factors both internal and external to the company and product characteristicn, 

for example, if the product is a nationnd brand among other national 

brands, advertising may assume Maher importance. AC-ain, i 1%0 is 

impractical to infer that absence of advertising is indicative of 
'lack of marketing concept orientation. Indeed, this may be the 

consequence of mar]keting concept implementation. 

7he objective of thin section in to establish first the extcnt 

to which advertising is viewed as a major competitive tool in 

.Lc 
jes, achieving company maeketing objectives with regard to the comnan 

visited. Secondly, rpasons for nuch practice. 
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The findinG: 7 of the study sum-marlined in Table 12.1 irlicate 

that five conpanies used promotion as a major competitive tool 

mentionin, r:,, two reanlong. The nimaining, co-mpmies indicated two 

reaeons for not accrediting advertising Ath thds status. 

TAME 12.1 

R(-. -4. roni foL_competitive importance or otherwise in nchievin, ", 
rrv-rkefýlng ob-'ýý-. ctives. 

Rea--kons 
Competitive Number of 

companies 

Influences final consumer Yes 

Yes Full v. cut length 

Small company size No 

No 3 Lach of branding 

Total 16 

a. Influences final consumer. 

Four companies regard advertiming as a major competitive tool 

because it influences the final consumer when buying carpet. 

It 13 noted that three of these companies direct part of their 

advertising efforts towards the final consumer; the fourth 

directs all its advertising efforts to the same target. As 

such, advertising pulls the customer towards the companies 

products in view of similar competitive offerings. The 

effect of this reaches the companien indirectly in the form 

of outlets' orders in response to the final consumer's demand. 

b. Full versus cut length. 

One company strikes a distinction on the type of buniness, wbich 

determines the competitive importance or otherwise of advertising. 
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Thum, in the full lonEth buninuns, the cuntomers are not 

much influenced by company's advertising; tiicy are prico 

conscious. IT, urthe-. aore, this claRs of customers undertake 
their ohm advertising. The set-up is different whire cut 
length is, involved. The latter class of custc-mers are 

concerned with manufacturers' promotional efforts both to 

the final consumer, and the trade, delivery, service and so 

on. Price consciousness in of lower intensity. 

c. Snall com 
. 
Zjný f sl7e. 

Eight companies do not regard adverti--, ing as a major 

competitive tool becaiise of the s=ill comp-any size. This 

has two effects. In the first place, the s-mall scale of 

operations does not justify the use of advertining in an 5 
"important way". The implication it; the wýsumed functional 

relationship of advertisinr- on sales. Secondly, the companier, 

regard adverticing on a large mcalc an I'very expcnnivell, 

particularly to the final consumcr. Furti. eymore, the 

effectiveness of advertising depends on sales and not vice versa 

is something that mailketers are unlikely to support. 

d. Lark of br, 3n4ing. 

Three companies indicate that advertising in not of hiG-h 

competitive importance because of absence of branding. This 

implies that advertising efforts are wasted because of t1he 

difficulty of product identity. Thus the companics use 

advertisine on a small scale. 

TAME 1P. 2 

r ancp n*r rAluirwise of'advertisint-, nn srnr. fo c, -onpptitive im2, ort, 
Rize of co, -i)anv. 

CompetiýJve-t ize of Company omp. ny T t l Reasons/edze of Company ) a ? Small Medi un 'ar 

Influence final consumer Yer, 

Full v. cut length 

'"aall company size No 

Lack of branding 

T ta o 16 
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T4, PLE 12. ý 

for cD! acti-Ayp ',,. 1 1. or or adv, -rti-ing rrj 

attitu(Ana). of Chief ýwyrgxtiveq. 

Pavourab le ýUnfavourable 
Reason. m/attitude compctitivcý Total . ? A. B CD 

Influence final consumer Ye's 

Full v. cut lepgth 

12"hall company size ITO 2 2 

Lack of brandinE; 1 2 

Total 1 16 

TAP1,12,12.4 

Rearons for competitive importance or othprwise of advortipinp, s-nd 
attitix(linal plýýcpmnnts of 

Reasons/attitude 
Favourable 

Competitive Unfavourable Totnl. ý 

AB CD 

Influence final constmer 2 Yes 2 

Full v. cut length I 

Stall company size 140 22 

Lack of branding 2 
- 

To tal 21 16 

Table 12.2 through to Table 12.4 relate reasonr for competitive. 

import, mce or otherwise of advertising to size of company and attitudinal 

placements of the Chi-of Executives -md C. II. B. 's. The first point 

emerging from Table 12. P is that largo companies are divided between 

the importance or otherwise of advertising. Secondly, only one small 

comp(, -iny r, ýCarOs advertising as a major coml)etitive tool. Thin company 

considnrs the ultinate consumer as its customer and thus appealn 
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directly to him. Finally, the rcmaininj-, nmall coc-panic-, do not 

regard adverti. -Ang as important because of s: n-all company nizo. 
The findings of Table 12. '3 indicate that companies not regar(Ung 

ad, iertising as a major competitivc tool, because of mall company 

size, have Chief Executives from the four attitiAdinA placenient. "'. 

Secondly, the five companies con. -idering advertininC important have 

Chief Executives exhibiting favourabilities, of attitude. To thim 

extent, it seems thLt Chief 
. -, ecutives ex)Abiting favourble a 

attitudes are likely to influence the compt-My to view advertising 

as a r&ajor c ompetitive tool. This is not clear cut because six 

of the companies not -har-ing the -same view have C"hief Executives 

exhibiting similar attitudinal placements. 

The findinU, of Table 12.4 are similar to those of Table 12.3. 

Specifically, companies regar(Ung advertining as a major competitive 

tool or otherwi. -, e have C. M. E. 's exhibiting similar attitudinal 

place--ientn, that in, strongly favourable and favourable attitudes. 

The tilree companies whose C. M. 4. Is exhibit unfavourabilities of 

attitude do not consider advertising as a major competitive tool 

because of small company size. 

13. Advertisinals ranIcing in the promotion mix. 

As indicated in ea. -lier sections, advertising's importance ir. 

the promotion mix and indeed the marketing nix depands upon marketing 

objectives. The latter, in turn are determined by factors both 

internal and external to the company. 

The objective of the present section is to establish advertining's 

ranking in the promotion mix and reasons for much practice. Clearly, 

this sheds light on the importance of advertising in the company's 

marketing mix. 

The findings of the study presented, in Table 13.1 clearly 

indicate that the majority of companies visited regard advertiminC 

-is of third importance in the promotion mix, mentioning three reasons 

for much conception. The first and second positionn in the 

promotion mix of the companies in question are invariably reserved 

for personal selling and salcs promotion. Eowever, this in the 

subject of later chapters. 
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TABLIý' 13.1 

MverVninrls nip, 
_ 
in tý- T-no-motion mix, 

Number of 
co=panien 

First 

Second 

Thl. rd 13 

Fourth 

Total 16 

a. Firvtt 

Only one company regurdm advertising as the most important 

promotional tool. The eompany, the only one in the 

induntry, directs its promotional, efforts primarily to the 

final consumer. As such advertising is viewed an the most 

appropriate in achieving this. Other promotional tooln 

are. of secondary importance. 

Second 

The company in question, over the yeam, developed a 

national brand and until recently has been intensely 

advertising to the final corLsiLmer. Now 1.1kat the company 

feels its carpetp, are a "household" name, its objective in 

to reap the benefit of past p6liciem. While advertising 

to the final consumer still taken place, the company's 

advertising efforten are equally divided between the final 

consumer and the trade. 

While personal selling in vital because of the Per-onal 

contact involved, it is equally important, on the one hand, 

to influence retailers to offer and stock the product; on 

tYie other hand, to influenco final consumerm to ank for the 
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compwiy'---prodilct at the reta-il outlet. 

c. Thi rd. 

Thirtep-n comparden place advertising in third positýon in the 

promotion mix. Three rea-, ýons were mentioned. In the firtt 

place, four companies indicate that their nmall size in termas 

of scale of operations, is not larLe enoiagh to juntify 

intensive use of advertising. Secondly, six companies 

regard that advertising involves, larGe outlays per se and 

-more so if it is elevated to second position. Thum, it 

is impractical to rely on advertising, to gener-ate the 

desited level of tales: per-conal ! 5elling and sales promotion 

are the appropriate vehicles. Finaliy, three companien 

indicate that absence of branding renders reliance on 

advertising as a major promotional tool, impractical. As 

indicated in the previous nection, difficulty of product 

identity contributem to the ineffectiveneS3 of advertisin, -. 

d. Fourth. 

Only one company regards advertising an Of least 12P0rt1'-nce 

in its promotional mix because of limited financial rcnources 

at the company'n disposal. It is significant that public 

relations, according to this companyp tire higher in , 

importance because "people believe it" and it is inexpensive 

compared to advertising. 

TA'Til'ý 13.2 

Adverti-ýingls in pro. motion mix and size of compsny. 

Ranking/size of Company 

First 

Second 

Third 

Fourth 

Total 

Size. of company 

Small I Medim t Large 
Total 

13 

16 
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T AP 1 

L dv, ý, rt is' 'ni, in ý, nr)r)tion Taý : ud v, i nal or. t-, r, ý7' F! ranki attil. 
C'M. er 

Ran],, ing/atti tudes 
Favourable Unfavourablo, Total 
AB CD 

First 

Second 

Third 13 
Fourth 

Total 16 

. 
T-ABbri 13.4 

Advertising's ranking in -Promotion mix and attitildinal Plac'flments of 
C. Pl. F'. I -I. 

Favourable Unfavourable 
Raxýcing/attitudes Total 

AB D C 

First 1 

Second 

Third 2 13 
Fourth 

Total 2 16 

Tables 13.2 to 13.4 relates advertising's ranking in the promotion 

mix to size of company and attitudinal placemants of the Chief Executives 

and C. M. E. 's. The major observation in Table 13.2 in that companies 

irrPspective of size indicate advertising as third in importance. 

Secondly, where advertising in first in importance, tho company in 

small in size. Finally, only one large company views advertining 

as second in importance. 

The findinC. 3 in Table 13.3 indicate that companies placing 

advertivning in firnt and second positions have Chief Executives 

exhibitin. - strongly favourable attitudes, while tho comptany placing 
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advPrtJ,.. -iing in fourth po, -sition has a Chief Executive oxhibiting a 

stronely unfavourable attitude. This doem not indicatr? -111hat Chi. ef 

Executiven' favourabilitiom off attitude influence the corapFmy in 

placing advertiming in fir-it and ftecond positions becaimp nine of 

the thirteen comp, nnien placine, the activity in t! drd po., s., tion Ivive 

Chief Executives exhibiting similar attitudinal placnmenti. 

The conclusion fron Table 17.4 is similar to that of Table 13.3. 

However, eleven of the compomies placing advertimine in third 

Position have C. M. E. 'S ex-hibitine favourabilitieýs of attitude 
towards the marketing concept. The company regarding advertising 

of least importance has a C. M. B. exhibiting a strongly unfavourable 

attitude. 

14. Factors influpncini. - adverti-sin, -ý biidE2tm. 

Apart from the approach uned in determining advertising 

bud, getst a n=ber of factors may influence expenditure. The former 

iý primarily concerned with 
ýhe 

finaftcial aspect- of budget 

determination, althou&h marketing aspects cjnc,, -T-ied with both 

internal and external factors to tha company, for exzLmple, 

introduction of new products, competitort, ' activitien and to on. 

The following section conniders the approach u-sed in bizdeet 

determination. The objective of the present noction i. -, Firtst 

to establi-th pre! ýence or otherwize of factors likely to influence 

the advertising budget of the companies vinited. Secondly, rea"ns 

for such practice. 
The findingn aro simmarised in Table 14.1. It is clear that 

the majority of companies are influenced by competitors' advertising 

activitidr. The remaining companies are ýpwipcd under four headin&-s 

in accordance with factorz influencinLo) their advertiming budgets. 
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T-, 
-ý 
Fl. ' 14.1 

Factorr, ý-J, nCluencinv advertisin- 

Factors Number of 
Com-oanies 

i Competitors' activities 

New products 

1hriber of customers 

Price acceptability 

Sales forecast 

Total 16 

a. 
- - 

Comp. etitorsl activitips. 

EiGht companies are strongly influenced by competitors' 

advertising activities. The reasoning is that, first, if the 

companies concerned abstain from advertising at a time when 

competitors are undertaking such activity, -Ihe effect is a 

decline in companies' sales, because customers are influýýnced 

by competitors' advertising. Seýondly, even if sales do not 

actually decline, absence of advertising in likoly to 

adversely affect the compwiyls imaCe as conceived by the 

trade. Thirdly, competitor-BI adverti. sing f; enerate. 9 dcraand 

stimulation for carpets per se, the companies concerned 

indicate that this is an ideal period to undertake adve. -tiqng. 

As such companies' advertising efforts are not as intensive 

as they urould be in other periods: thereforep achieving 

maximm inpact of their advertising campaign. Finally 

the comp . anies, an a matter of POlicY9 endeavour to at least 

match competition. This is one way of ensuring that the 

company "is not left behind". 
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a"he fundamental objection against tlie. last point is that elch 

company is unique in one form or anoth-, ýr. Co=equeqtly, 

what is V. Litable for one company ip, -not necessarily appropriate 
to another. - Put in a different way - do competitors mi a 

company's business? 

b. New -rrodiicts. 
Five companies regard the introduction of now product. s as 

a major influencing factor in determining their advertising 

budgets. It in noted that these comp-xnies invariably 

advertise only when introducing now product3, in terms of 

colour aild desi_-n, on an annual basiS. Given their 

objective of product awareness, it is only "logical" to 

undcrtake'siich practice. 'Whether or not existing products 

are advortised depends on both the product and company in 

question. If the companies "feel" that product aw-, --irpness 
in relation to an existing ;, roduct, is likely to increase 

sale3, then decisions are taken to advertise, the product in 

question. Furthermore. two compinies indicatc that their 

smali. size and thorefore limited financial resources, impede 

the company from undertaking advertising on a largo scale. 

Consequ. ently advertising is li. mited to new products. 

c. -- 
Nwiber of ciintomers. 

Only one compan. r reCards the number of customers as an 

important factor in influencing advertising decisions. Am 

such the company increase3 itn advertising budget if there 

has been an increase in the number of customers over the 

previous year. The reasoning in that this implies an 

increase in businesn in tho current year and therefore the 

company is in a better financial position to stop up 

advertising. 
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d. Prive acceptabilitv. 

One company considers the price acceptable to the market V 

as a major. factor influencing the company',, ý adverti, -inF 
budget. The reasoninU ii that adverti, -, inC costs are a 

charge on profit and not a built-in cost., com., rron to all 

manufacturers. Given the fact that carpet prices are 
ti-a-ditionally deter. uned in accordance with historical 

quality brackets, it in not possible to charce a higher 

price than the ruling one in order to achieve targeted 

profit margins. Consequently, advertising corts are 
deducted from profits. An such the amount of advertising 

undertaken depends on how mlicil profit the company is 

prepared to forego. 

e. Sales forecast. 

One company is wholly influenced by targeted sales. Thus, 

advertising outlets arc increa. ned if sales are anticipated 

to increase. It seems the company maintairBthe view 

that advertising has a direct impact on sales. Incidentally, 

this company directi all its advertising to the final 

consumer on the premise that the company's customer is the 

ultimate consumer ard not the trade. 

TA-BJ, '-', 14 
Factors influpncing, advertising biidgets and -size of coml:, any. 

an Fact r /size f Com 
Size of Company Total p y o s o 

Small 1,11ndium Large 

Competitors' activities 2 

Vew products 2 

liu, qber of customers 

Price acceptability 

Sales forecast 

Total 46 16 
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TABL} 
P'lictorn influerpinp- advertisinF attitudinal of 
Chief J, 3xecutivei. 

- ' ' 
Fact ors/a' Lt i 

Favounble 
--- 

Unfavourable 
-- - 10 tal 

AB CD 

Competitors' activitie3 2 3 
; (-. w Products 

I iber of customers ur 

Price acceptability 

Sales forecast 

Total 16 

TABI, ý, ' 14.4 

Factors influencinp advertininr budpets and attitndinal placemcnts 
of 

Factors/attitudes Favourable avourable To tal 
A B CD 

Competitors' activities 3 2 2 it 
New products 2 

11tunber of cuntomers 
Price acceptability 
Sales forecast 

Total 6 2 16 

Tables, 14.2 to 14.4 relate factors influencing advertising 
budgets to sizb of com-pany, attitudinal placements of Ohief Executives 

and C. D1.2. Is. The major observation of Table 14.2 is týLat companies 
irrespective of size are influenced by competitors' activities in 

deciding on advertising decisions. However, it is clear that 

large companies more than mmall, companies are concerned with 

competition. The explanation is that on the one hand, small companies 
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are too 1zmall to affect competition. Indood, if they maint: iin 
the lattel- objective, the impact on large companiý3s is likely to I,,, - 

of decim-al order. On the other hand large companies, bccaune of 
their shcer size and =ale of operations, cannot afford to overlook 

competition because a percentaCe fall in s,,. les, howcver, small, 

affects yerformance in teras. -of sales and profit, --s, more than they 

would affect small companies. 

The major obnervation in Table 14.3 is that five of the 

eight companies regarding competitors' activities an an important 

factor in influencing advertising Nidgets, have Chief Executives 

exhibitin. - favourabilities of attitude. However, this attitudinal U 

placement is not confined to this group of compani(is, becuuse 

four of the five companies mentioning new products have Chief 

Executives exhibiting similar attitudinal placements. Finally, 

whereas the conpany mentioning 'Intraber of customers" has a 

Chief Executive exhibiting a strongly unfavourable attitude, 

the two companies mentioning price acceptability and sales t> 
forecasting have Chief Executives exhibiting strongly favourable 

attitudes towards the marketing concevt. 

In Table 14.4, with the excel, tion of the group of companics 

,, anios mentioning mentioning cozmjeýtitorsl activities, all the comp 

other influencing factors have C. M. E. 's exIdbiting strongly 

favourable and favourable attitudes. In the former case three 

-of the eiE; ht C. M. B. 's eYhibit unfavourabilities of attitude, 

suggesting that companies maintain the factor in quantion. 

irrempective of the C. M. B. 's attitudinal placement. 

15. Dptermination of advert! -ý i. i)L budF,! Its. 

An indicated in the introduction of Section Two, five 

approaches may be used in determining aivertining expenditure. 

These range from historical bases to the more sophisticated 

objective tank approach. The latter conforms to the ideal 

requirements of the marketing concept, because it states 
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advertising objectives initialiy, and operates bzxlk-wurdr, to arrive 
at the necesnary eypenditure to achiove. stated objective3. 

The proviow! section was devoted to factors influencinp, 

advertising bulqgets, The objective of the preient section is, 

first, to rcimal the approaches used by the corip-mies visited, to 

arrive at their advertining budgets. Secondly, reanons for nuch 

practice. Thirdly, iýrhether or not companies chninged their approach 

recently, that is in the last three years. Finally, whetl--er or 

not there are plan- for change. 
The findinpn of the study, summarised in Table 15.1, indicates 

the use of three different approaches to arrive at advertising 

bu d get i. The major negative finding is that none of the companies 

use the objective - task approach. To this extent all the 

companiez are not marketing concept orientatod in this area. 

It is revealed that none of the companies ILive changed their 

approach in use, as it is "satisfactory" from the companios'i 

viewpoint. For the sarie reason, with the exception of two companiei, 

none of the companies foresee change in thisarva. Howevor, the two 

companies, laree in size, anticipate introducinC the objective and 

task approach as part of their re-organisation programme, re, -ýultine 

fro, ra implementing rocommendations of a manal; oment consultancy firm. 

Tit F; LF. 
-1 -5.1 

Approaches umed in Le-termiPj-n-Z 
-advertI-'ýin2, I-bRL. -PtI- 

Number of Approaches used Companies 

Percentage of fmles 

Affordable approach 

Historical basis 

Total 16 
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llercnnta.., -rý of -mlen. 

oxr)endjtur(, I)y oix compardpr decirle or. their ipývertiisin, -, 

relating it to forecasted male-n. An mich the company 

forecasted its sales for the coming year and imponnes a 

percentage munging from .5 to l/Ij' on total nales to arrive 

at the advertining bud, -10t. The Justifications of much 

practicen, according to the companies, are, first, simplicity: 

Becondly, it ensures against over-1k%pcnding in that expenditure 

is related to anticipated revenue. As such, profit margins 

do not vary within the framework of the costino method ivýpd. 

The fun&, umental weakness of this apý-ýroach in the premise 

I that sales affect advertising expenditure, rather thm 

accepting the notion that salem are the result and not the 

cause of advertising. 

b. Affor0a. ble approach. 
Five c=panies allocate their advcrtiý, -ing expenditure in 

accordance with what is affordable. The roasoning, is the 

limited financial resources at the company's disposal. The 

main weakness of this approach, in that advertising in not 

objectively related to wl)at the conpany is endeavouring to 

achieve. In other words, advertising decisions arc an 

after thourht. Clearly, what is affordable may. 4rastically 

fall short of what is required. 

a. -- 
Historical basis. 

Five companies spend on advertising in accordance with their 

expenditure in the previous year(S. ). The justification 

is, fir. -st, the amount of advertising undertaken is 11.9mall 

anyway"; sccondly, it. insures aýaift--t--Ovckiýppcnding. 

Again the main weakness of thin ai)proach is tho possiblo 

irrelevance of yeater-year activitie: ý to what the company in 

endeavouring to achieve in the current year. Irrespective 

of the anount of advertising, it should be rolAnd to 

current marketing objectives in that no two marketing, 
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lion! ý aro identical in detail. mitual 

TA 

Approaoh of detemininrý ndwrtin. j. n. - hll, ýfrrlt 3-nd mi-7, (-- 
. 1w. - -()Mllý_,: 

2 ar 

Approach/size, of Company Size of Conv-, any, 
lotal 

Small Plpdium Large 

-3 of salem Percentat, 1 2 6 

Affordable approach 2 1 2 

Ilintorical basis 1 1 

Total 16 

Approach of detprmining budmts and attitudinal plam"nentn 
of Chief ExpCiltives. 

Approach/attitudes 
F, wourable Unfiavourable 

Total 
AB cD 

Percentage of sales 2 

Affordable approach 12 2 

Historical basin 

16 

TABLE 1 .4 
Ar)-))roach of doterminint, adveKti. -ing bud, -Asand attitudinal p1ncementm 
of 

Approach/attitudes Favourable Unfavourable 
Total 

A B CD 

Percentage of sales 3 2 1 
Affordable approach 2 

Historical basis 2 1 1 

To tal 21 16 
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Table-s 15.2 to 15.4 relate the approach wed in dntermininE: 

a-dverti-ingcp budgetr, to sdze of and attiti)din,, -,. I 

of the Chief Executives a-d C. M. 10,1s. The major obsorvation from 
Table 15.2 is that companies irrenioective of size uno the three 

mentioned approaches. However, a degree of concentration 

clear. 'Whereas three of the large nized'companies, ii-se thp, 

affordable approach, the spzie nwab--r of companies decide on 

their advertining budget on the barit5 of what. has been --pent 
in the previou-I year. The explanation in the latter case in 

the small amount of advertising and itp, decimaL contribution 

towards achieving the cor%paniesl marketing objectivon. In the 

fomer cane the comppanios are conncious of their profit margin. 

Thus, they only spend what is affordable irithin the fro-=T-work 

of targeted profitn. The two meditwa qized companies uning 

the percenta-,, ze of sale ap,. )roach, place a check on advertising 

expcnditure by relating it to expected revenue. 

The findings in Table 15.3 do not clearly indicate that 

a particular attitudinal placement of the Glief Executive is 

likely to influence the company to utilise a particular approacý, 

for example, four of the six companion and four of the five 

co, ripanies using the percentage of sale, and historical 

approaches respoctively, Ilave Chief Executives exhibitine, 

favourabi li ties and unfavourabilities of attitudes. Airthemore, 

60'jUl of the companies using the affordable approach have Chief 

Executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. 

The major observation in Table 15.4 is that companier, 

using the affordable ap-, roach have exhibiting favourabilities 

of attitude. Secondly, where the percentage of sale approach 

is utilised, only one company has a C-14-E- exhibiting an 

unfavourable attitude. Finally, comj,, wqies using the historical 

approach have C. M. S. 's from the four attitudirial placements. 
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It is, therefore, clear ttiit C. M. 1E. Is exhibiting attitude 

favour-abilities 
-are not confined to coz,,, )zLqiei using the 

affordable approach. 

16. Current eyoense-t v. capital investi-rent. 

The conception of advertin-ing ar, ctirrent expennes or capital 

investment reflects upon the utilisation of the activity. The 

implication of the distinction is that current expenses indicate 

that adverti-iing has a momentary effoct only. An such i ts 

value, is realised only when an advertising campaign i. -3 taking 

place. The notion of capital inventment indicates that the 

full impact or benefit of advertining is realised over a period 

of time in a similar manner to capital equipment. For example, 

corporate advertisamett is eenerally regardei as of long term 

benefit. 

The objective of-the present section in to establish 

whethor advertining is regarded an current expense3 or capital 

investment, and reanons for such practice. This reveals 

whethpr or not the companies visited consider advertising a. -ý 

of'. 1ong term benefit. 

The findingi of the study, sumnarised in Table 16.1 reveal 

that the sixteen coml-panies are equally divided between conmidering 

advertir, inC as current or capital investment. The Croup of 

companies considerinC advertising as currcnt expense3, mention 

four reasons. Howover, all the companies, for accounting 

puxl)o. qe. s, regard aivertising as current expenses. 

TABLE 16.1 

Whpther adverti-ýinp- in current Pxppmsem or ca ital invqmtm, ýnt. 

Current/Capital Number of 
Companies 

Current expenme-13 

Capital inventment 

Total 16 
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a. Darrent r-Kormnes. 

Me eizht comrýý-niec- iriiicating that Li:! -; ertisiri7 i: ý carr(ýnt 

expen!! es., mention four rea"ns for : such concr-. ýtion. In the 

first place, three Co1nj)P. njer,: DOint Cut the difficulty of 

establishiner whether or not adverttiNing is likely to have 

a long term effect. Ennentially, however, the companiees 

do not expect much effect. m. Secondly, another three 

companies, while they are inciined to accept the long 

tem view of advertisin., -, cannot tell how long the 

effect iz likely to be. Consequentli, they maintain the 

view that if there are long term benefits "well and good". 

Thirdly, one corapany does not expect long term effects 

becauze its advertising is not on a continuous basis. 

Finally, another company indicates that if there are long 

term benefits, they are unlikely to e3týtend over more than 

three montlrf5, a period not long enotigh to b6 considnr,: -ýd 

as long terra. Summing up the expressed views in the 

eight companies, it is clear that advertisinG in considered 

as having a short term benefit, that is, when the 

advertising campaign is in progress. 

b. Capital investzment. 

The remaining eight companies strike a distinction based 

on practical and conceptional aspects of advertising. For 

practical purpose 
I 
s,, mpecifically accounting practices, 

advertising is considered as current expenses, because of 

the difficulty of applying accountant's analysis of 

capital investment on adverticing expenditure. 

On a conceptional Atanz, however, advertising in regaried 

as capital investment in that its effect lasts over a period 

of time. This has b, -Pn well established from experience. 

A particular case is cited by a large company, whereby the 
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ciistompr enquired aboi2t a partici.,. l;. r adve-rtinpmumt after 

five year-- from its insertion! 

It im, noted by the comjAariies, the difficulty of exactly 

mea,, ýurinC the long terum impact of advertising: consequrntly, 

they are convinced of such effects. 

TAIFT, ý, ' 16.2 

Wli,: ýther adve-rtisinp, - is current oxi)pnees e)-r- cai)ital i-nventment and 
size of cotq2ýýny. 

Current/Carital/size of 
Siz e of Company 

- ---- A- - -,., ,. 
Total 

Company Small M ediun Large 

Current expen-ses 2 8 

Capital investment 2 8 

Total 16 

TABLE 1.6.3 

Whethnr -'xdvprti. -3in ý is current Pxppnsc, -,, or ca2ital investment and 
attitudinal i)la(-r, -mp-nt of Cýiifýf Exocutive, -.. 

Favourable Unfavoum ble 
Currmt/Ca ital/attitudes a Tot, 1 p . 

AB cD 

Current expenses 3 41 8 
Capital investment 62 

Total 1 16 
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TAf, '-, ' 16.4 

lghet'nrýr advsntitnn- im cur-ent fx,, erises or capital imrý-.,, itmpnt ard 
of 

D it l/ ttit d t/C Favou rable unfavourable T t l irren ap a a u en o a 
B C D 

Current expenses 2 8 

Capital investr-,? Ilts 2 1 8 

Total 2 1 16 

Tables 16.2 to 16.4 relate whether or not advert -ising in 

regarded as, current expenses or capital investment to size of company 

and attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's. The 

major observation in Table 16.2 is that companies irrespedtive of 

size, and in equal numbers, mention the two stanz. To this extent, 

it'As clear that a particular company size is unlikely to influence 

the company to regard advertising as having long tem, effects. 

In Table 16.3 it is clear that the eight companies regarding 

advertising as havine long term effects b-ive Chief Executives 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitudc. To this ext--nt it scamm 

that Chief Executives' favourabilities of attitude are likely to 

influence the company to maintain this viewpoint. This is further 

supported by thle findings that five of tha com, )aniesconaidering 

advertising as having a momentary effect, have Chief Executives 

exhibiting unfavourabilitics of attitudes, towards the markoting 

concept. 

The findings of Table 16.4 are similar to thone of Table 16.3 

in that sevnn of the eight, companies, regarding advertising as 

capital inventment have C. M. R. Im exhibiting favourabilities, of 

attitude. Howwvar, it in not obvious that this viewpoint in 

confined to companies whose C. M. E. 's exhibit similar attitudinal 
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placementm becaunc of the compmanic. -s cor. "idering advertising's 

of'L"Pct as of Cluration. Only two companicn 

exlAbiting, unfavourabilitie: 3 of attitude. 

Time ba, -, im, of cidvertising aporopriation. 

Witl-dn the framework of the advertisina budget, advertiming- 

appmpriations may be allocated on different time diinen. -, ions, 

-hly to annual allotments. The detorminine ranging f rom ron'-.;. 

factors, ranae fxnr. a type of media to marketinr policies and 

practices. 

The objective of the present section is first, to establish 

the time basis upon which the advertising budgot is allocated 

and reasons for such practices. Secondlyo ektent of reviewing. 

The findings of the study presented in Table 17.1 indicate, 

first, two group. -ý of companies in accordance with the time basis 

used for allocating advertising. 

ý-,, econdly,, - revicwine take. -; place in relation to the opteO 

time basin. Thus, if advertising api, ropriations are allocated 

monthly, reviewing takes place on such basis. The objective 

is two-fold, first, to ensure that advortising plans are 

implemented. Secondly, it provides an opportunity to introduce 

ch, Inge in the plans where. necen_sary, for examplep increase 

advertising expenditure if circumstancen justify nuch increases. 

TABLE 1.7.1 

Time. basir of advertLsir . aa)_MT-TiLýtionl. L: - -- 

Nmal. --er of Time banis Companies 

Monthly basis 10 

Seasonal basis 

Total 16 
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; 4.1, "0 1 -1 th. 1_17bb, i ý- is. 
_ 

Ter, companiefý ullocate their advertising budmts on zi 

monthly basis. Two reanons are ruentioned. Fir. 3tly, the 

majority of companies aovertitse to the trado through trade 

journals insued monthly, and in a few cases quarterly. 

7hus the companies may introduce changes whern necessary. 

Thin, however, doen not mcan that changes are 

instantaneou,! 5, because of the time required to notify 

the media of guch changes. Secondly, it provides good 

accounting practice in ter-is of control on, expenditure. 

b. SeRson basin. 

Six compantion allocate. their adverti. ýinj budgets on a 

seasonal ba3ifý to coincide with the two peak nelling 

period.,, in Autiran and Elpring. Ordinarily the 

advertising a: nd- detailed outlays are decided 

upon a few weeks before the cormencoment of a particular 

f5e. "on, by which time the companies are in a better 

position to forecast businesr, activity and accordingly 

decide on advertising det-ils. Again, the main objective 

is to introduce changes where necessary within the 

fnimei-., oEk of the annual advertising budget. This way, 

according to the companies,. maximum benefit of advertising 

is achieved. 

TABLE 17.2 

Time bnsis of adv(-rti,, t; inp, ao-, ronriition-, t and size of cnmnan 

Size of Company 
Time basis/size Of COMFany Tot, 

Small Medium Large 

X onthly 334 10 

Seanorial 12 

Total 16 
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T ý'ýBUý 17.3 

rr. of and attýt-, 
--A! 

rmi 

of ý11f, Chinf, 

Favourable Unfavourable 
Time bwaqitAttitudeý! Total 

AB cD 

1.1-onthly 32 41 10 

Scaporial 33 

Total 16 

TAPT, '-, ' IZ. 4 

Tine bani, -- of advertisinp apnropriations and attitlidin., il -pl, 3. r-. er,, Fntm 
of 

T / tvour. aue ' A Unfavourable T t l ime basis attitudes o a 
AB cD 

i Vlonthly 2 21 10 

Seasonal 2 

Total 21 16 

Tables 17.2 to 17.4 relate time basis of advertising appropriations 

to size of company and attitudinal placements of the Chief !,, xecutives 

and C. M. B. 's. The major observation from Table 17.2 is that 

companies irrespective of size, allocate their advertising budget 

on monthly bases and wasonal bases. To this extent size of company 

is immaterial whether allocation is on a monthly or seasonal basis. 

The findings of Tables 17.3 and 17.4 reveal similar 

observations, first, companien allocating their advertining budgets 

on a seasonal basis have adef Executive3 and C. M. E. In exhibiting 

favourabilities of attitude. Secondly, where monthly allocaticn 

is practiced, Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's are from the four 

attitudinal placements. However, the Mief Executives are 
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equally divided between the two Pj,, -jjor attitudinaJ placom(, "Its. 

It is clear that having ahd Chic-If Exr, -cutivnm 
exhibitinE: favourabiiities of atititudes are, l_, koly to allocate 

their adverti. sine: budget on a seasonal ba,, As. 

18, Flexibility of advertisinp budpnts. 

Mmerally speakina a degree of flexibility is required to 

accom-modate unforen-cen events. In advertining, this is 

desirable becaune of possible chLnEins in the mtrketing environment 

which may necesFitate changes in advertising expenditure, emphanis 

and so on. Where inflexibility prevails, it may indicate lack 

of "confidence" in adverti-min; -. u 
The object of the present section is, first, to o3tablish 

whether or not conipanips may chdngo their advertising expenditure 

due to unforeseen events after the setting of the advertising 

budget. Secondly, reagonn for nuch practice. 

The findinZs of the study presented in Table 18.1 indicate 
t, 

that the majority of companies allow flexibility in their 

advertising bude; ets, that in, if for unforeseen events, Lý 
advertising expenditure needs to be changed, it is easily 

accommodated. The group of coiaranies revealing inflexibility 

mention two reasons for such practice. 

TABI, T-, ' 18.1 

Flexibility or Othendse of afbrertisinfý buep-ets. 

Number of Flexibility? Companies 

Flexible 

I. Inflpxible 

Total 16 
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a. Flexibility of Q-(3v, --tisini, hud, ý,, -etn. 
Blevpl,, companies ind-i cate thý-tlv- adverti. nin. - ný-ty bo chAnE,, -, d 

due to unfore-ýenn events. The reasoning in that 

hoýwevoý accurate plannine Pay be, there is alwýkyn 

the chance of such events. In businens there nhould 

alwayn be P. degree of flexibility. Indoed, for eix 

companies, their success is attribut,. *, d to how s, ý. riftly 

they renpond to unpredicted chanees. 

Three of these companies, large in nize, formally 

recognine the need for flexibility, irrespective of 

the activity. Mus, they have a "contingency account" 

from which unforeseen expenditure is draum. In the 

case of advertising, the C. 114I. E. presents the case for 

such expenditure to be approved by the INanaging Director. 

y b,, idýaets. b. Inflexibility of adverti, ý. in 

Five companies recard their annual advertiring budgets 

as fixed and unchangeable. Two of the companiei do not 

change their advertising budgets because tht-y are deciaed 

upon annually. The justific"tion for such practice is 

the small amount of advertisinc, undertaken, inplying 

two reasons, first, the companies do not have financial 

resources large enough to undertake advertising on a 

large scale. Secondly, advertising is not regarded as 

an important sales stimulant. Finally, such practice 

is regarded an good accounting practice. 

The remaining three companies indicate that a certain amount 

of advertising is necessary, specifically to push the 

company's name. Beyond this point, advertising, is not 

a necessary activity to brine, sales. Thus, if the 

object of increasing expenditure is due to unfulfilled 

sales targets, the companies seek other explanations than 

increasing advertising expenditure. 
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)"'. 

T Is. 2 
FjpyjIp, 4j, 4-, y or rýth(ý-r-Wjý ke of %ýVfr 

Size of Company 
al Fleyibility/size of -.. .-- -4-- - 

Tot. 
"mall Modiur-I Largo Company 3 

Flexibility 1 11 

Inflexibility 

Total 6 16 

TAPLE 1P. --5 

ttitulinal Pleyib or othergise of advOj: t1Ls3j-n-! 1 LAL rinSý pi 
YXecutives. lacemcnts of Chic-S 

Favourable Unfavourable 
_-. 

Total Flexibility/attitudes -- -I? -- -- -- _. 
ABcD 

Flexibility 

Inflexibility 

Total 16 

TABLE 1R. 4 

Flexibility or othemine of ad attitu(iinal pI-, nr..., npntn 

of C. 14. lil% , r, 

Favourable a ourable Totil Flexibility/attitudes 
ABCD 

2 Flexibility 

Inflexibility I 

Total 2 16 
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Tablea 1,3.2 to 18.4 rýýIate flexibilit: / or othýýx-, ilne of arlverti. -, ing' 

budgets to size of cof,, q. -oiy, and attitudinal placej; ent3 ()f tyie Chip 

Executives and C. 1,1.1". s. The major point enorginC from Table 181.2 

is that whereas none of the medium and large ! 5ized companieg 

regard thr? ir advertising budCetr, aý,, inflexible, five of the small 

companies consider their advertining budgets as inflexible. T) As 

: ý; ug, -emts that small companies do not reg-ard changes in thn 

buniness environmnnnt an important factor to vary advertiring 

expenditure. This in turn, stems from the viewpoint that 

advertising is not a reliable sales stimulant, and limited 

financial resources impede the companies from urdertaking 

advertising on a large scale. 

In Table 18.3 the majority of companies allowing for 

advertising flexibility, have Chief Executives exhibitinC 

favourabilities. of attitude. It is noticeable, first, that all 

the Chief Executives ex)-dbitin- strongly favourable attitudes 

indicate this viewpoint. Secondly, none of the companies 

maintaining this practice have Chief Executives exhibiting stronrly 

unfavoutable attitudes towrards the marketing concept. 

The finding-, of Table 18.4 reveal that favourabilitie,, 3 of 

attitude of C. M. E. Is are not confined to conpanies regarding 

advertising expenditure ars flexible because nine of the oleven 

compýtnies indicating flexibility, and four of the five companics 

indicating inflexibility, have C. 1/1. Ms exhibiting favourabilitins 

of attitude. It is noticeable that the only com-Fany whose 

C. M. EL exhibits a strongly unfavourzable attitude, regard-.., i 

advertising budgets as inflexible. 

effectivoness. 3-9. Measurempnt of advertising 
One of the essential aspects of managemont is to evaluate 

the offectivencss of a particular activity in term's of achieving 

stated objectives and prove an explanzation when such objectives 

are not acco-nplishdd. Implicitly, statement of objectives in 

a measurable form are pre-requisite in any managerial tark. 
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As indA cated at t)-, -- begtnriinS of Part Two, a number of 

approaches may be used to e-valuate the effectiveness of 

advertising, the ap, -lropriatenerns of w1hich dnpenalm on the 

objectives in que3tion. The objective of the present section 

is first to establish whether or not companies measure the 

effectiveness of their advertising expenditur(?. Secondly, 

where relevant, reasons for not measuring advertising 

effectiveness. Finally, methods usod in evaluating 

advertising. 

The findings of the study su=marised in Table 19.1 

indicate two groups of companies, in equal numbcr, relating, to 

the measurement or othex-wise of advertising expenditure. The 

latter group of companies mentions two reasons for such 

Pn"ctice. The former group une two different methods in 

measuring advertising effectivene5s. 

The major finding of the study is that none of the 

companies specify their advertising objectiven in measureable 

terms. To this extent, it is misleading to conclude the 

presence of a rij; orous evaluation meehanism. However, 

inadequate the prdetice of measurement is, both nyritemn are 

presented. 

TOM?, 1ý). l 

Ileaslimmi-nt or oth-, rwise of adv(, rti. -, in, - effectivPnems. 

Number of Mleasurement ?Com 
pa n es 

i I-Ileasurement 

Absence of measurement 

Total 16 
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a of adv. ýrtiminý7 cffectivonet, Fý. 

Eight companieý mearure the effectivenesi of adverti8irC 

primari-ly to ensure that the money is well Fpent and to 

introduce future changer, where noce3sary. Thi. s group 

of companies utilise two different methods of evaluation, 

n, mely in terms of zales achieved and by ol. -soiving the 

number of coupons returned. 
The ufýe of the first rm-thod. is invariably utilisý, d by the 

eight companies in the Urcup. Essentially, the companiv. s 

obsenre changes in sales after undertlaking advertii 

Implicitly a direct relationnhip between advertising 

and nales prevails. While this may be true the mechnism 

in not rigorous enough to delineate other factors likely 

to bring about nale3 increases. Indeed, this ihortcomino 

ted out by the companies, for example, quality and is point 

price. The main feason for lack of a more sophisticated 

technique is the expenses involved in such exercisen. 

The method of observing the number of coupons retu=, ed, 

following an advertising campaign, is used by four companins 

who advertise directly to the final cons=ar. As such 

a coupon in part of the advertisement to be sent by the 

consumer requesting further details. This in a$n 

effective method of evaluation if the degree of succens 

is indicated by the extent of return. However, the 

major shortcoming is the absence of quantifiable objective, 

for example, a statement to the effect that a certain 

number of returned coupons indicates success, 

Finally, only one corai-, any is scriously considering the 

measuremont of advertising in teris of consumer 

awareness. The major problem in the financial outlays 

involved. 
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b, for not cffectiynnes,! ý. 
The rpmaining eight ý-a equal n,, ), nhnr, mention tuo 

different r-ýanons for not measiiriiig the effectivenems of 

adverti? ting. The first group of companies inlicate Cle 

difficulty of ireamiring adverti_ýing offectivenein, bf-callse 

of the innumprab. 31c, flactorn, likol., to affect a sale. The 

major difference between this and the preirious group of 

companiai is the former's lack of 1, Lnd: ýrtaking any form 

of meamirement. The mentioned view in that the companies 

aevertine and "'hopo for the bent". 

Tine other nub-group does not measure the effectiveness of 

advertising becau; ie of the srimll Laount of advertising 

undertaken 'wrhich does not justify the expenses involved 

in evaluation. The issue In whetlýer such justification 

is adeqvý-, te enough not to undertake the eimplest form 

of evaluation. 

Finally, only one company measures the effectiveness of 

advertising when it in undertaken jointly with ratailers. 

The baris of selectin- r-tailers is past and potential 

sales. The method of evaluation is the simple direct 

relationship between advertisinC and sales, where the 

retailor*'A -riles of the company's product is observed 

at the end of an advertising cam. paign. 

TABLE 11.2 

Fleasliromprit or oth-c! rwise of advprtising i-,. ffpctivp. r, (-n. s And si7. P, 
of comnanyl. 

M t? / i f 
Size of CoripRny 

T tal easurcinen t ze o o 
covqp, ýMy Small Meditun LarCe 

Measurernent 2 3 3 

Ab-sence of measurement 

Total 1%3 
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V. N, 93 

I njý- P-l f t. " vfý. -. nt-13 a-A at ý1,110 ýnnl 

I'll Lcf 'c' co i 

Favoura blo Unfavourable 
Measurcrient/atti-tudee, al To t, 

A c 

Measurement 8 

Ab-ionce of meanurement 2 1 1 8 

Total 5 4 1 

M, pasurnmnnt or othcrwizýp, 

TAP'Lm, 

tjsjrlý mid at of advPr effectivon-es. i-i-Wdinal 

placr-innt of thr3 

1, leasUrement? /attitudes Favourable Unfavourable Total 
AB cD 

Measuremcnt 2 

Abspnce of meinurc-ment 25 

Total 6 21 16 

Tables 19.2 to 19.4 relate measurements or otherwise. of 

advertimine effectivene3s to size of companyq and attitudinal placcments 

of the Chief Executives and The major observation in 

Table 19.2 is tlýat companies irrespective of size, measure or 

otherwise the effectiveness of advertising. Tho hif: hent 

concentration, however, is among small companies, where four 

companies do not measure advertising effectiveness. The large 

companies are equally divided bptwopn measuring and not measiirinc 

advertising effectiveness. 
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The findings in 'fable 19. *5 indicate ti-at corrpimicm not 

moaisurinC adver" -, "I I ivý, -oza I Uýii-l- e. L i Pctivrmesm have Cidef X'xecýit r, f. T 
the four attit; din. al jplaccmrýitn. 

Ilowevel-, companiic. n not 

measuring advertis, -Jn6 effectivenesm have six Chiof Nxeclitiven 

exhibiting favourabilitier, of attitude as agtinst five Chief 

Executives exhibitinE. Itho-zz. -m. c. l. attitud'I%zil placements, whose 

companies undertaIke the activity. To this extent, it in 

clear Ithat favour. ýtbilitvien of attitude of the Chief Executives 

are not confined to companies rueasuring tYe effectivenem-S of 

-ising. advert 

. 
The findings of Table 11). 4 indicate that whereas seven 

of the eight companies measuring advertising effectiveness 

have exhibiting favolirabilities of attitudri, nix of 

the eie-, ht companies not und, ýrt,. kj ng the activity hav'e Is 

exhibiting, The co. nolusion is, si-,, Alar to 
,, 

similar attitudes. 

that in Table 19-3. It is noticeable, however, that the only 

company having a C. M. i? ý. exhibiting a --'. rongly unfavourable 

attitude towards the marketing concept, domnot measure the 

effectiveness of its advertising. 

20. Advprtimirp, cz-ý. mpaifmý used. 

In the introduction of Part Two, it was indicated that a 

number of advertising campaigns may be usc-d depending on 

advertising objectives. These campaiens range from local 

to national campaigns. It is not uncommon to find more, than 

one campaign used simultaneously by the name company. 

The objective of the present section is first, to establish 

the týrpe of advertising campait-nn uFýed b,,,, the companini visited. 

Secondly, reasons for such practice. T"ho findings of the. 

study, summarised in Table 20.1 indicate that basically three 

tyT)es of campaigns are used. It is obrbrved that 'ive companies f. 
use more than one campaign simultaneously, and hence the 

summation of 22. Each group of companion using a particular 
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cwnpairn, indic-atos a niLPbr-. r of re%r, 4-, n., 3 for such 

of 

Y-nber of 
Co:,, punien, Type- of ctý:, )Paign using 
canpaign. 

National canpaigns 15 

Local and refiorml 

Co-oporative 

Total 22 

Va tionaIc pa i v-, -I. -im 
Fifteen companies makp use of this tyoe of camr. z-ti,,, n 

indicating five reasons for such practice, prcnnentcd in 

Table 20.2. It is not wricommon to use national campaiens 

for more than one reason at the same time. In the first 

place, the majority of co. mýanics use national carpait, -in 

because their advprtisingr tar(; et is the trade. Ai such, 

advertising on this scale covorýý companies wholenilers 

and retailers which are located throughout tho country. 

Furthermore, this campaign enablem the comp. anies to 

reach both present and potential customerm. 

T A33 L'N 2T .P 

-v of uný, Fobýy llý, asons for national cAmpatrns and freovenc 

Frequency o: Reasonn I 
, mentiont2otal 

CoveraEc of the Tri. de 12 

2 New product launch 

Bj product basis 2 

Stimulate primary dpinand, 

Influence final consumor 

Prequency of mention/tota, 22 
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lecondly, two com. -)anips util. irrý 11aLion-l camriai, - I n--.. ý br, 

_j. i(ý. the object is to croýths new prn6uct in tý, e tr Cý 
Only when new products are involved is tl'i:: ý tyj)e of 

carapaiCn persund, bec, v. l. re conai)rjdes' cm, rs are 

nationally located. To this extent, this reason is 

similar to th3 previous one. Howev, 3r, the difference 

is the circumstances iLnRr which natimil cLo'1J%'Ugnz are 

used. 'I"hirdly, two companies uso naticnal campaignm 

on product basis. The companies concerned reveal that 

the usage of national caDpaignn indiscriminately is 

expensive. Moreover, its im. act is not as strong as 

when a product is specifically advertised and promoted. 
The basis upon which such products are chosen im theIr 

potontial profits in terms of marrins. In other words, 

product. -, carrying a relatively low profit marpn are 
discarded from advertising. 
Fourthly, only one company unes national c-=paiL-rs with 

a view to stimulating primary dem-ind. This im done by 

contribution to the Carpet Manufacturer Federation's 

advertising budget. As sirch the Federation advertises 

car-pets per se. Invariably, the coirp=y in qu. estion 

capitalises on these advertisements by undertakinG local 

and regional advertiring. TMr. way the comrany gets 

maximum benefit from its advertising budget compared U 
with the case wýere all the advertising budget is spent 

on one forin of campaign. 
Finally, five companies advertise to the connuiner oti 

national basis, the objective is to achieve national 

coverage. The difficulty, according to the companies, 

of pinpointing the class of potential consumers to their 

products on local or regional levels, renders national 

campaigns inevitable. 
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b. Local igd r, iicj. on, ýI 

Three com, )a-nies une. local and r!,, 4. or-,, Il cwq,, aigns. Two o, " 

these, opmpanies thr-, r, %lonFrfi, 4-de national c. -i: -0aiCn. s. 

'Ilic third company only onp- type of campaign. The 

latter co.,. -, pý--tny, nedium in ni7e, justifies -J!: r, )racticn 

on the grvrids of li-f-ted fin-ncia-l rcsourc,, --ýr, to und-a-take 

national campaignn. The former companiets, large in size, 

utilise those types of campaign becaiise of their impaci-, 

on a particular mailket segment. As such it enhancog 

the effectiveness of the companic 0 advertising budget. n. 

Moreover, ther- are certain ty, -, es of carý. ets which are 

not purchased nationally. Mun it is impractical and 

indeed "a waste of money" if there prodiictn are advertised 

nationally. 

C. Co-oýierative ca, ýPn, .-s. 
Four companies, large in size, iijidertake co-operative 

advertising with cert, -,. in outlets in the latteril locality 

and/or regaon. The banis of choosing those vitlet s 

are post w-Ld potential rales of the companies' producti. 

Generally ! %peaking the retailers approach the companies 

for aiich ventures. On the corripanie-, ' part the prime 

objective is to ensure rotailer's co-operation during 

the campaign in view of the latter'3 fin, incial involvement. 

The companies' other promotional activities receive 

similar attention. Airthermore, the companies benefit 

most when the prodiictn are primarily directed to the 

locality and/or region in question. 

It should be noted that the presence of a particular 

campaign irs not an indication or otherwire of marketing 

concept orientation. 'What is important im that 

advertising objective. 3 and plans are decidod upon within 

the framewor'K of the marketing Tplan and not in inolation. 
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, Mi3llill 20.7 

TyT)n oS' ndvertiýýJn. - camr, ýýwE: C, uE-, ed and 0' cnniofLr. v. 

Si--e of COMI), Iny Total 
Type/size of company III. ý ", ". f rorr. 1, Small Medim Large nry 

Nýitional car., qý, %i n, 15 

I Local wid reg-ional 2 

C-o-operativo 4 

Total - frequency 5 11 22 

TAPLI,, ' M-4 

Ta)rýs of a0vprtisinp cw-paif-n uned and attitudiral 
-Plncerlontn of 

thp Chi(ýf, i'yocrutivps, 
ý 

Ty-pe/attituden Favonrablp, Unfavourable Totýil. 

AB C D 

National campaiCns 15 

Local and regional 1 1 

, Co -operative ý11 2 

Total frpquency 8 8 

TABLE, 20.2 

Zmes of adverti. -, inr, camz)! Ap-, is used and 
of the C. M. N. 

Type/attitudes 
Favoumble I 

.. -- 0 - 
Unfavourable Total 

ý- I - AB C D 
' frequency 

National cPmpai(,, n. 6, 75 2 1 15 

Local and regional 2 

Co-operative 

Total frequency 8 2 22 
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Tables ! ý0-3 to 20.5 rrilate ty, 
-,, e of nvhrýý. T-Unin(- 

to size of companics and attitudiýial ý, placementn O'L tlic ý11, ipf 

Executives and TYe major obscrri_-, tion nnergir, - from 

Table 210. ]7) is that compzx. ies irrcspective of utilisr---. 

national canr. aiens. Secondly, the Datter iýý the only type of 

c, ripair, n uned by rmall companieýý. Thirdly, large cnnipani-cs 

m, ore thpxj t1he other two size group- of companics use more than 

one, type of campaiEn. To this extent it can be conclud! )d th,. --it 
large comranies are sophisticated in their ý,. -idvertising ý. Ictivitie-. 
This is dUa to their financial renources and the larce scfllc of 

operations. 

The major obseiTations in Table 20.4 is that companies using 

national campaigns have chief executives from thc four 

attitudinal placements. However, ten of theno executiYols exhibit 

favourabilities of attitudes. Secondly, companies usirr, -the two 

other forms of campai6ns have the majority of their chief 

executives exhibitinC favourabilities of attitude. To thin 

extent it is clear th%t favourabilities of attitude by the chief 

executives are not confined to a particular type of advertising 

campaign. It in noticeable that none of tha companies uning the 

three types of campaigns have chief executives exhibiting strongly 

unfavourable attitudes towardn tho maeketing concept. 

The findings in Table 20.5 clearly indicate that companies 

using locý-il and/or regional campairns have C. M. E. 's oxhibiting 

favourabilities of attitude. Companies utilisin.,, * the other two 

types of campaigns have CJI. B. 's from the four attitudinal 

placements. However, it in clear that the majority of C. M. E. 's 

using the latter types of campairns have C. 11I. E. 'is ox)Abiting 

favourabilitien of attiti; da. To this extent, the conclusion is 

similar to that of Table 2-0.2. 

21. Adverti.,, dng nf-dia. 

The choice of advertising ruedia is mainly influenced by 

the advertising targets, that in, the neumentýs) the company 
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Pndeavours to r(?, F,, ch. Thi2 in turn is deter%in5): 1 J, 
', r 

the advt-n-tininr. 

olbjeý'tilre.: i. '--:! "., y cý-O-Jcn ,,, -uchh, a numb-r of f, '-, ctor, 

of a spncific m-ediirn, Civ(-, i the cip.. arent si-milarity with otý-. c-. ýr mediý. ), 

of vin-a of reaching the comi, any's advertising targetn. from the point 

The objective of the present secti, -., r, is, fir7, t, to eFtýibii--h the 

type of advertising media used by the coniildniel. Secondly', t1he 

factors involvtýd in relecting -i partickilar medium. The f-ndings 

of the stizdy revealed that, first, six types of a2vertising media 

used, preoented in Table 21.1. It is noticed th-AV seven comq), inies 

use more than one meditim simultaneously and hence tl: e summation of 

26. Secondly, four reasonn presented in Tablýý 21.2, are cited 

as influencing the selection of a particular mediiua. 
I 

TAB",, E, 21.1 

-v com7p Adverti, ýinx, rn, -, flia iu-, ed Y) 
-rd en . 

Uaage by 
Media used I number of 

Conpanici 

Trade magazines 1.4 

Architecture Journals 2 

Home magazines 4 

2 Sunday supp'lm-nts 

Local preps 

Television 

Total 26 

As, in clear from Table 21.1, trade magazines are tho advertising 

media most used by the companies. Architectitral journalm are, u. "d 

to reach the contract customer. Home magazinen are opted for when 

the objective in to reach the housewife. Two companies use Sunday 

supplements with an objective to reach the A, B, C mocial clasnem. 

Three companies use the local press wJ-, en undertaking local campaigns 

either independently or jointly with retailern; the objfýctive ia to 
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achieve ma-d-m-um im-, lact ol" aIvnrt-J. --. ngr w1ann a I, roýbict i! i prim, ar-ily 

producod for the localitl L, - in crae-st-ion or to loc, 31 dýýmand. 

Finally, ono coml)z,. ny, lnroc in nize, makes Use of tplevi; '; i. rn 

advertising, the objcctivp in to r(, ach the ftmtl connlLmar'on a 

national level. 

TA"19,101 21.2 

Ractors influencinp mclection of medi. a. 

INtubor of Factors Companies 

Readcrnhip 15 

Circulation 

Cost involved 

Iriage of_publication 

Total 26 

The first observation from Table 21.2 is that the choice of media 

is influenced by more than one factor. Indeed eight companies are 

influenced by two or more factors. 

, a. R-adprsýdp. 

This a-j. -)ect of media selection relates to the persons reading 

the advertisement, that in, vrhether they are the trade, the 

final consumer and so on. Essentially, readerFhil) pattPrns 

determine the media used from the point of view of advertisine 

targets. It is clear that this is the most impoitant 

single factor influencing modia selection by the companies 

vi-sited. 

b. Circulation. 

This refers to the number of copies sold. 'Zia notion is that 

the higher the circulation, the high(-r is the, likely coverage 
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oT the tar, -Al , s) ir, question. It 'rlunt be adrleý,, tbat thi. -i 

in no' R, wit'n t, ( .. (-, -tjýq 4 r, 7 becallne 

althouErh the media is bo-, )gýt -it ('ýýien not npceým,. ýirily imply 

that the ad-idrtisement is effective or indeed notice,, _ 
However, it does indicate th. (, ý coveraý, -- potential of the mel'ia. 

C. Co. mt invo)v-d. 

Only on-- compLry cateForically st. ates cost factor -as 

influencing itc media szelection. This corn, ), any, small in 

;! ize, is the only company wholly advertising to the final 

consumar. Furthennore, this companv, is an exception, 

in that it is influenced by the four factors indicated in 

Table 21.2. 

of ;,, ublic<3. tion. 

The company m, ýntionino this factor the same one 

mentioning costs involved. The implication is the social 

classes likely to read the magazine. As such, the objrctive 

is to select those media read by the A, B, Cl social classes. 

TABLE 21.3 

Factors influercinp, -ciliction of rp. dia and rivn- of company. 

Size of Com,, ),, -. ry Total 
Factor. s/mize of company (f requency) Sm"all. I'ledium Large, 

Readership 15 

Circulation 21 

Cost 

Image of publication 

Total (frequency) 12 26 
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TAF, 21.4 

, Factorn:, inf'iiiencin, 
Chief 

Pactor: ýAttitudes 
Favoum 

- -ý* 
bit, 

- -, - 
UnfEivo"'. (rable 

--I--.. " - -- 
Total 

, --. I-- - - ,ý - ( LrFqur. ncy) .. A B CD 

41 15 

Circulation 1 3 9 

Cost - 1 

Inago of publication 1 

Total (frrquency) 13 5 1 26 

TABUh., 21,5 

Factors infliiencing soicction-of mr-dirt and ýIttjtlldinal of 
C. I 

' ' ' 
Factors/attitudes Favourable Unfa vourab l a Total 

(frequency) 
AB CD 

Readership 2 15 

Circulation 2 

Cost 

Imaf; e of publication 1 

Total (frequency) 11 13 2 20' 

Tables 21.3 to 21.5 relate factors influencing selection of mAdia 

to size of company, attitudinal placements of Chief Executives and 

C. M. B. 's. The major observation from Table 21.3 is that companies, 

irrenpective of size, consider reader-ship and circulation an 

influencino factors in selection of media. Secondly, only one 

company, smiall in size, is influcnced by four factors in selecting its 

advprrtising media. Finally, readership is the most important factor 

in media relection. 
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Thtý firidingr in Table 21. A indicato, firýýt, 'k-l-, %t 

ric, aticning rcaderni, ip, i-. ave Qhýcf' the-, l., )ur att--, ti 

placezrlentý---. Sc-c, )nd-'Ly, the ccomýany U Aýýe Of oont and i, 

L publication, hai a Ch 4 

.f EXeCUtý4VL, exhibit-in's- a otrongly favourable 

attitude. 'rhirdly, the majority of co-n. panioý, 3 i'ipntioning a-. i: i of the 

four influrncing factors hwre Chief Executives exhibiting stron'71y 

favourable attitudeý-. tovrzirds the mayi: etirig conce, -)t. Fin-tlly, the 

only co. -qvany mentioning all the factors has a Chief Executive 

exhibiting the latter attitudina-1 placerient. 

'The major findine from Table 21.5 is that tho majority of 

factors are mentioned by companies where C. '4.1111. 's exhibit favoilraM. lit ic 's 

of attitudes. The only emception is with res., ect to the factor, 

readership, which is convidered impo. -tant by compariies wber(-, C. M. 113.1s 

exhibit unfavourable attitudes towards the markoting concept. Af, -ain, 

the only compz: my mentioning the four influencing factors- has a 

C. M. D. exhibiting a stronrly ýavourable attitude. It is noticeable 

that none of the companies in crizestion have CJ.,. E. 's exhibiting 

mtronCly urfavourable attitude.,;. 

22. Media FchPdi))Jnp,. 

Media Beheduling ir, that ý, rea of decision making relating to the N 

timing of advertising insertions, for ex, ýziplc, -whether advertising is 

sproad throughout the year or concentrated in a particular period. 

Primarily advertisine, - objectiver, determine the timing of insertionS. 

Within this fraraswoiýk, factors relating to the product andAr inellstlýy 

exert substantial influence. 

The objective of the present section is to establinh specific 

factors, that influence compnýniesl media scheduling decisions, and 

reasons for prevailing practices. The findings of the study summarined 

In Table 22.1 indicate three groups of cor-pamies on the banis of 

advertising occurances, citing several reasons for such practices. 

These reason. s are presented in Tables 22.2 to 2-,,. 4. 
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Ti. -Ar.,, 7 of and nwa6er r. l: 

Nutpbnr of Timing of advertising 

g period, -, Peak milin., 

Throughout the year 

ýn the ba, -ds of m; uý-etirig resný%rcli 1 

Total 16 

a. Peak sellin ----- eriods. 

Eleven companies concentrate their advertising in the two penl- 

selling periodm, that is, Autuan and Spring, a featuro of the 

caxjýet industry. Wo reasonp were mentioned in thi. i respect. 

In the first place, all the companies in this group indicate 

that in these periods, naximum impact of advertisingin 

realised, because both the trade and the final contýtuner are 

in a frame of mind receptive to advertising. This is 

insti(; ated by the fact that the final con-, ýimer is in the 

market to buy a carpet and the retailers are to serve hdm. 

As such, both types of customers are in search of relevant 

information. Indeed, five companies indicated that the 

customers are on the outlook for carpet advertinement. 

Secondly, four of the companies advertise in there periods 

because of-limited financial resources. In other words, it 

in financially impractical to advertise evnnly throughout 

the year. Furthermore, it is expressed that advertising 

in other periods is "a waste of money": advertising has 

to be on a "large scale" if it is to stimulate demand in 

periods othqr than Spring and Autur,, in. 
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thp rear. 
Foiir compa-zi. en adver-, iEýr evenly t1u. -oue1ioi)t tl-ýn in 0-r(II(, r 
to ac)-deve maximum of otitlpts and fina! consturl'-r. 
The notion is that if "we miss an oi)tlet this he ir, 

riot minsed next time". It must be added that two of the! ýe 

companies arc large in nize, and therefor- arc financially 

capable of undertakin, ý- advertipirie on this banis. However, 

the other two companie-s are snall. in size, and have a 
In th, -, latter case, rela"I. Jively snall advertisinU budGA. 

simplicity is thr. -ý rationale. In t1re former case financial 

resources arsý the expliuuition. 

.L 
Depends on iraiýket potnntial. 

Only one company, medium cized, j-9 not dogmatic about the 

timing of its adverti3ing insýprtionn. Z-)e dntermininc- 

factor is the company's markýting research findings. Thus, 

in so far as the findingn indicate a certain tales potenti4l 

for the company, adverti-, ing takes place. IBY implication, 

this in not confined to the two peak, selling periods. To 

this extent, this company is not bound by tradition, as other 

companies seem to be in this area. Activities arc related 

to marIketing research findings, a p7-actice mo--: ýt denirable 

from the point of view of marketing concept orientation. 

TABLE 2P. 3 

Factors inflizencinr mC-dia scheduling and size of camn, any. 

Factor-s/size of company 
Size of Company Total 

(frequercy) 
Smll M edium Large 

Maximum advertising impact 4 

Expcnditure 

Maximum coverage 2 2 

Karknt potrntial 

Total (frequency) 2-0 
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4 

F, -Lcto-ti inf7umciný,, r-chedulinp- ar-A at-ýJtt-el- 
cbie, ": 

7 

Facto r-, /a-. tituddes 
-^ I. I 
P.. -moi2rable 

i 
Unf. oro,. irablf- 

.. 10 
To t, --, I 

41 

mquency) A 13 CD 
0 

Maximum advertising impact 6 2 

Expenditure 1 1- 

Maximm coveraZe 22 

I'llaeket potential 

Total (frequency) 2-0 

TABLý, ' 22.5 

Factors influericinp -, Pdja mcheculinfý and attitudin%l placenimts of thp 
C. 1,4. E. 

Factori/attitud, -ýs 
Favourable Unfavourable 'total 

, , (f requ, -ncy) A B CD 

N'aximum advertisiný; impact 5 4 2 

Expenditure 2 2 

Yaximuju covexage 1 1 11 

Market potential 

Total (frequ6ncy) 8 20 

Tables 22.3 to 2P. 5 relatm factors influencing media acheduling 

decisions to size of company and attitudinal placenents of the Chief 

, from Table 22.3 Executives and C. M. E. 's. The major observation emerging 

in that companies irresý-, Pctive of size con-: ýider maximum impact of 

advertining occu", during tMs two peak selling j)eriods. Secondly, 
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none of thv, lnrC<-, cnm. t. )aniý, s rr:! Frard schndu). -;, -E, &,, rinjoqsý wk infli,, fmce-d 

financý, -d fac-or.. s. T', to 'm?. t',, c cc)n,, ý-rr. of 

compardes in vipw o. [' their limited i., ly, t"-"4 rial 

only co, -apany rel. ving on nar-keting r-: ý, sc, --arch finding to guide its 

advertisinC7 nchaduling dec-iJý-Jon, irý medim In 

Tho findings in Table 2,2-4 reve, -. 1 that comparder, indicating 

maydmum covprage h, -., v(- ChAef ', "'Axe cat J v,!., -, r-, x'hibitin, _g imfavourabilities 

of attitude. As indicated earlier, two of thfýse companies are 

r,, kotiva-ted b. ýV sim,, -Iicity, the others by finz-3-ncia. ). rcý-Iource. ý;. Secon6ly, 

the cbmpanir relying on marketing re-mirch information h_, t3 a Cnief 

J, ', xocutive eybibiting favoiýrability of attitude. Finally, nine of 

the eleven ccm... ardes indicating mu,, ximm advcrtiý, ing im., act during 

the two peal: selling periods, hwre Chief E'xecutivcs exhibitinj7 

favourabilities of attitude. toward3 the markating concept. 

The mjor observation in Table 22.5 in that six-teen of the 

twenty . frequericics of mpntion are indicated I-)y companies having 

C. M. E. 'm exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. Within this 

pattern of frequency dintil. bution, tht- factors, relating to the t-xpenrsns 

involved an(I market potential are iridicated by companies having 

C. M. M. 's ex: hibiting attitude favourabilitie. s. Thirdly, companies 

mentioning maximum coverage h. ave C. PI. B. Is from the, four attitudinal 

placoments. The latter factor in the only one mentionnd by a C. M. S. 

exhibiting a strongly iLrifavourable attitude. 

2ý. Planniný-, of advortirýina- cam; ýý, Aim. 

The objccti. ve of the present nection is to establish the procenn 

by Vnich advertising campaignq are decided upon, the sequenco, 

persons involved, efforts towards co-ordination, factual banin and 

evaluation. 

As indicated in Section 9, fifteen companies make use of an 

advertising af: ency, despite the fact that three companies luave their 
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o, vm Alvertising laepi,, -, timent. In the company not havin, -- i-0; ovn 

. Advertising Dt-purtmýmt and iiot miakinfr u., -e of Adver-tininc At-:, cnci'-s, 

the ManaCing Director is rpsi-, ýonsiblle for all plpnriinc, ard decisionm 

relating to advertising. 

The findingn revealcd three systc: ns of process of planninr 

I advertising campaioms. ]--: --. i*, ntiully the systems are similar. 

Howevqr, the diFtinguiz9hine.: features arm with respect to, first, 

whether the conInany is usinT an Advertising Agency, secondly, within 

the framework, of the company's Advertiain- Department and, finally, 

where joint advertising with retailers ioý undertaken. For each 

-Plow chart is prosented and commented of thore conditionm a separato ý 

upon. It is not uncommon to find that the three procedural pattorns 

operate siriultuieiously for thf, sama comp3my. 

a. Proce. -ss of ilanriin,, 7 advertisinr whe L. ýL, an 

, _, 
oncy in i3sed. Advertisinf- ',. 

It is clear from Chart A thit invariably the C. M. E. and 

the Chief Executive are the persons involved in deciding 

on advertising activities. Where the C. M. 33. and the 

Chief Executive are the same perzon, the latter anruizies 

the entire responsibility. The rationale for thim 

procedure is the C. M. E. 's lmowlnd. Ce of marknt 

requirements wnd the Chief ExecutiveFý, ' resý-, onsibility 

for the entire busincss perfoniance. 

Secondly, invariably factual basis, reDtin, - to 

circulation readers)-tip and so on, is providcd by the 

Advertising Ag--ncy. Infortuation relating to the products 

and company's maii: eting plann supplied to the Agency 

varies from one company to another. The policy of 

the companies in to provide minimum information for 
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me-crocy reasonfý. only oa, ý )rovidý-Fl 

ar fnmn, of f- ý (- . 

nt -i: j WýLy C: because, acý-, or(ling to thp comp,, -ny, c ly ..;,. I 

Agency oper--te eff ect-ivr. '-, y. 

Throui-hoiit the plannine, and inplennnt V ation stagm, the C. 

or hio representative provides the link brtm-fm the co-P. Iany ar nd 

thn AdvertiFing Agency. Tims it is not uncamnon to hold 

meetings with c, view A%, -o zu-ccr aining g the- extent to which the 

advertising plans are implonented within the fr=n-work of the 

fin, al company decisions. 

Dvaluation of advertisirE;. effectivmiit!, r,. ý, is undertaken by 

eiCh-t companies. linthodp, and raasoný, t for not mnanuring 

advertising effectiveness have boýen diecusq-ýd in S-ction 19. 

However, witldn the fnnnwork of Chatrt A, a number of variations 

occur waoriest the campanics. In the fir; -, t place, not all 

companies relate advertising plann to forecast: other 

factors may be involved, for eximple, compsýtition. Sicondly, 

in three companies the and Adverti. sing 11, an'-, gar are 

jointly responsible for developing the fmme of reference to 

the Advertising Agency. 

b. ProcmFýs of r1anning advertiF; inýý ciun_ýyjdj= with co-, anAnyl 
oiý, -n Advertis. Lnr Denartmnnt - Chart 13. 

Three companie. -3 have- their ovrn Advertising 5-partmentr, 

E'sF: entially, the proceduri-, l pattern is similar to that in 

Chart A. However, there are a nxrnbcr of organisational 

differences. In tha first place, the Advertining Mawiger 

together vrith his staff, presents recoiT,. Pndrxtions relating 

to advertising plans for the coming year. This includns 

statenuqnts of objectives, targets, media selection and 

scheduling. Apart fran orryininational. coluvenienco thn 

Advortining lvirtNiger is intinately inforinond about the day-to- 

day advertising adninistration. 
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'file these recon, -, t-mdAi, -, ns wj. Lh the framoý,:, rk 

of ti-., -- cor,,, ýnylr, 
about the., lattv-, r ccmpared with the Ad-vertisine 71: Unte, -(nr who is 

eivmn the bare minimu: u. Tlie ration. -, le i. s thlat t1hp latt-nr in 

responAbIt for administ: t-ttion. Wherc necotw3ary the 

modifit-,. s the p. Lamfý. Bec.; xsc of the i, -a, )lication of 

adv--rtiý---. ing activities, the firal delcin-Jon is the concern of 

-or,. 3. the Board of Direct 

-ion of the advertising plans is the ronponsibility The implcm-Pntat 

of the Advertivýing Departvioýnt. the Adverti. iing 

ACency i: - ur--d on a lird-ted bamis, for example, media booking 

and technical s. ugf. -e-tionn. Evaluation of advertiilnýg, 

effectivennss is undertaken by the Adverti., 3ing k"i'maper and his 

mtaff . Tbii ini reported to the C. M. J!,. wid ultimatFly to th,, 

Board of Directors. 

c. Proco-. s.,, s of i-arnins-, ýýIvertiriný7 wheret co-oOnrilti.,, 
advertisinf, j-ý uunlnrta', ý-eýn. - C), i--. qLt C. 

Four companics advertise jointly with retailers. Three 

companies undertake joint a0vertining simultan-ftiously i-,, ith 

othnr types of advertising campaigns. 

Es. ý--cntially, the procedural pattern is siw-ilar to Chart A, in 

that an Advertising Agency is used. Howevar, there arn 

differences up to the point whn. n the Advertising, Aency is 

approached. 

Planning of the advertisingr caýrapairn coriiienccs wh(-,,, i custom,! rs, 

specifically retailers, approach the company to participate in 

joint advertising. However, it is not uncommon to find the 

reverse order Lf proctdurc. The Yafketing Director decides 

whether or not to participate in joint advertisin-t the 

criterion for melecting outlets being actual 6ales, and sales 

potential of company's products, of the cuntomer. The 

rationale is that the C. 11-1. '13, is ultimately informe-d of marketin'v 

plans and he-, ncn advertising plans. If such a ventire is 

feasible within these plans, agrntment is indicated. 
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However, details of the plans are the responsibility of the 

Sales Minager, e-istsentially involved in implementation of 

policy decisions. 

The Sales Maýager liaises with the customer, informing the 

C. M. E. of details. The Advertising Agency is approached 
by the company and presented terms of reference. Upon 

receiving the Agency's recommendations, the company and 

customer decide on the final copy in view of their financial 

participation. The Agency implements the advertising 

decision, the company's Sales Manager and the customer's 

representative forming the link. 

Evaluation in undertaken by the company in terms of salen 

achieved after the end of the advertising campaign, and 

compared with previous sales. The factual basis relating 

to circulation and readership is provided by the AdvertiFýing 

Agency. 

24. Testing of advertisements. 

The objective of testing an advertising message is to ensure that 

the advertisement is achieving what in is intended to achieve. As a 

result of testing, the message may be changed, different emphasis 

and so on. The major advantage of teisting is to minimise possible 

wastage due to an untested advertisement, undertaken on national 

mcale. Usually, a small area or segment of a market, representative 

of the intended market area, is chosen as a testing ground. 

'ectivene3s of advertising in terms Observations, relating to the eff 

of stated objectives, are made. 

The objective of the present section is first, to establish 

whether or not companies test their advertisements, irrespective of 

the type of campaign used, for examplet national, regional, local 

and so on. Secondly, where applicablep reasons for absence of 

testing. Thirdly, the methods used for testing. Finally, whether 

or not the companies visited, regard pre-testing of advertisements* 

essential in principle. 
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The findings of the study revealed that the majority of companies 
do not test their advertisements, mentioning four reasons for such 

practice, presented in Table 24.1. Secondly, four companies test 

their advertising, utilising two methods. Finally, all the companies, 
but one, express the view that testing is essential in principle. 
The group of companies not testing at present, would test their 

advertisements, subject to changes in t1heir justification. -S of 

prevailing practices, for example, if the amount of advertising was 

increýsed, or if it was less expensive to test. The major 

observation to note, however, is absence of specific advertising 

objectives. 

TABLE 24.1 

Reasons for not testing- advertisements. 

Uumber of Reasons Companies 

Small amount of advertising 7 

Expensive 2 

Impractical 
-2 

Results unreliable 1 

Total 12 

A. Absence of advertisinp testing. 

Its indicated in Table 24.1 the majority of companies visited 

do, not test their advertising, out of wl-dch seven companies 

refrain from testing because of the small amount of 

advertising involved, not justifying the effort. Secondly, 

two companies refrain frrtatesting because of the expenses 

involved. Indeed it is expressed that the time and effort 

devoted to testing might equal the total advertising budget! 
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Thirdly, two companies express the difficulty of testing 

advertising and, indeed, it does not regard testing an 

essential in-principle. Finally, another company does not 
test its advertising because of the unreliability of the 

findings. As such a number of factors arp involved to 

effect sales, the view is, how can a company effectively 

attribute sales variations to advertising. 

b. 
- 

Methods of testing advertisements. 
Four companies, one medium. and three large in size, test 

their advertisements. The large companies undertake 

testing on regional bases. The chosen region represents 

the notion in terms of type of outlets and social -structure 

of potential final consumers. Esnentially changes in sales 

are observed and compared with other regions in the country. 

Where necessary variations in the advertising message are 

made. The main observation to note is to ensure that 

other factors remain constant, for example, quality, delivery, 

discounts and so on. In other wordsp the'only variable 

under testing conditions is the advertisement. 

The medium company undertaking testing is on the basis of 

black- and white versus colour advertisements. Two regions 

are selected, in one the advertisement is in black and white, 

in the other the message is in colour. Observations relatina 

to sales are noted. If both advertisements Generate 

similar sales, the black and white is opted for, to reduce 

costs. If the colour advertisement is more effective in 

terms of sales, it is undertaken within the framework of the 

advertising budget. Again the notion of holding other factors 

constant is essential for the validity of testing. It is 

clear that the objective of testing is two-fold, partly to 

measure the effectiveness of advertisements and partly to 

reduce advertising costs. 
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TABLE 24.2 

Rpasons for not testing advprtising and size of company. 

Reasons/size of*company 
Size of Company:: ý] 

Total 
Small Xedium Large 

anall amount of advertising 42 7 

Expensive 2_1 

Impractical 1 2 

Reskts unre liable 

Total 33 12 

TABLE 24.3 

Reasons for not testina advertising and attitudinal-placerients of 
Chief Executives. 

Rcasons/attitudes 
Favourable 

B-1 A3 

Unfavourable 

D c 
Total 

Small amount of advertising 4 2 1 7 

Expensive 2 - 2 

-Impx-actical 2 2 

Results unreliable 1 

Total 8 1 12 
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TABLE Z4. A 
Ftpap, ons for not testing advortising and attitudinal 1: 1acements of 
C. 14. E. I S. 

Reasons/attitudes Favourable Unfavourable 
-- Total 

A B 
ýc 

D 

Small amount of advei 12 2 7 

Expensive 2 - - 2 

Impractical - 2 2 

Results unreliable 1 - - 1 
EýL 

61 4 21 12 

Tahles 24.2 to 24.4 relate the reasons for not testtng advertisements 
to size of company and attitudinal placements of the Chief Executives 

and C. M. B. 's. The major observation from Table 24.2 is that 

companies irrespective of size d6 not test their advertisements because 

of their small amount of advertisements. Secondly, medium and 

large' companies do not test, because of the difficulty of testing. 

Thirdly, none of the large companies consider testing expensive. This 

is explained by their financial resources. The only compmy dubioun 

about the reliability of tenting is small in size. 

The findings of Table 24.3 and 24.4 are similar to the extent 

that, first, the majority of companies not undertaking testing have 

Chief Executives and C. M. E. Is exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. 

Secondly, companies not undertaking testing because of the small 

amount of advertisements, have Chief Executives and C. M. E. Is exhibiting 

-unfavourability of attitude. Finally, it is noticed that none of 

the twelve companies have either the Chief Executive or the C. M. E. 

exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitudes towards the marketing 

concept. 
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25. Inte6ration of advertisinr-. 
Under the requirements of the marketing concept, advertising 

is an integral pait of the promotion mix, which in turn is integrated 

with the marketing mix. Only in this way can advertising achieve 

maximum effectiveness. It must be noted, however, that 

integration is not an obvious indication of detailed marketing 

concept orientation as revealed from the study. Specifically, 

although a company expresses integration, advertising decisions, 

in ito totality, are not undertaken within the framework of the 

marketing concept, for example, advertising budgets should be decided 

from the point of view of advertising objective, and operate in 

reverse to arrive at the budget. It is clear from Section 15 

that none of the companies utilise the objective and task approach. 
Given the above observation, the objective of the present 

section is, first, to establish whether or not advertising is 

integrated with other promotiýnal activities from the point of view 

of implementing these activities. Secondly, reasons for prevailing 

practices. 

The findings of the study, presented in Table 25.1 indicate 

that the majority of companies express integration of advertising 

with other promotional activities, mentioning three reanons for auch 

practice. 

TABLE 25.1 

Integration or otherwise of advertising lirith -other 
promotional activities. 

Integration ? 
-- -1 

Number of 
Companies 

Integrated 12 

Absence of integration 4 

Total 16 
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a. Prospnce-of intp,, ration. 

Twelve companies indicate integration of advertising with 

other promoti. onal activities. Three reasons were cited. 

In the first place, integration contributes to maximum impact 

of advertising, particularly, and promotion generally. Thus 

the companies endeavour to tie advertising with other 

promotional activities whenever the latter is undertaken. 

Secondly, and resulting from the first reason, the companies 

do not decide on advertising in isolation: it is part of the 
ýromotion decision. Finally, the companies specifically 

ensure that salesmen and all concerned with promotion are 

informed of advertising details. Purthermore, major outlets 

are informed to obtain their co-operation during the advertising 

campaign, and where possible undertake their advertising 

simultaneously. 

b. Absence of integration. 

Four companies do not seem to integrate advertising with other 

promotional activities. This is inferred from the manner by 

which advertising decisions are handled. Thus, the company 

decide on their advertising annually, wh6ther or not other 

pKomotional activities are undertaken. The major explanation, 

according to the companies, is the small impact of advertising. 

TABLE 25.2 

IntegLation or otherwise of advertisinr with other Pronotional activities 
and size of company. 

Inte i-ation? Aize of 
Size of Company Total g 

Company Small Medium Large 

Integmted 2 4 6 12 

Absence of integration 4 - - 4 

Total 14 6 
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TABLIE ? 5.1 

Integration or otherwise of- advertisinp, with other-Tromotional activitiem 
and attitudinal placement of the Chief Executives. 

Integmtion? Attitudes Favourable 
. - 

Unfavourable 
- --- - ---' 

Total 
AB C 

I 

Integrated 6 3 3 12 

Absence of integration - 

- 
2 1 4 

Total 6 771 4 

TABLE 25.4 
Integration or otherwise of advertising with other promotional activities 
and attitudinal placements of the 

? Attit d - I t ti 
Favourable Unfavourable 

T t l u e s n egra on 
A D 

o a 

-Integrated 7 5 - - 12 

Absence of integration 1 2 1 4 

. 'kotal. 7 6 2 1 16 

Tables 25.2 to 25.4 relate integration or otherwise of advertising 

with other promotional activities to size of company and attitudinal 

placements of the Chief Executives and C. M. B. 's. The major observation 

from 'Cable 25.2 is that companies, irrespective of size, express 

integration. Secondly, the four companies not undertaking integration 

are small in size. This is explained by the view that advertisine 

exerts little impact in achievine the companies' marketing objectives. 

Thýe major finding of Table 25.3 is that companies not indicating 

integration have Chief Executives exhibiting favourible and unfavourable 

attitudes. To this extent it is clear that such practice in not 

confined , to companies whose Cl-def Executives exhibit unfavourabilitien 
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of attitude. Secondly, 75% of the companies indicating integmtion 
have Chief Executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 

In Table 25.4 it is clear that the twelve companies indicating 

integration have C. H. B. 's exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. 
However, only one of the other four companies has it C. M. E. exhibiting 

a favourable attitude; the other three exhibit unfavourabilities 

of attitude towards the marketing concept. To this extent it is 

clear that none of the companies whose C. M. E. 's exhibit 

unfavourabilities of attitude abstain from integrating advertising 

with other promotional activities. 

26. Manar-ements' attitude towards aclvertiaLnZ. 

.V one -spends on ý-jdvertising -Ls wasted, 'Tialf the rnoneý 
but one never knows which half". 

The above quotation sums up attitudes maintained towards 

advertising. In the case of a positive response, the indication 

is that companies, as represeýted by the respondant, are sceptical 

about the effectiveness and use of advertising. The. netivity is 

undertaken for reasons ranging from a "necessary evil" to influencing 

the final consumer. The major shortcominE;, as revealed from the 

findings, is lack of specific statement of objectives to enable 

objective evaluation of advertising effectiveness. A negative 

response indicates that advertising is effective within the framework 

of stated objectives. As such a favourable attitude towards 

advertising is exhibited. 

The objoctive of the present section is, first, to establish 

the extent to which the above quotation is accepted, and therefore 

at#tudes towards advertising. Secondly, reasons for such conception. 

The findings of the study presented in Table 26.1 reveal that 75% 

,, of the companies accept the implications of the quotation. Thin 

and the other group of companies mention four reasons for these views. 
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TABM' 26.1 

Reasons for arreempnt or othprwise with 'the view. "hglf the non2, v one 
F; pu-nds on advertising is wasted, but one npver lmowi which bRlf". 

Reasons Agreement? Number of Com- panies 

Difficulty of measurement Agreement 

Yany factors effect sales 4 

Plannirg eliminates waste Disagreement 3 

Small amount of advertising 

Total 16 

a. 
- 

Acm)tance of the quotation. 

Twelve companies -accept the implications of the quotation. 

Two reasons were mentioned. In the first place, eight companies 

indicate the difficulty of measurine advertising effectiveness. 

Although evaluation of effectiveness does not occur, the 

'%elief" is that some of the advertising outlays are wasted. 

The C. M. E. of a large company commented, "you are generous 

but it is suicidal to stop advertisinC'I, 

The other four companies, as repmiented by the responciants, 

remarked that many factors affect sales; advertising is one 

of these factors. in the absence of accurate measurement, it 

is an exaggeration according to the companic..: i p to assume that 

all advertising outlays are worthwhile. It is difficult to 

pinpoint the stage af ter which advertising is wasted. 

b, Rejection of the qU-Otation. 

Only four companies disagree with the view that half of 

advertising outlays are wasted. AUain, two reasons were 

mentioned. In the first place, three companies maintain 

the view that the waste is eliminated in a carefully conceived 

and controlled advertising campaign. The implication is that 

advertising effectiveness can be measured and steps are taken 

to eliminate waste. 
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The fourth company indicates that a small amount of advertising 

is a guarantee against wastage. This implies that after a 

certain point, advertising expenditure involves an element 

of waste. Furthennore, a minimum amount of advertisingis 

fully effective in terms of desired objectives. RAS 

clear that the rationale of the company in question is 

fundamentally different from the previous three companies. 

'Talf the money one spends on advertising is wasted, but one 
never knows which half. " 

TABLE 26.2 

Reasons for agreement or otherwise and size of company. 

Reasons/. gize of company Agreement? 
Size of Company 

Small Medium ILarge 
Total 

Difficulty of measurement Yes 2 2 4 a 

Many factors affect sales 2 1 4 

Planning eliminates waste No 1 1 3 

Small amount of advertising 1 - 

Total 6 4 16 

TABLE 26.3 

Reasons for agreement or otherwise and attitudinal placements of Chief 
Executive. 

d Attit reement? A 
Favourable ýUnfavour-able 

Total, u es . 
Reasons g 

A C D 

Difficulty of measurement Yes 3 4 

Many factors affect sales 3 4 

Planning eliminates waste 110 2 1 3 

Small amount of advertising - - 11 

lTotal 
T- 

6 5_ l' 16 
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TABLIE 26.4 

Rj§aso, n,; for agrepment or otherwise ard attitudinal-placemnnts of C. I. I. H. Is. 

, Favoux-able unfavourable Rear. onsAttitudes Agmement'? Totali. 
ABCD 

Difficulty. of measurement yes 1 218 

Many factors affect sales 

Plannine eliminates waste ITO 
.. - 

I 
2 I 

- ISnali 

amount of advertising 
] 

-T - 
Total 2 1 16 

Tables 26.2 to 26.4 relate reasons for agreement or otherwise to 
the quotation to size of company, and attitudinal placements of the Chief 

Executives and C. M. E. 's. The major observation from Table 26.2 is that 

companies irrespective of size agree, or otherwise, with the quotation. 
However, the exception is the reason small amount of advertising 

maintained by a small company. It is significant to note that the 

three companies indicating planning eliminates advertising waste are 

from-the three size groups of companies. To this extent, it ia. clear 

that a favourable attitude towards advertising is not confined to a 

particular company size. 

I 
The major observation in Table 26.3 is that wheremot two thirds 

of the companies expressing agreement with the quotation have Chief 

Rxecutives exhibiting favourabilities of attitude; 75%, of the companies 

expressing disagreement, exUbit similar attitudinal placements. The 

-- only Chief Executive exhibitinf; a strongly unfwrourable attitude is 

pmployed in a small company, indicating disag-reenent with the quotation 

because of the effectiveness of a small amount of advertisine. 
The obvious conclusion fromthese findin&s is companiez disaCrecing 

with the quotation because planning eliminates advertising waste, have 

Chief Executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitude towards the 

maxlketing concept. 
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The findings. in Table 26.4 indicate that comj; anies agreeing 
with the quotation because of the difficulty of measuring advertising 
effectiveness, have C. M. E. 's from the four attitudinal placements. 
Secondly, the four companies disagreeing with the quotation. 
have C. M. E. 's exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. However it 

in not possible to conclude that favoiLrabil-itieS Of attitudes of 
C. M. E. 's is confined to comPanies disagreeing with the statement 
because ten of the twelve companies indicating agreement, have 

C. M. E. 's exhibiting similar attitudinal placements. 

27. SummaM. of findinps. 

This chapter is in two parts. The first part was devoted to 

a brief introduction of promotion generally examining such aspects 

an promotion stx-atagies, its relation to the marketing mix etc. 

The second part of the chapter examines in detail aspects pertaining 

to advertising management - orG-anisational responsibility of 

advertising, its role in the promotion and marketing mix, advertising 

Fýppropriateness and evaluationt timing, process of decision making 

and others. 

The focus of the analysis is to report upon prevailing practices 

and relate them to the requirements of the marketing concept. Each 

aspect investigated is related to size of company and attitudinal 

placements of the chief executives, and C. M. E. 's towards the 

marketing concept. 

a. Findinp-s of the study. 

Generally, advertising is utilised by the majority of the 

companies visited. However, the full potential of 

advertising is not exploited in view of the limited 

role assigned to it. In the majority of caseo, 

advertising is competition orientated with lip service 

to the needs of the companies as specified by the 

marketing plan. Absence of rpecific advertising 

I 

I 
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objectives prevails in all the companies visited. Methods 

of setting advertising budgets are basically percentage of 
forecasted s, -des, historical bases and what is affordable. 
Although evaluation is undertaken, it is of little 

practical value, because of lack of specific advertising 

objectives. The majority of companies do-not pre-test 

advertising campaigns. Where practices approximato to 

the requirements of the marketing concept large company 

size and favourabilities of attitudes of chief executives 

ýind C. M. E. 's seem to prevail. In the final analysis, 

managements scepticism towards the effectiveness of 

advertising explains the status designated to-advertisine 

and other aspects relating to advertising management. 

In the course of our study, the following have been established: 

I. 
- -Scope of promotion. 

Two thirds of the companies use the four elements of the 

promotion mix to achieve their promotional objectives - 
only one company uses one element of the promotion mix. 
The tendency is for large companies to use all four 

elements - advertising, 'sales promotion, personal selling 

and public relations. only small and medium companies 

opt-from one to three elements. The conclusion is 

therefore, large companies are. more comprehensive than 

others in the'scope of their promotion. The majority 

of companies using the four elements have Chief Executives 

and C. M. E. 's exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 

Approximately two thirds of the companies, of which one is 

large, to not direct promotion to the final consumer, 

believing that this is the resPonsibility of the outlets. 

The majority bf large companies partially direct promotion 

to the final consumer. Again, this indicates the 

comprehensiveness of promotion of large companies. 
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P-. 
-- 

Promotional strategie.,, 

Although a company may use the four ingredients of the promotion 

mix, in praettce heavy reliance on two elements prevails. Such 

prevelance has been taken as an indicator of promotional 

strategy persued. Thfts, approximately two-thirds of the 

companies visited opt for push strategy whert-t personal selling 
dominates. Reliance on personal selling is due primarily 
to small company size, absence of brand name and limited 

financial resources to intensively use other forms of promotion. 
ýhus, the overwhelming majority of large companies use a 

combined push-pull strategy. Only onn small company p-pts 

for a pull strategy. The conclusion is that reliance on 

personal selling and hence push strategy, offset weaknesses 

in other elements of the promotion mix. Furthermore, 

manufacturers of consumer goods do not confine their 

promotional efforts to outlets, despite the strong position 

assumed by the latter in the distribution system. 

ý. Promotion and marketing manarement. 

All the companies visited express the view that promotion 

management should be an integral part of marketing management. 

This clearly conforms to the philosophy of the marketing concept. 

While 50i"-of the companies regard promotion as part of 

marketinC, a third of the companies believe that absence of 

I inteCration hampers the full impact of promotion. The 

remaining companies consider integration inevitable because 

of small company size. 

Role of promotion. 

The majority of companies indicate the importance of promotion 

in their ma3i, -eting mix because of the large similarities 

of competitors' product offering, and the strong position 

assumed by retailers in distribution. However, when 

considering specific promotional activities, the majority of 
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companies do not exploit the full potential relating to elements 
in the promotion mix. Sales promotion is narrowly conceived. 
Mlore so in the case of public relations. An unequalled 

emphasis is placed on personal selling - advertising is limited 

in its goals. 

4 

Objectives of advertisin 
Four advertisine objectives are mentioned. Fifty per cent 

of the companies mention creation of product awareness as their 

advertising objectives. Examining the objectives mentioned, 
it is clear that advertising potential is narr6wly conceived 
by the majority of companies. However, the major observation 

is that none of the stated objectives are quantified, that is, 

they are stated in general terms, because of lack of adequate 
factual information. This is probably the reason for absence 

of objective evaluation of advertising goals. Persuasive ' 

advertising is primarily*used by large companies when launching 

new products. 

Approximately two-thirds of the companies undertaking advertising 

have not changed advertising goals primarily for limited 

financial resources to widen the scope of advertising. The 

majority of the remaining companies changed their advertising 

target audience rather than objectives and timing of advertising. 
I 

6. Advertising, audience. 

The majority of companies direct their advertising to their 

immediate customer, that is, the trade. Thus, the majority of 

companies do not fullýr consider alternative advertising audience, 

particularly the final consumer. Only four of the companies 

di rect part of their advertising to the latter. 

The explanation for limited usage of advertising audience is 

primarily financial, and that the trade is responsible for 

advertisement to the final consumer. However, generally 

companies have not objectively evaluated the effectiveness of 

the various advertising audiences. Thus, traditional 

advertising audience is unquestioned. 
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Companies, irrespective of size, maintain the trade as their 

advertising audience, their Chief Executives aid C. M. B%Is 

eykibit favourabilities of attitudes. The majority of 

companies directing advertising to the final consumer are 
large in size. 

4 

7. Responsibility placement of advertisinp_decirions. 
Three quarters of the companies place advertisine decisions 

under the C. 14. F.. because of his responsibility to%-ards 

marketing. Scope of advertising contributes to such 

placement. The remaining companies have the Chief Executive, 

responsible for advertising decisions. 

B. AdvertisinP- Department versus Aganc . 

Approximately W% of the companies undertakdng advertising 

do not have Advertising Department mainly because the small 

amount of advertising does not juntify the expenses involved 

in a fully staffed department. The remaining companies, 

two of which are large in size, although they have Advertising 

Departments, they make use of an Advertising Agency. The 

latter are used for their expert knowledge and experience. 

2. 
-Variation of advertisinf,, 

-expenditure. 
All the companies do not increase their advertising expenditure 

during business recessiono. The, companies are equally divided 

between whether to hold advertising constant or decrease it 

in business recessions. Decreasing advertising expenditure 

is due to-limited financial resources and the ineffectiveness 

of advertising to stimulate demand in such periods. Thus, 

scepticism about the effectiveness of advertising. This is 

not confined to a particular company size. Holding advertising 

expenses constant is due to an annu, -Il commitment of advertisinf.; 

expenditure and adverse effect of curtailing advertising on sales. 

The latter reason is ideal from the marketine concept viewpoint. 
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Finally, only two large companies, in future, plan to increase 

advertising expenditure during biisiness recessions. 
Companies maintaining their advertising expenditure constant 
in business recessions have Chief Executives and C. M. S. 's 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 

10. Lonr, ranpp 12roje tion of advertisintr. 
Approximately a third of the comPanies undertake long range 

projection of advertising because the latter is part of 

Tarketing. Two companies undertake advertising on traditional 

basis, that is, irrespective of variations in the marketing 

objectives. The majority of companies do not under'. ake long 

range advertising projection because of difficulties in 

forecasting. Limited scope and small scale of advertising 

is a major explanation. 

I-Wle the majority of Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's whose 

companies undertake longterm projection exhibit favourabilities 

of attitudes, all the C. M. E. 's exhibit the latter attitudinal 

placement. Half of the companies in question are large in 

size. 

11- 
-COmPetitive 

im22rtancp of advertising. 

Approximately a third of thecompanies use advertising as a 

major competitive tool because it influences the final-consumer. 

The companies acknowledge the strong position of the retailer. 

Thus, appealing directly to the final constuacr reduces the 

position of the retailer. Such practice is considered as a 

competitive edge over competition. 

The remaining -ompanies do not regard advertising as a competitive 

tool because of the small scale and expensiveness of advertising. 

Absence of branding is an important factor: the outlays are 

better spent on other promotional activities. 
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12. Ranking of advertisinp in the promotion mix. I 

The overwhelminE; majority of companies place advertising as 
third in importance in their promotion mix. Product 

characteristics, nature of competition and thd manner in which 

outlets are conceived offer the explanation for placing 

personal selling and sales promotion as the first two in the 

promotion mix, despite the finding that the majority of 

advertising is directed to the trade. Prominence of 

advertising relates to a small company considering the final 

consumer an its customer. 

13. Factors influencing advertising budg\-ts. 

Half of the companies undertake advertising to match competitors' 

advertising, that is, advertising is competition orientated, 

implying the impad advertising has on sales. Approximately 

a third of the companies. are primarily influenced by factors 

internal to it, that is, vYen launching new prodnets, advertising 

is decided upon. In both cases, opinion of management is an 

important! influencing factor. 

The majority of companies influenced by competitors' activities 

are large in size, having Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's exhibiting 

favourabilities of attitudes. 

14. Deternination of advertising budgets and appropriations. 
None of the companies use the objective - task approach, in 
deciding on their advertising appropriations. This reflects 
lacX of specificity of advertising objectives and scepticism 
towards advertising effectiveness to justify such an exercise. 
However, the companies are about equally divided among three 

approaches - percentage, of forecasted sales, affordable approach 
and historical bases. It is interesting to note that only two 

. 
large companies plan to usse tYe objective - ta-sk approach, in 

future. 
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About two thirds of the companies allocate their advertising 

budget on monthly basis, because the majority of companies 

advertise through trade journals iscued monthly, the remaining 

companies allocate their expenditure on seasonal bases because 

advertising is undertaken to coincide with, the two peak selling 

periods. Reviewing takes place on the mentioned time bases 

to effect change where necesSary. 
Approximately two thirds of the companies allow for flexibility 

in their advertising expenditure because of changing business 

environment. The remaining companies consider their advertising 
budget fixed, because of small scale of advertising and the small 

impact it has on sales. While: all large companies allow for 

flexibility, only one small company maintains flexibility. In 

practical terms, however, flexibility is ineffective, because 

once an advertining budget is decided upon, it is implemented 

with no alterations. 

15. Current exf)enses versiis-carital investment. 

For accounting purposes, all the companies consider advertisind 

as current expenses. Conceptually, however, half the companies 

consider advertising as capital investment because of long term 

benefit accruing from it. The remaining companies consider 

advertising as or short term duration. The majority of the 

latter Croup of companies follow competition. Consequently, the 

full potential of advertising is under. uned. 

16.14easurement of iadVertisinp, effectiveness. 

Half of the companies do not measure the effectivenes. 1 of 
advertising primarily because of management's scepticism towards 

fectiveness. the possibility of measuring advertising efA Purthermore, 

the companies do not state advertising objectives and no attempts 

are made at keeping records. 

The remaining Croup of companies undertake measurement by 

observing sales achieved after the end of an advertising campaign 

and the Yrwriber of coupons returned. Again, the main problem is 

lack of stating advertising objectives. At best, such measurement 

is taken as a guide. 
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17. Types of advertising carmpaipns used. 
A third of the companies uFe more than one ty-pe of advortising 

campaign concurrently. Three types of campaigns are used - 
national, loca-I and regional and co-operative. Approximately 

94% of the companies use national campaigns primarly because 

they direct their advertising to the trade and their attempt 
to influence the final consumer. A small number of companies 

Use local and regional, and co-operative advertising campaigns. 
Although national campaigns are undertaken, irrespective of 

company size, the other two types of campaigns are confined 
to medium and large companies. For each type of advertising 

campaign used, the majority of CI-def Executives and C. M. B. 's 

exhibit favourabilities of attitudes towards the maeketing 

concept. 

18. Advertisinp media used. 

Of the six advertising media used, approximately half of the 

companies use more than one type of advertising media 

simultanejously. The overwhelming majority of companies 

use trade magazines reflecting the target audience maintained. 

Four factors are involved in nedia selection - readership, 

circulation, cost involved wid image of publication. While 

all but one company in influenced by readersUp figures, half 

the companies are influenced by circulation fieures. In 

practice, however, because of the availability of only two 

trade journals, these criteria are not vital in determining 

media selection. However, theik importance increases when 

the media involved are Home YaGazines and Sunday Supplements. 

19. Media scheduling. 

Approximately two-thirds of the companies undertake their 

advertising in the two peak selling periods because both the 

trade and the final consumer is receptive to advertising. 

Furthermore, it is financial inability and managements' 

scepticism towards the effectiveness of advertising to 
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stimulate demand, which prevents companies advertising 

continuously. 

Four factors influence media scheduling decisions - maximum 

advertising impact, expenditure, maximum coverage and market 

potential. , Approxinately two-thirds of the companies, 

irrespective of size, regard the maximum impact of 

advertising as an important factor. 

20, Planning of advertisinj,, campaýpns. 

Three systems are identified - where an Advertising Agency 

is used, where the company has its Advertising Department 

and where joint advertising with retailers is undertaken. 

Although the systems used follow a logical sequence of 

decisions, they seriously fall short of the requirements of 

the marketing concept because invariablyno specific 

advertising objectives are set within the framework of the 

marketing plan. Fin&ncial and traditional factors, rather 

than the marketing -plan, decide the content of advertising. 

This is further aggravated by rule of thumb decisions, in 

turn, a result from lack of reliable information relating 

to the effectiveness of advertising. 

21. 
- 

TestinU, of advertisinp. 

Three quarters of the companies do not pre-test their 

advertising campaigns, mainly because of the small amount of 

advertising, the expenses involved and impracticability of 

testing. Howevert the underlying factor is absence,, of 

advertisinL, objectives. 

The remaining four companies, three of which are large in 

sizet undertake testing on regional bases and white versus 

colour copies bases. Generally, the system is effective 

in terms of selecting testing areas. Again, absence of 

specific objectives is a serious shortcoming. The general 

conclusion, therefore, is that even where testing taken 
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2P. Intepration of advertis3n, -_. 
Three quatters of the companies conform to th e requirements of 
the marIketing concept by integrating advertising with other 

elements in the promotion mix, mainly because integration 

contributes to maximum impact of advertising, particularly, 

and promotion generally. The remaining companies decide on 

advertising in isolation, that is, advertising is decided 

upon annually irrespective of decisions relating to other 

elements in the promotion mix. 

1ntegration is practiced irresPective of company nize, 

although all the large companies fall in this category. 

The majority of Chief Executives and C. M. E. 's of the companies 

in question exhibit favourabilities of attitudes. 

23. / Manarements' attitude towards advertisinr,. 

The majority of companies are sceptical about the effectiveness 

of advertising and hence unfavourable attitude towards 

advertising by agreeing with the quotation "half the money one 

spends on advertising is wasted, but one never Imows which half". 

Only four companies reject the quotation because waste is 

eliminated due to effective planning and that the amount of 

advertising is small. 

B. Comparison with previous studies. 

1. Hayhurst and Wills in their study of British maeketing 

organisationB cited earlier found that 54of of the companies 

in iheir 
sample place advertising and promotion under the 

1. Hayhurst, R. and Gordon Wills. Ibid p. p. 104P 106,103. 
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C. M. B. In our studY 75ripf of the companies place the respansibility 

under the C. M. E. 

Above the line advertising is found to be "the next most 

common fori of promotion and is important enough to be considered 
by two-thirds of all firms". In our study advertising in used 

by approximately 9V/6 of the companies, but the majority of 

companies consider it as third in importance in the promotion 

mix. 

"Almost a third of all firms are (found to be) using four 

- distinctly different promotional methods ...... firms in. the 

largest size groups ...... are using at least three methods". 

In our study, two-thirds of the companies studied use four 

different promotional methodst the majority of which are 

large in size. 
Furthermore, they found that "over. ",. half'of all firms are 

basing their calculations either on the basen of'expected 

future sales or the firms' needs or objectives when deciding 

on their advertising budgets". The findinf;. 9 of our study 

are somewhat different in that whereas none of the companies 

visited use the objective - task approach, one third of the 

companies use a percentage figure of expected future sales, 

another third use historical basis and the remaining companies 

use the affordable approach. In their study, the historical 

approach and affordable approach are used by and 1% of 

the companies in these sample, respectively. 

Finally, Hayhurst and Wills "inferred that the informal and 

highly subjective nature of decision processes traditionally 

found, continues in many firms". This is confirmed by the 

findings of our study. 
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2. Saddik 1 in his study found that in most of the companies 

studied, promotion was a minor rble in their straztegies. The 

finding. - of our study is different in that promotion is 

regarded as an important ingredient of the marketing mix, 

because of product similarities and strong position assumed 

by retailers. in the distribution system. 

Saddik also found that promotional objectives are not 

established, that most companies do not measure the effectiveness 

of promotion, that the maj ority of companies direct their 

promotion to the immediate customer, that promotion is 

concentrated in the peak selling periods and that most of the 

companies do not attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of 

their advertising. Generally, these findings are similar to 

the findings of out study in the area of advertising. 

In Saddik's "only on a small number of companies (lff, ý) favour 

a reduction in advertising expenditure during business recessiona, 

and over a quarter favour a policy of increasing expenditure. 

In our study, while none of the(companies favour the latter 

course of action, half of the companies favour a rýiduction 

of advertising expenditure. 

Finally, while two-thirds of the companies in Saddik's 

sample decide on their advertising by employing the objective 

tasks approach, none of the companies in our study indicate 

such practice. 

i 

q 

N 

Saddik, S. M. A. op cit. ' 
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3. Frey and Davies 1 in their study of the advertising 

industry in the United States found that a major problem in 

to persuade top management of the usefulness of advertising 
in meeting'company profit objectives. This is not confirmed 

by the findings of our study in that approximately 90% of the 

companies studied use advertising in thdir promotion mix. 

4. Robinson aad Luck 2 in their study of promotional decision 

making, found that decisions on the funds allocated usually 

lack objective measures, that a minimum emphasis is placed 

on record keeping and that forecasted revenue sales is 

typically used to derive the amount to be spent on promotion. 

These findings are confirmed: by our study in the area of 

advertising. 

3 5. Bacz, Allen and Hamilton Inc. in their study of advertising 

problems in the United*Stater, found that management are "fully 

aware of the usefulness of advertising". The findings of our 

study although reveal the usage of advertising in the promotion 

mix does not indicate that the majority of companies 

acknowledge the usefulness of advertising. Rather, the 

majority of companies in our sample are sceptical about the 

effectiveness of advertising. 

s 

4 

1. Frey and Davies, "The Advertising Industx7" A. N. A., 1958. 

2. Robinson, P. J. and Luck. "Promotional Decision Making, 
KC Grow & Hill Book Co., 1964. 

3. Boaz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc. 174anaGement and Advertising 
Problems" A. N. A., 1965. 

f 
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6. Udell 1 in his study cited earlier found that the majority 

of companien, in his sample of successful manufacturers in the 

United States consider advertising to be a major factor in 

their maekking success. The findings of our study are 

different in that only a third of the companies consider 

adverti-ing of competitive inportance. ý Other factors 

such as product attributes and price are substantially more 

important than advertising to achieve success. 

- 7. Liander 
2 in his study referred to earlier concludes 

that advertising has not matched the vitality and vigour 

of industrial progress, and that one of the reasons for this 

is manaCement's scepticism about promotiomil elascticity 

of demand. The findings of our study are similar in 

that the majority of companies do not realise the full 

potential of advertising, management's sdepticism towards 

the effectiveness of advertising is a major explanation. 

i 

A 

1. 
- 
Udell, J. G. op. cit. 

2. Liander, D. op. cit. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PERSONAL SELLING-MANAGEMENT 

As indicated in the previous chapter, personal selling 

is part of the promotion mix. The purpose of the present 

chapter is to report upon the various aspects of personal 

selling practices in the companies visited. 

Prior to a detailed examination of the various facets 

of personal selling as practised by the companies visited, 

a brief introduction of the major aspects of personal 

selling is presented. C, 
1. Introduction 

Personal selling is defined as "interpersonalt face- 

to-face interaction for- the purpose of creating, modifying, 

exploiting or maintaining a communicative relationship 

between utility producing and utility consumirg units". 
' 

Thus personal selling is the entire set of personal contacts 

made by individuals on behalf of a selling organisation that 

influences the economic performance of an enterprise. 

The rate assigned to personal selling is determined 

by the company's promoiion objectives, in turn determined 

by the marketing plan. Given the company's decision to 

utilise personal selling to achieve its marketing objectives, 

several policies and decisions should be investigated into 

and decided upon. Ultimate policy decision, . however, is a 

function of company's internal weaknesses and strengths as 

well as the company's external environment. 

a. ResT)onsibilities and activities of the salesman 

For the purpose of the study, the type of selling we 

are concerned with is that from the manufacturer to 

Robinson and Stidsen "Personal Selling in a Modern Prospective" 
P-14 
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the wholesaler and/or the retailer, that is, selling 

to outlets for resale. However, generally a number 

of responsibilities and activities are expected from 

the*salesman. In the first place, direct selling, that 

is, the face-to-face contact between the salesman and 

the potential customer. Secondiy, the salesman should 

be informed about the company's products. Thirdly, to 

ensure that the customer is serviced within the frame- 

work of company policy. Finally, feedback to the 

company relating the market conditions. 

In executing his responsibilities, the salesman under- 

takes a number of activities, which, strictly speaking, 

are a means to an end. In the first place, a certain 

amount of travelling and waiting is inevitable. Secondly, 

planning his work and general administration. Thirdly, 

attending sales meetings. Finally, his relationship 

with the company. 

b. Recruitment, selection and training of salesmen 

Recruitment relates to the process of seeking likely 

candidates. Selection is the actual decision of having 

the desired number of salesmen. Two steps are involved 

in recruiting. Pirstly, a job description relating 

to the responsibilities and functions of the salesman, 

specifying necessary characteristics essential to 

achieve selling objectives. Consequently manpower 

specifications are relatively easy to lay down. Seccndly, 

recruitment should be a constant process. Thus, the 

sales manager develops a "recruitment pool,, from which 

salesnen could be hired when the need arises. 

Given the pDol of potential salesmen, the sales manager, 
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when necessary, may select salesmen by using a combination 

of the follov., ing techniques. Firstly, application blank, 

establishing particulars about the applicant to be 

related to job description. Secondly, personal interview. 

The objective is to supplement information gathered from 

the application form. Interviewer's hunch may defeat 

impartiality. It is not uncommon for this factor to 

assume importance in hiring. Thirdly, references, 

designed to confirm and/or obtain further information 

about the applicant's past. Fourthly, psycho'ýogical 

tests, designed to reveal applicant's traits necessary 

for effective job execution. Finally, training may 

be specified. - 

Once the salesman is hired, the next major step is to 

provide training. The content and intensity of training 

varies from one company to another depending on 

financial resources, company policy and product 

characteristics. Almost invariably, newly selected 

salesmen receive some form of product training. The 

length of training is usually a function of the product's 

sophistication. Training in salesmanship is not 

uncommon. Company policy determines when such training 

is provided. Usually, the longer the salesman is in 

the company's service, the more advanced is the training. 

c. Organisation of the sales force 

A major aspect of personal selling management is the 

organisational structure of the sales force. There is 

a considerable number of organisational variations 

available to the sales manager. Irrespective of the 

opted structure, he is probably affected by four 

considerations. Firstly, span of control, that is, 
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the number of subordinates reporting to a single 

supe rior. It is not possible to be dogmatic about 

the "right" number of subordinates. What is essential 

is the prevalence of effective supervision, direction 

and control. Secondly, channels of disiribution, 

that is, whether the company sells directly through 

its own representatives or indirectly through independent 

distributors. Thirdly, company*ls operational philosophy 

towards the responsbiility and authority of sales 

management, for example, degree of delegation of 

authority given to field management. Finally, 

territorial coverage refers to the sales force's 

organisation on. geographical, product or functional 

basis. The end result is the development of sales 

territories defined as the "group" of accounts 

assigned to each salesman. 

Benefits accruing from the right coverage are improve- 

ments with respect to the sales force's control, 

profitability of sales forcet customer relations and 

sales planning. Furthermore, there is increased 

profitability of sales in view of possible reduction 

in selling expenses. From th. e salesman point of view, 

adequate territorial coveraFe ensures equitable work- 

load assignments. 

d. Comnensation of salesmen 

Payment of salesmen is a vital. consideration, because 

it affects both the salesman from his earning's view- 

point and the company, because of costs involved. A 

company may choose one or a combination of compensatory 

methods, epch having advantages and disadvantages. In 
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the final analysis, the'company is most concerned with 

control, efficiency and financial commitments. 

Generally, compensation plans range from direct or 

indirect financial to non-financial compensation. It 
I 

is not uncommon to have a plan comprising these three 

elements. In order of popularityq the direct financial 

plan may take three forms: salary plus incentive, 

straight salary and straight commission. Whereas 

indirect financial compensation includes benefits such 

as insurance, paid vacation; the non-financial part 

of a plan entails aspects such as complaints, recognition, 

etc. 

At one extreme, straight salary is a plan whereby the 

salesman receives a fixed income irrespective of his 

performance. The main advantage is the security it 

provides to the salesman. Prom the company's point 

of view, the plans provide potential control by the 

sales manager. However, this has to be weighted against 

the disadvantages in that - first, salesmen's salary 

is a fixed cost to the company irrespective of business 

performance. Secondly, the plan discards financial 

incentives thus requiring the sales manager to spend 

time on control. 

At the other extreme, straight commission is a 

compensation system whereby the salesman's income is 

solely based on his performance. While providing 

incentives, the system implies lack of security to 

the salesman. Prom the company's viewpoint, control 

is minimal and salesman payments are variable costs 

related to sales achieved. 
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In between the above two extremes is the salary plus 

incentive compensation plan. As implied, the salesman's 

income is part in salary and part in incentives. This 

plan whilq capitalizing on the advantages of straight 

salary and commission, it provides or minimizes the 

defects of both. This plan could take a number of 

forms: salary plus commission, d rawing accounts plus 

commission and salary plus bonuses. 

e. Evaluation of salesmen 

An essential responsibility of-the sales manager is to 

devise a system by which salesman performances are 

evaluated. This may include both objective and subjective 

elements. The former could easily by subjected to 

numerical measurements, for example, number of calls 

made, prospecting, sales achieved compared with sales 

quotes and/or comparison with other salesmen. It is 

- the task of the sales manager to assign different 

weights to these elements. 

However a number of steps are necessary when developing 

an objective standard of performance irrespective of 

the company's position in the industry. Firstly, the 

breakdown of the overall sales task into its component 

elements identifying those elements that are measureable. 

Secondly, establish a system for measuring and keeping 

a record of salesman's performance in. each of these 

elements. Thirdly, analyse the records. Finally, 

develop some means of weighting each element according 

to its relative contribution to the ultimate objective: 

the completed sale. 

Subjective elements are the most difficult to develop 

and maintain for a long time. However, they revolve 
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around issues such as product knowledge, salesman 

attitudes towards the productq customers and company and 

salesman's skills in salesmanship. 

2. Use of 'Personal sellinp 

The utilisation of salesmen-to achieve company's 

marketing objectives is determined bJ` company's policy, in 

turn determined by marketing plans. The same policy determines 

the extent to wýich salesmen are used, for example, are salesir-en. 

responsible for all sales achievement or partially employed 

to cover selected outlets. 

The objective of the present section is three-fold. 

First, to establish whether or not salesmen are used to 

reach company's customers. Secondly, rea I sons for using 

salesmen. Finally, whether salesmen are used to reach whole- 

salers and/or retailers. In the absence of either, the 

channels through which companies dispose of their produce. 

The findings of the study revealed that, first, not 

all companies use salesmen. This is presented in table 2.1. 

Secondly, three reasons were mentioned for using salesmen. 

Finally, five methods of disposing companies' products 

prevail. 

a. Use or othervii-se of salesmen 

It is clear from table 2.1 that the majority of 

companies use salesmen. Where agents are used, they 

are considered to have an essential. similarity with 

salesmen, that is, personal contact. The same 

reasoning prevails where the company in que*stion 

sells to the customer through its two sales managers. 
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TABLE 2 .1 
Use or otherwise of salesmen and number of companies 

Use of spLlesmen? No. of companies 

Salesmen 14 

Agents 3 

Partial use of salesmen 

Total 18 

Re'asons for usina personal selling 

The companies using agents consider them as similar 

to salesmen from a functional point of view. Thus 

three reasons were mentioned for using personal selling.. 

Firstly, all the companies indicated that personal. 

selling provides personal contact, an essential selling 

parameter in carpet selling, because of clearing 

misconception on the spot, providing necessary technical 

and market information to conclude a sale. 

Secondly, two companies categorically indicate that 

personal selling is chýeaper than other forms of 

promotion if the same objective is to be achieved, for 

example, to achieve the same sales objective by 

advertising is more expensive than relying on the 

company's sales force. Finally, only one company 

mentioned that the use of salesmen in the tufted sector 

of the industry is due to historical factors. Specifically, 

tufted carpets are a relatively recent innovationg hence 
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salesmen are necessary to contact potential customers. 

c. Nietbods of distributinp companies' T)roducts 

Basically five methods are used to reach companies' 

customers.. Essentially, the salesman assumes an 

important role. However, the distinguishing features 

of these methods features are, J"irst, whether or not 

salesmen are used. Secondly, the scope of the selected 

media, that is, whether wholesalers and/or retailers 

are reached. 
(i)_ Wholesalers and retailers 

Eleven companies use salesmen to reach both. 

Two reasons were mentionedg first, it provides 

the widest possible coverage of existing as well 

as potential customers. Implicitlyl volume is 

important. This, however, does not indicate that 

volume is pursued in order to achieve the highest 

possible volume. Secondly, it is expensive to 

rely on retailers only, because of the expenses 

involved in terms of required number of salesmen 

to achieve the same level of sales compared to 

the situation when wholesalers are part of the 

distribution channel. The reasoning is that 

wholesalers buy in bulk and for stock. This 

reduces companies' expenses from the point of 

view of necessary number of salesmen and stocks 

outlays. 

(ii) Agents 

Three companies use agents to reach wholesalers 

and retailers. The fundamental reason for this 

option is the expenses incurred in having company's 
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sales force. This in turn isInitiated by the 

small scale of operations. However, from 

functional viewpoint, the companies regard agents 

and salesmen as similar. 

(iii) A, -, en tsLre tail ers 

Only one company makes use of agents and salesmen. 

The former to cover wholesalers, the latter to 

cover retailers. Essentially the justification 

for this combination is small scale of operation 

in certain areas to justify the use of salesmen. 

(iv) Retailers 

Two companies use salesmen to reach retailers only. 

Reasons for not distributing through wholesalers 

are two-fold. Firstly, one of the companies 

indicated that wholesalers expect high discounts. 

The company in question regards the -final consumer 

at its customer and views the retailer as its 

secondary customer. Secondly, the other company 

until recently distributed through wholesalers only. 

However, the latter recently adopted a policy of 

selective stocking. Thus the company, to avoid 

the possibility of' its products' exclusion, opted 

to distribute solely through retailers. 

(y) contract customer 

Only one company wholly specializes in contract 

business. As suchp it produces to customers' 

specificati6ns, that is, production is against 

firm orders. The company has two sales managers 

representing its salcs force.. 

It should be noted that this is riot the only 
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company that sell*s directly to the contract 

customers. Several companies, particularly 

medium and large, designate salesmen to handle 

this class of customers. 

TABLE 2.2 

Companies selling targets and size of comDany 

ets/Size of Company Tar 
Size of Company 

Total g 
Small Pledium Large 

Wholesalers/Retailers - 5 6 11 

Agents 2 1 - 3 

Retailers 2 2 

Agent/Retailers 1 1 

Contract customer 1 - - 1 

Total 6 6 
I 

6 18 
__j 

TABLE 2 

Companies sellinp- targets and attitudinal placements of chief 
executives 

Targets/Attitudes Favourable Unfavourable Total 
_ 

A B 
---C 

ED I 

Wholesalers/Retailers 3 

Agents 2 

Retailers - 

Agents/Retailers 

Contract customer 

Total 1 18 
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TABL'8 2.4 

Companies selling targets and attitudin. al placements of CMEs 

Targets/Attit udes 
Favourable Unfavourable Total 

, 
A B C 

VIh ol esal es/R etailers 4 5 2 

Agents 2 - 3 

Retailers 2 2 

Agents/Retailers - 

Contract customer - 

Total 8 6j 

Tables 2.2 to 2.4 relate the companies selling targets 

to size of company, attitlidinal placements of the chief 

executives and CMEs. The major observation from table 2.2 

is that the majority of companies distribute to both whole- U 

salers and retailers concurrently. This is necessary because 

of the large scale of operations necessitating a minimum 

level of sales. Secondly, none of the small companies use 

salesmen to reach wholesalers and retailers. The major 

explanation is the small scale of operations to justify 

using both types of' outlets and sole reliance on salesmen. 

The findings in table 2.3 reveal that, first, companies 

using salesmen to reach wholesalers and retailers do not have 

chief executives exhibiting strongly favourable attitude. 

However, the majority of companies in question have chief 

executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. Secondly, 

the remaining groups of companies have chief executives in 
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about equal number from the two major attitudinal placements. 

The observations in table 2.4 are similar to that in 

ta, ble 2-3. However, the e-, %-. ception being the groups of 

companies not using salesmen to reach both -wholesalers and 

retailers where five of the eight companies hýve M-Es 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes towards the marketing 

concept. It is noticeable that the only company having its 

MAE exhibiting strongly favourable attitudes uses agents 

and salesmen to distribute its products. 

3. Objectives of the sales force 

An essential requirement of the marketing concept is 

specification of salesmen's objectives. This is necessary 

for two reasons2 first, to specify the responsibility of 

salesmen within the framework of company's marketing 

objectives. Secondly, to provide terms of reference for 

evaluation, implying the necessity of quantifiable objectives, 

where possible. 

The objectives of the present section are, first, to 

establish the sales force's objectives as indicated by the 

companies visited. Secondlyq to comment upon the findings 

which revealed that companies mention more than one sales 

force objective. The ten m. entioned objectives are presentbd 

in order of frequency of mention in tables 3.1 to 3.3. The 

major finding, however, is that only one objective, achieve 

targeted sales, is indicated in specific terms. The 

remaining objectives are in general terms. 

It is clear from the tables in this section that the 

objectives, good customer relations end feeding back market 

information, are the most frequent objectives mentioned. 

Although selling as such is taken for granted, it is 

specifically mentioned by eight companies. It is clear 
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that companies expect more than selling from salesmen. Two 

companies expect initiative froym their salesmen, for example, 

the maintenance of the right number of accounts with 

reference to type of carpet bought. Only one company 

categorically expects its salesmen to establish new accounts 

as part of their responsibility. .0 

TABLE 3.1 

Frequency of mentioninp sales forceobjectives tmd size of company 

- 
Size of Company Frequency/Size of Company 

J 

- Total T 
Small Medium Large 

Good customer relations 3 4 3 10 

Feedback market information 3 3 4 10 

Sell products 4' 4 - 8 

Achieve targeted sales - 2 3 5 

Promote company image 1 1 2 4 

Effective use of pattern books 1 1 2 4 

Sell for stocks 1 2 3 

Achieve highest volume 2 

Maintain right number of 2 
accounts 

Establish new accounts 

Total (frequencies) 14 17 18 49 

Tables 3.1 to 3.3 relate the freqUency of mentioning sales 

force's objectives to size of company,, attitudinal placements 

of chief executives and Mý'Es., The first observation from 
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table 3.1 is that four objectives are mentioned by companies 

irrespective of size. Secondlyq none of -Oie small companies 

indicate quantifiable sales force objectives, that is, the 

achievement of targeted sales. Thirdly, two of the three 

companies menti . oning selling forztocks are large in size 

indicating the importance of stocks expenses in view of 

large scale of operations. Fourthly, achievement of highest 

sales possible is not an important sales force objective for 

medium companies. Finally, the latter group of companies 

are concerned with the establishment of nelw accounts. 

TABLE, 3.2 

equenc y of mentioning sales force objectives and attitudinal 
placements of chief executives 

Favourable 
1 

Unfavourable 
Frequency/Attitudes Total 

A B7 CD 

Good customer relations 5 13 10 

Feedback market information 3 31 10 

Sell products 3 

Achieve tareeted sales 2 1 2 5 

L 
Promote company image 1 - 3 4 

Effective use of pattern 1 2 1 4 
books 

Sell for stocks - 2 

Achieve highest volume - 2 

Maintain right number of 1 2 
accounts 

Establish'new accounts 1 

Total (frequencies) 15 14 3 49 
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The first observation in table 3.2 is that over 655,, of 

the frequencies relating to sales force objectives are 

mentioned by companics having chief executives exhibiting 

favourabilitiep of attitudes. Secondly, companies mentioning 

good customer relations and feeding back of market information 

have chief executives from the four attitudinal placements. 

Thirdly, companies mentioning selling performance, maintenance 

of the right number of accounts and establishing new accounts 

have chief executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 

Fourthly, achieving highest possible volume is the only 

objective mentioned by companies whose chief executives 

exhibit unfavourabilities of attitudes. Finally, the 

remaining four objectives are mentioned by companies having 

chief executives exhibiting three attitudinal placements 

excluding strongly unfavourable attitude towards the marketing 

concept. 
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TABLE' 3 

Frequency of mentioninq salcs force objectives and attitudinal 
placements of Chills 

Frequency/Aýtitudes Favourable Unfavourable Total. 

ABC7D 

Good customer relations 6 
.4- 

10 

Feedback market information 4 4 2 10 

Sell products 3 

Achieve targeted sales 3 2 5 

Promote company image 2 1 1 4 

Effective use of pattern 2 1 
books 

Sell for stocks 1 2 3 

Achieve highest volume 1 - 2 

1.1aintain right number of 1 2 
accounts 

Establish new accounts 1 

Total (frequencies) 24 18 71 49 

The major observation in table 3.3 is that 85.505", of the 

frequencies are mentioned by companies having CMEs exhibiting 

favourabilities of attitudes. Secondly, none of the objectives 

are mentioned by CMEs exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitude 

towards the marketing concept. Pinally, half of the 

frequencies are mentioned by CMEs from the other three 

attitudinal placements. 

it 
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4. Responsibility of sales. force mana-rr, ement 

Identifying the person(s) responsible for directing 

and controlling the field sales force does not indicate 

whether or not the company is marketing orientateat because 

even if the activity is placed under the CMIE; there is no 

assurance of such orientation. The Qignificance of this 

area of investigation is to reveal relevant marketing 

practices. 

The objectives of the present section is two-fold. 

First, establish the person(s) responsible for sales force 

operation. Secondly, the person(s) to whom he is responsible. 

The finding of the study revealed three groups of companies 

in each area indicating several reasons for such placements. 

Persons responsible for directing and controlling the field 
sales force 

(a) Sales manager 

This is the largest group of companies whereby 

eleven companies place the responsibility under the 

. 
sales manager. Invariably, the companies' justification 

for such practice is that the sales manager is in 

closest touch with the salesmen and therefore assumes 

best organisational placement to undertake this 

activity. 'With no exception this group of companies 

have CMEs. 

(b)- Chief MarIceting Executive 

Six companies indicate the placement of the 

activity under the CME for two reasons. Firstly$ - 

two companies justify this practice on the ground 

of small company size, thdt is, the company cannot 

afford to employ a person only resDonsible to undertake 

this activity. Secondly, four com-panies CMEs knowledge 
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of market requirements* ail essential consideration 

for his responsibility in this area. 

(c) Chief executive 

Only one company places the responsibility 

under the chief executive primarily because of small 

company size whereby he is responsible for implementing 

all business' decisions. 

Person(s) to whom the above 'nersons are responsible 

Again three groups of companies were identified in 

a6cordance with the person(s) ultimately responsible for 

management of the sales force. 

(a) Chief Marketing Executive 

The majority of companies place the ultimate 

responsibility On the CME primarily because of his 

responsibility for marketing operations. Implicitly, 

selling is part of marketing. 

(b) Chief Executive 

Five companies indicate the placement of ultimate 

responsibility of the field sales force under the 

chief executive for two reasons. First, three 

companies indicate that 

responsible for all act 

Secondly, the other two 

practice on the grounds 

arrangement I. 

(c) Board of Directors 

the chief executive is 

ivities in the business. 

companies justify their 

of 'obvious organisational 

Four companies place the responsibility under 

the board of directors because of its responsibility 

for business' operations. This, hovrever, does not 

-imply utmost importance to the activity. In the 
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final analysis, organisational conveniency is the 

explanation particularly where the CME is responsible 

for directing and controlling the field sales force. 

TABLE 4.1 

Person responsible for sales force operationn and size of com-many 

Size of Company 
Persons/Size of Company Total 

Small Medium Large 

Sales Manager 55 11 

CME 11 6 

Chief Executive 

Total 66 18 

TABLE 4.2 

Person resPonsible for sales force operations and attituainal 
placements of chief executives 

Favourable Unfavourable PersonAttitude Total 

ABD 

Sales 1.1anager 6 2 

CIIIE 3 

Chief Executive 1 

Total 6 6 
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TABLE,, 4.3 

Person responsible for sales force operational and attitudiral. 
Placements 

-of 
clýIB 

Favourable--JUnfavourable 'Person/Attitude Total 

BCD A 

Sales Manager 

C MIE 1 

Chief Executive 

Total 8 

Tables 4.1 to 4.3 relate the person responsible for sales 

force operations to size of company, attitudinal placements 

of the chief executive and CME. The major observat4on 

from table 4.1 is that the only company placing the 

responsibility under the chief executive is small in size. 

Secondly, placement of the activity under the CME is mainly 

by small companies. However, the majority of medium and 

large companies place the activity under the sales manager, 

responsible for the CD. Ms. The explanation is that sizie of 

operations permits such delegation. 

The findings from table 4.2 indicate that the majority 

of companies placing the activity under the sales manager 

have chief executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 

Secondly, half of the companies placing the activity under 

the CIVIE have chief executives exhibiting favourable attitude 

towards the marketing concept. It is clear from the table 

that all the companies having chief executives exhibiting 

favourable attitude place the activity under the sales 

4 

managers, 
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The major observation from table 4.3 is that companies 

placing the responsibility under the sales manager have 

CM'Es from the four attitudinal placement6. Secondly, 

companies placing the activity under the CME and chief 

executive have Cl,. ý, Es exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes 

towards the marketing concept. 4 

TABLE 4.4 

Person(s) ultimately res-oonsi ble for sales force man,,: -iqement 
and size of company 

-Person(s)/Size of Company Size of Company Total 

Small NIedium Large 

CME 4 4 

Chief Executive 1 3 1 

Board of Directors 2 1 1 4 

Total 0 6 6 
11 

18 

TABLE 4.5 

Person(s) ultimately res-nonsible, for s, -kles force manapement 
and attitudinal 'Placement of chief executives 

Favourable Unfavourable 
Persons/Attitudes Total 

AB 

CME 1 

Chief Executive 2 

Board of Directors 

Total 6 18 
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TABLE' 4 .6 

n1timately resnonsible for sales force rnptnapement 
and attitad-inal -olacements of 

-CP.,. 
Es 

Person(s)/Jktýitudes 
Favourable Unfavourable 

AB IC 

Total 

CLIE 4 2 

Chief Executive 1 

Board of Directors 2 

otal 8 18 

Tables 4.4 to 4.6 relate person(s) ultimately responsible 

for sales force management to size of company, attitudinal 

placement of chief executives and CMEs. The major observation 

from table 4.4 is that companies irrespective of size place 

the activity under the CME, board of directors and chief 

executives. However, there is a degree of concentration, ' 

for example, whereas half of the small companies place the 

activity under the chief executive, two-thirds of medium 

and large companies place the activity under the CMIE. 

In table 4.5, two-thirds of the companies placing 

the responsibility under the CME have chief executives 

exhibiting favourabilities -of'attitudes. Secondly, compan'ies 
C., 

placing the responsibility under the chief executive have 

chief executives from the four attitudinal placements. 

The findings in table 4.6 are similar to those of table 4-5. 

The difference relates to concentration within a particular 

attitudinal placement. It is noticeable that the only 

company whose CYE exhibits strongly unfavourable attitude 

places the activity under the responsibility of the board 

i 

of directors. 
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5. Competitive importance of personal splling 

The extent to which personal selling is regatded an a 

major competitive tool in achievinp conpany's marketing 

objectives is determined by the company's marketing plan 

in turn partly determined by company's strengths and weaknesses 

and partly by company's external environment. Product 

characteristics is an essential consideration. Generally 

sophisticated products demand emphasis on personal selling, 

nationally branded products may demand less emphasis. 

The objectives of the present section is, first, to 

establish the extent to which personal selling is regarded 

as a major competitive tool by the companies visited. 

Secondly, reasons for such practice. 

The findings of the study revealed that the majority 

of companies consider personal selling as a major competitive 

tool in achieving the company's marketing objectives. Only 

two companies expressed different vie%,,, points. Each group 

of companies mentioned several reasons. 

a. Personal selling used as a major competitive tool 

Sixteen companies indicate the importance of personal 

selling. Four reasons were mentioned. Firstly, fifteen 

companies emphasize the face-to-face contact between 

company's salesman and customers. As a result 

misconception and necessary company and market 

information are provided by the salesman. However, 

it is repeatedly pointed out that hard selling is not 

favoured in the industry. This has been brought about 

by developments of pattern books whereby the salesman 

places the book with the outlet and takes orders. 

The establishing of new accounts is an exception. 

Even then, this does not justify pressurization. 
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Secondly, five companies regard personal selling as 

a vital competitive tool only when the right colour, 

design and price are provided. In the absence of 

these attributes, however effective the salesman is, 

he is at a disadvantage. Thirdlyt one company 

emphasizes the importance of salles promotion. The 

salesman is the vehicle through which the company's 

sales promotion is transmitted to the outlets. The 

view is that companies are selling sales promotion 

material to the outlets in terms of pattern books, 

window and in-store display, etc. These activities 

can on1y be effectively undertaken by the salesman. 

Finally one company indicates that carpet manufacturers 

produce I identical products. The importance of the 

salesman resides in his responsibility to maintain 

good customer reltLti6n, - -and a minimum level of 

satisfactory service. 

b. Personal selling not considered as a major competitive 
tool 

Two companies ihdidate that personal selling is of 

secondary competitive importance for two reasons. One 

of the companies indicate its concern is with the 

ultimate consumer. If the latter is influenced, 

through advertising of the company's product offerings, 

the outlet will order the company's products. The 

other company indicates that product attributes such 

as price, colour, design and quality are more important. 

Indeed, products having the right attributes sell 

themselves. 

Finally, the companies using agents agree or otherwise 

with the competitive importance, of personal sellinp to 
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the degree of co-operation received from the agents. 

Generally, agents push the products most profitable 

to them. Thus, if the agent favours the company's 

products, the company regard personal selling as a 

major competitive tool. However in the absence of 

such co-operation, the product will have to sell on 

-ed in section 2 companies not price alone. As indicat 

using salesmen regard agents as similar from a 

functional viewpoint. 

TABLE 5 .1 

Competitive imPortance or otherwise of personal- sellinp, -and 
size of company 

I Competitive importance? / Size of Company Tot al 
Size of Company 

Small I-,, ', edium Large 

P. S. important 466 16 

P. S. riot important 22 

T otal 

TABLE 5.2 

Competitive imT)ortance or othervyise of 
-personal. 

selling d 
attitudinai niacement of chief executives 

Competitive importance? / Favourable Unfavourable Total 
attitude 

P. S. important 5 6 . 16 

P. S. not important 

Total 66 18 
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TADLE, 5-ý 

Com-netitive . imnortance 

Competitive importance? / Favourable 
attitudes 

AB 

P. S. important 

P. S. not important 

T otal 86 

rsonal sellinp, and 

placements of Ms. 

Unf"ourable Total 
0D 

16 

18 

Table 5.1 to 5.3 relate competitivc importance or 

otherwise of personal selling to size of company, attitudinal 

placement of chief executives and CIMEs. In table 5.1, the 

companies regarding personal selling cas an unimportant 

major competitive tool are small in size. In table 5.2, 

none of the companies regarding personal selling as important 

have chief executives exhibiting strongly unfavourable 

attitude towards the marketing concept. However, one of 

the companies indicating otherwise have chief executives 

exhibiting strongly favourable attitudes. 

The major observation in table 5.3 is that companies 

considering personal selling as important have C!,! Es from 

the four attitudinal placeme. -, its. However, the two companies 

indicating otherwise have CMEs exhibiting strongly favourable 

attitude towards the marketing concept. 

Ranking of personal sellin 

The ranking of personal selling in the promotion mix 

is ultimately determined by the comptanies marketing 

objectives. As indicated earlier, the latter results from 

company's resources appraisal and the operational implication 

of its external environment. These factors would include 

otherwise of 
nt. +A t. 11(9 in 
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such aspects as product characteristics, financial resources 

and conventional practices. 

The objectives of the present section is in line with 

that of a similar section in the previous chapter. Specifically 

first, the ranking of personal selling in the company's 

promotion mix.. Secondly, reasons for,, such practice. The 

i findings of the study revealed that all the companies but 

one indicated that personal selling ranks as first in their 

promotion mix mentioning two reasons for such practice. 

The remaining company places personal selling as third in 

terms of importance in its promotion mix. 

a. Ranking of personal selling-as first 

Seventeen companies rank personal selling as first 

in their promotion mix. This includes the companies 

using agents or a combination of agents and salesmen. 

Two reasons were mentioned. Firstly, twelve companies 

emphasize the nature of personal selling. Specifically, 

the face-to-face contact between salesman and customers, 

a feature unique among other promotional activities. 

This way, the salesman Is-presence provides 

necessary selling information, advises the outlets 

on sales promotion, handles complaints and generally 

develops a friendly atmosphereq itself conducive to 

future sales. Furthermore, there is the psychological 

element on part of the customer that he is conversing 

with the company. 

Secondly, five companies indicated that othý,; r promotional 

activities are expensive, if similar results to those 

obtained by the sales force are to be achieved. This 

may contradict the vie,,,,; that the sales force is an 

expensive and fixed cost item. The explanation is to 
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view promotional activities within the framework of 

the carpet manufacturing industry. Specifically in 

the absence of branding and therefore brand loyalty, 

it vioi. ), ld be expensive in terms of results achieved 

to rely, for example, on advertisingi while this is 
C> 

less true of sales promotiont sole reliance on public 

relations as a promotional tool is "suicidal" according 

to the majority of companies. Furthermore, there is 

the historical explanation that salesmen played an 

important part in carpet selling. 

b. Rankknfý of personal sel-lirr, as third 

Only one company ranks personal selling as third in 

its promotion mix. Advertising is firsty sales 

promotion and public relations are sec'6d. Effectively 

therefore personal selli-rg is considered as least 

important in company's promotional activities. 

The major explanation for this placement is the company's 

operating philosophy whereby it addresses itself to 

the final consumer. This is different from philosophies 

of the other companies visited. However, maintaining 

this philosophy, the company in question advertises 

directly to the final consumer in order to influence 

him to ask and eventually buy the produc t. The retailer 

is thus influenced to ask for and stock conpany's 

products. 

Sales promotion and public relations ares again, 

primarily directed to the final consumer. 111here 

retailers are involved, it is incidental to the prime 

objective. 

Tables 6.1 to 6.3 relates reasons 'for ranking personal 
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selling as first in tho bompanies' promotion mix to 

size of company, attitudinal placements of chief executives 

and. Cl. 'Es. 

TABLE 6.1 

Reasons for rarkimm -oersonal sellina first and size of com-oanv 

Size of Company Reasons/Size of Company Total 
Small Medium Large 

Personal contact 336 12 

Other promotion expensiNe. ' 2 

It 
17 Total 

TAT31B 6.2 

Reasons for ranlrinr-r -personal qellinr,, first . and attitudinal 
placerients of chi-ei. executives 

Favourable Unfavou: 
Reasons/Attitudes Total 

ABCD 

Personal contact 2 12 

Dther promotion expensive 

T otal 17 

TABLE 6.3 

personal selling, first and attitudinal Reasons for ranking 
placements of CIAEs 

vourable Unfavourable Reasons/Attitudes Total 
ABC 

Personal contact .45211 
12 

Other promotion expensive 31 

Total 76 17 
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The major observation from table 6.1 is that all 

large companies regard personal selling as first in ranking. 

Secondly, medium companies are equally divided between the 

two reasons. Finally, three of the small -companies seem 

to be more concerned with the face-to-face nature of personal 

selling than with the expenses involved in undertaking 

other promotional activities. This, however, - essentially 

reflects the companies' small involvement in the latter 

activities. 

In table 6.2 and 6.3, whereas companies mentioning 

personal contact have chief executives and CMEs from the 

four attitudinal placementst none of the companies mentioning 

the expensiveness of other promotional activities have either 

of these executives exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitude 

towards the marketing concept. 

7. Selection of salesmen 

Selecting salesmen is an important managerial activity, 

because first, selected salesmen affect-company's sales 

achievement in as much as the salesman assumes a vital role 

in selling. Secondly, salesmen expenses, in the absence of 

straight commission, are fixed outlays. Thirdly, the 

expenses involved in hiring and training salesmen. Thus, 

it is advantageous for a company to develop criteria for 

selecting its salesmen to ensure that the right applicant 

is selected. 

Ideally, job description and analysis of salesmen 

respdnsibility is a pre-requisite for systematic selection. 

It is not difficult to infer from, such analysis the necessary 

characteristics of an applicant to achieve salesman functions 

as o-atlined by the company. As a result criteria for 

selection is developed a-nd administered w1hen hiring salesmen. 
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Generally a combination of f'our methods is used to collect 

the necessary information application form, interview, 

references and psychological tests. The major objective 

of using the four elements of selection is to mihimize 

subjective factors in selection. 

The objectives of the present section is, first, to 

establish the method used for salesmen selection. Secondly, 

criteria used for selection.. Finally, plans for chanting 

selection methods, if any. 

The first observation is the selection of salesmen 

against agents. Although companies regard both as similar 

from a functional vie,, ý, point, the criteria of selecting 

salesmen differed from that of agents. 

a. TJlethod of select-ion 

All the companies -utilized application forms, interview 

and references to select salesmen. However, only two 

large companies used psychological tests to establish 

applicant's trai ts necessary to effective performance. 

Indeed, these are the only companies rigorous in 

salesmen selection. 

From the comments indicated, it is clear that the most 

important selection tool is the interview method 

whereby the interviewer establishes subjective 

elements, for example, drive and initiative. Application 

forms establish factual aspects. The major weakness 

of heavy reliance on interviewing is interviewer's 

hunch which may develop an instant liking or disliking 

for the applicant. 

Perhaps the major finding in this area is absence of 

detailed job analysis and job depeription of salesmen 
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jobs. Where it exists, - it is in general terms, for 

example, the salesman is expected to have initiative, 

it does not detail what constitutes initiati-%re and 

what P-re the necessary characteristics to achieve this 

objective. The general practice is that the inter- 

viewer makes a mental note of a particular characteristic 

to be established during the interview. The exception, 

however, are two large companies where every aspect of 

salesman job is detailed. Furthermore, the application 

form is intended to obtain all necessary facts. The 

psychological tests establish certain personality 

traits. 

In selecting agents, the interview method is used. 

Application is used in as much as it indicates 

applicants' interest in the agency. Again, absence 

of job analysis and description, in detailed form, 

prev, -, ils. 

b. Criteria of selection 

The criteria of selecting salesmen is detailed in 

tables 7.1 to 7.3 and is related to size Of company, 

attitudinal placements of chief executives and CMEs. 

The major observation is that the majority of 

constituent elements involve a subjective judgement 

on part of the interviewer. However, it is caear that 

experience is the most important criteria of -,, election, 

the significance of which reflects the expenses involved 

in carpet sales. training for an outsider. Furthermore, 

an experienced salesman implies his connections in 

the industry. The second important criteria in terms 

of frequency of mention is applicant's ability to sell 

by observing his recent earnings on the assumption that 
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earnings are related to selling ability. This is 

a qu estionable assumption because of multiplicity 

of factors affecting company's sales. 

When selecting agents, three criteria are utilized. 

First, the extent to which an agent is established 

in the trade indicating extent of his activity. The 

assumption is that the more active the agent is, the 

less supervision is required by the company. Secondly, 

detailed knowledge of retail trade is an important 

consideration for companies directing their products 

to this type of outlets. Finally the agent should 

be willing to write periodical reports to the company 

providing market and other information requested. 

Other forms of communications are regarded as non- 

commital. 

c Plans for change 

None of the companies have changed their selection 

methods or criteria of selection recently, that is, 

during the last three years. Regarding future 

changes, only one company, large in size, intends 

to use psychological tests. This has been a result 

of detailed job analysis and job description undertaken 

by a consultancy firm. The company is in the process 

of implementing the latter's recommendations. The 

remaining companies have no plans of introducinr, 

changes because prevailing practices are satisfactory. 
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TABLE- 7 .1 
Critp-ria for selectintr salesmen and size of company 

Criteria/Size of Companyýý, Size of Company Total 

Small 
I 

Medium Large 

Experience 5 13 

Ability to sell 54 

Integrity 

Age 12 

Drive 

Initiative 2 

Others 22 

Education 

Loyalty 

Total ýfrequencies) 

In table 7.1, the only criterion mentioned by companies 

irrespective of size is experience. Secondly, ability to 

sell and integrity is mentioned by medium and large companies. 

Thirdly, it is noticeable that whereas large companies do 

not mention highly subjective criteria, for example, drive, 

initiative and loyalty, medium conpanies maintain the criteria 

in question more than the other two size groups of companies. 

Finally small companies maintain a small number of selection 

criteria explained by the reliance of four companies on 

agents. 
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TABLE 7.2 

Criteria for selecting 'salesnen and attitudinal Placements 
of chief executives 

Favourable Criteria/Attitudes 
Unfavourable 

Total 
AB CD 

Experience 4 31 13 

Ability to sell 51 39 

Integrity 2 

Age 2 

Drive 

Initiative 2 

Others 

Education 
--I 

I- 

II 

Loyalty 

- 

Total (frequencies) 17 10 37 

The first observation in table 7.2 is that two-thirds of 

the frequencies are -nientioned by companies whose chief 

executives exhibit favourabilities of attitudes towards 

the marketing concept. Secondly, subjective criteria are 

mainly mentionea by companies having chief executives 

exhibiting strongly favourable attitude. Thirdly, the 

criteria, expericnce, is maintained by companies having 

chief executives frorn the four attitudinal placements. 

Finally, experience is the only criterion mentioned by 

companies having chief executives exhibiting strongly 

favourable attitude towards the marketing concept. 
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TABLE, 7 .3 
Criteria for selectinF, salesmen and atti-tudiral -nlacements 

of CYES 

Favourable Unfavourable 
Criteria/Attitudes Total 

ABCD 

Experience 5 13 

Ability to sell 32 

Integrity 22 5 

Drive 2 

Initiative 2 

Others 2 

Age 2 2 

Education 

Loyalty 

Total (frequencies) 14 19 4 37 

The major observation in table 7.3 is that only four 

frequencies are mentioned by companies having C41, "Es exhibiting 

unfavourable attitude. The remaining frequencies are 

mentioned by companies having ClAEs exhibiting favourabilities 

of attitude. Secondly, subjective criteria are mentioned 

in equal number of companies having C14ES exhibiting strongly 

favourable and favourable attitudes. Finally, it is 

noticeable that none of the companies have CIMEs exhibiting 

strongly unfavourable attitude. 
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8. Traininp_ of salesmen 

The training of salesmen may take several forms 

ranging from simple introduction to companies products 

to advanced training in salesmanship. The ultimate 

objective is t7o increase salesman effectiveness. Whether 

or not training, takes place is not an indication of 

companies' ranking of personal selling. Financial-as 

well as other considerations may dictate the intensity 

of training and whether or not it is recessary initially. 

The objective of the present section is, first, to 

establish whether or not the companies provide training 

for salesmen. Secondly, where relevan-L. 9 the type of 

training provided. Finally, reasons for absence of tra. ining. 

The findings of the study revealed that eleven companies 

provided four types of training detailed in tables 8.1 to 

8.3. The remaining companies do not provide any form of 

training. I 

a. Types Of-trainirg provided 

Eleven companies provided training. Except for one 

company, training is of, at least, two types. Firstly, 

product training is the type most used. For fresh 

salesmen, it entails few days training concerning 

company's products, ho,., i they compare with that of 

competitors, selling points, etc. However, product 

training on similar lines is also provided on continuous 

basis as the company develops new products. 

Secondly, nine companies provide salesmanship training 

ranging from simple to advanced selling techniques. 

Such training, in the form of periodical seminars, 

includes such aspects as overcoming resistance and 

role playing. Gener.,. -illy, the longer the salesman has 

been in the company, the more advanced is the training. 

4 
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Thirdly, five companies- provide field training as 

part of salesman training, an important aspect for 

new salesmen. Generally, this follows sale seminci. rcr, 

provided by the company. The sales manager accompanies 

the salesman in actual selling situations followed by 

a commentary on performance. 

Finally, only one company undertakes specific training 

in contract negotiations. The remaining companies 

regard this type of training as a "natural" develop- 

ment from acquiring selling skills by selling to 

wholesalers and retailers. The company in question 

is wholly engaged in contract business. 

b. Absence of trainin 

Seven companics do not provide training ýor salesmen 

primarily because only experienced salesmen are hired. 

As carpet manufacturers produce almost identical 

products, product training is unnecessary. If product 

training takes place, it lasts for few hours in the 

first day of a new salesman's employment with-the 

company. Training in salesmanship is regarded 

superfluous as carpet selling involves servicing 

pattern books: hard selling is not favoured in the 

industry. 
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TABLE 8.1 

Tv, ncs of training, undertaken and size of ccmT)an 

1 Types/Size of Company Size of Company Total 

-, -. -I-, 
S 

3 

mal 
,1 

M-ed 
. 
iu 

,m 

TL I 
a. rg e 

it Product training 2 

Selling techniques 4 4 

Field training 2 13 5 

Contract negotiations 

Total (frequencies) 4 11 26 

TABLE 8.2 

-udinal placement of Ty-pes of training undertaken and attit 
chief executives 

Favourable Unfavourable 
TypesAttitudes Total 

AcD 

3 
'- -i 

Product training 62 

Selling techniques 639 

Field training 32 

Contract negotiations 

Total (frequencies) 16 6 26 

Tables 8.1 to 8.3 relate types of training provided to 

size of company, attitudinal placements of chief executives 

- and and Cl, *! Es. From table 8.1, it is observed that product 

sales techniques training are undertaken by companics 

irrespective of size. However, whereas these types of 

training are undertaken mainly by medium and large companies, 
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field training is not provided by small companies. Fin cally 

c-ontract negotiations training is undertal-en by a small 

,0 company. It is clear from the table that medium and. larg 

companies are more involved in salesmen training than small 

companies. 

The major observation in table 8.2 is that none of 

the companies providing training have chief executives 

exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitude- Hosever, the 

majority of companies undertaking training have chief 

executives'strongly favourable attitudo. Finally, companies 

providing training in selling techniques have chief executives 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. 

TABLF 8.3 

Types of traininp undertalýen and attitudinalplacements of 

' 
Types/Attitudes 

I 
Favourable Unfavourable Total 

AB CD 

Product training 5 

Selling techniques 

Field training 22 

Contract negotiations 1 

Total (frequencies) 11 12 26 

The findings in table 8.3 are similar to those in table 

8.2 in that none of the companies providing training have 

CN-Ms exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitudes. Ho,.,., ever, 

the difference relates to variations in number of CMEs 

within the strongly favourable and favourablo attitudinal 

placements. 
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Characteristics fo-r suc6essful perfoi,. -mance 

Characteristics essential in a salesman to be successful 

in performing his job in terms of desired objectives in 

largely determ. ined. by product characteristics and industry's 

established norms. From experience and ideaily from rigorous 

job analysis and description, a company develops a view as 

to the necessary personal requirements in a salesman to 

perform his job successfully. 

Section 7 was concerned with the criteria utilized 

for selecting salesmen. The objective of the present section 

is to establish essential characteristics, as viewed by 

the com-oanies, for salesmen to perform their jobs successfully. 

Ideally, both findings should be identical. However, there 

are variances primarily due to absence of Job analysis and 

job description. 

The findings of the study are presented in tables 9.1 

to 9-3. Clearly thcy differ from those in tables 7.1 to 

7.3 both in content and frequency Of mention. However, 

the companies indicated two sets of essential characteristics 

regarding salesmen and agents. Again, findings in this 

section concerning the latter differ from those in section 7. 

a. Salesmen essential characteristics 

It is clear from the tables in this section that with the 

possible exception of two, product knoviledge and customer 

servicing, -the remaining characteris. tics are expressed 

in subjectivc terms. Howeverg, it is clear that loyalty 

is regarded as the most important characteristic as 

indicated by its frequency of mention. The next two, 

in order of importance, are honesty and conscientiousness, 

the latter refers to self-discipline. 
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This is followed by drive and integrity. It is 

, arded significant to note that product knoviledge is reg 

as fifth in importance in the same way , -ýLq 
the character- 

istic extrovert. Finally, customer service, a central 

issue under the marketing. concept is viowed as least 

important for a salesman to per: ýorm his job successfully. 

b. A7, ents' essential characteristics 

Two characteristics were mentioned - drive and active. 

The implication is that an agent acquiring these factors 

required less supervision on part of the company. This 

is particularly important because ordinarily companies 

do not have formal control over agents. 

Tables 9.1 to 9.3 relate characteristics essential in 

a salesman to perform his joý successfully to size of 

company, attitudinal placements of chief executives 

and CMEs. From table 
-9.1, 

it is revealed that, first, 

under half of the characteristics are mentioned by 

companies irrespective of size. Secondly, N,, rhile small 

companies indicate lowest number of frequencies, large 

com-oanies indicate larvest number of frequencies. In 

the former, the explanation is utilization of agents. 

Finally, medium companies indicate nine of the ten 

mentioned characteristics. 
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TABLE 9.1 

Salesmen's characteristics for ruccevsfiil merformanco and 

Characteristics/ 
Size of Company 

S. I. Z (3 

Size of Company 

Small 1, -Tcdium Large 

Of Co-'ýIrany 

Tot al 

Loyalty 24 

Honesty 2 

Gonscientiousness 33 

Drive 2 

Integrity 

Appearance 

Product knowledIrre 

Extrovert 

1 

21 1 

12 

2 

__ J 
3 

1 

3 

3 

Customer servicing 

Determination 

", lotal 9 15 17 41 

The major findings of table 9.2 io that companies 

mentioning the ten characteristics have the majority of 

their chief executives exhibiting favourn-bilities of 

attitudes. Pinally, only nine of the forty ono fro quell c Jes 

are mentioned by companies having, chief executives exhibiting 

favourabilities of attitudes towaras the riarketing concept. 
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TABLE 9.2 

Salesmen characteristics for success. rnl performance and 
attitudinal n1n. cements of chief executiven 

Characteristics/ Favourable Unfavourable 
--t- ...... Total Attitudes 

A 
-B 

CD 

Loyalty 2 

Honesty 

Conscientiousness 2 

Drive 

Integrity 22 

Appearance 2 

Product knowledge 2 

Extrovert 21 

Customer servicing 

Determination 

Total 15 15 92 41 

The findings in table 9.3 are similar to those of 

table 9.2. Specifically the majority of frequencies are 

mentioned by companies having CT,,! Es exhibiting favourabilities 

of attitude. Furthermore, each of the ton frequencies are 

mentioned by companies having CMIEs exhibiting strongly 

favourable attitude. Finallyt whereas nine of the frequencies 

are maintained by companies having CIMIEs exhibiting unfavourable 

attitude, none of the frequencies are indicated by companies 

having CIMEs exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitudes 
towardo the marketing concept. 
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TABtE' 9 .3 

Salesmen's characteristics fOr succcs-, ful -nerforriance and 
atti-tudinal piacements, of 

Characteristics/ Favourable Unfavourable I Total Attitudes 
A BD 

Loyalty 

Honesty 

Consc i cntiousness 22 

Drive 2 

Integrity 2 

Appearance 21 

Product kno'cledge 

Extrovert 2 

Customer servicing 

Determination 

Total 21 

-5 

1 

- 3 

It 

41 

10. Organisational structures of the sales force 

Organisational charts of the field sales force is 

primarily determined by organisational factors internal 

to the company, scope and nature of operations. It is 

not possible to infer that one structure is "better" or 

otherwise than another, because in the final analysis, 

each company is unique and therefore the organisational 

structure of one company may be unsuitable for another 

company. Indeed the same structure may be irrelevant for 

-the same company due to variations in the business 
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environment. However, a number of organisa-tional puidelines, 

exist for deciding on a particular structure. Thus the 

sales force may be organised along proOuct lines, class of 

-let, type of business and geographical customer, type of out 
I 

basis. Irrespective of the criteria used, organisational 

structure should define lines of authority and responsibility. 

Direction and control is an inseparable issue in the structure 

of organ isat ions. 

The objectiv(r,, of the present section are, first, to 

report upon organisational structures of the field sales 

force. Secondly, reasons for prevailing structures. Finallyt 

possibilities of future changes. The findings of the study 

revealed that seven structures prevail, each of which is 

presented by size of company and commented upon. With 

no exception, the companies have not recently changed these 

structures and have no intention of introducing changes, 

that is, prevailing structures are adequate in meeting 

companies' requirements. 

Board. 

Chief Executives 

C ?IE 

Salesmen gen ts, 

Chart 10.1 . Sales force orranisational structure of small 
c OM, p an i0s 

Chart 10.1 exhibits the most elaborate organisational 

structure of the sales force, relating to small companies. 

The major determining factor iS the small company size not 
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justifying a more elaborate set-up. It is clear from the 

chart that three hierarchical stratas provail. Idithin 

this framework, a number of variations occur in terms of 

the person(s) -ultimately responsible for the sales force and 

the person(s) responsible for direction and control. Firstly, 

two companies have the board of directors ultinately 

responsible, three companies lodge the responsibility with 

the chief executive and one company places the responsibility 

-under the CME. Three of these companies adopt throb 

hierarchical stratas, the other three companies two stratas. 

Secondly, two companies place the responsibility of directing 

and controlling the field sales force under the chief 

executive, one of which is responsible for agents and 

salesmen. Three companies have the salesmen reporting to 

the CIvIE. Finally, one ccmpany places the responsibility 

under the sales manager. 

Sales director and C1, M, 

Area Sales Manager II Export director 

Salesmen Export agent 
or representative 

Chart 10.2. SaTes, force orpan is--ati oral structure of Tiedium 
c omp an ies 

Chart 10.2 exhibits sales force organisational structures 

of four of the medium companies. Two factors determined the 

structure. First, size of operations necessitating the C.; 
position -of the area sales manager who is responsible for 

directing and controlling the field sales force. The number 

of salesmen ranging from 5 to 15, operate on both wholesale 

and retail level. Secondly, three of the four companies 
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have export operations, the fourth company is wholly engag, , ed 

in the domestic market. Thus the type of business determined 

the position of export directors and export agents or salesmen. 

The choice of Qxport agents by two of the-companies is due 

to small scale of export operations, the third company 

employs export salesmen in view of th, e amount of business 

involved. 

CME 

Sales Manager II Contract Executive 

Area Sales Contract salesmen Man ag er 

Salesmen 

Chart 10-3. Sales force organisational structure of a medium 
c ompany 

Chart 10.3 exhibits sales force organisational structure 

of a medium company. The determining factors are essentially 

size of operations and nature of business. Firstly, compared 

to chart 10.2 size of operations decided the position of 

area sales managers responsible for directing and controlling 

salesmen, operating on both the wholesale and retail level. 

The number of sales managers, three, is based on geographical 

criteria. Secondly, the type of business transacted deter- 

mined the position of the contract executive, responsible 

for directing and controlling contract salesmen. Finally, 

whereas sales managers are responsible to the sales manager, 

the latter and the contract executive are respensible to 

the CME, ultimately responsible for the company's marketing 

activities. 
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Board 
I 

CME 

rA,,. 
t. 

Chart 10.4. Agents'- organisational structure of a mpdium 
c OMPCLny 

Chart 10.4 exhibits the "sales force" organisational 

structure of a medium company, whereby reliance is on agents 

rather than company salesmen. The fundamental determinant 

is the company's small scale of operations not justifying, 

the employment of salesmen. However, hierarchical stratas 

are two while the CIVTE is responsible for handling agents, 

he reports to the board of directors. Implicitly, the 

company in this aspcct of its organisation is not affected 

by regional and type of business criteria in that the CME 

is responsible for all the agents, who distribute their 

purchases in accordance with their business plans. 

Sales director or 0 N! E 

Regional sales manage 
Export sales 

manager 

Area sales managers 
Export III 

Salesmen 

Showrooms Sal e smen 

Chart 10.5. Sales force organ isati onal structure of larFrc 
c omran ies 

Chart 10.5 exhibits the sales force structure of four 

large companies. Essentiallyo size of ope-rationg regional 

factors and type of business instigated the prevailing 

structure. Firstly, business' large scale justified the 

expenses involved in maintaining the indicated structure. 
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Whether the latter determine'd the former is a different 

issue. 11 owever, the organ isational structure of any 

activity should be a function of company's mar'A'Ceting and 

other busine_ss. objectives. Secondly, because of the 

volume of business, the companies decided to institute the 

position of regional sales manager, responsible for directing 

and controlling area sales managers. The latter are C> 

responsible for the admiristration of regional showrooms 

and salesmen within their respective regions (although 

other factors were considered when deciding on sales 

territories). Finally, the type of business justified 

the position of export sales manager, responsible for 

directing and controlling export salesmen. Again, volume 

of business determined -the employment of the latter rather 

than export agents. Ultimatelyq export sales manaCers 

and regional sales managers report to the sales directors 

or CLIEs uho are responsible for sales forces' performance. 

C I-A E 
large sales 

ar eas w 
small sales 

areas 

area sales managers 

area supervisors 

salesmen 

area sales Ynanagers 

salesmen I. 

Chart 10.6. Sales force organisational structure of a large 
I company 

Chart 10.6 exhibits the sales force organiw, ý, tional 

structure of a large company. Essentially, volume of business 

and size of sales areas determined the exhibited structure. 

Thus, the company has two sizes of sales areas in terms 

of number of salesmen responsible for a certain number of 
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accounts in each area. Deciding on these areass is analysed 

wit'hin the framework of geographical parameters. Where 

large sales areas axe irvolveO, the area --alcs manr%Lgers 

are responsible for directing and controlling area super- 

visors. The*latter are responsible for 5-8 salesmen within 

a specific sales area. 'With respect'to small sales axeas, 

area sales managers are directly responsible for salesmen's 

performance. Ultimately, the CME ib responsible for area 

sales managers of both types of sales areas. Indeed, the 

CME is accountable for the entire saleg force's performance. 

Chief executive 

Internally 
U. K. Sales manager 

ciistomer 
sales 

man ag er 
-1- Rý- -- 

f ac tory 
sales 

manager 

sales 
prnotion S 

manager 

regional contract Export 
Sal es sal cs sales 

man ag er manarer manager 

area 
L. 

9al. esmen 
j 

ag ent s 
sales 

na rs 
I -- 

LLales. 
men 

.1 

Cha-rt 10 . 7. Sales force olpanisational structure of a larac 
c om, pany 

Chart 10.7 exhibits the sales force org, nis-atiOT)al StrUcturc 

of a large company, determined by scale of operationst and, 

type of business. The exhibited structure is the most 

elaborate vis-a-vis that of the other seventeen companies. 

, anisation As indicated in chart 10.79 the company's selling orr, 

entails Iýoth internal and external sub-structures. Internally 

the factory sales manager is responsible for despatching 

salesmen's orders. The customer sales manager is responsible 

Externally 
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for internal administration'concerninC,, customers' direct 

purchases and mail order business. Finally, the sales 

, or, promotion managerliaising with the rcýgicnal sales manag 

is responsible, for the administration of sales promotion 

material, for example, pattern books, display cards, etc. 

Externally, number of salesmen 2jecessitated the 

Positions of area sales managers, each of whicb is responsible 

for 5-8 , 3alesmen. The area sales managers are responsible ZD 

to the regional sales managers. Secondly, type and scale 

of business determined the position of contract sales 
I 

manager and export sales manager. The former is responsible 

for directing and controllingy contract salesmen; the latter 

for agents' ractivities. Again, volume of business does not 

justify the use of export salesmen. 

Ultimately, the six managers forminC the third 

hierarchical strata are responsible to the U. K. sales 

manager. Despite the presence of a marketing director, 

the U. K. sales manager reports to the chief executive. The 

marketing director is responsible for other marlýetirg 

activities although close liaison prevails bet,., ieen him 

and the U. K.. sales manager. 

11. Sales force size determinants 

the sales force is a central Deciding the size of 

issue in sales force management, first because the right 

size is necessary'to achieve company's sales objectives 

assuming that sales performance of salesmen is an important 

determinant of sales. Secondly, the expense, -, involved in 

maintaining a sales force. Under the narketing concept, 

the significance of the sales force is primarily determined 

by the importance and role of personal sell. in, 7 in the marlcet,. ng 
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mix. Given the necessity of personal selling, the size of 

the sales force should be determined within the framework 

of targeted sales to be realized by salesmen. To achicvC 

the latter, the company determines the type, numbers and 

location of outlets to be covered and their 'sales potential. 

Furthermore, decisions regarding optimum frequency of calls, 

travelling and other time consuming adtivities and earning 

potential of salesm-en should be made. 

The objectives of the present section are first, to 

establish methods used for deciding on the size of the 

sales force of companies maintaining a sales force. 
. 

Secondly, where relevant, the determinants of number of 

agents. Finally, to report on future changes, if any. 

The findings of the study revealed four methods of 

determining size of the sales force prevailed among the 

15 companies maintaining a sales force. However, three 

companies categorically refuted the use of certain deter- 

minants. Finally, only four companies plan to change 

their method of deciding on the size of their sales force. 

a. Siqe determinants of the sales force 

(i) Volume of business 

Six companies indicated volume of business as 

their determinant of their sales force's size. 

As such, the companies maintain the view that 

the number of salesmen are proportionately 

related to volume of business. Thus, if business 

is expected to increase in the following years, 

the company employs one or more salesmen. 

Implicitly, the prevailing sales force can handle 

a maximum volume of business. However, this is not 

subjected to rigorous objective analysis. 
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The major observation is that historical develo-o- 

ment see,, rs to be the explanation. As the company 

increased in size, it was felt necessary -that an 

extra salesman was in order. However, a fall of 

business activity does not, imply a simultaneous 

reduction in the sales force. 

(ii) Yfork Load 

Six companies utilize the work load approach in 

determining the size of their sales force. This 

is ideal prac. tice from the pointof view of 

marketing. orientation. Initially, the company 

establishes targeted sales. This is followed by 

decisions concerning the number, type, location 

and potential volume of business of each outlet. 

The number of calls to achieve targeted sales 

are established. The optimum number of calls 

by each salesman is established taking into 

consideration travelling and waiting tine. 

Finally, the number of salesmen are decided upon. 

Ideally, the number of salesmen should be such 

that salesmen have equal wor!, ý load. This is 

particularly important where an element or whole 

reliance on commission is used as the method of 

payment. By using the work load approach, ' the 

company endeavours to ensure that the maximum 

output per salesman is achieved. 

(iii) Population dens-it 

Two companies decide the number of salesmen by 

referring to population figures within a 

geographical area. The assumption in,, Antained 
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is the presence of association between number 

of residents and carpet consumption., Again, the 

lrnriplicýýtion is the amount of busiress a salesman 

can handle. However, no detailed examination of 

worlý. - load per salesman takes place. The view is 

that certain areas of the country are densely 

populated, therefore, more than one salesman is 

necessary. Clearly, this method falls short of 

the work load approach practised by the previoits 

group of companies. 

(iv) ITutber of accounts 

Only one company decides on the number of salesmen 

referring to the number of accounts. VIhile this 

is a valid criteria in determining the amount of 

business handled by a salesman, it does not take 

into account crucial factors such as potential 

of business per account, optimum call frequency 

and travelling and other time consuming activities 

of the salesmen. 

Three companiosý small in size, criticized -the use of 

certain size determinants. Firstly, volume of business 

is an invalid size determinant because of the travelling 

time involved. Thus, it is possible that variations in 

business may not justify variations in the size of the 

sales force. If it does, the change. may not reflect 

the optimum size. Secondly, number of accounts may 

inflate or undermine 1, ýrork load per salesman because 

of variations in the aniourt of business per account. 

Finally, population and geonraphical basis are inadcquato 

size determinants because while the former may not 

reflect buying potentiall the latter may involve too 

much travelling. 
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b Size determinants of agents 

The three companies using agents unanimously agree 

that agents' activities determine their required 

number. As such, active agent implies the amount 

of business handled. Given that companies' products 

are included, there is no need to vary the number of 

agents. Furthermore, an active agent requires less 

supervision. However, two companies indicated that 

their number of agents is due to historical development. 

C. Future changes 

Four companies intend to change their method of deciding 

on their sales force. Firstly, three companies, one 

medium and two large, plan to use the work load 

approach as practised by the groups of companies above 

(ii). Secondly, a medium company plans to use the 

following formula to decide on the required number of 

salesmen. Essentially, howeveiý, it is the work load 

approach. 

Number of 
Number of accounts and prospective accounts x 

salesmen callinp cycle_ 
working days x desired calling cycle 

W 
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TABIT' , 11 .1 

Si7, e determinants of sales force and size of company 

Determirants/ Size of compa ny Total 
Size of comp. any 

small TJ el ium Large 

Volume of business 

Work load 2 

Population density 2 2 

Number of accounts 1 1 

Total 15 

TABLE 11 .2 

Size determinants of sales force and attitudina2 n1acements 
of chief executives 

Unfavourable Det ermin ants/ Favourable 
I 

Total 
Attitudes 

ABcD 

Volume of business 

I 101ork load 2 

Population density -I 12 

II 
Number of accounts 

T otal 56 3 

1 1 

I 15 

Tables 11.1 to 11.3 relate size determinants of the 

sales force to size of company, attitudinal placements of 

chief executives and CMEs. The major observation in table 

11 .1 is that medium and large companies use the work load 

approach. Secondly, only two companies, large in size, use 

population density: the remaining four large companies use 
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the work load approach. This suggests thrtt the majority 

of large companies are marketing concept orientated in this 

aspect of sales raraZenent. Firally, three of the four 
Id 

small companies decide on the size of their sales force 

by referring to volume of business. 

The findings in table 11.2 reveal that whereas companies 

using volume of business as size determinants have chief 

executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes, four 

of the six companies using the work load approach have chief 

executives exhibiting strongly favourable attitude. 

TABLE 11 .3 

Size determinants of sales force and attitudinal -Olacements 
of Ch"E's 

Determinants/ Favourable Unfavourable. Total Attitudes 
AB0D 

Volume of business 2 

Work load 

Population density 

1 1 

1' - 1 

6 

2 

Number of accounts 

Total 15 

The findinFs in table 11 .3 are similar to that of 

table 11 . 2. Specifically, five of the six compý,: t. ries usin. - 

the work load approach as si. ze determinants have CIýRs 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes towards the marketing 

concept. 

12. Determination of sales territories 

Sales territories refer to the area assigned to the 

salesman. Several criteria may be used to decide on 
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territorial layout, ranging-from geographical determinailts 

to work load approach. '. Deciding on tbe, right structure is 

imp ortant from the point of view of organisation and 

effectiveness of salesmen in terms of achieving stated 

objectives. Under the marketing concept, sales territories 

should be ideally determined by the work load assigned to 

salesmen. As such, decidi-ng on sales territories is the 

end result of considering geographical and population 

factors, number of outlets, potential volume of business, 

travelling time, required frequency call and other activities 

expected from the salesman. 

The objectives of the present section are, first, to 

establish the methods used by the companies visited to 

determine their sales territories. Secondly, reasons for 

such practice. The findings of the study revealed -that, 

with respect to the 15 companies maintaining a sales force, 

four methods are used in determining sales territories. 

Finally, two large ccmT)ar ies plan to change their sales 

territories' outlay. 

a. Work load 

The majority if companies use the work load approach 

in deciding on their sales territories. This is 

undertaken by considering the number of outlets, 

both actual and potential, potential volume of 

business, expected call frequency and tine consuming 0 

activities on part of the salesman, for example, a 

large company assigns 250 accounts per salesman on 

a 12 week calling cycle. Clearly, this falls within 

the requirements of the marketing concept. 

The seven companies utilizing the above method 

undertake the above analysis within two different 
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frameworks of reference. Firstly, four companies 

undertake the analysis by referring to population 

basis and operate backwards- to decide on individual 

salesman's territories. Secondly, the starting 

point of analysis for three companies is geographical 

basis. Thus a particular geographical area is 

analysed by consulting the various constituents of 

the work load involved. Finally, two large companies 

plan to change sales territories layout by utilizing 

the work load approach based on population density. 

b. Geopýra-nbical basis 

Four companies decided on their sales territories 

on geographical basis. Essentially, this has been 
C. D 

a result of historical development. As such, the 

companies increased their sales'territories and 

hence the number of salesmen in accordance with the 

gro,. ý. rth of the company and the geographical area in 

which the increased volume of business is absorbed. 

Clearly, territorial layout is not particularly 

evaluated as a matter of policy. 

c. PoDulation basis 

Two companies adopt a relationship between sales 

territories and population density. One of the 

companies maintain that each person consumes 2 square 

. 
into consideration the yards per annum. Taking 

salesman in question, that is, his experience and 

ability to sell, a sales territory is decided. The 

work load approach is implied. However, it falls 

short of detailed analysis. The major observation 

concerning, this approach is the valadity of the 
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relationship between population and carpet consumption. 

d. NuT.. qber of outlets 

Another two companies decide on their s,, 3. lcs territories 

by referring to the number of outlets. The reasoning 

is to decide on an adequate number for a salesman to 

earn a satisfactory living. This is an important 

aspect of sales force management when the whole or 

1: part of the payment system is based on commission. 

However, in the present contextj the method falls 

short of the work load approachv although the latter C. 3 U 

is implied. 

e. Agents 

The three companies using agents unanimously agree 

that they cannot influence territorial layout of 

agents, because the latter has a free hand regarding Cj C'I 
his sales territories' layout. However, the companics 

can influence sales territories indirectly by 

appointing agents in areas where the latter is active. 

Alternatively, agency nay be terminated in areas not 

favoured by the companies. This is a last resort 

course of action because of the difficulty of acquiring 

satisfactory agents in terms of activity and, more 

important, co-operation. The companies tend to 

express their wishes regarding sales coverage of 

particular areas by way of informal suggestions. 
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TABLE 12.1 

Mothcds used for determining sales territories ard ri7, e. of 
c Orl 1) P. 11 Y 

Size of Company Methods/9-Lze. of Company Total 
Small Mediun L --a r 6, e 

Work load 137 

Geographical basis 2i2 

Population basis 112 

Number of outlets 2 

To tral 15 

TABLE 12.2 

Methods used for determining sales territories and attitudinal 
placements of chiof executoos 

Favourable Unfavourable 
-itudes Total Idethods/At-11 

B. C 

Work load 2 

Geographical basis 

Population basis 2 

N IT" umber of outlets 2 

LT* 

o 

ta, 
15 

Tables 12 .1 to 12 .3 relate methods used for determining 

sales territories to size of comnany, attitudinal placements 
I 

of chief executives and CrEs. The major observation on 

table 12.1 is that comranies, irrespective of size, use 

the worh load approach. However, while only one of the 

small companies use the latter, half of the medium and large 
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companies use the approach in question. Secondly, none, of 

the medium, com-panies use geographical b, ', asis for decidin... 

on sales territories. Finally, while none of the small 

companies use ý)opulation basis, none of the large companies 

base -their sales territories b-%r role reference to number 

of outlets. The major finding, therefore, is that medium 

and large companies are elaborate in the method used to 

decide on sales territories. I 

In table 12.2, the findings indicate that companies 

using the woric load approach have chief executives from, 

the four-, attitudinal placements, the majority of ý, hich 

exhibit favourabilities of attitudes. However, this does 

not lead to an automatic relationship between Pavourability 

of attitude and. the mentioned methodq because six of the 

remaining COMpanies using other atpproaches have chief 

executives exhibiting simi2, ar attitudes. 

ý TABLE 12.3 

Methods used for detcrTjj. ning_ sales territories and attituOin: -: 
0. 

nlacrrnent Of CI, Es 

Favourable Unfavourab 
filiethoýls/Attitudes Total 

ABcD 

Work load 

Geographical basis 

Population basis 

F-- ( 

Number of outlets 2 

i Total 62 15 
I 

I. ---, --.. --, -, ---- 
It 

The finOings in table 12.3 are similar to that of table 

12.2 in -that, first, six of the companies using other than 
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the work load approach have'MIEs exhibiting fa.,. rourabilitier, 

of attitudes. Finally, six of the seven companies using 

the work load approach have CITT111's exhibiting strongly 

favourable andý favourable attitudes in equal number. 

13. Revj_,,, iion of sales territories 

i 
The necessity of revising sales'territories is dicta-bed 

by changes due to external and/or internal factors to the 

company. For example, internally due to company's growth, 

the prevailing territorial layout may be inadequate in 

terms of work load per salesman. Externally, competitors 

may intensify their activities in a particular sales 

territory. Consequently, a company may decrease Vic sales 

territory or increase tho number of salesmen. Alternatively, 

the sales territory may be abandoned. The factors involved 

in reýOsing sales territories may range from economic 

considerations to a rigorous analysis of the work load 

involved per salesman. However, a pre-requisite of such 

analysis is the formality and frequency of reviewing as a 

matter of policy. Clearly, a review does not necessarily 

imply a change. 

The objectives of the present section are, first, to 

establish the reasons for revising sales territories given 

t*ne constant possibility of changes in the m arketing 

environment. Secondlyt the factors involved in reviewing. 

Finally, the formality and frequuncy of revision. 

The findings of the-study revealed that the fifteen 

companies maintaining a sales force revised their sales 

territories for three reasons. Secondly, three factors 

are considered when reviewing sales territories. Pinally, 

all the companies have a formal review systen of sales 

territories. However, the time etinension differs. 
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a. Reasons for reviewinF sales territories 

The f Adines of the study i den t if i ed three groups 

of comp"ics in acoord4rcp NO the reasons for 

revising sales territories. Firstly, eleven companJes 

revised their sales territories because of the work 

load in each territory. It should be pointed out 

that seven companies rigorously analysed the implications 

of the work load approach. The remaining four companies 

ýised the work load approach by sole reference to 

population density or geographical basis discussed 

in 12 (b) and (c) 

Secondly, three companies were most concerned with 

speedy coverage, that is, the sales territory is 

primarily revised to ensure that salesman's travelling 

time is reduced to a minim-am. This in turn increased 

I the number of outlets covered and calls achieved. 

Calls on potential customers is an important consider- 

ation in this respect. 

Finally, only one company revises its sales territory 

with an objective to reduce the number of salesmen. 

This company, small in size, has recently shifted 

emphasis from personal selling to advertising as its 

major promotional tool. This stems from the company's 

philosophy of addressing itself to the final consumer. 

As such, advertising to the latter is regarded as 

more important and effective than relying on personal 

selling in achieving the company's marketing objectives. 

The policy is, therefore, to reduce the number of 

salesmen and use the accrued saving on advertising 

outlays directed to the final consumer. Consequently, 

the cormpany maintains a bare minimum number of salesmen. 
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b. Factors considered 'When revising sales territories 

Again, three groups of companies wer e identified in 

accordance with the factors consiCered. when revisino 

nales ter: ritories. Firstly, seven companies review 

work load per-salesman as indicated in section 12 (a). 

As mentioned earlier, this is th-e most elaborate form 

when deciding on sales territories. Secondly, five 

companies are most concerDed with population movements, 
1: 

because of the resulting changes in potential sales 

in individual sales territories. This factor is also 

relevant to the group of companies using geographical 

basis when deciding on sales t. erritories. Finally, 

three companies are motivated by economic factors when 

reviewing sales territories. As such, the companies 

relate the volume of business achieved by salesmen, 

and therefore profits achieved, to salesmen's expenses. 

If necessary, the implication is a reduction of sales 

territories in terms of number and size and/or a 

reduction in the number of salesmen. 

c. A gr en ts 

The three companies using agents review sales territories 

by appraising the volume of business handled by agents. 

Thus, if in the "opinion" of the company's management 

the "volume of business is too much" for a particular 

agent, one or more agents are appointed. However, 

it is not possible to review individual sales 

territories, because the companies have no direct 

control over agents' sales territories. As indicated 

in the previous section, control is exercised indirectly 

by variations of agencies. C> 
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d Frecruency of revieiviný! 

All the companies formally review sales territories 

within the frame%, vork of the above revic,, ý, systems. 

However, -fifteen companies review their sales territories 

on annual basis'as -part of their annual marketing and 

other plans. The remaining two4compaýnies review sales 

territories semi-annually, because of the "vital 

contribution" of the sales force towards achieving 

sales objectives. However, practice of the former 

group of companies does not minimize the importance 

of personal selling in achievin,, -7, sales objectives, 

but indicates "administrative convcnience". 

TABLE 13 -1 

Reasons for revisin-rr sales territories and size of compan 

Size of. Company 
Reasons/Size of Company Total 

Small TdediUm Darge 

Work load appraisal 55 

Speedy coverage 2 

Reduce number of salesmen 

15 Total 

Table 13.1 to 13.3 relate reasons for reviewing sales 

territories to size of comDany, attitudinal placements of 

chief executives and CMEs. The findings in table 13.1 

indicate that companies irrespective of size appraise their 

sales territories because of the work load involved. However, 

the majority of medium and large companies mention the la'Ater 

reason. Secondly, two -of the four small companies revise 

their sales territories because of their concern with speedy 
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coverage of territories. Ii is clear from the findi-nmn 

- medium and lar6e companies are particularly concernc(l that 

with salesman's workload. 

TABLE 13.2 

Reasons for revisim, sales territories and attitudiral, r1rinn-onts 
Of C")ic" exr-cut. "mon 

Reasons/Attitud. es 
Fav our abl c Unfavourable Total 

AB CD 

IvVork load appraisal 4 4 2 1 

Speedy coverage - 2 1 - 

Reduce number of salesmen 1 

Total 5 6j 

_3 

1 15 

TABLE 13.3 

Reasons for reviewing sales territories and attitudinal placements 
of CNIES 

Reasons/Attitudes 
Favoiirable Un f av oiir, --%bl e To tal 

A B C D 

Work load appraisal 3 2 1 

Speedy coverage 3 - - 

Reduce number of salesmen 

Total 6 

The major observation in table 13.2 is that comptc-tnics 

revising their sal-es 'territories because of salesman's 

work load have chief executives froin the four attitudinal 

placements, where eight of the eleven companies have chief 

executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 
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the latter attitudinal placements are not confined to 

companies revising sales territories because of work load 

per salesman in that three of the rempinin; four companics 

revising their. sales territories for other reasors have 

chief executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitules. 

The major observation in table 1'3-3 is similar to that 

of table 13.2 in that companies rcvisine, sales territories 

because of salcsmen's work load have. C'.. 'Es from the four 

attitudinal placements. However, the remaining companies 

revising their sales territories for other reasons have 

CLIEs exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. 

TABLF 13.4 

Factors considered when rovising. sales territories and size. 
of c oprally 

Factors/Size oL Company Size of 
- 
Company Total 

I Small Medium L,,, )rr: e 

Vlork load 4 5 7 

Population movement 1 3 5 

Economy 

Total 15 

Tables 13.4 to 13.6 relate factors considered viben 

revising sales territories to size of cýmpanics, attitudinaý 

placements of chief executives and Ml. 'Es. The major observation 

in table 13.4 is that companies consider population movement 

irrespective of company size. Secondly, whereas none of the 

small companies consider salesman's work load, none of the 

medium and large companies are concerned v,, ith economic 

factors. Pinally, because of the sales force ex-penses$ small 

companies are most concerned with economic considerations. 
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TA RLF 13 -5 
Fc-. ctors considered when revisinP c; . 

leq territori 
.3 Pn 

attit-00irri, j -n], e-ýCe, . r, ents of chie_f executiver, 

Favourable t Unfavourcable Factors/Attit-Lides Total I 

ABcD 

1 oad I'll, (i33 
LO 

r, C 7 
- - 

Population movement 2 5 

Economy 2 3 

L 
Total 15 

0 

TABIJ 13.6 

Factors ccnsidered when revising jales territories ancl 
attitudinal. placemytn of Whs 

Favou able Unfzavotirable 
al Factors/Attitudes T0 tc 

ABCD 

Work load 

Population mov ement 22 

Economy 

Total 21 15 

The major observation in table 13.5 is that companies 

regarding population movements as a factor when reviewing C-> I 
sales territories have chief executives from the four 

attitudinal placements. Seconaiyt six of the seven companies 

considering salesman's , vork load have Chief exccutives 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. Hoviever, the 

latter attitudinal placements are not confined to this group 

of companies because five of the ei, -,, ht companies considering 
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-ion and economy have-chief executives exhibiting populat 

similar attitudinal placements. 

In table 13.6, it is revealed that the only company 

whose CTJE exhibits stroncly unfavourable attitude, re-g. ards 

economy as the factor considered when revising sales 

territories. Finally, it is not possible to conclude that 

favourabilities of attitudes of CILTis are confined to companies 

reviev, ring their sales territories because of salesman's work 

load in that six of the remaining eight companies mentioning 

other factors have CMEs exhibiting similar attitudinal 

placements towards the marketing concept. 

14. Payment of salesmen 

As indicated in the introduction of this chapter, a 

company may choose from a number of systems to pay salesmen, 

ranging from basic salary to graduated scale of commission 

payment. Usually, it is the latter a company can manipulate 

to achieve certain objectives, for example, to offer commission 

on selected products based on certain volume achievement. 

Essentially, ho--: 7ever, the issue of payment revolves around 

a decision regarding security and incentive. Ultimately, 

the objective is to increase salesman productivity and that 

the system offers adequate monetary compensation. It is 

not uncommon to decide on ancillary payments wich as special 

bonus, complbment, status and payed holidays. 

The objectives of the present section. are, first, to 

establish the compensation system used by the companies 

visited. Secondly, the basis upon which commissions ara 

payed. Thirdly, compensation payed to agents. Fourthly, 

to report upon future changes, if any. Finally, to reveal 

whether or rot present compersation systems are the most 
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satisfactory fron, the -point of view Of incelltivising 

salesmen to better their performance. 

The findings of the study revealod th,,,. t, inv,,,,. riablyq 

all the fifteen companies maintaining a sales force pay 

their salesmen on salary plus commission basis. Vowever, 

two companics use other incentives. 'The basis upon which 

commission is payed varies whereby five different systems 

are in use. This is presented in tRbles 14.1 to 14-3. 

Payment to agents is on commission. Five. companics plan 

to change their compensation systems in future. Finally, 

with the exception of the last group of companies, all Vie 

companies regard their present systems of paynent as the 

most satisfactory in incentivising their salesmen and agents 

to better their performance. 

a. Method of payment 

The fifteen companies having za sales force pay their 

salesmen on the basis of salary plus co-mmission. The 

former is used to provide security for the salesman,, 

thus reducing his financial worries. From the salesman's 

point of view, salary payment provides a feelirg of 

belonging to the comrany, an important issue ,, Yhon 

developing a harmonious relationshi-o between the 

company and its customers. However, sole reliance 

on salary does not provide incentives. Consequently, 

the salesman may lead a "cushioned life". Thus the 

companies use the commission element of the payment 

system. - Essentially, it provides incentives. Apart 

from the latter, the greatest advantage of this syctem 

is its flexibility and the form it may take to achieve 

certain sales and marketing objectives. Clenrly, the 
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total sales force expenses are related to company 

perfornance in terms of sales achieved, rather than 

be faced .,., ith fixed expenses irrespective of performance. 

Thus, because of lack of incentive instigated by sole 

reliance on'salary, the companies use commission. 

Because of lack of security on sole dependence on 

commission, the companies use a combination of both. 

However, two companies use other forms of payment which 

are essentially incentive in nature. Specifically, 

the provision of company car and expense accounts, 

both provided by two large companies. 

Bas is of c orm, is si on 

To confirm the versatility of commission payment, 

the 15 companies maintaining a sales force indicated 

five different forms. Firstly, seven companies, 

the largest sub-group, use a flat cor-mission rate 

commencing after achieving a certain sales target based 

on monetary units. The major objective is to achieve 

a satisfactory level of sales as required by the 

marketing plan. Thus the salesman, in order to 

receive commission, endeavours to surpass the sales 

target. It should be added at this junction that 

unrealistic sales targets nay defeat the objective 

of the incentive presently as well as in future 

operations. 

Secondly, six companies provide a flat commission rate 

on all sales achieved based on monetary units. One 

company indicated a 3/b' flat rate. The major adv., @ntage 

I 
is the provision of incentive fron, tbe very first unit 

sold. However, this does not mean that total payment 
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is markedly higher, because the salary element of the 

payment is probably lo,, ver than otherwise, ', Vithin this 

form of commission payment, tvro companies use a vtariant. 

SpecificaTly, the commission rate is -margirically higher 

regarding business transacted with retailers. The 

reasoning is the companies' polj: cy to increase its 

business with retailers. Finally, one company in 

1: 
this group of companies categorically rejects the 

use of commission based on number of calls made, 

because the latter does not imply a sale. 

Thirdly, one company used a graduated scale of commission 

based on sales beyond 505 of last year's sale. The 

company maintains the view that this is a simple 

system easily understood by salesmen. Inplicitly, 

the plan is intended to continuously improve salesmen's 

performance. Previously, the company used a flat 

c6nmission rate applicable after achieving stated 

sales targets. The major reason for change is the 

possibility of stating high sales targets. 

Fourthly, another company utilizes a graduated commission 

rate based on all volume. Again, this system provides 

incentive from, the first unit -sold. The company 

justifies its practice because it specializes on the 

upper quality bracket where prices are relatively high., 

Finally, one company uses a flat commission rate 

based on volume sold of certain qualities. The 

objective is to provide extra incentive for the 

products in question to achieve a particular product 

mix. This may be necessitated by profit and/or 

productive capacity factors. This is the sarne company 

using a graduated com-mission based on all volume. 
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c. Apents 

The three companies usinp, agents pay the latter on 

the basis of commission only, because it is : 3tandard 

practice in the industry. Furthermore, the fact 

that agents carry other manufacturer's products, the, 

issue of basic salary does not arise. Týe sole reliance 

on commission provides the necessary incentive. In 

future, however, one of the --ompanies plan to increase 

its commission rate, primarily because it is demanded 

by the agent and to obtain future co-operation from 

its agents. 

d. Future changes 

Five companies plan to introduce changes in their 

compensation system of salesmen. Firsýlyq two 

companies intend to institute a graduated commission 

rate beyond targeted sales in monetary terms. The 

justification is to achieve necessary sales targets 

and provide extra incentive to increase volune. This 

commission structure is to replace the prevailing 

commission rate on all units sold. 

Secondly, one company plans to change both salary and 

commission basis. Presently, the salary is uniform 

for all salesmen with a flat commission rate in 

monetary terms effective after achieving statod sales 

targets. The intended change is to group the salesmen 

in accordance with their length of service in the 

company and family s-ize. Its a result a differentiated 

basic salary is decided upon. The major objective is 

to provide "realistic" security. The commission 

structure will take two forms. Firstly, a flat rate 

I 
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on all sales. Secondly, a graduated scale based on 

monetary units after achieving stated sales objectives. 

Thus extra incentive is -orovided. 

Finally, tl, ýro companies presently pay salasnen on 50ý- 

salary, 50'P' commission. This, according to the 

company, provided excessive incebtive and less than 

adequate security. Consequently, the companies plan 

to introduce a system whereby-, ý' of the total payment 

Is salary and a third is commission. 

e. Rffectiveness of prevailinp systems 

Apart from the above five companies, thirteen companies 

indicated that their compensation systems are the most 

effective from the point of view of achieving desired 

objectives. To this extent, they see no other systems 

that would realize better results, that is, prevailing 

practices are "best" from the point of view of providing 

necessary incentives to salesmen and agents within the 

framework of companies financial resources. 

In tables 14.1 to 14-31 the basis of commission used 

are related to size of company and attitudinal placements 

of ebief executives and CMEs. 

f 
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TABI, F, 14.1 

Basis of commission used and size of compnny L 

Basis/Size of Company Siz 

Smal 1 

e of Company 

Me(lium La. rf,, c 

Total 

Flat rate beyond targeted 2 2 
sales 

Flat rate on all sales (9) 

Graduate rate on volume 

1 

- 

1 

2 

Flat rate on quality (E) 1 

Total (frequencies) 3 7 16 

The major observation in table 14.1 is that companics 

irrespective of size use a flat rate (L). However, four 

of the six companies using the latter are large in size. 

Secondly, only medium companies use a graduated commission 

rate based on volume and a flat rate based on quality. The 

findings suggest that large companies provide the highest 

incentive in that a flat rate on all sales (F) is nostly 

used by this size group of companies. However, the magnitude (Z> 

of the rate is an important determinant of tot;,, l commission. 
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TABLE 14 .2 

Basis of Commission used and attitudinal nlanomertn, of nbfof 
y PC ut iv r's 

-1-titudes ýRs is /A 
v 

Favou a Ot Unfavourable Total 

ABCD 

Flat rate beyond targeted 3 3 
sales 

Flat rate on all sales (Z) 
l 

2 2 1 

Grad-uated rate on volume 1 - - 2 

Flat rate on quality (F, ) 

Total (f, -cq: u. encies) 1 16 

The findings in table 14-2 indicate that compromies usirg 

a flat commission rate on all sales (E) have chief executives 

from the four attitudinal placements. Secondly, six of thC. 

seven companies using a flat rate beyond targcted salen have 

chief executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. 

Similar attitudinal placements are exhibitod by the chief 

executive7- whose companies use a graduated rate on volume 

ard a flat rate on quality (E). 
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TABI; R, 14.3 

Basis 
--Of 

Commission used am] attitudinal 'placempnts of 

Favcurablc Unfavourable Basis/Attitudes Total 
ABcD 

t2 Flat rate beyond targe ec 
sales 

Flat rate on all sales 

Graduated rate on volume 

Flat rate on quality (E) 

Total (frequencics) I-7161211 

The finding-s in table 14.3 are similar to that of tablo 
C, 

14.2 in that six of -the seven compa-ýnie-. using a flat rate 

beyond targeted sales have CII,, 7s exhibiting f, -ivo))rq-bilities 

of attitude. Secondly, two-thirds of Vhe companies using 

a flat rate on all sales (, ':, ) have Cl,,! r,, s exhibiting similar 

attitudinal placements. Finally, the remaining three 

companies using the other Uro commission rate structures 

have C,,,! Es exhibiting, favourabilities of attitUdes. 

6 

2 

1 

16 

15. Tmpact of competition 

As indicated in the previo-os section, a company is 

its selcc influenced by a number of factors regardinr tion 

of salesmen's compensation systen. Essentially, the factorv 

considered were internal to a company. In so far as a 

company does rot operate in a vacuum, external factors ray 

influence its decisions relatinr, -, to choice of compersation 

system. Specifically, -competitors' practices in this aron 

influence a conpany, that isp the latter may bave to follovi 

industry practice. 
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The objectives of t1he present section aro, first, to 

establish whether or not competitors' payment system affect 

a conpany when deciding on its compensation -. r; ys". tem. 

Secondly, to r. eport upon rcasons for such'pre. ctice. 

The findings of the study indicated that eiCht of -the 

fifteen companies maintainill, 51, a sales force are influenced 

by competitors' practices in this area. The renaining r: cven 

companies indicýate three reasons for overlookinp: competitors. 

Finally, with reservations, the three companies using agents 

overlook competiticn. 

a. Sim-nificance of con-octitors' practices 

The eight companies indicating the impact of competitors' 

practices are primarily concerned with constituent 

elements of competitors' payment system, thRt is, 

salary and commission rate structure. Ultimatclyt 

this determines the earning potential of salcomoD. 

If competitors' systems are better fron the salesmen's 

point of view, the company would simply loose its 

salesmen. Because of the expenses incurred in developing 

a salesman relevant to company requirements, it would 

be suicidal to let him leave the company in pursuit 

of a I'marginal increase" in monetary rewards offered 

by competitors. 

b. Insigni icance of competitorst practices 

The remaining seven companies indic4ted that 

competitors' practice in the area of salesmen 

compensation is irrelevant and unimportant to them. 

Three reasons were mentioned. Firstly, four of the 

companies indicated that their compensation system 

is effective in terms of achieving, objectives of the 
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sales force. Furthermore, there has been no complaints 

c)f salesmen leavin g the company on the grounds of psy, 

indicating the effectiveress of tho prevailinC pa-t1--in nt 

system. Secondly, two companies are runare of the fact 

that their compensation system provides above industry's 

average pay. To this extent competitors' practices 

are overlooked. Finally, one company maintains the 
0 

view that compensation systerqs are identical throughout 

the industry. Therefore it can disregard competitors' 

activities in this area. However, if in the long run C. ) 

matters vary, the company cannot afford to be indifferent. 

c. Agents 

Tývo of three companies using agents are not presently 

influenced by the corn-nission rate of competitors because 

they knov., that the rate is similar throughout the 

industry. However, if there is a change in the rate, 

usually, upwards, the companies cannot afford to be 

indifferent because of agents' necessary co-operation, 

which dwindles if a company offers a commission rate 

lower than the industry's norm. 

TABLE 15 .1 
Whether or not competitors' sallymenly pa"Ont System affect 

company and size of ccmnaniFr 

Impact of Competition/ Size of Company Total Size of Company 
Snal TJ ed ium Lar ge 

Competitors' system 3 4 
affects companies 

Competitors' systems do 1 4 2 7 
not affect companies 

Total 4 5 6 15 
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TABLE 15.2 

! Vhether or not competitors sndesmenls- pa-vvnent syqtem affect 
companies ýLnd attitudi-nal placerrent- of cliief 

ITnp, -,. ct of cornpetition? / Favourable Un: f,, 3vour,, tblc i rll -4- -1 
Attitudes 

A B C7 

Competitors' system affeat' 3 3 
companies 

Competitors" system does 2 32 
I 

7 
not affect companies 

Total 5 6 3 15 

Tables 15.1 to 15.3 re-late whether or not competitors' 

salesmenlp payment systems affect companies decision to 

size of company, attitudinal placements of chief executives 

and CMEs. The findings in table 15.1 indicate that small 

and large companies are concerned with competitors' pradtices. 

However, four of the five medium companies overlook 

competitors' activities. 

T ABLE 15 -3 

Whetlier or not competitors' salesmen's payment system affectp, 
companies and attitudinal -olacements of Cl. "Es 

Impact of cor,,. petition? / Favourable Unfavouvable 
Attitudes Total 

ABCI 
iDI 

Competitors' system affects 
companies 

341-8 

Competitors' system does I 

not affect companies- 

Total 

7 

15 

The findings in table 15.2 indicate that companies 

affected by competition have chief executives from the four 

attitudinal placements, although six of the eight chicf 
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executives oxhibit favourabilities of attitudes. A similRr 

pattern is repeated for companies not affected by competition 

in that five of the seven comparlies have chief executivoo 

exhibiting fav. our-ELbilities of attitudes. -The findings of 

-table 15.3 reveal a slightly different pattern of observation. 

Specificallyp companies not influenced by competitors have 

CMEs from the four attitudinal placements where five of 

the seven CnEs exhibit favourabilities of attitude. Secondly, 

seven of the eight companies influenced by competition have 

CMEs exhibiting similar attitudinal placements. 

it is clear from the findings in tablos 15.2 and 15.3 

that favourabilities of attitudes of chief executives and 

CIAEs are not confined to a particular group of companies 

in relation to whether or not a company is affected by 

competitors' payment system. 

1 Bvaluation of salesmen. 

Evaluation is a central issue in any rjanafrerial task. 

In -manarrement, the person responsible for an activi-1-y Ja 
C-'i L, 

I 
expected to plan, control, direct and evaluate. The latter 

is essential 'to ensure that stated objectives havc be%en 

achieved and to provide explanation for varianocs, to be 

follo-. ried by corrective acticn. Evaluation of salesmen's 

performance may take several forms ranging from calesmen 

interpersonal comparison to a detailed analysis of a 

salesman's task compared against stated targets, for example, 

frequency of calls, sales achieved per call, etc. Ideally, 

objectives should be stated in specificsto realize objective 

evaluation. However, it is not uncommon to include 

subjective elements in evaluation. 
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The. objectives of tae present section are, . 
Cirlst, to 

report upon objective methods of evaluating salesmen 

perforrance. Secondly, whether or not subjective elements 

are includeC. 
. Thirdly, metho6s used for evaluating agents. 

Finally, possibility of future changes relating to this 

area of sales force ranagement. 

The fimdings of the study revealed that thirteen of 

the fifteen companies maintainirg a qales force evaluate 

salesmen perforrrance -using four metbods. The remaining 

tWO companies do not undertal, e such evaluation. Secondly, 

three companic-s include subjective elements in evaluation. 

Thirdly, four conranics take into acccunt one or more 

factors in evaluation. Fourthly, companies using acc. -ents 

indicate two -., netqods of evaluation. Finally, the t,.,,, o 

ccmPanies not evaluating salesmen plan to institute 

evaluation systens. 

a. Objective retho-'s of evaluatinr- salesmen 

The siVnificance of the following four groups of 

companies is the initial quantification of objectives 

expected from salesynen, providing an effective 

framen, iork of analysis. The major distinguishing 

feature of this group of companies is the analysis' 

validity and its co-, -nprehensiveness. 
(1) Comparinrý current and previous sales -perform-'ance 

This is the largest group of companies N,,, hereby six 

ccmparies evaluate salesnen by comparing current 

with previou-s performance. This is either done 

on annual 'basis, practiced by five companies; or 

by ccmpa-rinp current month with its equivalent 

in the previcus year. Cnly one of the former 
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five coripanies exEimine number of new accounts 

establis'ned during t'he pcrioýýa However, no 

tar, 7ets are set. 

The reasonin- of the above analvsis is that the 

sales. man should always plan to surpass last 

year's sales. HowevPr, no-indication is made 

regarding the extent of increase. The major C-1 

observation concerring t1his type of analysis 

is its validity in that past events do not 

necessarily indicate future business direction. 

Conceivably, several external factors may .. ave 

contributed to a salesman's high performance in 

the previous year which are non-cxistent in the 

current year. The consequent fall in sales does 

not necessarily reflect the salesman's effectiveness. 

Alternatively, compary's last year's sales perform- 

ance may not have reflected full exploitaticn of 

its market potential. 

(ii) Conprixison agairst sales VIrrets 

Three companies evaluate salcsmen by comparing 

his actual performance to the stated sales targets. 

Invariably, the latter is decided on sales 

territories detailed for each salesman. As such, 

salesnen performance is readily assessed. However$ 

only one company talces the analysis a step further 

by establishing reasons for variations. 

Me merit of such evaluation is that sales targets 

are set within. the framework of company's current 

market opportunity, rather then rely on past 

events. Howc-ver, this form. of evaluation is 
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ccncerned with the net result of salesmen 

perforrance, thal, is, no dý, ýtailed analysis of 

sales-7-e- -performar-ce is ljn, ýertp. 'ken- .,,, hich evertIl-, 312v 
v 

dete. rnines his ultimate performance. 

(M) Coyn-narison ar4airst several targets 

Three cc-npanies evaluate their salesmen, not only 

by comparing performance with targe-'Lled sales, but 

with reference to detailed targets. Ultimate 

sales performance is determined by the latter 

within the frammework of their sales and marketing 

objectives. The three companies indicate six 

targets besides sales. Firstly, two companies, 

medinm and large', specify number of calls the 

salesman is expected to achieve during the coming 

year. Secordly, the previous t,.,,, o ccrnpanies 

specify the ratio of business to be directed to 

wholesalers and retailers, reflecting companies' 

policy coverage of the outlets. Thirdly, a- 

medium company indicates the number of effective 

accounts per salesman. The criterion of effect- 

iveness is determined by a minimum of turnover 

per account. Fourthly, a large company indicates 

the necessary number of new accounts, considered 

essential to achieve growth objectives. Fifthly, 

a medium company specifles the ratio of its 

prodlict nix. The reasoning is to realize 

specific financial and production objectives. 

Pinally, a large company compares calls per 

pattern book for each salesman, the objective is 

to determine the effective use of pattern books. 
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Clearly the above-analysis is more comprehensive 

than that of the previous tEroup of companies. 

The essential characteristic of both is to relate 

evaluation to current business conditions rather 

than reliance on past events. 

(iv)- Total exrenses v Total -results 
Only one company 6valuates its salesmen by 

comparing total expenses incurred by the salesman 

to sales achieved. The end result is the salesman's 

net revenue ccrtribution to the company. Historically 

the company has developed ratios within which the 

ratios between the tao oscillate. If deviation 

occurs from the set limits, explanation for such 

deviation is requested from the salesman. The 

-ed f or this method o-. L' evaluation company opt 

because of its recognition of changing narketing 

envirorment. Thus what is essential is net 

contribution. 

The major observation regarding this form of 

evaluation is lac'k of stating specific sales or C> 

otbcr relevant objectives. It is conceivable 

that a salesman is in line ý, Uth stated ratio 

limits, but not exploiting the company's full 

market potential. 

nts of evaluation b. Sub. Jec4-ive 

Three companies include subjective elements when 

evalua4. ing salesm-an's performance. By definition, 

such evaluation involves value juaggement. However, 

I two companies, medium and large, assess the amount 

of market feeelbacl: by the salesman. Secondly, t,,,, o 
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large comp,, 7nies eval-uate the salesman by assessing 

his handling of custorner relationship which should. 

be ccnducive to future Pgocd business relationship. 

Finally, ji large company assesses t"he salesman's 

handling of complaints. This is sir. Alar to the previous 

element, but the emphasis is on -complaints . 

C. Factors considered in evaluation 

Apart from the factors taken into consideration .,. rhen 

specifying sales and other targets, four companies 

consider five factors vhen involved in evaluating 

salesman's performance. Firstly, two companies, 

small and large, take into account national and local' 

conditions .!,, hich may have developed since the setting 

up of targets to explain variations in results. Secondlyt 

a nedilim company considers expenses and population 

movcments likely to affect net contribution and sales 

performance respectively'. Finally, a large co-m-pany 

tal-es into consideration sale. 9mans past and potential 

sales as well as his experien--e to explain variances 

from stated objectives. 

a- APents 

The three companies using agents use two different. 

met'hods when evaluating their agents. Firstly, 4. W0 

companies compare current year's sales vii th that of 

the previous year. This is similar to the group of 

companies in (a)(i) above. Again, the issue is 

validity of such analysis. Secondly, the third 

com-pany analyses agent's performance by comparing 

sales achieved to Board of Trade market size of the 

region in auestion. Consequently, the co-,; ipany can 

establish whether or not it has increased its market 

share or, at least, maintained it. 
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e. Future cha-w-res 

The two companies maintaining a sales force tand not 

undertaking evalucation, plan to institute evaluation 

mechanism.. This is similar to practices of the group 

of companies (a)(ii) above. Thus" , in future salesmen 

, 
6alcs achieved with will be evaluated by comparinp 

stated sales targets. Subjectively, salesmen are 

assessed by their handling of complaints. Apart 

from these changes, the remaining sixteen companies 

are satisfied with their present method of evaluation 

and no cbange is contemplated. 

Tables 16.1 to 16.3 relate metho6s of evaluating 

salesmen's performance to size of company and attitudinal , 
placements of chief executives and CME-Hs. 

TADLF, 16.1 

Methods of evalw,. ting ssalesnen and size of company 

Methods/Size of Company Size of Company Total 
Small It, ed iu m Large 

TL 

Current v past year's 2 3 1 6 
sales 

Comparison against targets, 
f 

2 3 

Comparison against sales 2 3 targets 

Total expenses v total 1 
results 

Total 4 5 13 
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TATLt 16.2 

Methods of evaluating sElefmen and attiltlinal Placement, of 
chief execytiver, 

Fav oura-bl e Unfavourable 

AB c D 

Current v past year's sales 2 

Comparison against targets 2 1 

Comparison against sales 
targets 

Total expenses v total 
res-ults 

Total 2 13 

The major observation in table 16.. 1 is that companies 

irrespective of size evaluate their salesmen by comparing 

current with previous year's sales -ocrformance. Secondly, 

while none of the small compr: I. -iies evaluate sulesmen by 

reference to several targets, two of the three companies 

undertaking this practice are large. Thirdly, the only C-3 

company comparing total expenses and total results is 

medium. Finally, two of the three companies most elaborate 

in salesmen's evaluation are large. 

The findings in table 16.2 indicq. te, first, none of the 

companies using the four methodsof salesmen's evalwation 

have chlof executives exhibiting strongly. unfavourable C. 
Secondly, eleven of the tbirteen companics attitude. 

undertaking evaluation have cbief executives exhibiting 

favol-frp, bilities of attitudes towar6s the marl: cting corcept. 
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TAPIT', 16.3 

Mletho-Is of evaluatirý-* salesrrýen and attitUdinal T)-IACe-rG_n4.. -, 0 

Favourable Unfavourable Tillethods/Attitudes FAD 

Current v last year's sales 

Comparison against targets 12 

Comparison arrainst sales C-1 12 targets 

Total expenses v total 
results 

Total 13 

The findings in table 16.3 are similar to t'-Ijose of table 16.2 

in that companies using the four metho, ý, s have Cl. Ts exhibiting 

favourabilities of attituaes. Secondly, none of the companies 

in question bave Cl,! Es exhibiting unfavourable attitude. 

Finally, the only company'having a MT., exhibiting stronely 

unfavoiirable attitude evaluate salesmen by comparing current 

with last year's sales. 

17. Personal sellinq 'and tbe promotion nix 

Under the requirements of the m-arketing concept, ' 

planning and decisions relating to each of the four constituents 

of the promotion mi, -, c should be undertAken N-vithin the framework 

of the co-,, qpanys promotion objectives. As such, planning 

and decisions of a particular promotional activity affects 

and is affected by other activities in the promotion ni)r,. 

A central issue in this respect is the integration and 

co-ordination of promotional activites. In the context of 

the present section, salesmen should receive information 

rega-rding companyts promotional inteptions. The ul-tirlatc., 
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objective is to maximize salesmen's contribution. The 

latter, in turn, aids towards realizing company's pro,, notion, -Il 

objectives. 

The objectives of the present section are, first, to 

establish whether or not salesmen or ar. ý, ents arc informed 

about decisions relating to other el6ments in the promotion 

mix. Secondly, reasons for prevailing practices. Pinally, 

to report upon future changes, if any. 

The findings of the study revealed that thirteen of 

the fifteen companies maintaining a sales force transmit C, 

other promotional decisions to their salesmen men tionirg 

three reasons. 'The renaining, two companies are "very weak" 

in this respect. However, future changes are cortcTr. platod. 

Secondly, the three companies using agents inform the latter 

of their promotional intentions. 

a. Reasons for irforming salespmen of promotional intentions 

1,11ith the exception of two large companies, the thirteen 

companies maintaining a sales force commit themselves 

to a formal procedure pattern, in the form of sales 

meetings, to inform their salesnen of decisions 

relating to othQr promotional activities. The frequency 

of such meetings vary from weekly to monthly sessions. 

4 Invariably the salesmen arp informed in advance of 

promotional activiti-, s. The ultimate objective, 

accordin, g- to the companies is to increase salesmen's 

efficiency. However, thr, -e specific reasons were 

mentioned and hence three groups of c-ompanies, detailed 

in. tables 17.1 to 17.3. 

Firstly, the largest group of companics, numbering 

seven indicate that transmission of promotional 
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intentions implants confidence in salesmen whon executin, ", 

their jobs. As such salesmen plan ahcad as to hov,, this 

, an information fits -in with their responsibilitit., s 

how to capitalize u-pcn them. Secondly, five companies 

indicated that salesmen play an important role in 

effecting promotional decisions., Thus transmission 

of information is inevitable. Specifically, salesmen 

handle sales promotion material directed to outlets. 

It is only "common sense" to-inforn salesmen of company 

plans. Knowing advertising and public relations ,. 3. ctivities, C3 

salesnen will exploit such information in their selling 

task. Finally, one company believes that a feeling 

involvement in the company is created by informing 

salcsmen of other prolmotiOnal Elctivities . 

b. Agents 

The three companies using agents inforri the latter 

of their promotional intentions, because the agent C, 

assumes a leading role in implementing such. , Iecisions. 

, arded "inevitable" Invariably, provailinr, practices are re,, rp 

because of companies', sole reliance on scales promotion. 

'Furthermore, agent's co-operation fortbcoming particularly 

because of the created feeling of involvement. Indeed 

becýa-use of lack of direct control over agents, three 

companies recognize-the necessity of co-operation to 

the extent that any najor decision is taken after 
( 

considerin, g agent's vie, ý%Is- 

C. Puture changes 

The two large coppanies indicating, their %,,, eakness in 

the area of informing salesmen of companies' promotional 

intentiors plan to formalize -ý procedural patterns by 

holding monthly sales meetings ýattcnded by area sales 
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nanagers with a v-i-cw td "tie" all promotional activj. ties ýI 9 
Cica, tion for this change is the role s. alcS,,, jen The justil cl 

ticr. assume in e-rfLecti-. ei, f- salles promot 

17.1 

Reasons -Cor informiný7 salcsmen about other -oromotional activities, 
ard, size of comrar, ý, 

Size of Comp, ';,. ny -r npm-nn-mr 

Small Medium larg e 

Establish confidence 7 

Salesmen affec .t pronotion 

Feeling of involvement 

Total 4 4.13 

Tables 17.1 to 17.3 relate reasons for informing salosmen 

about other promotional activities to size of co7rp,,: Lny,, 

. attitudinal placenents of chief executilrcs and Cllr*j",, s. The 

major observation in table 17.1 is that none of the rcasonn 

are expressed by companies irrespective of size. However, 

whereas the four large companies inform their salesmen 

because of the latter's responsibility in effecting sales C... 

promotion decisions, four of the five medium coi-, ipanics 

undertake the practice in question because it establishes 
J- 

confidence in salesmen. It is clcar from the findings that 

the majority of companies are concerned with establishing 

salesmen confidence. 

C 
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TABLE 17 .2 
Rea! 3ons for irfor- Tr c) t 1. on, . IC t J,,, It , 

lim-- Sal-CSM011 OthCý' T)r() 
. 
11] 

nlaoemen-lw-! ý, of d 
-t 

ti tu, ý, j- n 

Fav our ab 1 Unfavourable ri -. L. -"I -- TIv VII. A. 
A B C D 

Establish confidence 2 J 5 7 

Salesmen effect promotion 

Peeli. n,, c, - of involvement 

Total 13 

The findings in table 17.2 reveal that eleven of the 
C> 

thirteen companies informing salesmen of promotional decisions, 

have chief executives exhibiting favourabilities of attitude. 

The twp companies expressing, salesmen effect promotion, 

have cb-ief executives exhibitim, unfavouý-able rittitude. It 
Cý 

Is significan-It. to note that none of the tbirteen companies C) 
in question have chief executives exhibiting strongly I: > C-ý 

unfavourable attitude. The findings in table 17.3' are similar 

to those of tablc 17.2. However, whereas, the only company 

havi, ir, a W-T, exhibiting strongly unfavourable attitude informs 

salmmen because of the latter's responsibility to effect 

sales promotion, none of the companies in question, have 

CIMEs exhibiting unfavourable attitudes. 
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I"AP , IS 17.3 

Reasons for jrforni-ný7 salesmen aboiit promptiorrO act. i. -krities, 
a of 

Favourable Unfavoix-rable Reasons/-kttiýudes Total 
ABCD 

Establish confidence 54 

Salesm, en effect promotion 13 

Feeling of irvolvement 

Total 13 

18. Personal sellinp,, and- the naxlcý. jti -- mix 

A central pillar of marketing concept orientation is 

that all marketing activities are integrated and co-ordinated 

with a view to achieving marketing objectives. Thus, all IL;. 

activities from -product conception to customer satisfaction 

are a series of inter-related decisions. The integration 

of sales management with other marketing activities is no 

exception. As such, the role of the sales force at each 

stage of the marketing process should be specified;. C> 
However, practising integration and co-ordination does 

C> 

not necessarily indicate total commitment to the philosophy 

of the narketing concept as has, been revealed by the findings 

of the present study, for example, price setting and 

specifications of advertising objectives. 

The objectives of tl-,, e present section are, first, to 

establish whether or not sales force man-agrement is integrated 

and co-ordirated with other marl,,, eting activities in the 

marketing mix. Secondly, reasons for prevailing practices. 

The findi-nc:, s of the study revealed that all the companies 
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integrate and. co-ordina-lie sales force management with other 

mariceting activities indicating six recasons. The five 

reaso-ns relating to companies maintainingn, a sales force 

are detailed jn tables 18.1 to 18-3. 

Firstly, four companies integrate and co-ordinate 

all m,, -trketing activities by their pr, 61ctice of holding 

marketing meetings attended by heads of the various 

departments. Usually, a sales mana-, rer is included. The 

reasoning is that marketing 

business operations. Thus, 

meetings, contributes to th 

latter affects the former's 

indicate that to the extent 

the former is by definition 

with the latter. 

decisions affect various 

eacb. participant in marketing 

e final decision and how the 

role. Secondly, three companies 

sales is part of marketing, 

intograted and co-ordinated 

Thirdly, four companies maintain the view that salesmen 

are informed about local conditions, that is, best selling 

lines, comi3etitors' activities and market requirements. 

As such, their views, presented by the sales manager, are 

invaluable when develo-ping marketing plans. Furthermore, 

the sales force should be informed of their role in such 

plans, because ultimately they will have to sell the product. 

Fourthly, two companies regard integration and co-ordination 

as an oroanisational inevitability primarily because of 
Ll 

small company size. In both ccmpanies, the chief executive 

is responsible for sales and hence the issues of integration 

and co-ordination are fait accompli. 

Fifthly, two companies indicate that in the absence 

of integration and co-ordination, persons responsible for 

the various parts of the business think and operate differently. 
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Ultimately, this will hamper the company to achievo its 

ob j ec 11 By implication, sales as well as other parts Aves. 

of the business are drteý; ratcd and cc-orclinated. Finally, C. 3 
the three conpanies usinp, afýents indicrýte tl-, at the latter 

are taken into their confidence, because ultinately- ar,, ents 

sell the companies' proaucts. As subh, agents' viows are 

considered when establishing annual budgets and plans. Ut 
The resulting agents' co-operation is considered vital 

-7 C. ý 
in the absence of direct control from the companies' point 

of vic"'u. 
TABLE 18.1 

Reasons for inteý7ratj. nq and co-ordiratinp sales force npnarerient 
with other marketing functiors and size of comTjany 

Size of Company 
Re,, -: tsons/Size of Company Total 

Small 1 Medium Large 
............. 

Mar'keting m eetings ensure 
integration 

......... 
3 4 

Salesmen's local Im-o,,, vledge 1,1 2 

Sales is part of marketing 12 

Size of company 2 - 2 

l k Oth iformit f 1 1 2 y un ac o erwise 

Total 4 

Tables 18.1 to 18-. 3 relate reasons for integrating and 

co-ordinating sales force mana, 7ement with other marIceting C-I 
C-ý 

activities by the fifteen companies maintaining, a sales 

force, to size of company, attitudinal placements of chief 

executives end CTv! Es. The najor observation in table 18.1 

is that companies, irrespective Of SiZe, mention salospients 
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! ---no1. -! ledrrc regardin. - local market conditions . Secondly, 500, ý'. C: ý Z., 

of large companies indicate that integration and co-ordination 

is deliberately plan-ned by hnlrlinEý narlcetirý. -, rqeeting,,., -. 

Thirdly, two of the four small companies regard integration 

and co-ordination as organisationally obvious. The findings 

ultimately suggest that large companies are overtly aware 

of the necessity of integratio-n and co-ordination. 

TABU E 18.2 

Reasons for integrating and co-ýýdimtinr, salep force nanagcm. pnt 
with other marketirg functions a, 36 attitudinal. plpmemeaits ol' chief 

executiVE- 

a /Attitudcs R n 
Favourable Unfavourable Total e so s 

AB D 

IvIarketing Treetings ensure 22 integration 

Salesmen's local knoviledge 4 

Sales is part of marketing 1- 23 

Size of company 1 - 2 

Otherv, rige lac? ý- of uniformity 2 2 

Total 6 15 

The findings in table 18.2 indicate that companies 

mentioning the reasons, holdinS marketing meetings and lack 

of uniformity of objectives in the abscrce of integration 
L) 

and co-ordination, have chief executives exhibiting 

-ud in al favourabilities of attitudes. However, the latter attit 

placements are sharea by companies mertioning the other 

three reasons. 
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TABLE 18.3 

Reasons for j-nteýzratin7 ard co-orrltnatiriý_ Pa. l(, s forne rn., -. ractement 
Nvith otlier -narketirnrý fi)rctirms qnd atti-tudim-1 (3'7ý! ý 

/Attitudes R 
Favour-able Unfavourable Total easons 

A B 0 D 

Marketing meetings ens-u-re 1 2 1 4 
integration 

Salesmen's local knowledge 4 

Sales is part of marketing 2 

Size of company 1 1 2 

Otherwise lack of uniformity 1 1 - - 2 

Total 6 6 21 1 15 

The findings in table 18.3 are similar to those in 18.2 

in that the companies mentionirg the reasons salesmen's lOcRl 

kno, xledge and lack of uniformity of objectives have CMEs 

exhibiting favourabilities of attitudes. However, six of 

the remaining nine companies mentioning the other three 

reasons have =s exhibiting similar attitudinal placements; ýLD - 

the 041,. 'Es of the other three companies exhibit unfavourtabilitic-s 

of attitudes tovrards the marketing concept. 

19. Sumr. lary of -findinf-s 
This chapter was concerned with sales management from 

the viewpoint of management of the sales force. The 
r-) 

introductory part addresseý itself to a brief examination 

of major aspects of personal selling,. The remaining part 

of the chapter investigates aspects pertaining to the 

management of personal selling, such as the role it plays 

in the marketing mix, organisational -:,, rpects, selection, 
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pa-%rment and ev--: -tlvtation , setles territorier, , etc The method 

of analysis is to report ii-Pon-prevailing practices mal. -ing 

constant reference to the requirenents of t': ici ma-I)cetire 

concept. The Cindings of each of these and other aspects 

are related to size of company and attitudinal placements 

of chief e7ecutives and MrEs toiwards'the marlceting corcept. 
a 

A. Findinqs of the 
-stud 

-7 
Generally, most of the companies, because of the 

nature of -oersonal. selling, marketing policies and 

expenses involved to achieve similar results by 

relying on otheiý forms of promotion, re--ard personal CD 

selling as the rrost importý, ant promotional tool and 

indeed a major competitive tool. The nature of the 

product and the role of the salesman in implementing 

other promoltiona2 activities intensify his importance. 

This is manifested by the first ranking of personal 

selling in the promotion mix. 71hile -the majority of 

companies use subjective elements in selecting salesmer, 

the main objectives of the sales force and evaluntion 

-y is of sales-nen is objective in nature. Subjectivit 

minimal. Despite this, determination of the salcs 

force and size of sales territories is not subjected 

to rigorous analysis by the majority of companies 

(over 50',, ). Apart from corLmissicn incentives, other 

forms of incentives are minimal. It iss however, 

heartening to irno-n that the vast majority of companies 

practise integration and co-or0ination of persortal 

selling with other elements of the promotion/ma-ri-et. ing 

nix. The general conclusion Is thcat cort. liv. ) caspects 

of personal selling manap*ement are sophisticated and 
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marl-ceting orientated, others are traaitionially 

determined. 1,7here approximation to the mar1rcting I 
concept prevails, it is often practised by medium 

and large. conpanies v., "hich tend to have chief executivcs C, 
and CýI? Es exhibiting. favourabilities of attitudes. 

From. the findings of the study, 't'he following have 

been established: 

1. utnisatior of -nersonal selling 

Over threc-quarters-, of the companies use salesmen 

to dispose of their products nainly. because of 

the personal contact it offers, and its relative 

inexpensiveness compared to other forms of 

promotion to achieve similar objectives. The 

re-mainipg companies rely on agents or A combination 

of agents and salesmen, primarilly because of 

small scale of operations. 

ApproximaAely two-thirds of tbe companics use 

salesmen to reach both wholesalers and retailers 

to achieve widest po, --, sible cov-rage; about 171, '-- 

of the companies use agents because of the expenses 

involved in having a sales force. Only t,,,., o 

companies direct all their activities to retailers 

mainly because of wholesalers' expenses and profits 

in the distribution system. The conclusion is 

that expenses and nature of personal selling 

togother with marketing 'policies determine 

reliance, or otherwise, on salesmen. 

Size of company influences whether or not a 

company uses salesmen to reach wholesalers and/or 

reta. ilers, or reliance on some other form of 

distributicn. 
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2. Objectives of the sale! Fý force 

n Comnanies may have more than one of ten inentio 

sales -force's objectIves. Apart frc,, n selling, 

tahep for granted, g ,: oo0s customrnr relations and 

feeding back of market'information a-re regarded u 
as the nost important actiVitics. Despite the 

unparalleled importance attached to personal 

selling in the promotion mix, a C-1 
all 'but one of the 

mentioned objectives is not indicated in 

terms, -that is, achieve tar--reterl sales. 

conclusion is clear, that salesmen are no 

confined to the function of obtaining sa 

The latter is the end, several means are 

indicateO. 

specific 

The 

longer 

C s- . 

categoric ally 

3 Pl-, -,. c emer_t__ of res-nonsibility for salen force 
Traragenent 

Approximately two-thirds of the companies place 

the responsibility of directing, and controlling 

the field sales force under the sales manager. 

The remaining companies place the responsibility 

under the MiM partly because of small company 

size and partly because of his responsibility 

towards marketing. 

Half of the companies place ultimate responsibility 

of direction and control under the CIM, because of 

his responsibility for marketing operations. The 

remaining companies are about equally divided 

between placement under the board of directors 

and chief executives. Organisational converiency 

is a major explanatory factor. 
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4. Role of Personal selIA7 in -tile narl<otA7 mix 

The overwhelming majority of companies regard 

personel selling as a major competitive tool in 

achieving marketing objectives mainly bocause of 

product characteristics, necessitating face-to-face 

contact, historical emphasis on personal selling 

and the nature of sales promotion implemented 

by salesmen. The general conclusion is that the, 

importance attached to personal selling is 

company's effort to offset viea17nesses o. -r other 

ingredients in the promotion mix, that i-q public 

relations, advertising, and sales promotion in 

ascending order of competitive inportance. 

The importance attached to personal selling is 

manifested in its ranking in the promotion mix 

whereby all but one of the comparies rank personal 

selling as first, whether or not agents are 

deployed. 

5. Selection of sa2esmen and criteria for success 

The overwhelming majority of companies use 

application forms, interviewsand references to 

select salesmen, psychological tests are used by 

two large companies. Effectively, 'however, 

substantial ýveight is attached to intervic,,, iing 

and hence prevalence of subjectivity in selection. 

Job analysis and job description of salesmen is 

practised by only two larr ge companies, and offers 

the major explanation of subjectivity in selection. 

Nine criteria for selection are mentioned. The 

most imnortant are experience and ability to sell. 
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The majority of the 'remainin, 7 criteria are highly 

subjective in nature. Thus, desnite the iniportancL. 

attache, d to rersnnrn-l selli-n,:, 7, methoýs of selection 

are not scientific enough to conform to the 

requirements of the marketing conc6pt. 

In terms oL characteristics regarded as essential 

for salesmen to perform their jobs successfully, 

ten factors are mentioned. The most im"oortant 

are loyalty and honesty. The factors nentioned 

are different from those considered in selection, 

both in content and frequency of menticn. The 

major explanation is absence of job analysis and 

job description. Subjectivity of factors is the 

rule. 

6. Traininý7 of salesmen 

Over a third of the companies do not provide any 

form of training for salesmen, becRuse hired 

salesmen are*experienced. Training in salesmanship 

is irrelevant because of the nature of selling in 

the industry, that is, through pattern books. 

The remaining co. mpa-nies provide at least two of 

four mentioned types of training, viv, -product 

training, selling techniques, field training and 

contract regotiations. The first two are the 

most inportant by com-oanies irrespective of size 

where 90ý, of the chief executives and MIEs 

exhibit favourabilities of attitudes. 

7. Organisational structure of the salps force 

Seven or6anisational structures have been revealed, 

the . complexity off Nuhich is determincO by scalc of 
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operations, regioral factors and type of business, 

t that is, do-mestic, contract and overseas. La r g, or 

ccmuaries tend to have nore cornplox structures 

than others. Genýrally, prevailing strucItures 

meet tb-e requirements of the companies. 

8. Determirants of saler, force size 

Four methoý-Is are used in deterrining the size o-IL 

the sales force - volume of business, work load, 

population density and number of accounts. 

Approximately, 80ý, - of the companies having a 

sales force use the first two, the other three- 

methods are generally based on sales maragger's 

opinion and traditioral factors, rather than an 

objective analysis of the situation, Companies 

agents base their decision on volume of us ing 

business handled and historical developments. 

The work load approach is practised by medium and 

large companies where 75, of the chief executives 

and CNIEs exhibit favourabilities of attitudes. 

9. Determination of sales territories 

Four nethods are used in determining the size of 

sales territories - work loeLd, gcograrhical basis 

and nunber of outlets. Approximately half of 

the companies use the Nýýork load approach which 

is the most sophisticated in terms of achievi. ng 

the marketing objectives. The renairing companies 

moke their decisions on questionable assumptions 

and historical developments. Companies using 

agents cannot influence the Datter's sales 

territories. 
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Again, the overwhelming majority of companies 

using tMe work load approach are medium and large 

companies havir. 
-I 

over 701., - of their chief executives 

and P?. 'I'Es exhibiting -f-avourabilities of attitud. es. 

While all companies have a formal revie,, qr system 

of sales territories, most'of the companies 

undertale: e reviewint,. r, annually as part of their 

mar!. 7eting plan formation. Reflecting upon the 

importance attached to personal selling in the 

marketing mix, reviewing is regarded essential 

primarily to ensurc that the výiorjc load per sal(!, s 

territory is in harmony with the number of salesmen 

in the territory. V, 1or!, - load, Population movements, 

speed of delivery and economic factors form the 

basis of reviewing. 

10. Compensation of salesmen 

All the companies having a sales force paY salesmen on 

the basis of fixee- salary plus commission to provide 

security am-l ensure incentive. Four bases of 

commission are indicsted. Most companies base 

the commission on a flat rate beyond targeted 

sales and a flat rate on all sales. Agents are 

payed entirely on commissicn basis. It is notod 

that the majority of companies do not use all 

forms of motivatior, apart from commission, for 

example, contents, special rewards, status, etc. 

This is probably due to absence of such tradition 

in the industry. 

Approximately half of the companies are influenced 

by the compensation system of competitors ý,,, hen 
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deciding on payment system of their salesmen 

because of the expenses involveiý in shaping a 

salcs force to 7reet ccrnpany requirements. Tli e 

cc-mpanies are not corcerned with 

competitors' action nainly because their systems 

have been satisfactory from both the companies' 

and salesmon's viewT int. po- 

11. Evaluation ot' salesmen 

Evaluating the effectiveness of personal selling 

is the most elaborate evaluation mechanism of 

the four elements of the promotion mix manifesting 

the importance attached to personal selling. The 

vast rajority of companies evaluate the effectiveness 

of personal selling and/or agents by using four 

methods, viz comparing current andi previous sales 

performance, comparison agsinst sales targets, 

comparison against several targets apd. total 

expenses versus total results. Approximately a 

third of the comparies, irrespective of 'size, use 

the first method. Invariably, the foiir methods 

provide an objective method of assessment. 

However, only a small number of companies include 

sublective elements in evaluation. 

12. Personal sellirýT and the promotion/ jnarketinrý mix 

The overwhelming majority of companies integrate 

and co-ordinate personal selling and/or agents 

functions with other elements of the promotion 

mix, mainly because of the role of salesmen in 

implementing promotional decisions alid to enhance 

the overall impact of promotion. Effectiveness 
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of salesmen is inc'reased. Because of reliance 

on agents' co-operation, -the company inforns 

the former of its promotional 6ecisions. 

All the companies integrate and'co-orclinate 

. aentsl functions with personal selling and/or a(, 

other elements in the marketing nix primarily 

beca-une of the impact of the selling function 

to achieve companiesIrp-ar1reting, objectives. 

B. Comnarison Nyith- previous studies 

1 Hayhurst and ', Vills 1 in their study cited 

earlier found that "personal selling, eyhibition and 

above the line advertising are the principal types of 

promotional activity found in our largest companies". 

In our study personal selling is the most important 

promotional activity for the vast najority of companies, 

irrespective of company size. 

Furthermore, they found that "the-role of personal 

selling has changed, sometimes dramatically since 

the 1930's. 11 This is reflected in the carpet industry 

in that one of the fundarental responsibilities of the 

salesman is to service pattern books. H; ircl selling is 

not standard practice in the industry. 

2. Sadd. ik 2 in his study referred to earlier 

found that personal selling is the most used pronotional 

tool in the promotien mix. This is confirmed in our study. 

Saddik also found that "most of the companies visited 

do not attempt to evaluate their promotional progranmes.,, 
3 

1 Hayhurst R. and 'Jilln G. op. cit. 2 Saddik, SX. A. on. cit. 3 SaddiR, S. T. I. A. ibid P. 621 
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This is different fron*the firdings of our st-ady in 

that most of the companics participating ir the study 

evfýluatc the e! 'fectiveness of personal selling. Indee-I 

the latte. r is the activity most subjected'to evaluRtion 

vis-a-vis other promotional activities. 

3. Robinson and Luck 1 in their study of promotional. 

dec ision malking found that personal selling plans were 

sometimes decided irrespective of plans relating to 

advertising and sales promotion. The findings of our 

study present a different picture in tI. Lat the over- 

whelming majority of companies inte, -, rate and co-orldinate 

personal selling with other elements in the promotion 

and marketing mix. 

4. ' Tonning 2 in his study of measurement and 

evaluation of salesmen's performance conclu(I. es that 

four met1iods of measurement and evaluation of salesmen 

prevails in tbe sample he studied. Specifically, 

personal observation, related activities compares 

salesmen's accomplishments with the activities required 

to create them, prolitability studies assess salesmen 

performance in relation to return on investment and 

pre-determined gauges is a projected approach where 

sales forecast, sales budget and quotas make up the 

framework of analysis. The findings of our study 

confirm the wide usage of two nethods - personal 

observation and pre-determined gauges. While 

prof itabililky studies are non-existent, relr: ited activities 

1 Robinson P. J. and. Luck D. J. op. cit. 
2 Tonning VI. A. 11IJeasurerent and Evaluation of Salesmen's 

P er f orm,, -=Ln ce 11 Ph. -D Thussis, University of Illinois, 1959 
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-cceives lip service. 

5. Marple' in his study o. -Jl* sales compensation' 

in the ethical pharmaceutical industry found that 

firms hp--v. e considerable roonni for improvements in the 

area of job description and "lack of behavioral 

science measurement". The findings of our study 

fte rule rather onfirm this in that subjectivity is tI 

than the exception in both cases. 
2 6. Adams in his study of sales training programmes 

found that salesmanship is the nost frequently given 

course. In our study, a third of the companies do not 

provide any form of training. Furthermore, he found 

that over half of the com-nanies include courses such 

as organisation and management, policy, human relations, 

i credit department function, company records and. reports, 

., 
channels. With the exception advertising and marIketing 

of trai-nirg iri salesmanship by tvio-thirds of the 

companies visited during the course of our study, none C3 

of the courses indicated by Adars are considered as 

Part of sales training. Such knowledge where it exists 

is acquired informally by a salesman through his sheer 

lemr, th of service with the company. L> 

Llarple G. A. "A Study of sales Compensation in the Ethical 
Pharmaceutical Industry: its association vith sales effpct- 
ive-ness, manag-erial control, job require-merts ard sales 
rparagers' attitudes towara compensation criteria" 
D. B. A. Dissertation, Llichigan Uriversity, 1963. 

2 Adams L. L. "A Study of Sales Training Programs in Eighty-7', ight 
Firms" Ph. D Thesis, Univcr,. ---ity Of Texas, 1959. 
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Lawyer 1 in hi-,, ',, survc-y of sale-, ný tra-irinn, found 
.1 

that metlnoýýs of selectinC salcmen manufactirrers 

of ind'ustri-Il. grýods scems fro-m ; -. to. clinical. viewpoint 

to be unsLystematic. Only a small number of enployces 

have a. systematic approach. In our study, job analysis 

and. job description is non-existent. ',,; %-ile a. com-prehensive 

syster, of selection is indic,? ted, effectively, heavy 

reliance is placeý. on interviewing. 

Furthcrmore, Lawyer found that emphasis is placed on 

product knowledge training vdth lk-noviledge of cur-tomer C. > 

neecls ranking seconi-I . This is conf-Jr-Med in our study. 

8. Saltman 
2 

in his study of sales training 

programmes found that increased sales volume was given 

as the nain objective and also -the mair result of sales 

training, that greater sales was, the principle criterion r_. - 

used for the measurement of the results of sales 

-1esv ol-Lim training. In our stu(13r, wbile increased sa, 

is implied as an objective of sales training, the 

companies do not view increased volume as a r'esult of 

sales training. Indeed no attempt is made to reasure Iý 
ts of sales trainin 

gg the result 

L, rnycr K. "A Survey of Sales Traininp Practices of Represent,,: -, tiVe 
1,7arufacturers, of Industrial Goods". Ph. D. Thesis, 
University of Pittsburgh, 1954. 

2 Saltzman L. R. "Sales Training Trogramines in Pusiness Concerns 
with Fifty or Less Salesmen. " "a. 'D. University of Colorp., lo, 
1956. 
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Ballentinel in his study of sales qiiotq-. s 

found that the experience and judgement of executivos 

play an in-portant role in determinim7 salos territories 

This is confirmed ill our study whereby the majority 

of companies decide on the. size of the dales force 

on sales managers' opinion and ',, 
-ridition, )--L : cactorr,,, 

-ion. rather than an objective analysis of the situat 

Generally, salcs quotas are implied when deciding on 

tile size of t'he sales force. 

Ballerti--ne aýsýo fo-Lin(1 that there is a markec! te�7)d,? �ncy -1, 

to let sadesmen share in the wor',. of set-It-inC (potas. 

Our study aocs not confirm this. 

llentine G. A. "Sales Quotas: Their use in Planpirc-, Sales. 
Activities" Ph. D. Thesis, Columbia University, 1951 . I 


